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FOREWORD 

When the members of the Rowell-Sirois Commission began their collec-
tive task in 1937, very little was known about the evolution of the Canadian 
economy. What was known, moreover, had not been extensively analyzed 
by the slender cadre of social scientists of the day. 

When we set out upon our task nearly 50 years later, we enjoyed a 
substantial advantage over our predecessors; we had a wealth of infor-
mation. We inherited the work of scholars at universities across Canada 
and we had the benefit of the work of experts from private research insti-
tutes and publicly sponsored organizations such as the Ontario Economic 
Council and the Economic Council of Canada. Although there were still 
important gaps, our problem was not a shortage of information; it was 
to interrelate and integrate — to synthesize — the results of much of the 
information we already had. 

The mandate of this Commission is unusually broad. It encompasses 
many of the fundamental policy issues expected to confront the people 
of Canada and their governments for the next several decades. The nature 
of the mandate also identified, in advance, the subject matter for much 
of the research and suggested the scope of enquiry and the need for 
vigorous efforts to interrelate and integrate the research disciplines. The 
resulting research program, therefore, is particularly noteworthy in three 
respects: along with original research studies, it includes survey papers 
which synthesize work already done in specialized fields; it avoids duplica-
tion of work which, in the judgment of the Canadian research community, 
has already been well done; and, considered as a whole, it is the most 
thorough examination of the Canadian economic, political and legal 
systems ever undertaken by an independent agency. 
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The Commission's Research Program was carried out under the joint 
direction of three prominent and highly respected Canadian scholars: 
Dr. Ivan Bernier (Law and Constitutional Issues), Dr. Alan Cairns (Politics 
and Institutions of Government) and Dr. David C. Smith (Economics). 

Dr. Ivan Bernier is Dean of the Faculty of Law at Laval University. 
Dr. Alan Cairns is former Head of the Department of Political Science 
at the University of British Columbia and, prior to joining the Commis-
sion, was William Lyon Mackenzie King Visiting Professor of Canadian 
Studies at Harvard University. Dr. David C. Smith, former Head of the 
Department of Economics at Queen's University in Kingston, is now Prin-
cipal of that University. When Dr. Smith assumed his new responsibilities 
at Queen's in September, 1984, he was succeeded by Dr. Kenneth Norrie 
of the University of Alberta and John Sargent of the federal Department 
of Finance, who together acted as co-directors of Research for the con-
cluding phase of the Economics research program. 

I am confident that the efforts of the Research Directors, research coor-
dinators and authors whose work appears in this and other volumes, have 
provided the community of Canadian scholars and policy makers with 
a series of publications that will continue to be of value for many years 
to come. And I hope that the value of the research program to Canadian 
scholarship will be enhanced by the fact that Commission research is being 
made available to interested readers in both English and French. 

I extend my personal thanks, and that of my fellow Commissioners, 
to the Research Directors and those immediately associated with them in 
the Commission's research program. I also want to thank the members 
of the many research advisory groups whose counsel contributed so sub-
stantially to this undertaking. 

DONALD S. MACDONALD 
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INTRODUCTION 

At its most general level, the Royal Commission's research program has 
examined how the Canadian political economy can better adapt to change. 
As a basis of enquiry, this question reflects our belief that the future will 
always take us partly by surprise. Our political, legal and economic insti-
tutions should therefore be flexible enough to accommodate surprises and 
yet solid enough to ensure that they help us meet our future goals. This 
theme of an adaptive political economy led us to explore the interdependen-
cies between political, legal and economic systems and drew our research 
efforts in an interdisciplinary direction. 

The sheer magnitude of the research output (over 280 separate studies 
in 72 volumes) as well as its disciplinary and ideological diversity have, 
however, made complete integration impossible and, we have concluded, 
undesirable. The research output as a whole brings varying perspectives 
and methodologies to the study of common problems and we therefore 
urge readers to look beyond their particular field of interest and to explore 
topics across disciplines. 

The three research areas, Law and Constitutional Issues, under Ivan 
Bernier, Politics and Institutions of Government under Alan Cairns, and 
Economics under David C. Smith (co-directed with Kenneth Norrie and 
John Sargent for the concluding phase of the research program) — were 
further divided into 19 sections headed by research coordinators. 

The area Law and Constitutional Issues has been organized into five 
major sections headed by the research coordinators identified below. 

Law, Society and the Economy — Ivan Bernier and Andree Lajoie 
The International Legal Environment — John J. Quinn 
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The Canadian Economic Union — Mark Krasnick 
Harmonization of Laws in Canada — Ronald C.C. Cuming 
Institutional and Constitutional Arrangements — Clare F. Beckton and 
A. Wayne MacKay 

Since law in its numerous manifestations is the most fundamental means 
of implementing state policy, it was necessary to investigate how and when 
law could be mobilized most effectively to address the problems raised 
by the Commission's mandate. Adopting a broad perspective, researchers 
examined Canada's legal system from the standpoint of how law evolves 
as a result of social, economic and political changes and how, in turn, 
law brings about changes in our social, economic and political conduct. 

Within Politics and Institutions of Government, research has been 
organized into seven major sections. 

Canada and the International Political Economy — Denis Stairs and 
Gilbert Winham 
State and Society in the Modern Era — Keith Banting 
Constitutionalism, Citizenship and Society — Alan Cairns and Cynthia 
Williams 
The Politics of Canadian Federalism — Richard Simeon 
Representative Institutions — Peter Aucoin 
The Politics of Economic Policy — G. Bruce Doern 
Industrial Policy — Andre Blais 

This area examines a number of developments which have led Canadians 
to question their ability to govern themselves wisely and effectively. Many 
of these developments are not unique to Canada and a number of com-
parative studies canvass and assess how others have coped with similar 
problems. Within the context of the Canadian heritage of parliamentary 
government, federalism, a mixed economy, and a bilingual and multi-
cultural society, the research also explores ways of rearranging the relation-
ships of power and influence among institutions to restore and enhance 
the fundamental democratic principles of representativeness, responsive-
ness and accountability. 

Economics research was organized into seven major sections. 

Macroeconomics — John Sargent 
Federalism and the Economic Union — Kenneth Norrie 
Industrial Structure — Donald G. McFetridge 
International Trade — John Whalley 
Income Distribution and Economic Security — Francois Vaillancourt 
Labour Markets and Labour Relations — Craig Riddell 
Economic Ideas and Social Issues — David Laidler 

Economics research examines the allocation of Canada's human and other 
resources, how institutions and policies affect this allocation, and the 



distribution of the gains from their use. It also considers the nature of 
economic development, the forces that shape our regional and industrial 
structure, and our economic interdependence with other countries. The 
thrust of the research in economics is to increase our comprehension of 
what determines our economic potential and how instruments of economic 
policy may move us closer to our future goals. 

One section from each of the three research areas — The Canadian 
Economic Union, The Politics of Canadian Federalism, and Federalism 
and the Economic Union — have been blended into one unified research 
effort. Consequently, the volumes on Federalism and the Economic Union 
as well as the volume on The North are the results of an interdisciplinary 
research effort. 

We owe a special debt to the research coordinators. Not only did they 
organize, assemble and analyze the many research studies and combine 
their major findings in overviews, but they also made substantial contribu-
tions to the Final Report. We wish to thank them for their performance, 
often under heavy pressure. 

Unfortunately, space does not permit us to thank all members of the 
Commission staff individually. However, we are particularly grateful to 
the Chairman, The Hon. Donald S. Macdonald, the Commission's Exec-
utive Director, Gerald Godsoe, and the Director of Policy, Alan Nymark, 
all of whom were closely involved with the Research Program and played 
key roles in the contribution of Research to the Final Report. We wish 
to express our appreciation to the Commission's Administrative Advisor, 
Harry Stewart, for his guidance and advice, and to the Director of Publish-
ing, Ed Matheson, who managed the research publication process. .A 
special thanks to Jamie Benidickson, Policy Coordinator and Special Assis-
tant to the Chairman, who played a valuable liaison role between Research 
and the Chairman and Commissioners. We are also grateful to our office 
administrator, Donna Stebbing, and to our secretarial staff, Monique 
Carpentier, Barbara Cowtan, Tina DeLuca, Francoise Guilbault and 
Marilyn Sheldon. 

Finally, a well deserved thank you to our closest assistants, Jacques J.M. 
Shore, Law and Constitutional Issues; Cynthia Williams and her successor 
Karen Jackson, Politics and Institutions of Government; and I. Lilla 
Connidis, Economics. We appreciate not only their individual contribu-
tion to each research area, but also their cooperative contribution to the 
research program and the Commission. 

IVAN BERNIER 

ALAN CAIRNS 
DAVID C. SMITH 
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PREFACE 

Courts have in the past played a significant role in the shaping of Cana-
dian economic and social policy, but they have done so in a very low-
profile way. In recent years the role of the courts as a distinct political 
institution has grown in both dimension and profile. This growth will be 
accentuated by the arrival on the Canadian scene of the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms on April 17, 1982. In the overview for this research section, 
found in the companion volume (Volume 57 of the Commission's Col-
lected Research Studies), the courts are referred to as an emerging national 
institution. 

The present volume contains a unique collection of articles about the 
past, present and future role of courts in Canadian society and the likely 
impact of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Professor Henri Brun 
makes a scholarly analysis of how the Charter has modified some of 
Canada's basic constitutional principles. Supremacy of Parliament has 
been blunted but not broken, and rather than embrace U.S.- style judicial 
supremacy, Canada has adopted a middle position between that of the 
United Kingdom and that of the United States. Professor Brun labels the 
new judicial status as judicial primacy. 

Mary Eberts brings her expertise as a student of equality and her expe-
rience as a litigator to the difficult task of assessing the impact of the 
Charter's equality provisions, which came into effect on April 17, 1985. 
In a thorough and scholarly fashion Ms. Eberts examines first the kind 
of government institutions that will be swept into the Charter net; then 
she makes a close analysis of the section 15 equality provisions and 
speculates on their broad impact. While Ms. Eberts argues that the Charter 



should be used as a tool of social reform, Professor Brun in his paper 
cautions that the Charter not be used to impede legislative efforts at social 
reform. 

Even as the volume moves to the more institutional evaluation of courts 
it cannot escape the ghost of the Charter. Professors Wayne MacKay and 
Richard Bauman argue that the policy-making role of the Supreme Court 
of Canada will be greatly extended by the Charter. Their focus is reform 
of an emerging national institution — the Supreme Court of Canada. After 
a thorough and well documented examination of previous reform pro-
posals, MacKay and Bauman reject most of them and call for a constitu-
tionally entrenched court to be appointed by a new Appointing Council. 
Rejecting regional representation as a sacred principle for appointments 
to Canada's highest court, the authors call for diversity and pluralism as 
the best foundation for post-Charter interpretation. 

The Supreme Court of Canada is not the only court in the judicial con-
stellation, and Professor Gilles Pepin suggests that there be significant 
change in the broader judicial structure. Drawing upon his extensive writing 
and research on section 96 of the Constitution Act, 1867, Professor Pepin 
argues that the Constitution not be used to block provincial iniatives in 
dispute resolution, whether at the inferior court or administrative tribunal 
level. What is needed is fresh thinking about how modern disputes should 
be resolved, not historical dissection of how things were done in 1867. 

These rich judicial patches go together to form an interesting coat of 
many colours. The authors themselves are an example of the diversity 
which they applaud. Quebec, Ontario, the Maritimes and the West are 
the regional origins of the authors who also reflect a range of experiences 
and perspectives: academic, practising lawyer, anglophone, francophone, 
female, male and varying political views. 

This volume will provide an excellent jumping off point for what will 
undoubtedly become the popular sport of court watching. 

A. WAYNE MACKAY 
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1 

The Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms as an Instrument 
of Social Development 

HENRI BRUN 

Introduction 

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms came into focus on April 
17, 1982,1  but its impact is still difficult to assess. Until the Supreme 
Court of Canada has handed down a considerable number of decisions 
on the Charter, anything that is said about it will be largely conjecture.2  

Since April 1982, there has been a wealth of legal writing pertaining 
to the Charter. The courts have handed down well over one thousand deci-
sions on the Charter, fifty or more by courts of appeal one level below 
the Supreme Court of Canada. The literature includes fifteen books and 
at least forty journal articles, a number that may appear excessive in so 
short a time.3  Is there any point in adding to this body of literature? In 
most of their decisions, the courts have merely answered the questions 
put to them, which is quite proper. When they have commented more 
generally on the role of the Charter, they have usually done so in a reserved 
and cautious fashion. 

The authors of the legal literature, on the other hand, have usually been 
more willing to deal with general principles and in doing so have been 
notably unanimous and repetitive. With very few exceptions, they have 
not diverged from the classic libertarian position so common among Anglo-
Saxon jurists. 

Since April 1982, the message from Canadian authors has been in the 
form of an invitation to judges not to hesitate to invoke the rights of the 
Charter to oppose acts of legislatures or governments. The Charter is a 
formal constitutional document and thus has supremacy over the laws of 
Parliament; judges must therefore apply it in a spirit of liberalism. 
Therefore, the Charter should receive a broad and generous interpreta-
tion; the linguistic version most favourable to the individual should be 
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used. When called upon, the onus is on Parliament to prove that its laws 
are reasonable or necessary, and it should not rely on the principle of 
presumption of constitutionality. This is the dominant theme, which 
amounts to an obsession with some authors, judging from the number 
of pages they devote to it. 

Such a doctrinal approach was predictable; indeed, it was inevitable in 
light of the experience of the Canadian Bill of Rights,4  which received 
a very cautious judicial interpretation. It is, however, a one-sided approach 
and could be harmful if it succeeded in exerting significant moral or social 
pressure on judges. 

Since the decision has already been made to entrench a charter of fun-
damental human rights in the Constitution, it necessarily follows that a 
portion of the state's power has been transferred from the legislature to 
the judiciary.5  We must now determine how and under what conditions 
the Charter can best serve Canadian society. Thus, while it may be useful 
to remind judges that they have a new power, it is more useful to reflect 
upon the real nature of this new instrument and on the context in which 
it should be used. 

This reflection requires that certain distinctions be made about how a 
constitutional charter should be handled in Canada. My fundamental thesis 
is that it is important to make a clear distinction between the interpreta-
tion and the application of this new legal instrument. In other words, it 
is as important to apply the Charter generously as it is to interpret the 
rights contained in it with circumspection. 

Any contrary approach would be liable to cause much dissatisfaction. 
A narrow application of the Charter, entangled in a technical definition 
of the scope of its application and its rights, would produce immediate 
frustration. However, an absolutist interpretation of the Charter's rights, 
even when accompanied by generous intentions, would run the risk of 
simply delaying the frustration. A generous interpretation of human rights, 
which at the time seems benevolent to the individual, may very well at 
a later time become an argument against using the law to assist the social 
classes who need it most. 

In more general terms, a broad application and a cautious interpreta-
tion of the Canadian Charter can be expected to help it play its proper 
role of watchdog. This will enable the Charter to respond to the basic issues 
it is asked to resolve without preventing the rest of the law from choosing 
practical means of advancing that social development, whose objectives 
after all are those of the Charter: liberty, justice and equality. 

In itself, the Charter is not an instrument of social development. Rather, 
it is the statement of the general objectiv,es of sound development; conse- 
quently, it is natural that it would not thwart the concrete means by which 
such development takes place. Therefore, the Charter will be faithful to 
its proper mission if its field of application is as broad as possible, pro-
vided that the rights contained in it are interpreted as inclusively as pos- 
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sible; in other words, on condition that its interpreters realize that the 
development of Canadian society takes place in other ways. 

The Real Nature of the Charter 

Fundamental human rights, as found in the Charter as a whole, are the 
laws that govern laws. They formulate material standards within which 
the law must be confined. 

Fundamental rights constitute a specific field of law that deals with the 
law itself. They relate to precise situations but only to the extent that the 
law helps them to come into being or to be maintained. Such situations 
are generally considered to be the most unjust legal situations for indi-
viduals, that is, those in which the law prevents free expression, those in 
which a legal rule is applied in defiance of certain substantive and pro-
cedural principles, and finally, those in which a legal rule makes undue 
distinctions between individuals. The Charter addresses these three situa-
tions by proclaiming the right to freedom of expression, the right to due 
process of law and the right to equality. 

Injustice does not, of course, flow only from the law. In principle, the 
law exists in order to reduce injustice. The ultimate purpose of the law 
is to counterbalance the power of some against the weakness of others 
through corrective and distributive justice.6  Thus, it would be pointless 
to claim that fundamental human rights are intended to cover the various 
factual situations that are sources of injustice and frustration for indi-
viduals. To do so would be to claim that fundamental rights and the law 
are one and the same thing, and thus to deprive the field of fundamental 
human rights of any specificity and therefore, any purpose. 

Human rights, as a specific field of law, deal only with the law. They 
require that laws and everything that flows from them (regulations, con-
tracts, judgments, and so on) should obey certain principles that are con-
sidered to be fundamental. The juridical role of fundamental rights is of 
the greatest importance, so that its focus must be precise and clearly 
defined.' 

It has been argued that the Charter is drafted in overly general terms 
but in my opinion, this criticism is unfounded. In their capacity as 
standards, fundamental rights can be expressed only in very general terms. 
But one criticism that can be made of the authors of the Charter is that 
they took the opportunity to regulate certain factual situations that do 
not really fall within the field of fundamental rights.8  As an instrument 
of fundamental human rights, a charter should not contain minor details 
and endless explanations; it should be the direct opposite of, for exam-
ple, fiscal legislation. 

The above comments demonstrate both the importance and the limita-
tions of fundamental rights. Their importance lies in the fact that they 
deal with essential matters, the matters that are vital to society; in other 
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words, to the individual. Their limitations result from the fact that they 
are only a framework for the law and are, consequently, unable to make 
a positive contribution to the development of society.9  Fundamental 
rights and the charters in which they are proclaimed are in one sense 
preventive measures and, in another, a last line of defence.1° 

The concept of fundamental rights can, of course, serve nonjudicial pur-
poses. For example, it can serve to promote certain values: in this respect 
its field is virtually unlimited. Even charters of positive rights sometimes 
contain provisions that suggest or claim that the law is obliged to deal 
with particular factual situations. However, these efforts to predetermine 
the areas where the law should intervene fail to provide truly effective 
sanctions when they do more than simply refer to the state of current 
law. I I 

Basically, charters of rights delineate the areas in which the law may 
intervene. This is essentially what the Canadian Charter does. Its use of 
any particular situation should depend on the real nature of the Charter. 

Constitutional Context of the Charter 
The context of the Charter calls into question two principles of constitu-
tional law in particular: first, the principle of the supremacy of Parlia-
ment as the primary principle governing the operations of the Canadian 
state; and second, the federal principle as the primary principle govern-
ing the organization of this state. 

Since the adoption of the Charter was not accompanied by constitu-
tional amendments relating to the principles by which the Canadian state 
should operate, Canadian law continues to exist and evolve in step with 
the work of the eleven governments and legislatures. And, although the 
courts have a new means of intervention, it is still very much within the 
traditional role played by the courts, which is to control and sanction. 
If used indiscriminately, the Charter could weaken the social fabric of 
the country. 

Nor was the Charter accompanied by any modification in the federal 
character of Canada's Constitution. In some fields, the law must continue 
to develop independently in the various provinces just as, in other fields, 
it develops in the federation as a whole. An ill-considered application of 
the Charter could have dangerous centralizing effects upon the diversity 
and duality of the country. 

Parliamentary, Collective or Judicial Sovereignty? 
Some authors have claimed that the Charter put an end to the supremacy 
of Parliament. Others, more subtle or politically minded, have said that 
the Charter marked the arrival of collective sovereignty. 
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PARLIAMENTARY AND COLLECTIVE SOVEREIGNTY 

It should be stated from the outset that the existence of collective sover-
eignty has very little to do with the Charter. What matters is to know where 
the ultimate power resides in the state. However, it has long been recog-
nized that the power of the Canadian state rests with the collectivity, even 
though the principle has not been explicitly proclaimed as it has in the 
constitutions of some other countries.12  It may even be said that, at the 
present time, all states expressly or tacitly base their authority on the col-
lective sovereignty. The real question then, is whether this collective 
supremacy is a reality in law and in fact. 

As noted above, the supremacy of Parliament is an operating principle 
of the state. It means that, in Canada, as in various other countries, 
parliaments (both federal and provincial) gradually formulate the state's 
ultimate judicial standards. The supremacy of Parliament in no way means 
that Parliament and the legislatures have supreme authority in the Cana-
dian state." The supremacy of Parliament is an operating principle for 
the state, but it does not contradict the idea that the collectivity is sovereign 
in the state. On the contrary, to the extent that it establishes a genuine 
representative democracy, the supremacy of Parliament contributes to the 
realization of a collective sovereignty. 

That situation has not been changed substantially by the Charter, since 
collective sovereignty was already firmly established in Canada, above and 
beyond the letter of the Constitution. By formally introducing freedom 
of expression and the right to vote into the Constitution, the Charter con-
firms and protects that reality. However, by transferring the powers of 
elected parliaments to appointed judges, it does diminish their scope. Are 
we, then, justified in suggesting that we have passed from a regime of 
parliamentary sovereignty to one of judicial sovereignty? 

PARLIAMENTARY AND JUDICIAL SOVEREIGNTY 

Since the adoption of the Charter, most authors have suggested that judges 
may behave as if the supremacy of Parliament no longer existed. This 
advice may not be based on an entirely accurate evaluation of the Consti-
tution. If it is simply a matter of making judges aware that they have 
acquired a new power, that of invalidating laws for reasons other than 
the federal division of powers, the point is self-evident and does not need 
to be stressed. Since the Charter is part of the country's formal Constitu-
tion, it has supra-legislative force and is binding on Parliament and the 
legislatures; thus, the courts may, by invoking the Charter, declare laws 
invalid. While it is true that the actual experience with the Bill of Rights 
may explain why so much is made of the courts' new power," other 
reasons must also be considered. 
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The supremacy of Parliament has been weakened in the sense that the 
laws of Parliament may now be challenged in the courts by virtue of 
specific criteria set forth in the Charter.15  It remains unweakened, 
however, in the sense that the parliaments are still the bodies authorized 
to express the ultimate standards of the state in accordance with the Consti-
tution. And dynamic law, the body of law that a society gradually creates 
for itself as its needs evolve, continues to flow, at the very highest level, 
from parliamentary legislation. 

The Charter has changed nothing in the field of constitutional law 
relating to the functioning of the state. The laws can be challenged in the 
courts, but only parliaments can make laws. The Charter permits no one, 
not even the courts, to replace parliaments. 

Although this new role for the courts is important, it is essentially 
passive, since, like a fire extinguisher, it operates only in an emergency. 
It can prevent the worst, but it is powerless to nourish the living law that 
a society needs. 

The Charter of Rights has in no sense deprived the legislative bodies 
of their responsibility to act as the primary agents in the continuous evolu-
tion and reform of the law. The Charter's purpose is quite different —
to guard against extreme situations. If its interpretation draws it too rapidly 
outside its proper domain, the law will inevitably lose its flexibility. 

A charter of rights is a particularly conservative judicial instrument: 
it sets and establishes certain values, for a considerable time. Our respect 
for established values leads us to erect monuments to them and write them 
in stone, as the Babylonians did with their Code of Hammurabi some 2,000 
years before Christ. On the other hand, not everyone is in fact completely 
able to enjoy these established values. It is those in high places who are 
best situated to benefit to the full. 

The Canadian Charter as a whole does sanction truly fundamental 
rights: freedom of expression, due process of law and equality. Therefore, 
there can be no objection to the entrenchment of these rights simply 
because they might occasionally be of service to those who need them least. 
In the case of fundamental values, a little is better than nothing. 

On the other hand, precisely because they deal only with the legal aspects 
of fundamental rights as described at the beginning of this paper, the rights 
in the Charter must be given an interpretation that does not prevent 
parliaments from adopting social, cultural and economic legislation likely 
to encourage access to fundamental rights. This proposition calls for a 
cautious interpretation of the rights of the Charter, in other words, an 
inclusive interpretation that takes into consideration the actual weight of 
the values contained in the laws that are challenged. 

It must be remembered that, in itself, the Charter is utterly powerless 
to improve the lot of native people, women, and linguistic minorities, 
including the French-speaking minority throughout Canada. For the poor, 
its effect is even more cosmetic. In fact, if the Charter did not contain 
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a few loopholes, it would confirm the deplorable lot of these 
Canadians.16  

The only means of improving the position of these most vulnerable 
Canadians is through ordinary legislation. However, such action should 
not always be hampered by a blind interpretation of the rights contained 
in the Charter. The Income Tax Act,17  which enables the state to take 
the taxpayer's money in spite of the right to equality and in spite of the 
right to enjoyment of property, is perhaps the legislation most likely to 
improve the situation of those who are the most dispossessed,18  just as 
the Criminal Code° is perhaps the most precious of laws for those who 
are weakest. 

Even though the Charter proclaims equality for men and women, if such 
equality does not in fact exist in real social, economic and cultural terms, 
its proclamation merely accentuates the insecurity of the weakest: a woman 
living in a state of equality will have no right to support payments even 
if her unemployment is a result of the years she has spent away from the 
labour market to raise children.2° Conversely, any measure that promotes 
a different division of social functions between the two sexes might appear 
contrary to the abstract ideal of equality if it were not for the loophole 
in section 15(2).21  

A charter of rights is a shield that can guard against serious attacks but 
it should not be allowed to obscure the horizon. It should receive a cautious 
and circumstantial interpretation, not because it does not provide bread 
and butter, not because it gives additional powers to appointed judges 
rather than to elected representatives, but because a blind and unbridled 
interpretation of its rights will only reduce juridical dynamism and curb 
social development. 

With respect to this first aspect of the Charter, there should be very 
serious and profound reasons for condemning any law in the name of fun- 
damental rights. Mere appearances must, of necessity, be set aside, for 
if they are not, there is a danger that these fundamental rights will serve 
goals diametrically opposed to their purpose, namely, the protection and 
well-being of those who are most vulnerable.22  Thus, before condemning 
a legislative measure in the name of human rights, it could be important 
simply to realize that we may be dealing with a professional corporation 
clinging to its financial assets despite a serious financial crisis.23  Similarly, 
the expropriation of a mining company may, depending upon the circum-
stances, be seen either as an attack on property rights or as a job creation 
measure. The extremely general nature of fundamental rights in a charter 
calls for interpretations that are as concrete as possible.24  

The Charter is a mechanism for safeguarding the vital functions of 
society. This is its major role. Any careless application of its provisions 
could cause some segment of society to reject it. It may save a life, but 
its very nature is not such as to improve the quality of that life. For this 
reason, we must still rely on parliaments and governments. 
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Union, Standardization or Centralization? 

Moreover, the Charter exists in a federal context: Canadian constitutional 
law is federal in organizational terms just as the supremacy of Parliament 
is federal in terms of the functioning of the state. 

In 1867, the founding provinces of the federation decided to transfer 
some of their power to common authorities. The criteria governing this 
division of powers were not gratuitous: the provinces intended to main-
tain under their exclusive jurisdiction the matters that they considered 
essential for preserving their identities. This objective was, of course, more 
important for some provinces than for others. 

In 1982, the Charter subjected the entire body of Canadian law, both 
provincial and federal, whether it was passed before or after that year, 
to certain uniform material standards. Setting aside the conditions under 
which these standards were created (which are not the subject of this 
paper), this context alone supports the suggestion that the rights of the 
Charter ought to be interpreted cautiously. 

There is no doubt that the objectives of those who promoted the Charter 
included a more unified Canada and even a uniformity of its laws.25  The 
objective of centralization, on the other hand, is less obvious because 
people are less willing to admit it. In any case, we are interested not so 
much in intentions as in the reality of the Charter's impact. 

Section 31 of the Charter is clearly misleading. Yet, it has been used 
widely for the purposes for which it was designed. This section says in 
essence that the Charter does not increase the legislative powers of anyone 
in Canada, which is a truism. The section does, however, serve to mask 
a real transfer of power from Parliament and the legislatures to the 
judiciary under conditions that can only increase the centralization of the 
country. The simple fact that it contains national standards is, in our 
opinion, evidence of a measure of centralization. Although these stan-
dards are not only the fruit of federal institutions, they are, nevertheless, 
the product of a centralized power base. 

On the other hand, certain provisions of the Charter do not fall within 
the usual domain of fundamental rights. Their presence in the Charter 
can only be explained by the federal character of the Constitution, and 
their terms demonstrate an obvious desire to regulate, at the central level, 
certain issues that were previously considered too decentralized. This holds 
particularly true for the provisions dealing with mobility rights and with 
language rights in education.26  

Some rights in the Charter are defined using standards that refer pri-
marily to federal law or to that of the majority of the provinces or to both. 
That is the case, for example, when determining what is cruel, unreasonable 
or unusual, as in sections 8, l la and 12 of the Charter, and also in deciding 
what is reasonable and justified in a free and democratic society as in sec-
tion 1. The courts have already had occasion to interpret these various 
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concepts by referring to what is taking place in the country as a whole." 
It is, however, the living Charter that is avowedly centralist, a constant 

source of specific and detailed standards designed to meet the needs of 
real situations. This detailing of the principles of the Charter, which are 
by their nature very general, is intended to be used more often than not 
in certain places in central Canada where the population is larger, where 
certain activities take place, and according to perceptions particular to 
such milieus. It is very interesting to note that approximately 40 percent 
of the decisions by Canadian courts of appeal, including the Federal Court 
of Appeal, reported up to March 1, 1984, have been rendered by the 
Ontario Court of Appeal sitting in Toronto.28  

However, the courts cannot be asked to interpret the Charter differently 
in different parts of Canada, or to act differently according to whether 
they are dealing with federal or provincial law. Indeed, the courts have 
quite rightly defended the principle of a standard interpretation." It is 
thus inevitable that the dominant attitudes should become even more 
dominant. The rule of stare decisis exerts a strong influence on Canadian 
courts to follow the jurisprudence of higher courts in other Canadian 
jurisdictions.3° 

Lastly, we should not lose sight of the fact that there is an extreme cen-
tralization in the Canadian judicial hierarchy, to which the Charter has 
transferred a substantial slice of national power. Let us not forget that 
all the judges of superior courts are appointed by the federal government 
and that the Supreme Court of Canada, an institution that is exclusively 
federal in every respect, is in all areas, and particularly with respect to 
the constitutional Charter, the court of last resort.31  

If the federal character of the Constitution is to remain a living reality, 
then the Charter must be interpreted in a cautious and circumstantial 
manner. Further, given the much more political role that the constitutional 
judge is expected to play as a result of the Charter, it also gives some 
urgency to the reform of our judicial institutions. Under the Charter, the 
political role of the judge is much more important, both quantitatively 
and qualitatively, than it was when we had simply the division of powers 
between Ottawa and the provinces. It is no longer the form or vehicle that 
is in question here; what we are now dealing with, directly and immediately, 
are the substantive values of a society.32  

The main reply to this moderating approach is, of course, the universal 
character of fundamental human rights. How could a charter threaten a 
federation if the rights it proclaims are common to all peoples? 

First, as we have already noted, the Canadian Charter contains excep-
tions to this notion of universality.33  However, the real answer to this 
argument is that human rights are universal only when expressed in a 
theoretical and abstract way, which implies very general concepts. In their 
practical interpretation, which must necessarily be factual and closely inte-
grated with the actual experiences of individuals, this universality is con- 
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siderably blunted. When human rights penetrate the particular milieu of 
individual peoples and groups, they must take into consideration the 
cultural characteristics and specific needs of those groups. It is here that 
a charter of rights may possibly play a role.34  

Given its context, the Canadian Charter should be interpreted carefully 
and circumspectly rather than aggressively, since the latter type of inter-
pretation would tend to minimize Canada's diversity. It would, after all, 
be paradoxical if this instrument of justice, made necessary in part by the 
depersonalizing tendency of the law, should eventually serve to deny indi-
viduals and groups the right to their own identity. 

Section 27 of the Charter recognizes this imperative in requiring that 
it be interpreted in a manner consistent with promoting, preserving and 
enhancing the multicultural heritage of Canadians. Such a clause should 
carry a great deal of weight when, for example, a Charter right is applied 
to Quebec civil law or native civil law.35  The Charter must leave room 
for recourse to a law, in the name of the right to be different, which, in 
the final analysis, is perhaps the only truly universal right.36  

The constitutional judge must make sure that the judicial acculturation 
flowing from the Charter is limited to what is ineluctably imposed by the 
intrinsically centralizing influence of such an instrument in a federal coun-
try. The strongest proponents of the argument that interpretations of the 
Charter should draw upon the American Bill of Rights never fail to add 
that this should not, however, occur to the detriment of the Canadian 
cultural identity, a fragile identity characterized by, among other things, 
a greater trust in the state than in individual laissez-faire.37  What, then, 
holds true for the cultural relationship between Canada and the United 
States should even more so hold true for the cultural relationship between 
Quebec and Canada. 

The organizational framework of the Canadian state plays a role similar 
to that of its functional framework: it suggests that the rights of the Charter 
should receive a serious and careful interpretation and one that attempts 
to get to the heart of the matter on the basis of concrete realities. An overly 
enthusiastic interpretation, or one that simply seeks attention, would reduce 
the dynamism and diversity of Canadian society. By contrast, however, 
the application of the Charter should be as broad as possible. As an instru-
ment of last resort, designed to deal with essentials, its field of applica-
tion should not be defined artificially or capriciously. 

Interpretation of the Rights of the Charter 

Because of its constitutional status and the mobility of its objectives, the 
Charter should be guaranteed as broad an application as possible. Never-
theless, the day-to-day interpretation of the rights contained in it should, 
for the reasons given above, take two factors into consideration: the essen-
tially passive and conservative role of a Charter; and the standardizing 
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and centralizing impact of such a charter in a federal country. Otherwise, 
the Charter may betray its objectives. 

The drafters of the Charter were conscious of this danger. The first sec-
tion invites the constitutional judge not to interpret its rights in an abso-
lute or abstract fashion. Therefore, it provides interpretation guidelines 
whose meaning and functioning are worthy of consideration. 

Section 1 of the Charter: An Interpretation Clause 

In essence, section 1 of the Charter requires that reasonable rules of law 
should not be found incompatible with the rights of the Charter. This 
criterion of reasonableness is, in our opinion, a guideline for interpreting 
the various rights of the Charter; that is to say, a standard by which they 
should be judged and not a means to avoid or derogate these rights. This 
is a justifiable position that has certain consequences. 

It is often said that section 1 is a clause of exception or derogation of 
the rights guaranteed by the Charter. This argument seems faithful neither 
to the letter nor to the context of this provision. As we shall see, however, 
our understanding of section 1 conditions its use and function; similarly, 
it conditions, to a great extent, the way in which the Charter is applied. 

The terms used in the Charter, in this regard, are "restreints" in the 
French version and "limits" in the English version. The restrictions or 
limitations to which these two words refer can easily be an integral part 
of the definition of the rights protected by the Charter. This is clearly not 
the case with respect to exceptions or derogations to these rights. There 
is a difference in kind between these two groups of ideas: the former may 
apply only to constitutional judges in order to guide them in their work 
of interpretation, whereas the latter necessarily applies to legislators 
because it implies, as do amendments, abrogations or restrictions, an active 
reversal of something that already exists.38  However, the context of sec-
tion 1 gives credence to the idea that that section should be evaluated and 
dealt with as an interpretation clause that provides a full understanding 
of the rights to be protected by the Charter, and not as a clause that allows 
us to avoid, derogate from, or make an exception to, rights that are in 
other respects fully defined. 

As is appropriate, the Charter sets forth in very general terms the prin-
cipal rights it seeks to protect. As formulated, these rights clearly cannot 
be taken to be absolute. They must necessarily be interpreted and defined 
using external guidelines. 

One might go so far as to say that if section 1 did not exist, judges would 
have to provide themselves with an equivalent as they did for the Cana-
dian Bill of Rights and for the American Bill of Rights, which contain 
no such interpretation clause. We may also assume that the drafters of 
the Charter formulated section 1 in order to ensure that Canadian courts 
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would not apply to the Charter the implicit interpretation clause that they 
created for the Bill of Rights.39  

A number of authorities have criticized the courts for using section 1 
of the Charter too often. However, this criticism seems unjustified. The 
principal rights of the Charter are expressed in such general terms that, 
by themselves, they have no functional meaning. It is essential that they 
be transformed from abstract absolutes to situations that are relatively 
concrete. In order to bring them down to earth, they have to be given 
an interpretation, something that the Charter itself suggests should be done 
by reference to section 1. Any interpretation of a right that is limited to 
the words in which it is expressed remains an abstraction that does not 
correspond to the requirements of the Charter. 

However, to a certain extent, the same is not true of the rights in the 
Charter that are not really fundamental human rights.40  These rights have 
been elaborated in such detail that they are, in themselves, sufficient" 
to hold the courts' attention. 

Furthermore, in a general way, it is understandable that the courts would 
at first do no more than articulate the fundamental right in question, even 
if only to verify at the outset the existence of a minimal connection between 
this right and the state of the disputed law.42  Yet the first phase in this 
two-step process will not amount to very much in the case of true human 
rights such as freedom of expression, equality and due process of law. 
Since judges are not justified in leaving it at that point, except in the 
absence of any cause of action, basically what they have to do is to ask 
themselves whether the state of the disputed law is reasonable. 

As far as the more explicit provisions of section 6 and sections 16 to 
23 are concerned, as noted above, one could alternatively say that section 
1 does not have to enter the picture. On the one hand, the textual basis 
for this is not clear, and on the other hand, we doubt that these rights 
could in any case be formulated in sufficient detail that any challenge to 
them would be unconstitutional.43  This interpretative role of section 1 
also flows from the terms of the Charter and from its position in the 
Constitution Act, 1982. 

It should be emphasized that the primary function of section 1 is to 
guarantee the rights and freedoms set out in the Charter. 

Since it is part of the Constitution, the Charter renders inoperative any 
incompatible provisions of any other legal rule." However, incom-
patibility is itself a relative concept. According to Canadian constitutional 
law, only operational or absolute incompatibility produces inoperability, 
a fact that clearly authorizes the limitation or amendment of rights.45  By 
guaranteeing the rights and freedoms of the Charter, the first part of sec-
tion 1 modifies this situation in the case of the Charter. Everything that 
negatively affects the rights guaranteed by the Charter is incompatible, 
but the rights thus guaranteed by the Charter are precisely the rights 
restricted and limited by reasonable laws and are not absolute rights. The 
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English version of section 1 is particularly eloquent in this regard. 
Whatever approach is used, section 1 clearly seems to be the means by 

which the rights guaranteed by the Charter are correctly interpreted and 
understood and not a means of avoiding or derogating these rights or of 
amending or circumventing them. There are concrete consequences which 
derive from this. In a general sense it requires the constitutional judge 
to reason in the actual context of the conflict between values contained 
by the Charter and the rest of the law rather than speculate on the seman-
tics of the words used by the Charter in formulating various rights." The 
real question is what this rule of interpretation means. 

The Meaning of Section 1 

The basic problem, then, is to decide what is meant by reasonable, which 
is no mean feat, even in a specific context. In this context, reasonableness 
may be viewed in absolute or relative terms. The first notion refers to an 
intrinsic evaluation of the point at issue, the second to an evaluation that 
establishes the relationship between the point at issue and some value 
expressed in the Charter. 

If one follows the absolutist approach, the only rules of law that would 
be contrary to the Charter would be those which, in the eyes of the consti-
tutional judge, were unreasonable, irrational, absurd, arbitrary, gratuitous 
or whimsical. In other words, the constitutional judge would have only 
to question the pertinence of the rule by examining whether it pursued 
its purpose using means that bear a relationship to that purpose. This 
approach and its vocabulary are derived from a principle of administrative 
law relating to the exercise of regulatory power.47  

Despite the jurisprudence deriving from the Bill of Rights, it would seem 
clear that this interpretation of section 1 must be rejected," essentially 
because such an interpretation leads to the same type of excess, but at 
the opposite extreme, that results from the notion of an equally absolutist 
interpretation of the rights set forth in the Charter. With an absolutist 
approach, as we have seen, it would be possible to interpret the rights of 
the Charter without clarification of the values transmitted by the various 
legal rules being challenged, whereas according to the notion under con-
sideration here, these legal rules could be considered without referring to 
the specific values guaranteed by the Charter. An absolutist interpreta-
tion of the criterion of reasonableness means, in fact, that section 1 is 
itself sufficient and that it summarizes the entire Charter, an argument 
that would seem difficult to support. 

Relative reasonableness opens two doors: that of necessity and that of 
proportionality. If understood in this manner, the reasonableness of a legal 
rule suggests that a choice has to be made between the values defended 
by the Charter and those pursued by the rule in question. The essential 
point is to know whether the constitutional judges are thereby substituting 
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their choice for that of Parliament or whether they are reserving their inter-
vention for a certain type of case. Can they require that any legislation 
affecting Charter rights should flow from strict necessity, or should they 
simply condemn only that which affects the Charter in an exaggerated, 
inadequate, excessive, unbalanced, disproportionate or abusive manner 
vis-à-vis the goal being pursued? 

For the reasons stated above, it would seem that the choice should be 
made in favour of the proportionality test: only those measures affecting 
a Charter right in a manner disproportionate to their aim would be con-
trary to the Charter.49  The choice of the necessity test would, on the other 
hand, suggest a radical change in the organizational and operational rules 
of the state, a change that was not made by the constitutional reform of 
1982. 

Necessity, as a criterion of control, differs markedly from the test of 
reasonableness. Moreover, it would appear completely inappropriate as 
a principle of judicial control. It is far too broad: it enables the judiciary 
to substitute itself entirely for the legislature in assessing what is in the 
public interest. It creates an obstacle that may render legislative activity 
impractical, given the very broad and general character of the principal 
rights of the Charter. 

The European Human Rights Convention speaks of necessity,5° as do 
some national constitutions.51  However, even in these instances, 
jurisprudence has been obliged to develop a less rigorous test.52  The con-
cept of reasonableness as a criterion for interpreting the rights of the 
Charter seems to be a clear invitation to the constitutional judges to prefer 
their own perception of the needs of society only in the case of excess or 
disproportion. 

The reference to the notion of a free and democratic society in section 
1 also suggests minimal respect for the decisions of elected parliaments.53  
This is not to suggest that the Charter consequently has no supremacy 
over parliamentary legislation. The section makes it clear that justifica-
tion must be shown to exist, but it would seem that this reference could 
allow the constitutional judge to exercise a greater or lesser degree of pro- 
portionality, depending upon the level of state intervention in question. 
The terms of the Charter do not allow such distinctions on the basis of 
the various fundamental rights in the Charter.54  On the other hand, there 
is nothing to prevent a distinction of degree being made between the test 
applicable to the elected legislators and that applicable to others: govern-
ments, judges, school boards, individuals, and so on.55  

The Functioning of Section 1 

ABSTRACT OR CASE-BY-CASE INTERPRETATION? 

Section 1 is the general interpretation clause of the rights and freedoms 
in the Charter. Since it requires that a test of reasonableness be applied 
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to the various measures challenged under the Charter, this interpretation 
clause requires that the rights of the Charter be interpreted on a case-by-
case basis. This means that the general principle of interpretation, which 
provides that the Constitution shall be interpreted strictly on the basis of 
the needs of each case, applies to the constitutional Charter.56  

Such case-by-case interpretations will eventually produce a general in-
terpretation of the rights of the Charter, as was the case with categories 
of legislative power allocated by the Constitution Act, 1867.57  However, 
the actual interpretation of Charter rights must be carried out in the con-
text of concretely challenged values.58  

BROAD OR DYNAMIC INTERPRETATION? 

Under the heading of interpretation of Charter rights, it is not particu-
larly useful to state that the Charter should receive a broad and generous 
interpretation. Since it is basically a matter of choosing between two values, 
both of which often appear in the Charter, it is very difficult to say how 
far generosity should go. 

It is even more important to guarantee the Charter a dynamic and evolv-
ing form of interpretation capable of adapting gracefully over the years.59  
However, there are some provisions in the Constitution, such as section 
93 (1) of the Constitution Act, 1867 relating to denominational educa-
tion, whose minimal adaptation is guaranteed by the strictest possible 
interpretation.60  

Under the same heading of the interpretation of rights, it would also 
seem inappropriate in this context of conflicting values to proclaim that 
the linguistic version of the Charter offering the greater latitude should 
systematically be preferred. Rather it would seem that the version should 
be preferred that best represents the intentions of the drafter.61  However, 
this intention was, in general terms, to formally constitutionalize certain 
rights and not to change the material meaning of these rights other than 
through recourse to section 1. 

THE ONUS OF PROOF 

If, as seems certain, section 1 is indeed an interpretation clause that enables 
the true sense of the rights of the Charter to be understood, it follows 
that the legislature has no obligation to prove the reasonableness of its 
legislation. On the contrary, if the contested measure is reasonable in the 
circumstances, it forms an integral part of the asserted right. Therefore, 
it is incumbent on the party who claims that the law is unconstitutional 
for reasons based on the Charter to show that the law is not reasonable 
within the meaning of section 1.62  

This first aspect of the principle of presumption of constitutionality63  
does not appear to have been overturned by the adoption of the Charter. 
Once again, the rights of the Charter are, as is appropriate, expressed in 
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such general terms that they are not, in themselves, functional. In order 
for them to become so, it is necessary to complete their definition by 
recourse to section 1. Consequently, it would be illogical to require that 
a party contesting a law demonstrate only the limitation of a right as pro-
vided for in the Charter. Contestation on the basis of the Charter would 
then become so easy that practical application of the law might be 
paralyzed. 

It is not suggested, however, that the person who invokes the Charter 
bear the entire burden of proof beyond all reasonable doubt. It simply 
means that this individual should go a little further and not just provide 
evidence of violation, curtailment or restriction of notions as general as 
freedom of expression, the right to security or the right to equality, for 
example. 

All of these Charter rights have, of course, a certain general meaning, 
but the particular meaning given them by the Charter is the one imposed 
by section 1: they are rights whose functional significance is to render any 
incompatible law inoperative if it is not reasonable within the meaning 
of section 1. Thus, the person invoking one of these rights must, to a great 
extent, move into the realm of the unreasonable. 

If the government considers it necessary, it will respond to these 
arguments. Then, if required, it will demonstrate that the legislation under 
attack may be justified in a free and democratic society. In the end, the 
constitutional judges will rule in favour of the challenge if they are con-
vinced by argument that the legislation in question is infringing upon a 
right contained in the Charter in a manner disproportionate to the objec-
tives being pursued. If there is uncertainty or doubt about the existence 
of such disproportion or imbalance between the values in question, in the 
end they will give precedence to the evaluation of the legislature over that 
of the individual. 

This way of interpreting the rights of the Charter does not flow from 
a technical and literal examination of section 1.64  It is, rather, because 
of the very nature of fundamental rights and because of the constitutional 
context of the Charter that the interpretation based on the principle of 
presumption of constitutionality must be retained. It is difficult to under-
stand why the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court relating to the Bill of 
Rights would not be considered applicable in this regard.65  

The secondary aspects of the principle of presumption of constitu-
tionality recognized in Canadian constitutional law should also be 
applicable to the Charter. Thus, to the fullest extent possible, a law should 
be interpreted in such a way that its impact on the rights of the Charter 
is not excessive under the circumstances.66  If such an interpretation is not 
possible, the law should be declared inoperative, since the judge can in 
no way act as a substitute for the legislature; however, such a declaration 
should apply only to defective provisions of the law, if that is possible 
without betraying the legislature's intention.° 
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Similarly, the procurement of a preventive judicial remedy before a final 
decision about the existence of the alleged right should be subject to 
rigorous conditions. An interlocutory injunction whose effect is to prevent 
the application of a law should require that the applicant show proof of 
serious or irreparable harm and demonstrate the existence of a fairly clear 
right. The mere appearance of a right as a criterion for issuing this type 
of judicial order would allow the Charter to be used too easily for improper 
ends.68  

PROOF OF WHAT? 

What should be the focus of this proof, the burden of which is primarily 
on the person challenging a legal rule in the name of the Charter? 

Traditionally, Canadian constitutional law relating to the division of 
powers between the federal government and the provinces has made a 
distinction in this regard between intrinsic and extrinsic proof. Since the 
criterion of constitutionality with regard to the division of powers is the 
very object of the legislation in question, extrinsic proof seems, a priori, 
to be irrelevant. It becomes relevant only if the intention is to demonstrate 
that the law in question does not truly have the purpose claimed by its 
authors. In this respect, jurisprudence has reached a point where it can 
conceive of the admissibility of virtually any .type of relevant proof in order 
to demonstrate the existence or non-existence of a rational link between 
a piece of legislation and constitutional competence.69  

In the case of the Charter, this problem does not arise, since the consti-
tutionality of legislation is to be judged not by its purpose, but by its real 
impact. Thus, any pertinent proof is admissible, not to demonstrate that 
the law in question has or has not any rational relationship with the consti-
tutional purpose, but to show that it has a proportionate or dispropor-
tionate impact upon the rights of the Charter. 

There can be various types of extrinsic proof. Since it is once again a 
question of evaluating the real impact of the law rather than understand-
ing the intention of the legislature, any statement, even from a minister 
in the House, may be pertinent and admissible. It is the responsibility of 
the constitutional judge to assess its relative weight. 

However, one thing is certain: such extrinsic proof must pertain to the 
laws challenged under the Charter and not to the Charter itself. As noted 
above, the rights of the Charter must be considered and understood on 
a case-by-case basis with respect to reasonableness pursuant to section 1 
and not in light of statements made by authors or promoters of the Charter 
at some particular time. The fundamental objective of dynamic, evolving 
and flexible interpretation, which is even more important in the case of 
fundamental rights than in the case of legislative jurisdiction, is entirely 
irreconcilable with the admissibility of extrinsic proof relative to the 
Charter.7° 
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For that reason, the various rights guaranteed by the Charter must be 
interpreted cautiously. With the exception of certain specific rights, which 
are not truly fundamental human rights and whose limits are, in any case, 
defined in the manner of statutory rights,71  the rights in the Charter 
should not be able to render a law unconstitutional unless that law is first 
deemed unreasonable within the meaning of section 1. The following ques-
tion must then be asked: does this law restrict or limit the Charter right 
in question in an abusive, exaggerated or disproportionate manner as com-
pared to its concrete and precise aims? 

In my view this is the way to understand the rights in the Charter; it 
is based both on the terms of the Charter and on its constitutional con-
text. The Charter itself states that the rights that it guarantees are rights 
limited or restricted by reasonable law, and it is appropriate to assume 
that parliamentary law, especially that of decentralized parliaments, pur-
sues the general objectives of liberty, justice and equality established by 
the Charter. 

Scope of the Charter 

The corollary of a circumspect, cautious and prudent interpretation of 
rights under the Charter is a broad and generous definition of its fields 
of application. That is because the interpretation of rights goes to the heart 
of the issue when rights and values that are equally fundamental must 
be reconciled, whereas the definition of fields of application is a matter 
of implementation. It is socially necessary to interpret rights in the con-
text of other rights. On the other hand, it is difficult to justify refusing 
to permit these truly fundamental rights to apply in certain areas on the 
basis of a legal technique that produces answers unrelated to concrete 
situations. 

This theme can be illustrated by considering several questions relating 
to the general scope of the Charter and to more specific areas of applica-
tion of the most fundamental rights entrenched in it.72  

General Scope of the Charter 

The Charter states expressly that it applies to the federal Parliament and 
to the legislature of each province.73  This statement may be considered 
redundant given the formal constitutional status of the Charter.74  Indeed, 
there is no longer any doubt about the supra-legal authority of the Charter, 
and the discussions that surrounded the application of the Canadian Bill 
of Rights in the legislative field will not be repeated with the Charter.75  

The Charter also affirms that it applies to the federal government and 
to the government of each province.76  For the same reason, this second 
statement was, a fortiori, superfluous: a constitutional Charter, which 
binds parliaments, must of necessity bind governments. The prerogatives 
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of common law and the statutory immunities enjoyed by governments 
cannot prevent the application of the Constitution.77  

If one acknowledges that this reference to governments is required in 
order for them to be bound by the Charter, it would then be necessary 
to give the word "government," used in this context, the restrictive 
meaning of a central body of public administration, i.e., the hierarchy 
of civil servants headed by the Governor General or Lieutenant-Governor 
in Counci1.78  However, since the reference has its own raison d'être, it 
should not be interpreted as limiting the scope of the Charter. 

If, the reference to government must be considered superfluous as far 
as binding governments is concerned, then in principle it is necessary to 
find another justification, which can only be to help define the field of 
application of the Charter. This hypothesis does not, however, require 
that the word "government" be given an organic rather than a functional 
meaning. 

By referring to governments as they have done, the drafters of the 
Charter may have sought to focus on specific bodies or on certain func-
tions of the state. In the first instance, a reference defining the scope of 
the Charter would allow it to apply only to the central organs of the federal 
and provincial public administrations, whereas in the second case it would 
extend the application of the Charter to functions of a governmental nature 
exercised both by governments and by decentralized para-governmental 
institutions. 

Certain authors have dealt with the first of these two hypotheses, either 
on the basis of the decision in Blaikie no. 2 or on the basis of concepts 
used in administrative law to identify government agents.79  In my 
opinion, the first hypothesis should be rejected because it would tend to 
restrict the scope of the Charter. 

In the Blaikie no. 2 decision, the Supreme Court favoured the organic 
position with respect to section 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867, but 
the case was quite unusual.8° The Supreme Court was asked to decide in 
what cases the Quebec public administration could circumvent the rule 
of legislative bilingualism by using regulatory power. The Province of 
Quebec, which was the appellant in the case, argued that such circumven-
tion could only be the act of a government that is part of and, in many 
ways, has authority over the legislature. The Court replied that section 
133 should apply to government regulations and also to regulations of 
para-governmental organizations, with the exception of municipal and 
educational bodies, whose regulations must be approved by the 
government. 

Regardless of the logic of the decision, what must be noted here is that 
the Supreme Court ruling was based on the mechanism and not the tasks 
of the administrative body. Section 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 refers 
to "Acts of Parliament." Swayed by the eloquence of the lower court 
judgment, the court had at first ruled that this expression should be inter- 
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preted broadly to cover all regulatory power.81  Since this statement was 
meaningless, given the obligation it implied, it became necessary, at a later 
stage, to distinguish between the various categories of bodies endowed 
with regulatory powers. There is no functional difference between govern-
ment regulations and municipal regulations. 

The present case is not the same. What is at issue is the application of 
the Charter in its entirety and thus, the application of the fundamental 
rights that mark the ultimate boundaries of law. There is nothing stand-
ing in the way of this application being as broad as possible. It might, 
of course, be quite a different story for some Charter rights that are not 
of this nature and which, like section 133, impose obligations rather than 
restrictions on the state. However, this is not the case in determining the 
general scope of the Charter. 

It would not appear that the criteria of administrative law concerning 
the identification of government agents are of any further use in deter-
mining the general scope of the Charter. These criteria seek to identify 
para-governmental institutions that must, in order to perform their duties 
properly, enjoy the same prerogatives, privileges and immunities as the 
government. It is difficult to see how these criteria could be used to for-
mulate a restrictive definition of the scope of the Charter. Their objective 
would appear to be quite the opposite. 

The hypothesis that a concept of government has a functional meaning 
that would define the scope of the Charter is more acceptable because 
it is less restrictive. The Charter would apply every time the public adminis-
tration exercised its power to coerce or restrain individuals. Such a defini-
tion would include both regulatory and administrative powers, whether 
of a legal or administrative nature. However, the fact remains that it could 
be very disillusioning for a citizen if the constitutional Charter of human 
rights did not apply to the public administration which buys, investigates, 
employs, manages, compiles, reports and so on. 

If a specific meaning absolutely must be given to the Charter's reference 
to governments, it could only be a functional rather than an organic 
meaning. The scope of the Charter would then extend to the area covered 
by the traditional concept of the executive function. 

But in any case, it does not seem necessary to attribute a specific role 
to the Charter's reference to governments. It is not unusual for legislative 
texts to contain references that cannot and should not be given a distinct 
role. The simple rule of interpretation which states that a legislator does 
not speak without a purpose does not constitute sufficient grounds to 
restrict, in the absence of other reasons, the scope of the Constitution Act 
of which the Charter is a part.82  The text of the Charter does not demand 
such a restriction. It may be that those who drafted the Constitution 
expressly mentioned parliaments and governments as a safety measure. 

A definition of the scope of the Charter should not provide its inter-
preters with ready-made answers. On the contrary, the Charter must be 
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ready for use in any case where a legal rule would have a disproportionate 
impact on any of the rights it guarantees. Only explicit and very clear pro-
visions should establish the principle that the constitutional Charter of 
Rights, an integral part of the Constitution Act, cannot, for example, apply 
to courts of law or to individuals who are not otherwise mentioned in the 
Charter.83  

Freedom of Expression 

The Charter contains a section concerning freedom of expression. This 
section affirms the general principle of freedom of expression as well as 
certain corollaries of this right. It is not my intention here to endeavour 
to predict how these rights will be interpreted, but only to illustrate how 
their scope may be broadly or narrowly construed. 

The Charter guarantees freedom of expression to "everyone" (in French 
"chacun"). Therefore, under the Charter, there is no a priori reason to 
limit freedom of expression exclusively to individuals in an artificial or 
doctrinaire manner. One can easily imagine cases where there would be 
an interest in extending this right to corporations. 

Does freedom of expression under the Charter mean political and 
religious expression only, or should it also apply to the arts, literature and 
advertising? American case law has shown great hesitation in dealing with 
this issue, but we believe that the Wording of section 2 of the Charter does 
not, in principle, require that any doors be closed so long as the test of 
whether it is reasonable is applied in the specific and concrete context of 
each case. 

It is one thing to say that freedom of expression under the Charter does 
not apply to pornography, but it is quite another to say that the actual 
consequences of this form of expression must be taken into consideration 
in deciding a case.84  It is a question of the approach: in the first case, 
an absolute rule is laid down that leads to a mechanical response; in the 
second case, the question asked is whether a certain measure to suppress 
pornography unduly restricts the right to freedom of expression, taking 
into account the impact of pornography on the right of women to equality. 

In the same way, we should avoid laying down "in vacuum" the prin-
ciple that freedom of expression under the Charter does not apply to sym-
bolic language, or that it applies in a general way only to the content of 
messages and not to the way in which they are expressed. Expression by 
means of a certain style of dress, by means of certain language or through 
a certain intermediary might be so significant under certain circumstances 
that restrictive measures could readily be perceived as abusive.85  Protec-
tion of content often implies protection of the medium of communication. 

A response to the question of the scope of freedom of expression based 
on a distinction between rights and freedoms would also be unduly 
technical. Following this approach, freedom of expression under the 
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Charter would not apply to a right that tended to favour institutional rather 
than individual expression.86  Here again, although we must obviously 
take into consideration the intended aim of a disputed electoral law, this 
does not mean that we must accept in principle that this law may affect 
individual freedom of expression in any way and to any extent. 

Due Process of Law 
I shall examine only the general clause affecting due process contained 
in section 7 of the Charter,87  and here again my intention is only to 
emphasize the importance of a broad definition of its scope. 

The main issue raised by section 7 is whether its application is substan-
tive or merely procedural. If it is applied only procedurally, it would apply 
only to acts by which the state individualizes general standards that it has 
enacted through laws and regulations. Section 7 would therefore apply, 
essentially, to the manner in which the courts exercise the judicial func-
tion and the manner in which the public administration exercises its discre-
tionary powers. 

According to this hypothesis, however, section 7 cannot be applied to 
the substantive content of the state's political acts, or to the acts of indi-
viduals. Thus the content of laws, regulations, or purely administrative 
acts of the state would be exempt from any control under section 7. 

However, section 7 sets out the three most fundamental rights found 
in the Canadian Charter: the right to life, the right to liberty and the right 
to security of person. Only in the second half of the section, clearly sepa-
rated by a semi-colon (in the French version), does it add "and the right 
not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fun-
damental justice."88  

If these three rights do not apply to the content of laws and regula-
tions, it is tantamount to saying that they are entirely at the mercy of 
legislatures and governments. The latter could, in fact, set the most 
outrageous standards concerning the rights while leaving little or no power 
of discretion to the authorities charged with implementing them. The courts 
would then have no power in these areas, even from a procedural point 
of view. 

Neither the terms nor the context of the Charter would appear to impose 
such a narrow scope on section 7. This section sets out three independent 
and fundamental rights that must be interpreted with the aid of the rea-
sonableness test contained in section 1. Respect for fundamental justice 
is another requirement imposed by section 7 for cases where legal rules 
affecting these rights are to be implemented by any discretionary, judicial 
or administrative power. 

It is difficult to imagine that the Charter would leave rights such as the 
three substantive rights in section 7 entirely at the mercy of a discretionary 
procedure. In the cruise missile case, the Federal Court of Appeal seems 
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to have ruled that section 7 had only procedural value.89  It is to be hoped 
that the Supreme Court will base its decision on a detailed interpretation 
of the right to security of the person and not on a question of scope9° 
as other courts of appeal have sometimes done with respect to the right 
to liberty.91  

The second question of this nature raised by section 7 is whether the 
fundamental justice it prescribes applies only to judicial and quasi-judicial 
discretion or whether it also applies to administrative discretion. Here 
again, the wording used does not necessarily restrict the scope of the 
Charter. The expression "fundamental justice" is used here in a context 
that does not require, as in the case of section 2(e) of the Bill of Rights, 
that it be assimilated to the concept of natural justice in administrative 
law that applies only to judicial functions.92  The expression "fundamen-
tal justice" may include procedural guarantees ranging from the strict for-
mality of a criminal trial to the duty to act fairly in exercising administrative 
discretion.93  

Equality 

Under the Charter, equality is applicable to "every individual." On the 
other hand, the French version of section 15, which sets out the right to 
equality, uses the expression "tous." When it comes down to defining 
the scope of the Charter, rather than interpreting its rights, the version 
most generous to the individual should prevail. 

Nor should the application of equality under the Charter be restricted 
to the six types of discrimination described in section 15. This list is pre-
ceded by the expression "in particular," which is sufficient grounds for 
not artificially restricting the scope of equality. 

The main issue raised by the equality clause is the effect it is likely to 
have on the content of laws. It is well known that the Supreme Court has 
vacillated greatly on this issue with respect to the equality clause in the 
Canadian Bill of Rights. Its rulings have ranged from "yes" in 
R. v. Drybones,94  to "no" in A.G. Canada v. Lave11,95  to "it depends" 
in Bliss v. A.G. Canada," while it seems to have introduced a distinc-
tion between repressive and distributive legislation, with only the former 
being subject to the principle of equality. Generally speaking, the Supreme 
Court has given a literal interpretation to the expression "equality before 
the law" in the Bill of Rights, concluding that it means equality with respect 
to consequences of the law and not with respect to the content of a law 
itself. 

The Charter has done everything possible to repudiate this inheritance. 
This principle of equality is expressed by four phrases, all distinct from 
each other and all different from those in the Bill of Rights. Unlike the 
Bill of Rights, the Charter has a formal constitutional character which, 
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moreover, should contribute to encouraging judges to apply the principle 
of equality to the actual content of the legislation. 

Conclusion 
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is not an instrument of 
development for Canadian society. Rather, it is the supreme means of 
defence for individual members of that society. As such, in order to further 
the well-being of society, it should be broadly applied but narrowly inter-
preted. This derives from the very concept of fundamental rights and from 
the specific institutional context in which the Charter is required to 
function. 

In defining the scope of the Charter, content takes second place to 
framework, form and context, but these peripheral factors should not 
prevent the Charter from playing a role that may be vital. The ultimate 
intervention of the Charter should not be impeded by virtue of technical 
notions that are often artificial. To the extent that words and concepts 
permit, individuals appealing to the Charter should not receive a prelimi-
nary and mechanical response that very often does no more than poorly 
conceal the desire to avoid having to deal with the merits of the question. 

The rights of the Charter should, in fact, be interpreted prudently and 
extremely seriously. This means essentially an interpretation that tries to 
get to the root of the matter by weighing values, rights and responsibilities 
one against another. 

An omnipresent charter, if interpreted in absolute and abstract terms, 
will erode the rights it is supposed to serve. Even worse, it will become 
a source of growing injustice, of benefit to those who are strongest, most 
powerful, best organized and most secure, instead of guaranteeing, first 
and foremost as it should, protection for those who are most vulnerable. 
Instead of developing a more just, more secure and more gentle society, 
it will produce a society of confrontation and conflict based on the 
maximum assertion of rights rather than on fulfilment of responsibilities. 

Finally, the Charter should not, as some have predicted it will, become 
a rich source of livelihood for the lawyers of the future. It should be 
reiterated that if a charter is significant as a defence mechanism, it can 
provide nothing more than what a defence mechanism can provide. In 
the long run, overuse of an immune system produces only self-destructive 
rejection. The social usefulness of a charter of fundamental human rights 
does not increase in proportion to the number of times pleas based upon 
it are accepted. 
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Notes 

This study is a translation of the original French-language text which was completed in April 
1984. 

Canada Act, United Kingdom, 1982, c. 11, Schedule B (Constitution Act, 1982, ss. 1-34). 
To date, five major cases have been heard and are under consideration: Hunter v. 
Southam (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 420 (C.A. Alta); R. v. Big M Drug Mart (1983), 10 
W.C.B. 453 (C.A. Alta); Operation Dismantle v. The Queen (1983), 1 F.C. 745; A.G. 
of Quebec v. Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards (1983), C.A. 77; and 
Re Skapinker (1983), 40 O.R. (2d) 481 (C.A.). Since this paper was written, the Supreme 
Court has handed down a decision in Skapinker and in Q. A. P. S. B. on May 3 and July ' 
26, 1984, respectively. 
These figures are intended to show the general situation and not to provide precise 
statistics. The number of books mentioned includes journals that have devoted an entire 
issue to the Charter and annotated versions of the Charter; the figure for articles does 
not include contributions to special issues of journals and to collective works. See the 
bibliography. 
R.S.C. 1970, app. III. 
In addition to considering laws from the point of view of a federal division of powers, 
the courts can now do this on the basis of substantive principles expressed in very general 
terms. 

Corrective justice establishes or re-establishes equality in relationships between people. 
Distributive justice refers to relationships between society and individuals; it should pro-' 
vide for proportional distribution of the common good. 
See J. Hersch, Quelques paradoxes des droits de l'homme (Zurich: Schultheiss 
Polygraphischer Verlag, 1979), p. 189: 

A third point: We must not confuse the issue. Improved and increased concern 
for offering human rights the best chance of concrete realization in the history of 
mankind must not be permitted to reduce the requirement for massive, basic rights 
that preserve the individual conscience from the rape of force. . . . 

The major enemy of human rights is the use of force by some who wish to enslave 
others in order to use them simply as a means of achieving their own goals. However, 
we must recognize that human rights also have another, more insidious enemy, an 
enemy which threatens to drown them in a sea of nonsense or unreality: the arro-
gant and vain rhetoric of the "belle ame" or "schone Seele." In its lyrical pursuit 
of an imaginary totality, it is scornful of the distinctions and limits explored by 
those of more discerning minds. (Trans.) 

This holds particularly true for the provisions relating to the right to enter, remain in 
and leave Canada (s. 6); official languages (ss. 16-22); and language rights relating to 
education (s. 23). 
The provisions of the Charter that are potentially the most useful for the development 
of society are its interpretation and exception clauses: s. 6(4), 15(2), 16(3), 25, 27, especially 
s. 1 and even s. 33. 
They can ensure that the worst is avoided; for example, a situation in which one or 
several individuals pay unduly for the happiness and security of all. At the same time, 
when taken literally, they are a signal of every man for himself which legally sanctions 
a social status quo. 
The Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, R.S.Q., c. C-12, contains a number 
of provisions of this type: s. 40 for example. See also s. 36 of the Constitution Act, 
1982, on the equalization of regional disparities. Even relatively detailed provisions like 
s. 93 and s. 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 present serious difficulties for implemen-
tation; the application of these provisions in Manitoba is an example. With respect to 
s. 23 of the Canadian Charter, see D. Proulx, "La precarite des droits linguistiques 
scolaires ou les singulieres difficult& de mise en oeuvre de l'a. 23 de la Charte cana-
dienne des droits et libertes" (1983), 14 R.G.D. 335. 
See H. Brun and G. Tremblay, Droit constitutionnel (Montreal: Editions Yvon Blais, 
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1982), p. 95 et seq. For example, Article 3 of the French Constitution of October 4, 
1958, reads as follows: "National sovereignty belongs to the people who exercise it through 
their representatives and through the referendum process." (Trans.) 
Ibid., p. 409. 
Only once has the Supreme Court given practical recognition to the supremacy of the 
Bill of Rights over ordinary legislation: R. v. Drybones (1970), S.C.R. 282. At other 
times, it has developed theories that tend to deny such supremacy: A.G. Can. v. Lavell 
(1974), S.C.R. 1349; R. v. Burnshine (1975), 1 S.C.R. 693; A.G. Canada v. Canard 
(1976), 1 S.C.R. 170; and R. v. Miller (1977), 2 S.C.R. 680. See (1977), 18 C. de D. 
567 and (1975), 53 Can. Bar Rev. 795. 
The Charter enlarges the traditional role of the courts for three reasons. The first relates 
to the very general terms used in the Charter. Many of the Charter's provisions use terms 
that will have to be defined and whose scope will be clarified in each case. The second 
reason why the role of the courts is enlarged is that the possibility of the Charter's being 
amended is so slight. The evolution of the Charter is mainly a result of its interpreta-
tion by the courts. In practice, it is the courts that will define the real significance of 
the Charter. The third reason for the greater role of the courts is that only the judicial 
system has the jurisdiction to interpret and apply the Charter. 
See, supra, note 9. 
S.C. 1970-71-72, c. 63. 
See H. Brun, "Le recouvrement de l'imp8t et les droits de la personne" (1983), 24 
C. de. D. 457. 
R.S.C. 1970, c. C-34. 
See Messier v. Delage, J.E. 83-1082 (S.C.C.): the dissenting opinion of three of the 
seven judges. 
See Pelletier v. Leger, an unreported decision of the Quebec Superior Court on May 
4, 1982, in which a training program especially designed for female public servants was 
found to be contrary to the equality provisions of the Quebec Charter. See also F.R. 
Boddendijk, Minorities and Civil Liberties in Advanced Industrial Societies: A Ques-
tion of Two Incompatible Values? Paper presented at the 12th World Congress of the 
International Political Science Association, Rio de Janeiro, August 1982. 
See Hersch, supra, note 7, at p. 186. 

To implement human rights is to take action in the very context in which there is 
confrontation between forces and the struggle for life, in order to introduce a new 
dimension, protection of the rights of the weakest, respect where strength is lacking, 
something sacred without violence — in other words, in nature itself, a counter-force 
in human terms. (Trans.) 

See the remarks of W.S. Tarnopolsky, "The New Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms as Compared and Contrasted with the American Bill of Rights" (1983), 5 
Human Rights Quarterly 227, at p. 272 and "Comparison Between the Canadian Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights" 
(1982-83), 8 Queen's L.J. 211, at p. 230, on the subject of the Loi assurant la reprise 
des services dans les colleges et les ecoles du secteur public, L.Q. 1983, c. 1 (Bill 111). 
The International Labour Organization, in a decision relating to this legislation, gave 
serious consideration to the prevailing social and economic situation: Decision 1171, 
November 19, 1983. 
See W.R. Lederman, "The Power of the Judges and the New Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms" (1982), 16 U.B.C.L. Rev. 1; Hersch, supra, note 7, at p. 185-87: 

Human rights cannot avoid confronting nature, where the prevailing law is the law 
of the strongest. To say that a requirement is a right is to deny oneself opportunities 
of an ideal intention, and to carry out concrete implementation in the real and material 
context of human life. 

In sum, it appears that we may consider most acquired or sought-after rights as 
giving concrete expression to the conditions of the actual implementation of human 
rights. (Trans.) 

See P.H. Russell, "The Political Purposes of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms" (1983), 61 Can Bar Rev. 30. 
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Ss. 6 and 23. These provisions are much more detailed than those dealing with tradi-
tional fundamental rights. 
See, for example, Reynolds v. A.G. B.C. (1983), 143 D.L.R. (3d) 365 (S.C. B.C.); Storey 
v. Zazelenchuk (1982), 21 Sask. R. 158 (Q.B.); Re Ontario Film and Video Apprecia-
tion Society and Ontario Board of Censors (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 58 (D.C. Ont.) on 
s. 1 of the Charter. See Shingoose v. Minister of Social Services (1983), 149 D.L.R. 
(3d) 400 (Q.B. Sask.) on s. 12. 
We are not, of course, suggesting that influence can be measured simply by the number 
or percentage of decisions rendered. It should be noted, however, that the Ontario courts 
very often have the opportunity to be the first to pronounce on questions of substance 
relating to the Charter; and the lower courts of the other provinces are often reduced 
to following what the Ontario Court of Appeal has said on these issues. 
See, for example, Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards v. A.G. Quebec, 
J.E. 82-903 (1982), 140 D.L.R. (3d) 19 (Q.S.C.), in which the principle of standard 
interpretation has served to justify the aggressive intervention of the federal govern-
ment in a matter relating to the constitutionality of a provincial law. 
See, supra, note 7, at p. 37. 
Constitution Act, 1867, R.S.C. 1970, app. II, p. 191, ss. 96 and 101; Supreme Court 
Act, R.S.C. 1970, C. S-19. 
L. Favoreu, in Cours constitutionnelles europeennes et droits fondamentaux (Paris: 
Economica, 1982), p. 29: 

The constitutional judge is different, first because he necessarily has constitutional 
status, in other words a status that shelters him from the government he is charged 
with monitoring. His existence, structure and responsibilities are, in principle, set by 
the Constitution and, in order to change this status, it is necessary to revise the 
Constitution. . . . 

. . . What also sets him apart from the ordinary judge is the fact that, by monitor-
ing the government, even if his actions and methods are judicial in nature, the scope 
of his decisions is often and inevitably political in nature. (Trans.) 

See, supra, notes 8 and 26. 
J. Hersch, "Le concept des droits de l'homme, est-il un concept universel?" (Paris: 
Goethe Institute, unpublished paper, May 1980), pp. 3 and 4. 

From the moment when we develop sciences with their terminologies and their strict 
methods, techniques with their facilities and limitations, industries with their hierarchies 
and interdependent and divergent interests, it is no longer enough to recognize the 
deepest living roots, which we all possess, of human rights. It becomes imperative 
to conceptualize them and to explain them in detail in terms of legal requirements. 
It is then that in the name of universal rights, each individual will insist on his right 
to be himself, and to be different. (Trans.) 

See R. Decary, "La Cour supreme et la dualite canadienne" (1979), 57 Can. Bar Rev. 
702, at p. 712. 
See N. Rouland, "L'acculturation judiciaire chez les Inuits du Canada" (1983), 13 Recher-
ches amerindiennes 179, 307, pp. 313-14. See also s. 16(3) of the Canadian Charter as 
well as art. 22 of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and art. 27 of the 
1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, whose voluntary protocol 
Canada signed in 1976. Human beings do not develop their potential just because they 
have not been killed or because they have not died of starvation. From the point of 
view of intelligence and human spirituality, the individuals need to be part of a struc-
ture, of the culture to which they belong. The necessity of respecting various cultures 
is an extension of the recognition of the right to intellectual and spiritual development. 
See, for example, P. Berton, Why We Act Like Canadians: A Personal Exploration 
of Our National Character (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1982). 
In Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards, supra, note 2, at pp. 27 and 30, 
the Supreme Court made a distinction between derogation and restriction. It was, 
however, a distinction of degree rather than of kind, and seemed rather obscure: 

Whatever their scope, the limits which s. 1 of the Charter allows to be placed on the 
rights and freedoms set out in it cannot be equated with exceptions such as those 
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authorized by s. 39(1) and (2) of the Charter . . . . 
Such limitations cannot be exceptions to the rights and freedoms guaranteed by 

the Charter or amount to amendments of the Charter. 

The Supreme Court considers that federal laws which pursue a "valid federal objec-
tive" do not contravene the rights of the Bill of Rights: Human Rights Commission 
v. A.G. Canada and Vermette (1982), 1 S.C.R. 215; MacKay v. The Queen (1980), 2 
S.C.R. 370; Bliss v. A.G. Canada (1979), 1 S.C.R. 183. The expression "valid federal 
objective" has generally been interpreted as referring to areas of federal competence, 
which has the effect of depriving the Bill of Rights of any authority over federal laws. 
Supra, notes 8 and 26. 
The two decisions handed down by the Supreme Court after this paper was written deal 
with these sections. See, supra, note 2. Skapinker dealt with s. 6 and Quebec Associa-
tion of Protestant School Boards, with s. 23. 
Thus, in Skapinker, supra, note 2, the Supreme Court at this point came to the conclu-
sion that there was no rapport between s. 6 bf the Charter and the Ontario legislation 
at issue. In our view, this is how we must interpret the case law that established the 
principle that, initially, Charter rights must be interpreted independently of s. 1. See 
for example, R. v. Rauca (1983), 4 C.R.R. 42 (C.A. Ont.). 
The Supreme Court decision in Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards, supra, 
note 2, is extremely confusing in this regard. At the beginning and again at pp. 14 and 
26 of the reasons, the Court expressly states that it is not dealing with the question of 
the applicability of s. 1 in the case of a conflict with respect to s. 23 of the Charter. 
The Court then shows that the Quebec legislation at issue cannot be considered as a 
reasonable limit upon s. 23 within the meaning of s. 1, since the legislature's precise 
intention in s. 23 was to override the Quebec legislation (pp. 16-26). This reasoning 
seems well-founded and, in this case, justified (see, infra, note 70). But the Court affirms 
subsequently that there is a conflict between s. 23 and the Quebec statute that s. 1 cannot 
mitigate since, in this case, it is a matter of a derogation and not a restriction (pp. 27 
and 30). But in so doing, the Court is applying s. 1 in spite of its initial remarks. In 
any case, it could not have done otherwise without concluding that s. 23 is sufficiently 
precise to render everything that has a negative effect on it unconstitutional. Otherwise 
it would require an incompatibility gauge. In this context, the distinction between deroga-
tion and limitation seems to make the doubtful distinction between negation and restric-
tion, upon which the Court of Appeal based its decision, even worse: (1983), C.A. 77. 
In fact, the Supreme Court had a rather difficult time with this case: in the everit it 
had to avoid at any cost the reasonableness of s. 1 and the very strong arguments presented 
by the Attorney General for Quebec in this regard. The Court should have and could 
have stood by its initial reasons. 
As per s. 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982, supra, note 1. 
Supra, note 12, at pp. 348-50. 
A. Tunc, in Cours constitutionnelles europeennes et droits fondamentaux (Paris: 
Economica, 1982), p. 8, speaks of the: 

. . . mission to ensure the liberty of the citizen or, less abstractly, to attempt to 
harmonize the necessary exercise of public power with the no less necessary autonomy 
of the individual. (Trans.) 

Mr. Justice D.G. Blair, The Charter and the Judges: A View From the Bench, paper 
delivered at the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice symposium in 
October 1983: 

The problem for the courts, is to balance these competing rights and determine 
which should be paramount in any particular situation. 

See G. Pepin and Y. Ouellet, Principes de contentieux administratifs (Montreal: Editions 
Yvon Blais, 1979), p. 94. 
The Supreme Court has always considered that a law needs only to have a justification 
for it to be deemed in conformity with the Canadian Bill of Rights: see the Lavell, 
Burnshine, Canard, Miller, Bliss, MacKay, and Vermette decisions, supra, notes 14 and 
39. 
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Almost all the decisions by appeal courts that have, to date, struck down laws in the 
name of the Charter, could, in my opinion, be justified by applying this test. 
In ss. 2, and 8-11. 
Jamaica or Antigua, for example. 
A.G. v. Antigua Times (1976), A.C. 16; Hinds v. The Queen (1977), A.C. 195. 
See, for example, Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards v. A.G. Quebec (1982), 
S.C. 673, pp. 693-94; Federal Republic of Germany v. Rauca (1982), 38 O.R. (2d) 705 
(H.C. Ont.), p. 716. 
See A. Morel, "La clause limitative de l'article 1 de la Charte canadienne des droits 
et libertes: une assurance contre le gouvernement des juges" (1983), 61 Can. Bar Rev. 
81, at p. 84 et seq. 
In the following decisions, for example, an exacting proportionality is contrasted to the 
action of a judge and a director of a prison: Re Collins and The Queen (1983), 4 C.R.R. 
78 (C.C. Ont.); Malty v. A.G: Sask. (1983), 143 D.L.R. (3D) 649. 
See, supra, note 12, at p. 337. In Skapinker, supra, note 2, the Supreme Court said 
as follows in this regard, at p. 39 of the decision: 

The development of the Charter as it takes place in our constitutional law, must 
necessarily be a careful process. Where issues do not compel a commentary on these 
new Charter provisions, none should be undertaken. There will be occasions when 
guidance by obiter or anticipation of issues will serve the Canadian community, 
and particularly the evolving constitutional process. On such occasions, the Court 
might well enlarge its reasons for judgment beyond that required to dispose of the 
issues raised. 

Ibid. 
Supra, note 46. 
The Supreme Court said the following in Skapinker, supra, note 2, at p. 12 of the decision: 

It is part of the fabric of Canadian law. Indeed, it 'is the supreme law of Canada,' 
s. 52, Constitution Act, 1982. It cannot be readily amended. The fine and constant 
adjustment process of these constitutional provisions is left by a tradition of necessity 
to the judicial branch. Flexibility must be balanced with certainty. The future must, 
to the extent that it is foreseeable, be accommodated in the present. The Charter 
was designed and adopted to guide and serve the Canadian community for a long 
time. Narrow and technical interpretation, if not moderated by a sense of the 
unknowns of the future, can stunt the growth of the law and hence the community 
it serves. 

This provision sought to enable Catholics and Protestants to have public denomina-
tional schools. It corresponded to the concept of freedom of religion at the time. Today, 
it goes against the notion of separation of Church and State, is discriminatory on the 
basis of religion, and makes it very difficult in Quebec to establish non-denominational 
schools. 

The proper interpretation may be one that marries both versions, thus leading logically 
toward the stricter version rather than the broader version: see Jones v. Gamache (1969), 
S.C.R. 119, p. 126 and s. 8(2)(b) of the Official Languages Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 0-2. 
However, the context and other interpretation principles might also enter into considera-
tion; see: R. v. Cie 1mmobiliere BCN (1979), 1 S.C.R. 865, pp. 871-72. A constitution 
is not made with a view to obeying rules of interpretation that would operate mechanically. 
We maintain this position even though a number of appeal court decisions have stated 
the opposite. See Re Skapinker (1983), 40 O.R. (2d) 481 (C.A.), p. 487; R. v. Rauca 
(1983), 4 C.R.R. 42 (C.A. Ont.); Re Southam v. The Queen (No. 1) (1983), 146 D.L.R. 
(3d) 408 (C.A. Ont.). In Skapinker, supra, note 2, the Supreme Court did not deal with 
this issue. 
Supra, note 12, at p. 332. 
The use of the interpretation clause should not depend upon a particular meaning of 
the term "limited" or the expression "prescribed by law"; see A.G. Quebec v. Quebec 
Association of Protestant School Boards (1983), C.A. 77 and Re Ontario Film and Video 
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Appreciation Society and Ontario Board of Censors (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 58 (D.C. 
Ont.). See Morel, supra, note 54, p. 89 et seq. 
R. v. Burnshine (1975), 1 S.C.R. 693, pp. 707-708; R. v. Miller (1977), 2 S.C.R. 680, 
pp. 695-96. This, however, does not mean that we are in agreement with the Supreme 
Court on what this proof should contain: supra, note 48. 
Supra, note 12, at p. 332. 
Ibid., p. 334. 
Ibid., p. 333. 
Ibid., p. 344. 
In Quebec Association of Protestant School Boards, Mr. Justice Beauregard of the Court 
of Appeals based his opinion on "the precise and clear goal" of the legislature in 1982: 
(1983), C.A. 77, p. 79. It must be said that this case provides only a truncated view 
of the general value of the Charter. Section 23, which it challenges, is not a fundamen-
tal human right either in nature or in form. In fact, this provision of the Charter is 
a foreign element introduced in order to make certain provisions of the Charter of the 
French Language, R.S.Q., c. C-11, unconstitutional. Thus, it is difficult to criticize the 
judiciary for taking that well-known fact into account. 

Since this paper was written, the Supreme Court has handed down its decision in this 
case: supra, note 2. It confirms that s. 23 does not set forth a fundamental right in the 
material sense of the term (p. 16 of the decision) and that the purpose of the provision 
was actually to negate the provisions of the Charter of the French Language, which 
was challenged in that case, at pp. 17-25 of the decision: the basis of its decision, therefore, 
might have consisted of a confirmation of Mr. Justice Beauregard's opinion, an opinion 
based on the legislature's intention. Interpreting a Charter right by the intention of its 
creator is entirely justified in this case. However, this situation should be considered quite 
exceptional and it should not prevail in the case of Charter rights that are fundamental 
human rights. It is difficult to see, for example, what the evidence for the opinion 
expressed on this matter in 1981-82 by the then minister of justice has to do with a 
legal dispute concerning the right to equality under subsection 15(1) of the Charter. In 
Skapinker, supra, note 2, at p. 38 of the decision, the Supreme Court specifically states 
that it will not rule on the admissibility or the pertinence of such proof. However, it 
is surprising that the Supreme Court does not make this important distinction with regard 
to the question of extrinsic proof between evidence under the Charter, the admissibility 
of which can only freeze the latter in their 1982 state, and proof with respect to the 
rights in question, the admissibility of which is essential to a just interpretation of the 
Charter rights. 
Supra, note 8. 
This question of the application of the Charter does, of course, often centre on the inter-
pretation of the terms of the Charter and even the terms by which rights in the Charter 
are set forth. But the interpretation in this case is not intended to reveal the material 
significance of such and such a right, but rather to show whether in certain legal and 
factual situations this legislation is capable of being invoked. A reply to a challenge 
based on non-applicability is, by definition, a reply that avoids answering the basic ques-
tion of whether the fundamental right invoked and guaranteed by the Charter includes 
the legal rule under attack. 
S. 32. 
According to s. 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982. See, supra, note 12, at p. 627; P.W. 
Hogg, "Supremacy of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms" (1983), 61 Can. 
Bar Rev. 69. 
Supra, note 14. 
S. 32. 
Supra, note 12, at p. 330. See B.C. Power v. B.C. Electric (1962), S.C.R. 642. We are 
thinking especially of the interpretation acts that provide that the government is not 
bound by a law unless the law makes specific mention of the government. For example, 
Interpretation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. J-23, s. 16, or Civil Code of Lower Canada, art. 9. 
On the application of the Charter with respect to prerogatives (C.A.) see R. v. Operation 
Dismantle (1983), 1 F.C. 745. 
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Indeed, the immunities we have just mentioned apply to the government only in the 
organic sense of the term. 

See K. Swinton, "Application de la Charte canadienne des droits et libertes" in W.S. 
Tarnopolsky, Charte canadienne des droits et libertes (Montreal: Wilson and Lafleur-
Sorej, 1982), p. 60; G. Remillard, "Les conditions d'application de la Charte," in La 
Charte canadienne des droits et libertes (Montreal: Barreau du Quebec, 1983), p. 72 
et seq.; D. Gibson, Distinguishing the Governors from the Governed:. The Meaning of 
"Government" under the Section 32(1) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 
brief to the Canadian Institute for the Administration of Justice symposium, October 
1983. 
A.G. Quebec v. Blaikie (No. 2) (1981), 1 S.C.R. 312. 
A.G. Quebec v. Blaikie (No. 1) (1979), 2 S.C.R. 1016, p. 1027. 
S. 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

We readily admit that the question of the applicability of the Charter in private law 
is far from clear. It might well be that for political reasons the courts would close this 
avenue to the Charter. On the other hand, it is not very clear what legal logic would 
confine the constitutional Charter to the area of public law. Individuals' acts cannot 
be sanctioned by the courts unless they are in conformity with the law, which, presumably, 
primarily includes the Constitution. See J. Rivero, in Cours constitutionelles europeen-
nes et droits fondamentaux (Paris: Economica, 1982), p. 523. 

I must confess my astonishment and my inability to understand how it can be 
accepted, for example, since freedom of opinion is a principle entrenched at the 
constitutional level, that while it is unacceptable for the state to exert pressure on 
its citizens because of their opinions or to prevent them from expressing themselves, 
it would be perfectly compatible with this principle for an employer to exert pressure 
on the freedom of opinion of his employee or to forbid him to express himself. 
I cannot accept the possibility of a double standard within a society, one applicable 
to relations between the state and individuals, the other applicable to relations 
between citizens, and that these two standards would differ in their very essence 
and in the values they enshrine. Moreover, when a conflict arises between two indi-
viduals specifically concerning the exercise of a freedom or fundamental right, the 
conflict is brought before a judge, i.e., before a state authority. This state authority 
must necessarily apply to this conflict the rules which bind any state authority, i.e., 
the fundamental principles of the Constitution. Indeed, this is what, in my opinion, 
the example of German law reveals, where through the control of decisions made 
by civil jurisdictions, the Constitutional Court imposes on relations between indi-
viduals respect for the fundamental principles of the Constitution. I believe, 
therefore, that it is essential to specify, to recall, to deepen this idea that fundamental 
rights must be conceived as a protection of the individual not only against arbitrary 
public power, but also against the no less formidable threat of private arbitrary 
power. (Trans.) 

If we are correct on this point, that means that the constitutional reform of 1982 had 
unique consequences for Quebec. Civil law of French origin which has been presented 
in Quebec thanks to the Quebec Act of 1774 and s. 92(13) of the Constitution Act, 1867 
would, however, be overwhelmed with respect to the most fundamental principles in 
the context of pan-Canadian common law. For reasons mentioned above, this situation 
is appropriate for a very cautious interpretation of Charter rights in Quebec civil law. 
But we doubt that it could or should go so far as to lead to an absolute refusal by the 
courts to apply the constitutional Charter to private law in whatever part of the country. 

Initially, very few thought that the Charter could be applied to private law; supra, 
note 12, at pp. 628 -29. We must, however, admit that doctrine now shows a reversal 
of this tendency: D. Gibson, "The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and a 
New Category of Qualified Privilege" (1983), 61 Can. Bar Rev. 124; A. Pratt, "The 
Charter and How to Approach It: A Guide for the Civil Practitioner" (1983), 4 Advocate's 
Quarterly 425; L. Smith, "Charter Equality Rights" (1984), 18 U.B.C. L. Rev. 351. 
Other authors, while not taking a position, do not in any way close the door to appli-
cability of the Charter to private law: G. Laforest, "The Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms: An Overview" (1983), 61 Can. Bar Rev. 19; G. Remillard, supra, note 79. 
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For a good general overview of this issue, see C.F. Beckton, "Obscenity and Censor-
ship Re-examined under the Charter of Rights" (1983), 13 Man. L. J. 351. 
The following decisions are examples of rulings on this issue based on field of applica-
tion: Devine v. A.G. Quebec (1982), C.S. 355; Boucher v. C.E.Q. (1982), C.S.P. 1003; 
Roberge v. A.G. Quebec C.S., Montreal, January 11, 1982. 

See, for example, Re Allman and Corn 'r of Northwest Territory (1983), 144 D.L.R. 
(3d) 467 (S.C. N.W.T.). 
We have here used the expression "due process of law" in a general sense, as we have 
done from the outset, in order to identify one of the three specific aspects which form 
the classic field of fundamental human rights, and not with reference to the terminology 
used by the Charter. 
The English version of s. 7 seems to us to state this even more clearly. 
R. v. Operation Dismantle (1983), 1 F.C. 745. 
The difficulty with this case is that a ruling must be made on a preliminary motion to 
dismiss the action of those challenging. A right to security guaranteed by the Charter 
rather than the scope of s. 7 could lead to the dismissal of the federal government's 
preliminary motion and it would, therefore, seem clear that tests could continue to be 
conducted until a final ruling was handed down. For it to be otherwise, those challenging 
would have to seek a preliminary injunction which they could not obtain without assuming 
a burden of proof equivalent, for all intents and purposes, to the one they would have 
to bear at trial. 
Re s. 94(2) of the Motor Vehicle Act (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 539 (C.A. B.C.); R. v. 
Stevens (1983), 145 D.L.R. (3d) 563 (C.A. Ont.). In Stevens, the court simply assumed 
the substantive application of s. 7 of the Charter without making any ruling on it. 
Duke v. The Queen (1972), S.C.R. 917. 
Supra, note 12, at p. 506. 
(1970), S.C.R. 282. 
(1974), S.C.R. 1349. 
(1979), 1 S.C.R. 183. 
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2 

The Supreme Court of Canada: 
Reform Implications 
for an Emerging 
National Institution 

A. WAYNE MACKAY AND RICHARD W. BAUMAN 

Introduction: An Emerging Institution 

Few Canadian citizens would consider the Supreme Court of Canada to 
be a national institution, and fewer would expect this group of nine people 
to have a significant impact on the political, social, and economic life of 
Canada.' Nonetheless, the Supreme Court has been, at least nominally, 
a national institution since its creation in 1875, and it has had a growing 
impact on the shape of Canadian society. As umpire of Canadian 
federalism, the Supreme Court has had an important effect on the exer-
cise of government authority ever since it replaced the Judicial Committee 
of the Privy Council as the final appellate court.2  One recent example of 
the impact of rulings on the distribution of powers is the ruling on owner-
ship of the Newfoundland offshore, which has clearly had a direct 
economic and political consequence.3  

The Supreme Court was created in 1875 by a regular federal statute 
passed pursuant to section 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867. Subject to 
arguments about implicit entrenchment, which will be discussed later, 
Canada's final appellate court is still a creature of statute.4  In the early 
days, the prestige of the Court was not high and there were serious attempts 
to have it abolished.5  Even after these turbulent early years, the role of 
the Supreme Court of Canada as constitutional umpire was not beyond 
question. 

Paul Weiler has been one of the Court's most outspoken critics. In 
numerous articles and in his book, In the Last Resort,6  he has criticized 
the performance of the Court on almost every front, including its rulings 
on matters related to the distribution of powers under the Constitution 
Act, 1867. Weiler went so far as to advocate that the Court should be 
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replaced as final constitutional umpire by a system analogous to com-
pulsory arbitration. Of course the Court has also had its supporters, who 
argue that its performance in constitutional cases has been quite accept-
able.7  However, even some of the staunch Court supporters, including 
the late Chief Justice Laskin, have argued that the Court should adopt 
a bolder and more adventurous role.8  The tendency of Canadian judges 
has been to adopt the more restrained and cautious role of the British 
judge.9  

Because of this rather restrained British backdrop, it is fashionable to 
argue that the Supreme Court has not played a policy-making role in 
Canada. As Chief Justice Brian Dickson observed in an article published 
in 1982, whether the Supreme Court has played a law-making role is largely 
a matter of definition.10  The late Chief Justice Laskin, for one, was 
clearly of the view that the Supreme Court had a direct impact on the 
lives of everyday Canadians. 

Such is the character of the cases that come before the Supreme Court that 
its decisions on them may touch you as husband or wife, as businessman, 
as corporate executive, as shareholder, as policy holder, as labour union 
member, as civil servant, as teacher or student,,as policeman, as member 
of an administrative agency, as a member of government, whether municipal, 
provincial or federal, as a person accused of an offence, and so on. All 
economic activity and all exercises of governmental authority, whether by 
legislation or by executive order or regulation, are potentially the stuff or, 
should I say, the staff of our life." 

Only in recent years has the practical impact and the policy-making role 
of the Supreme Court of Canada come to the attention of the Canadian 
public. One of the most dramatic examples of this was the 1981 decision 
on the patriation of the Constitution, in which the late Chief Justice Laskin 
read the judgment of the Supreme Court on nationwide television. 12  It 
is generally agreed that this decision helped pave the way for the 1981 
November Accord, which made the patriation of the Constitution possi-
ble. Included in this patriated package was the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms.13  It is this document which greatly extends the policy 
function of the Supreme Court of Canada and accentuates the growing 
public presence of the Court. Evidence of this new public persona is seen 
in Maclean's magazine's extensive and front-page coverage of the appoint-
ment of Chief Justice Dickson," and also in the extensive media 
reference given the Court's role in shaping the Charter of Rights. This 
media interest continued when the Court handed down its first Charter 
decision on May 3, 1984 and most newspapers and electronic newscasts 
commented on The Law Society of Upper Canada v. Skapinker.15  The 
same kind of headline coverage has been extended to the subsequent two 
Charter cases. 

As a national institution, the Supreme Court of Canada has been 
relatively free from public scrutiny. Various traditions and customs have 
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grown up around the Court to shield it from the public glare, although 
these customs are neither expressly articulated nor easily comprehensible 
to the lay observer. The only time the Court is likely to be the subject 
of serious scrutiny is when law-related professional bodies meet to discuss 
the Court's work or when provincial governments lament the untrammelled 
freedom of the federal cabinet to appoint members to the Court at its 
discretion. Although suggestions have been made in the past to change 
various features of the Court, the process of evolution has been slow. 

Even before the arrival of the Charter of Rights, the Supreme Court 
of Canada had begun to emerge from the mists of the Ottawa 
bureaucracy.I6  The use of the reference mechanism to test such high-
profile political measures as the federal anti-inflation program" and 
possible modifications of the Canadian Senate's emphasized the political 
significance of rulings from the Supreme Court of Canada. Rulings under 
the Charter of Rights will further accentuate the impact of the Court on 
the social, political and economic life of Canadians. The Supreme Court 
of Canada has finally been recognized as an important national institu-
tion, and with this recognition will come increasing public scrutiny of the 
Court both as an institution and as a collection of prominent individuals. 

Reform of any institution requires the consideration of at least three 
interrelated variables. First, for us to understand what makes it distinc-
tive, the institution itself must be examined. The values that are implicit 
in the institutional structure may be so strong that the values of the indi-
vidual and changing members of the institution are subordinated to the 
institutional goals. Second, the people who compose the institution must 
be studied. It is never entirely clear whether the people shape the institu-
tion or vice versa. In the judicial context, there are clearly institutional 
limitations on the individual personalities of the judges.19  Whether people 
with more radical views are co-opted by a more conservative institution 
is an important issue to consider in the context of reform. Finally, the 
social, political and economic climate will condition the process of reform. 
The time is ripe for considering reform of the Supreme Court of Canada 
as it assumes a higher profile and embarks upon a potentially more expan-
sive role in Canadian society. 

For purposes of this study, we shall assume that there is something 
distinctive about the process of judging that distinguishes it from such 
other political processes as legislating or administering. We shall also 
assume the continued existence of the Supreme Court of Canada as an 
appointed legal body at the top of the Canadian judicial hierarchy. Beyond 
these assumptions, we shall broadly consider reform and go beyond tradi-
tional proposals for Supreme Court reform, which have been neither 
numerous nor particularly original. 

Some overarching themes ought to be emphasized at the outset, for they 
affect all the particular issues that have traditionally been treated by pro-
ponents of Supreme Court reform. The Court's work will become more 
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publicized. In the process, it will be liable to be exposed to a widening 
circle of commentary and responses that will not always be deferential. 
The perception of the Court's accomplishments and its direction have 
already become the basis of proposals for reform. Such rough-and-ready 
labels as "centralist" versus "decentralist," or "liberal" versus "conser-
vative," do not adequately capture the subtle reasoning that goes into a 
judgment of the Supreme Court. Yet the desire and disposition to apply 
such convenient labels is a fair indication of a widespread perception that 
Supreme Court justices carry with them some intellectual or even 
ideological baggage. 

The Court's image — which includes elements of personality, political 
affiliation, family history, religious background, region of origin, age, 
gender, and judicial and other professional experience — is at the heart 
of the discussion over the proper shape of this emerging national institu-
tion.20  In addition to the issues of perception and image, a discussion of 
reform must also take into account reasonable projections about the type 
and volume of cases that the Court may be expected to hear in the near 
and middle-term future. Such circumstances bear directly on the kind of 
Court that should be sought. 

To the authors of this study, seven major themes appear relevant to 
a consideration of reform in the Supreme Court of Canada. 

The first concerns the implications for the Court of its new role as a 
high-profile national institution. Will the result of the increased publicity 
and public awareness be a more "politicized" and accessible Court and 
is this desirable? 

The second concerns the impact of the Charter on the role of the 
Supreme Court of Canada. Will the Charter change the operation of the 
Court in such basic matters as the leave mechanism, court jurisdiction, 
the use of extrinsic evidence, form of judgments and judicial style? 

The third theme relates to the growing impact of the Supreme Court 
of Canada on social and economic issues. Although the Court has always 
had considerable influence by ruling on the distribution of powers, claims 
based upon a "substantive due process" interpretation of section 7 of the 
Charter emphasize the potential role in challenging the wisdom of the 
legislators. Other sections of the Charter, such as those related to language 
(sections 16-23) and the ones related to mobility (section 6) and equality 
(section 15), could plunge the Court directly into social and economic 
policy. Will the Court adopt such a role, and is it ready for it? 

Fourth is the importance of perceptions about the Supreme Court 
and its biases — federal/provincial, liberal/conservative, male/female, 
English/French, majority/minority. Is there any empirical evidence to sup-
port biases on the part of the Court? How should one resolve problems 
concerning perceptions of bias, even if there is no empirical support of 
such a view? 
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Fifth is the need for a more open and representative appointment pro-
cess. The process of selecting Supreme Court judges is secretive and pro-
vides limited input. Is such a system acceptable for selecting a Court with 
a higher public profile and potentially expansive role? 

The sixth point concerns the need for a more varied and representative 
presence on the Supreme Court itself. What are the socioeconomic and 
professional profiles of Supreme Court judges? Is there a need for broader 
representation on the basis of sex, regional affiliation, economic 
background or ethnic origin? 

The seventh concern relates to the proper jurisdiction for the Supreme 
Court of Canada in the 1980s and beyond. Can the Court continue to 
be a court of general appellate jurisdiction hearing a wide variety of cases? 
What will be the impact on the Court's agenda of a flood of Charter cases? 
What structural changes can be made to accommodate an expanded work-
load? How should the Court limit its own agenda? 

This suggested thematic analysis of Supreme Court reform differs from 
the more traditional models for reform that have been developed in the 
past, which have tended to take a more functional line. Many of the same 
issues, however, would emerge from the above thematic analysis. Since 
it will be useful to compare our reform proposals with previous ones, we 
have retained a more functional organization for this paper. However, 
our broad themes will be considered in the context of each of the func-
tional headings and will be expressly considered in developing specific 
recommendations for reform. We shall also return to these overarching 
themes in our conclusion. 

Past reform proposals, the structure of similar courts in other western 
democracies, and statistical information about the Supreme Court of 
Canada and its judges are presented in tabular or appendix form. As the 
length of this study suggests, it was an ambitious project. However, it 
is not an exhaustive study. Where possible, this paper is cross-referenced 
to other studies done for the Commission. In particular, reference is made 
to the papers prepared for this volume by Professors Henri Brun and Gilles 
Pepin, as well as papers in other research sections. 

The New Challenges of the Charter 

To emphasize the potential significance of the Charter of Rights for 
Supreme Court reform, we address it first. It is still too early to assert 
that the Charter will revolutionize the rights of Canadians, but it is 
reasonably safe to predict that it will significantly alter the operation of 
courts generally and especially the Supreme Court of Canada.2I We 
should emphasize that this will be an additional role for the Court to bear. 
The Charter opens up new territory for the Court to explore without sup-
planting some of the traditional functions of the Court (described at length 
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in the section to follow, on jurisdiction). The Court will not cease to be 
an adjudicator of the distribution of legislative powers under the Cana-
dian Constitution; within our federal structure, it will still be important 
in determining the limits of provincial and federal statutory and regulatory 
powers. 

Some of the papers prepared for the Commission portray the Charter 
as a watershed in Canadian political life. Cynthia Williams, in her study, 
"The Changing Nature of Citizen Rights" (in volume 33), stresses a rights 
consciousness as an important new ingredient in Canadian constitu-
tionalism. While it is hard to dispute this analysis, it is not so obvious 
that this phenomenon will produce significant institutional and social 
change. In the final analysis, it will be the judges, particularly those who 
sit on the Supreme Court of Canada, who will tell Canadians whether 
the Charter will have a lasting and significant impact. It is the judges who 
give concrete form to the abstract phrases.22  

Predictions about the real impact of the Charter thus require an assess-
ment of judging in Canada. This kind of assessment has led some com-
mentators to conclude that Canadian judges are ill-equipped to deal with 
the new responsibilities of the Charter of Rights.23  Others are cautiously 
optimistic about greater creativity on the Supreme Court of Canada,24  
while Chief Justice Brian Dickson expresses no doubt that the judiciary 
will meet the challenge of the Charter and will develop a distinctively Cana-
dian jurisprudence.25  The Chief Justice is judiciously vague as to exactly 
what role judges should play, but his earlier writings and cases suggest 
a cautious activism.26  

Historically, Canadian judges have adopted a restrained, even conser-
vative, judicial style. The precise judicial role may depend upon the context 
of political events. Canadian judges have been reluctant to second-guess 
the legislators but have been willing to step in when particular govern-
ments become too extreme or radical. One example is the performance 
of the Supreme Court of Canada with respect to legislation passed by the 
Social Credit government of Alberta in the 1930s;27  another is the Court's 
response to the government practices of Maurice Duplessis in Quebec.28  
Most of the time, however, Canadian judges would likely accept Lord 
Devlin's description of their role: "I am not one of those who believe that 
the only function of the law is to preserve the status quo," he said. "Rather 
I should say that the law is the gatekeeper of the status quo." 

As "gatekeepers of the status quo," many judges have demonstrated 
a very restrictive admissions policy, and it is this that ultimately leads us 
to recommend a significant change in the appointment process. There have 
been some judges who staked out a more positive role for judges in pro-
tecting basic rights in Canada. Foremost among these was the late Ivan 
C. Rand.29  The late Chief Justice Bora Laskin was also vigilant with 
respect to the protection of the basic rights of the Canadian citizen.3° Less 
well-known are the views of former Supreme Court justice Emmett Hall, 
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who advocates a law reform role for judges.3I The views of Chief Justice 
Dickson have already been discussed. These judges are the exceptions that 
prove the rule. 

Judicial Review in Canada 

In 1867, Canada acquired a constitution that was "similar in principle 
to that of the United Kingdom." This phrase within the Constitution Act, 
1867, plus the general acceptance of British practice, has made the 
supremacy of Parliament one of Canada's foremost constitutional prin-
ciples. Grafted onto this British parliamentary structure, however, was 
a written constitution and a federal division of powers. Thus, the doc-
trine of supremacy of Parliament had to be modified to fit the federal 
Canadian context.32  The division of legislative powers implied the need 
for some umpire of federalism, and it was judicially accepted that the 
umpire should be the courts.33  

Canada has had no real equivalent to the U.S. case of Marbury v. 
Madison,34  and there is an academic debate about the origins of judicial 
review in Canada. Leading constitutional experts such as William 
Lederman and Noel Lyon have argued that sections 96 to 101 of the Consti-
tution Act, 1867 implicitly guarantee a measure of judicial review.35  
Others, in particular Barry Strayer, have argued that judicial review was 
an extension of colonial practice and that it grew in importance by way 
of "judicial usurpation."36  

Political scientist Jennifer Smith offers yet another view on the origins 
of judicial review in Canada.37  By looking at the Confederation Debates, 
she concludes that the unitary court structure generally and the Supreme 
Court of Canada in particular were intended as tools of centralization. 
Indeed, judicial review was seen as an alternative to federal disallowance, 
and a less attractive one from the provincial perspective because it was 
not open to political debate. Accordingly, the perceptions of the Supreme 
Court of Canada as a federal rather than national institution do have long 
historical roots. Whether these perceptions have any validity today is less 
clear.38  

What has the arrival of the Charter of Rights done to change the stature 
of judicial review in Canada? Section 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982 
has asserted, in express form, a kind of judicial supremacy, for the Consti-
tution is to prevail over all conflicting laws. This section, coupled with 
section 24 which grants a broad judicial remedial discretion, expands the 
role of courts in Canada. It is significant that these sections were enacted 
in 1982 with full knowledge of the experiences of judicial review in both 
Canada and the United States. By contrast, in 1867 the Fathers of Con-
federation knew little about the nature or scope of courts in a federal 
parliamentary structure.39  
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This increased judicial role does not necessarily involve a rejection either 
of democratic principles40  or the supremacy of Parliament. Section 33 of 
the Charter of Rights, which allows legislators to override the Charter, 
is a clear indication that supremacy of Parliament is not dead. Indeed, 
this section implies a certain mistrust in judges as the final arbiters of fun-
damental rights and is a classic Canadian compromise between the British 
and U.S. systems. It was a solution suggested by Paul Weiler even before 
the Charter was drafted.41  Legislators also have a role in shaping the 
Charter by way of anticipating Charter challenges and taking preventive 
action." 

Judicial review is also coloured by the principle of federalism. It has 
been argued that one of the important goals of the Charter was to pro-
vide a symbol of national unity," and in many respects it will be a cen-
tralizing force in Canadian political life. However, section 33 of the Charter 
will still provide a focus for the inevitable forces of decentralization in 
Canadian society." Even if section 33 itself will not be used frequently, 
the traditions of deference to Parliament and judicial restraint will be 
expressed by judges in their interpretation of "reasonable limits" in sec-
tion 1 of the Charter. 

The arrival of the Charter enhances the stature of judicial review in 
Canada and will change the role of courts in ways that will only become 
apparent in the fullness of time.45  Nonetheless, parliamentary supremacy 
has not been replaced by judicial supremacy. The two principles coexist 
in the Charter of Rights, and one of the important challenges facing the 
Supreme Court of Canada is to strike the proper balance between them. 

The United States' Model 
In responding to the new challenges of the Charter, the Supreme Court 
will certainly look to the experiences of the United States with its Bill of 
Rights." In doing that, Canadian judges will be well aware of the dif-
ferent traditions in the two countries. The contrast between the perfor-
mance of the Canadian and the U.S. Supreme Courts is emphasized by 
considering the record of the Supreme Court of Canada in interpreting 
the Canadian Bill of Rights.'" Chief Justice Dickson, while eager to 
examine the lessons of U.S. jurisprudence, has repeatedly called for the 
development of a distinctive Canadian jurisprudence on the Charter of 
Rights." Academic commentators agree that we should learn from the 
experiences of the United States, but we should allow Canadian solutions 
to evolve rather than adopting carbon copies of those developed south 
of the forty-ninth parallel." 

The United States Supreme Court has provided a model for many 
democratic countries as has the U.S. Constitution generally.5° U.S. cur-
rency carries the motto "In God We Trust," and in matters of fundamental 
rights, the United States appears to adopt the motto "In Courts We 
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Trust." Such trust is by no means universal, however, and especially in 
the heyday of the Earl Warren Court, there were those who were con-
cerned about an imperial judiciary.5I Furthermore, the performance of 
the U.S. Supreme Court has been uneven, and in some respects the Warren 
Court was an aberration. 

Even accepting that there has been a recent tradition of activism in the 
U.S Supreme Court, it does not follow automatically that the Charter will 
lead the Canadian Court to adopt the same stance. Taking account of 
the differences between Canada and the United States, even some U.S. 
commentators have argued that Canadian judges will play a more modest 
role under the Charter than their equivalents south of the border.52  Thus 
the United States offers an example rather than a model. History and 
proximity suggest that the U.S. example will be more persuasive than others 
from Europe or the United Nations, but no examples will be determinative. 

The Impact of the Charter 

Is is impossible to consider properly the impact of the Charter on the role 
of the Supreme Court of Canada without giving some consideration to 
the Charter's impact on Canadian society generally. That is also why this 
discussion has been prefaced by an examination of the Canadian tradi-
tions of judicial restraint, in contrast with U.S. models of judicial activism. 
There has been much academic writing about the potential impact of the 
Charter of Rights and we make no attempt here to be comprehensive or 
exhaustive. 

Most legal academics have spoken optimistically about the beneficial 
impact of the Charter of Rights on Canadian society. The list of scholars 
in this camp is a lengthy one and it would include such names as Walter 
Tarnopolsky53  (now a judge on the Ontario Court of Appeal) and Morris 
Manning, who has written a book on the Charter.54  There is, however, 
a shorter list of legal academics who argue that the Charter will produce 
very little in the way of real change.55  Their arguments are based upon 
the process of Charter making, the kinds of rights listed in the document, 
and the conservative nature of Canadian society. What impact the Charter 
will have on the rights of Canadians will depend, in large measure, on 
how it will change the role of courts in Canada. 

Peter Russell, one of Canada's foremost court watchers, asserts that 
the Charter will accentuate the policy-making role of courts in Canada. 

The decisions of Canadian courts interpreting a constitutional charter of rights 
and freedoms will provide Canadians with a crash course in judicial 
policy-making.56  

Russell prefaced the above comment with the assertion that Canadian 
judges have always been policy makers to some degree, and adopt clearly 
political roles when they sit on royal commissions, police commissions 
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or human rights inquiries. Chief Justice Dickson also has stressed that 
judges have never been simple interpreters of the law even in their adju-
dicative role.57  The effect of the Charter will emphasize the policy-making 
role and throw it into the public light. As discussed in the Introduction, 
this is already apparent in the increased media profile of the Supreme Court 
of Canada, which has institutional implications. 

The essential mandate of the courts, and ultimately of the Supreme 
Court of Canada, in giving concrete meaning to the abstractions in the 
Charter of Rights, cannot be overstated. It is not a self-enforcing docu-
ment and it is through judicial interpretation that it will be given content. 
Courts are faced with a difficult task of interpretation and policy making. 
One clear conclusion is that solutions to Charter disputes will depend at 
least as much on political theory and philosophy as on case precedent.58  

An important implication of the new Charter role for courts is the need 
to find mechanisms to inform judges about social, economic and political 
facts. The Supreme Court has been increasingly receptive to extrinsic 
evidence in constitutional litigation,59  and this trend should continue. It 
may be necessary to follow the U.S. model of the Brandeis brief, but the 
procedural and administrative aspects of reform will be discussed later. 
The task of informing judges will be even more important if, as Leo Barry 
(the recently elected leader of Newfoundland's Liberal Party) suggests, 
the attitudes and values that these judges should reflect are those of the 
community and not their own.60  

Not everyone is convinced that the Charter intended a significant change 
in Canadian society or in the role of its judges.6I Even if such change 
were intended, there are commentators who feel that Canadian judges will 
not deliver on the promise. Robert Martin and Berend Hovius emphasize 
that the Court as an institution has been deferential, quite apart from the 
philosophies of individual members who compose it from time to time. 

We believe that restraint is a principle too deeply imbedded in the thought 
processes of Canadian lawyers and judges to be abruptly displaced through 
the adoption of the Charter. Conversely, activism as either an approach to 
judging or a style of judging does not sit well with Canadian judges.62  

Peter Russell also questions whether a broader policy-making role for the 
courts is a good thing. 

However, transferring the policy-making focus from the legislative to the 
judicial arena also has a negative side. It represents a further flight from 
politics, a deepening disillusionment with the procedures of representative 
government and government by discussion as means of resolving fundamen-
tal questions of through the judicial process entails the danger, however the 
courts resolve these issues, of transforming these matters into technical legal 
questions and of making the answers to these questions hinge on the out-
come of a contest between legal adversaries rather than on a political pro-
cess more likely to yield a social consensus.63  
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Taking account of these kinds of concerns, Henri Brun, in his study on 
the Charter, which appears in this volume, argues that the Charter should 
be applied broadly but used sparingly. He asserts that it should be used 
as a shield rather than as a sword for shaping social policy. Indeed, he 
argues that the Charter, if used excessively, could be an impediment to 
the betterment of Canadian society. Brun argues that courts should not 
become a second legislature but play the more traditional role of shielding 
citizens from government abuse. 

In a different way, William Lederman also makes a plea for a more 
balanced and traditional role for courts in Canada. He argues that the 
courts and legislatures must develop a new partnership in the country. 

Nevertheless, independent courts and democratic legislatures are and will 
remain the two primary legal decision-makers in our constitutional system 
with essentially coordinate status and complementary functions. We need 
both and we must continue to rely on both; and, for their part, these two 
institutions must continuously seek and find reasonable points of equilibrium 
between themselves in a spirit of partnership as they perform their respec- 
tive functions.64  

Only three Charter cases have been decided by the Supreme Court of 
Canada at the time of this writing.65  It would be foolish to make any 
generalizations based upon these cases, but there are hints that the Court 
intends to take the Charter seriously. If forced to predict the impact of 
the Charter, we would incline toward the views expressed by Brun and 
Lederman. It is likely that the Court will take a balanced and cautious 
approach to the Charter at least in the early decades of its existence. There 
will still be significant reform implications for the Court, but there will 
not be the complete judicial revolution that some predict. This may be 
a chicken and egg problem, because the impact of the Charter on society 
would be greater if the reforms we propose were adopted. 

Reform Implications of the Charter 

Whatever the interpretation of the Charter, it does have some important 
reform implications for the Supreme Court of Canada. As mentioned 
previously, it will focus attention in an unprecedented fashion on the per-
sonalities, values and attitudes of Canadian Supreme Court justices.66  
The flood of Charter cases, even if it does not continue at the same pace, 
will put real strains on the administrative operations of the Court. There 
has already been some alteration of the leave process in response to the 
larger number of leave applications. Furthermore, the workload of the 
Court is taking on an increasing public law dimension because of the 
numerous Charter cases.67  There may be little room left on the Supreme 
Court docket for private law cases. 
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The Charter of Rights will also provide a new vehicle by which the 
Supreme Court can have a direct impact on economic affairs. As will be 
discussed later, this is already the case with respect to the division of powers 
under the Constitution Act, 1867. In the past, the courts have had little 
impact on the federal spending power or the shaping of social policy at 
either the federal or provincial level. Depending upon what approach 
judges take to the Charter, this could now change. 

Section 15 of the Charter, effective from April 1985, will have a wide-
ranging potential impact on both social and economic policy. (This sec-
tion is the focus of a study in this volume prepared by Mary Eberts.) Affir-
mative action programs or a positive reading of subsection 15(1) of the 
Charter could require governments to spend money and develop programs 
to actively promote equality in Canada. It may not be enough that the 
government itself refrain from discriminatory conduct. 

Section 7 of the Charter, which guarantees "life, liberty and security 
of the person," if interpreted broadly, could mandate a wide range of 
government expenditures on public housing, medicare, social assistance 
or even education.68  In the field of education, minority language educa-
tion rights, as guaranteed in section 23 of the Charter, would require school 
boards to spend money on hiring teachers or building schools where 
numbers warrant such action. Furthermore, the general language 
guarantees in sections 16-22 of the Charter could also result in courts telling 
legislators how to spend money. 

Section 6 dealing with mobility rights will have a clear economic impact 
since it will limit provincial legislators in the kind of employment policies 
that they can pursue. Less obviously, even the legal rights provisions of 
the Charter (sections 7-14) and the guarantee of fundamental rights in 
section 2 will plunge the courts into economic affairs. Prisons must not 
subject inmates to "cruel and unusual punishment," and if a prison is 
found to be in violation, it may well be required to expend funds to remedy 
the situation. The imposition of due process hearings on segments of the 
bureaucracy will also entail public expenditure. Providing equal access 
to the mentally and physically disabled can be a costly government 
endeavour. 

The examples could be multiplied indefinitely but the point is a simple 
one: the guarantees under the Charter have a price tag. Thus economics 
is one of the factors that the courts will have to put into the balance in 
deciding what are reasonable limits on rights. This squarely raises the ques-
tion of whether our judges are ready for balancing legal rights against 
social and economic costs. 

These considerations lead us to the heart of our reform proposals: the 
need for a more open appointment process to the Supreme Court and for 
greater diversity in the membership of this institution. Paul Weiler argued 
that we should have a special Constitutional Court that would be com-
posed of poets, social scientists, philosophers and statesmen, in addition 
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to lawyers.69  We do not go this far in our reform proposals but we do 
share some of the concerns expressed by Weiler and others" about 
whether the current training for judges is appropriate to their new task. 
Indeed it is the composition of the Supreme Court that will determine the 
real impact of the Charter of Rights. We shall return to this point in our 
reform proposals. 

Constitutional Status 

The Supreme Court of Canada was created by Parliament in 187571  under 
the legislative power conferred in section 101 of the Constitution Act, 
1867.72  That section entitles Parliament to provide for, among other 
things, "the Constitution, Maintenance, and Organization of a general 
Court of Appeal for Canada." Its constitutional basis thus distinguishes 
the Supreme Court from other courts whose members are appointed by 
the federal government. They are established either by virtue of a different 
clause contained in section 101,73  or else by the provisions pursuant to 
subsection 90(14).74  In the latter case, the federal government retains the 
power, under section 96, to appoint superior, district and county court 
judges in the provinces. 

There have been suggestions that the whole judiciary now appointed 
by federal authorities should be given some constitutional status and pro-
tection. Such action would emphasize that Canada is a nation that ranks 
the rule of law among its highest ideals.75  Entrenching the existence and 
essential features of the Supreme Court, in particular, would raise it both 
symbolically and actually to the status of a national institution with endur-
ing powers capable of counterbalancing those possessed by other instru-
ments of government. We see this as a necessary stage in the continuing 
development of the distinctive, national role of the Court. It would 
recognize the significant task of the Court as the final arbiter in crucial 
economic, political and social disputes that affect the nation as a whole. 

It is arguable that the Court already has some degree of constitutional 
recognition. The situation is not clear-cut. Until 1982, no legal obstacle 
stood in the way of Parliament's dismantling the Court or altering its com-
position, jurisdiction or powers. The previous arrangement would have 
permitted the federal government, acting unilaterally, to abolish the Court 
by ordinary legislative action.76  This was changed by the adoption of sec-
tions 41 and 42 of the Constitution Act, 1982.77  

Section 41 provides that the "composition" of the Court can be 
amended only by the unanimous consent of all of the provinces and of 
Parliament. By section 42, any matters other than composition that relate 
to the Supreme Court can be altered only by observing the amending pro-
cedure provided in subsection 38(1) of that Act. This procedure requires 
that at least two-thirds of the provinces with at least fifty percent of the 
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total population of all the provinces must agree with Parliament on the 
changes. 

On the surface, these provisions appear to guarantee that some joint 
action by the federal and provincial governments will be necessary to effect 
any changes in the Supreme Court. In fact, the issue is controversial. For 
some writers, sections 41 and 42 effectively entrench the Court in all its 
material aspects.78  In the eyes of the other commentators, no such result 
has yet been achieved.79  

The two provisions in question deal explicitly only with amendments 
to the "Constitution of Canada," so far as it relates to the Supreme Court. 
The documents or sources of law composing the Constitution of Canada 
are defined by enumeration, pursuant to subsection 52(2) of the Act.8° 
Neither the Supreme Court Act81  nor any of its revisions is included in 
the definition. In the view of Professor Hogg, subsections 41(d) and 42(d) 
fail to immunize the Court against ordinary legislative measures enacted 
by Parliament.82  It would take the express inclusion by reference of the 
Supreme Court Act under the "Constitution of Canada" for those subsec-
tions to perform the task of entrenchment. 

Second, we must ask what is the proper constitutional interpretation 
to be placed on the Court's own enabling provision, section 101. That 
provision has become part of the Constitution of Canada by the opera-
tion of subsection 52(2) of the Act.83  This could be interpreted as an 
entrenchment of the Court as a general court of appeal for Canada. A 
better interpretation, however, is that section 101 only guarantees Parlia-
ment's right to create a court such as the present Supreme Court of 
Canada. It does not guarantee the Court's perpetual existence (subject 
to the special amending procedures requiring unanimity or broad 
consensus). 

Even if it were maintained that changes to the composition and to other 
matters relating to the Court did require a special constitutional procedure, 
it is still unclear what would be included in those respective expressions. 
Does "composition" embrace numbers of judges, their qualifications, and 
their tenure, as well as simply the number of judges from Quebec? Does 
it extend so far as to cover possible future amendments dividing the Court 
into specialized chambers? Similarly, does section 42 require the special 
amending procedure to be followed when Parliament proposes to change 
the procedural funding, staffing and day-to-day bureaucratic aspects of 
the Court's administration? The Constitution Act, 1982 is not clear about 
this.The legislative history of that Act makes us no wiser on this point." 
The limits of federal action in changing the features of a national institu-
tion were discussed in a general way in the Senate Reference.85  The Court 
there held that certain "fundamental features" or "essential char-
acteristics" of the Senate could not be altered by Parliament's unilateral 
action.86  There may be an analogy between the Senate, as a body refer-
red to under the British North America Act, 1867, and the Supreme Court, 
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insofar as it is already, or will become, entrenched under the Constitu-
tion Act, 1982. It would then be up to subsequent courts to define judicially 
which characteristics of the Supreme Court are "essential" and which of 
its features are "fundamental" to its purpose and function. 

It is, therefore, still possible to argue that the Court has yet to receive 
entrenched guarantees in the Constitution. Agitation for accomplishing 
this ordinarily relies upon three arguments. The first concerns the Court's 
role as an adjudicator of the distribution of legislative powers between 
the federal and provincial governments. In this role as "umpire,"87  the 
Court's status as entirely a creature of one of the adversaries in the con-
test is inconsistent with the principles of federalism.88  This is not to say 
that the Court's past record has shown its partiality toward the actions 
and aspirations of the federal government; but impartiality is as much 
a matter of perception and apprehension as of actual performance. 

Secondly, with the advent of the Charter,89  the individual citizen's 
rights will be measured against decisions and actions taken by all levels 
of government, including Parliament. It would be unseemly for those rights 
to be rendered nugatory in the event that Parliament decided to obstruct 
the enforcement of those rights by removing the judicial power to grant 
appropriate remedies. 

The third argument proceeds on the basis that the Supreme Court has 
evolved into an institution of great symbolic significance.9° Its authority 
is important to governments and private citizens alike, for it is counted 
on to articulate essential values of Canadian society, especially where these 
might differ from preponderant values in other legal and political cultures. 
Canada does not, at least in theory, embrace the doctrine of the separa- 
tion of governmental powers into the legislative, executive and judicial 
branches, with all three branches being coordinate9I and no one among 
them having an undue concentration of power or dominance over the 
affairs of the others.92  More relevant to the Canadian system of govern-
ment is the doctrine of parliamentary supremacy, in which the court's role 
is subservient to that of the legislators. In practice, it has evolved that 
the legislative and executive branches have relinquished "virtually all con-
trol over the judiciary."93  It has also happened that through the review 
of legislation to determine its constitutional validity and through the 
judicial review of administrative action, the courts have attained an inde-
pendent and esteemed place in our governmental structure.94  Entrench-
ment of the essential features of the Supreme Court, in particular, would 
confirm and protect against diminution of the functions it already 
exercises. 

There is little disagreement in the academic literature over the entrench-
ment of the Supreme Court. Nor is there serious friction about which 
features should be rendered relatively immutable by such a process. The 
very existence of the Court might be guaranteed by an appropriately 
worded clause in the Constitution. This has become especially important 
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since 1949, when the last vestiges of the colonial administration of justice 
disappeared from the Canadian judicial system.95  Before that date, if the 
Supreme Court had been legislated out of existence, the functions of the 
general appellate court of last resort could have been performed by the 
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. In many instances, parties chose 
to by-pass the Supreme Court and to take their dispute directly to the Privy 
Council from a provincial court of appeal. Since 1949, the Supreme Court's 
judgments have been final; they cannot be reviewed by any other tribunal. 
The Court is no longer just another appellate body in the judicial hierarchy. 
It sits atop that hierarchy and, as shall be seen in the succeeding sections 
of this study, occupies an increasingly visible and influential place. 

The composition of the Court, as we have discussed above, has also 
been a prime subject of entrenchment. Currently, it is provided by statute 
that at least three of the members of the Court shall be appointed from 
the Quebec bench or bar.96  There is no statutory direction or limit on the 
province of origin of the other six judges.97  In practice, more or less tran-
sient patterns have evolved in terms of the regional background of the 
members at any given time. It would doubtless be difficult for Parliament 
and the provincial legislatures to reach unanimous agreement on the 
regional or provincial origin of all of the positions of the Supreme Court. 
Such origins probably form part of what is meant by "composition," as 
used in section 41 of the Constitution Act, 1982, to which reference has 
been made above. The provinces and the federal government should at 
least be able to arrive at some minimum figure for the number of Quebec 
judges. The province of Quebec would want no less than this, and many 
of the other provinces would want no more. 

The third element that has proved appealing to the advocates of 
entrenchment has been the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. The limita-
tions that might be inscribed in the Constitution would partly determine 
the Court's impact as a national institution. At present, the Court is 
empowered to hear and decide upon diverse matters, ranging from private 
disputes on a local level to public law issues of nation-wide impact. 
Although writers may disagree about the advisability of cutting down this 
comprehensive jurisdiction, there is little doubt that any changes to the 
type of work performed by the Court should be subjected to a process 
of consultation between the federal and the provincial governments. The 
resulting agreement should then be encased in a constitutional reform, 
for jurisdiction is a fundamental feature of the Court. The enabling pro-
vision in section 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867 already provides that 
the Court, if established, shall be a "general court of appeal for Canada." 
To this extent, the Court's jurisdiction is arguably contained in the Consti-
tution already.98  

A final candidate for entrenchment is some guarantee of the inde-
pendence and tenure of the judges on the Supreme Court. Such matters 
are already provided for in part by statute. The Judges Act99  sets the 
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salaries of the Supreme Court judges, and the Supreme Court Act sets 
forth the conditions under which the judge holds office during good 
behaviour up to age 75.1013  There is also a significant body of unwritten 
constitutional restrictions on any interference with the independence of 
judges and the autonomy of courts.101  These were built up over centuries 
of British history and reached Canada before Confederation.'°2  

Among the legal rights of an accused person protected by the Charter 
is that of a "fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial 
tribunal."103  Such constitutional language confirms that an independent 
judiciary is one of the mainstays of the Canadian system of justice. 
Although some commentators have argued that the drafters of the Consti-
tution of Canada to some degree already achieved this,1°4  there is no 
good reason why this principle should not be made explicit by a constitu-
tional amendment. The independence and tenure of members of the 
Supreme Court could be entrenched without such a guarantee necessarily 
being extended to judges at all levels of courts in Canada. 

Jurisdiction 

The topic of jurisdiction is not the dry-as-dust matter that one might first 
believe. Within the discussion of what kinds of cases the Court has been 
permitted to hear are fascinating issues of justiciability, provincial rights 
and judicial competence. Indeed, 'many of the questions raised in suc-
ceeding sections of this study are foreshadowed in the discussion of 
jurisdiction. Moreover, although the foregoing sections of this study on 
the impact of the Charter are liable to create the impression that many 
of the traditional functions of the Court have been superseded, this is far 
from the actual situation. The Court, in addition to interpreting and 
enforcing the Charter, will continue to face other major types of constitu-
tional problems, such as division-of-power issues that have an undoubted 
impact on economic and social relations within the country. 

The following remarks on the Court's jurisdiction will tend to balance 
those made about the Charter. Issues arising out of the Charter are for 
the moment more glamorous and perhaps timely, but the whole picture 
of the Court's work should not be obscured by exclusive emphasis on only 
one branch of constitutional law. It is useful to recall how the Court has 
made its mark on the current organization of government control of the 
economy and affected the political balance between different levels of 
government. This is discussed in great detail in the studies undertaken for 
the Commission in the section on Law, Society and the Economy. 

Current Jurisdiction 

The kernel of the Supreme Court's work is embedded in a descriptive 
phrase in section 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867. In setting up the Court, 
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Parliament was creating a "general court of appeal for Canada."1°5  In 
spite of these words that specifically express the appellate function of the 
Court, Parliament over the years has seen fit to endow the Court with 
some items of "special jurisdiction." This rubric covers matters that are 
readily classifiable as the subjects of original, not appellate, jurisdiction. 
Surviving remnants of this special jurisdiction include constitutional ques-
tions referred to the Court by the federal cabinet,106  and private bills or 
petitions referred by the Senate or by the House of Commons.m These 
matters are manifestly not appeals. (Attempts to rationalize them as falling 
within the Court's appellate function have been summarized in an inter-
esting way by Peter Russe11108  who shows, in particular, the tenuous 
validity of the reference device. Since the publication of his article, the 
constitutional reference has increased in popularity with the federal 
cabinet.) 

The vast majority of the Court's work has historically been devoted 
to appeals.1°9  Immediately before 1975, most of the appeals to the Court 
were as of right,110  and these so-called de piano appeals outnumbered 
those brought by leave of one court or another. Appeals as of right existed 
for both civil and criminal cases, and the Supreme Court Act settled which 
civil appeals could be entertained by the Court. The primary criterion was 
a monetary limit placed on the "matter in controversy." On the last occa-
sion on which this minimum was increased, it amounted to $10,000.111  
If the amount in dispute exceeded this, the Court was obliged to entertain 
the appeal from the decision of the provincial appellate court. An appeal 
could also be brought directly to the Supreme Court, on certain condi-
tions, from the judgment of a court lower in the judicial hierarchy than 
the court of last resort in the province. These per saltum or "leap-frog" 
appeals remain possible today.112  Monetary limits in respect of these have 
also been abolished.113  The primary criterion is that they involve a point 
of law that is of such significance that the Supreme Court grants leave 
to hear the matter. 

Appeals to the Supreme Court in criminal cases are governed by the 
Criminal Code.114  Briefly, an accused may appeal as of right a convic-
tion for an indictable offence either where that conviction is upheld by 
the provincial court of appeal and one of the appellate judges dissented 
on a question of law, or where an acquittal at trial was set aside on appeal. 
The Crown can appeal as of right the setting aside of a conviction where 
a dissent was filed. There are exceptional provisions regarding questions 
of the sanity of the accused. The Code also provides for criminal appeals 
by leave of the Supreme Court, with special time limits to apply, but these 
will not be reviewed in detail here. 

Before 1949, the usual mode of access to the Supreme Court was the 
appeal as of right. Appeals by the Court's leave were possible, but tightly 
circumscribed. In that year, Parliament augmented the leave-granting 
mechanism that has since become an important facet of the Court's 
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work.I15  The Supreme Court may itself grant leave to an applicant to 
have a case heard on its merits.II6  Alternatively, leave may be granted 
by the highest court of final resort in the province where final judgment 
was obtained.117  An applicant may fail to obtain leave from a provincial 
court of appeal and yet apply thereafter for leave from the Supreme Court 
itself. The powers and criteria by which such leave can be obtained have 
been expanded by Parliament since 1949. The most significant changes 
occurred in 1975, when the following statutory guideline was enacted for 
the exercise of the Court's discretion in granting leave in a particular case: 

The Supreme Court is of the opinion that any question involved therein is, 
by reason of its public importance or the importance of any issue of law or 
any issue of mixed law and fact involved in such question, one that ought 
to be decided by the Supreme Court or is, for any other reason, of such a 
nature of significance as to warrant decision by it. . . .118  

The provision relating to leave granted by a provincial court of appeal is 
more elliptical than the above. It simply refers to whether the question "is 
one that ought to be submitted to the Supreme Court for decision."119  

The civil cases that confront the Supreme Court arise not only out of 
the provincial judicial systems but, increasingly, from the Federal Court 
system. The changes wrought in 1971, whereby the Federal Court replaced 
and enlarged upon the role of the Exchequer Court, have created an impor-
tant new source of jurisdiction for the Supreme Court.12° The terms by 
which leave might be granted to appeal a judgment or determination of 
the Federal Court of Appeal to the Supreme Court are contained in the 
Federal Court Act.121  An appeal as of right lies to the Supreme Court 
from the Federal Court in any case involving a dispute between the federal 
and a provincial government, or between or among provincial 
governments.122  

Finally, there are provisions in other federal legislation that relate to 
appeals to the Supreme Court. For example, there exists an appeal as of 
right to the Court on any question of law or of fact arising out of the 
trial of an election petition under the Dominion Controverted Elections 
Act. 123  There are also appeals by way of the Court's leave on questions 
relating to bankruptcy;124 arrangements among creditors of a com-
pany;125  court martial trials;'26  excise taxes;'27  oil and gas decisions or 
orders in the Territories;128  provincial comprehensive pension plans;'29  
the winding up of businesses;I30  and divorce.'3' The individual statute 
must be consulted for details as to whether such appeals can be based on 
questions of law, fact or jurisdiction, or on a combination of these. In 
some instances the decision or order appealed from is that of an adminis-
trative board. In other cases, such as the Bankruptcy Act, the appeal is 
from a decision of a court of appeal. 

Although not strictly a matter of the Court's jurisdiction, federal laws 
also provide for Supreme Court judges or any one of them to be appointed 
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commissioners of inquiry to investigate alleged corrupt or illegal practices 
in federal general elections.I32  

The importance of the 1975 reforms to the jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court can hardly be exaggerated. By removing the monetary jurisdiction 
from most civil appeals, the changes have enabled the Court to refuse to 
hear cases that involve no particularly important legal questions. During 
the intervening decade, the Court has been able to control to a greater 
extent its own docket. Consequently, it has been able to concentrate its 
resources on cases that it ranks as the most significant to the nation as 
a whole. The argument on the motion for leave is heard in a brief session 
and usually before a three-member panel of Supreme Court judges. The 
argument will ordinarily not extend beyond 20 minutes in total, and the 
application will be granted or dismissed immediately upon conclusion of 
the argument. It will rarely be reserved for decision.I33  

While data on the caseload of the Supreme Court await an assiduous 
collector and analyst, there have been some attempts to chart the number 
and types of cases heard by the Court in any given year or term of three 
sessions.134  There is as yet no single, authoritative source that one can 
consult. The data remain for the most part fugitive. This hampers any 
attempt to draw conclusions about trends in the Court's work. To illustrate 
the effects of the 1975 changes, Tables 2-1 and 2-2 show the number of 
different types of cases heard and disposed of by the Court in the years 
immediately preceding and immediately following the jurisdictional amend-
ments. The data may be supplemented and updated by more recent 
information. 

TABLE 2-1 Origin of Cases Heard 

Term 

Total 
Cases 
Heard 

Leave 
of the 

Supreme 
Court 

Appeals 
as of 
Right 

Leave of 
a Court 

of Appeal Othersa 

1970-71 151 15 83 1 1 
1971-72 150 21 78 1 1 
1972-73 163 21 75 1 2 
1973-74 161 22 75 1 2 
1974-75 162 29 67 4 1 
1975-76 165 28 70 1 1 
1976-77 131 60 32 5 3 
1977-78 113 72 20 8 0 
1978-79 127 75 17 8 1 
1979-80 115 79 16 3 2 
1980-81 117 74 16 4 6 

Source: S.I. Bushnell, "Leave to Appeal Applications to the Supreme Court of Canada: 
A Matter of Public Importance" (1982), 3 Sup. Ct. Law Rev. 479, at 497. 

a. Included in this column are federal and provincial references, rehearings, motions to quash 
referred, and cases removed from provincial courts for constitutional issues. 
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TABLE 2-2 Origin of Civil Cases Heard 

Term 

Total 
Cases 
Heard 

Leave 
of the 

Supreme 
Court 

Appeals 
as of 
Right 

Leave of 
a Court 

of Appeal 

1970-71 130 10 88 2 
1971-72 124 15 84 1 
1972-73 140 20 79 1 
1973-74 133 16 83 2 
1974-75 136 24 71 4 
1975-76 134 23 76 1 
1976-77 84 63 29 8 
1977-78 79 76 13 11 
1978-79 81 84 4 12 
1979-80 67 94 0 6 
1980-81 67 93 0 7 

Source: S.I. Bushnell, "Leave to Appeal Applications to the Supreme Court of Canada: 
A Matter of Public Importance" (1982), 3 Sup. Ct. Law Rev. 479, at 497. 

The figures in Table 2-3 reflect the Court's activity in the 1982 and 1983 
calendar years. 

TABLE 2-3 	Origin of Cases and Motions Heard 

1982 1983 

Appeals heard or reheard 129 89 
By way of leave of the Supreme Court 115 79 
As of right 11 7 
By leave of a court of appeal 1 1 
As a reference 2 2 

Types of appeals heard 
Civil 85 58 
Criminal 44 31 

Motions for leave heard 419 501 

Motions granted 95 117 
Civil cases 68 80 
Criminal cases 27 37 

Source: Based upon statistics compiled and published by the Office of the Registrar of the 
Supreme Court, Bulletin of Proceedings Taken in the Supreme Court of Canada, 
March 23, 1984, at 330. 

A comparison of these figures with those for earlier years reveals that 
there was a drastic falling off in the total number of appeals heard during 
1983. On the other hand, the number of applications for leave to appeal 
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rose sharply over the previous year. Appeals heard only after leave has 
been obtained continue to form the vast majority of cases heard in the 
two years of activity described in Table 2-3. Civil cases generally require 
leave from the Supreme Court or from a court of appeal. References or 
other matters of special jurisdiction, of course, do not require such leave. 
Criminal cases continue to account for most of the appeals as of right. 
Cases arising as of right seem to be growing fewer in each successive year 
or term, as shown by a comparison of the data in Table 2-3 with those 
in Table 2-1. 

Criticisms of the Jurisdiction 

One of the major criticisms of the Court's comprehensive jurisdiction is 
based on a concept of federalism and the division of judicial as well as 
legislative power within Confederation. In the federalist view, represented 
most articulately by Professor Russell, the Court should be confined to 
questions of law that are important to the nation as a whole and that reflect 
the distribution of powers made under the Constitution.135  Instead of 
letting the Court itself, through the leave-granting mechanism, determine 
whether a case involves such a question, the "federalization" of the Court 
would limit its appellate jurisdiction to questions concerning the Constitu-
tion and those federal laws validly made under Parliament's legislative 
powers. It might also be assigned the task of deciding cases involving 
disputes among the provinces or between the federal government and the 
provinces. 

This proposal would be aimed at remoulding the Court in a modern 
image. In civil appeals in particular, the further appeal from the decision 
of the highest provincial court is conceptually inconsistent with the original 
distribution of powers that reserved to the provinces legislative jurisdic-
tion over "property and civil rights" within the province.136  All of the 
provinces now have competent appellate tribunals. Some critics doubt the 
advisability of allowing an extra level of appeal to a tribunal located 
possibly thousands of kilometres away from where the trial was held.137  
This argument was advanced before the changes to the largely monetary 
thresholds that civil cases once had to pass. Those changes have not under-
mined the federalist argument. As a matter of principle, whether the courts 
should be organized so that power over the judiciary should be shared 
at a federal and a provincial level continues to be a vital question. 

The argument attributable to Quebec critics of the Supreme Court that 
it should not be permitted to adjudicate matters of Quebec civil law is 
different from the federalist thesis. The Quebec complaint is not based 
on the recognition of a separation of judicial power. Instead it reflects 
the peculiar nature of the Quebec system of civil law. That system is 
philosophically and fundamentally unlike the common law system that 
prevails in the other Canadian provinces. It could plausibly be argued that 
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the Supreme Court's jurisdiction should not embrace civil cases from the 
Quebec Court of Appeal, while its jurisdiction might continue to include 
civil appeals from all the other provinces. 

The Quebec contentions, based on a theory of cultural and linguistic 
dualism, or binationalism, have several different aspects. They depend 
on jurisprudential, historical and federalist premises. It was not long after 
the abolition of civil appeals to the Privy Council that voices were heard 
in Quebec decrying the fact that a predominantly anglophone, common 
law, and federally appointed institution was the highest authority on civil 
law matters arising out of Quebec.I38  Conceivably, the minority group 
of members of the Court appointed from Quebec could be overridden by 
their English Canadian colleagues on such appeals. This could occur even 
though the judges trained in the common law may not have had any sys-
tematic exposure to the Civil Code or training in the proper interpretative 
skills by which to apply the Code's provisions to a particular case. As well, 
there have been deep differences between the common law and civilian 
approaches to such technical legal doctrines as precedent and the relevance 
or admissibility of academic commentary on the law.139  Some writers 
have attempted to demonstrate that elements of the common law have 
crept into and distorted the Civil Code because of the lack of understand-
ing exhibited by certain Supreme Court judges. 14° This argument, as we 
shall see, is not limited to the issue of jurisdiction. It arises again in the 
debate over changing the regional quotas in selecting Supreme Court 
judges, in setting up separate chambers or panels within the Court's struc-
ture, and in determining what type of reasoning should be followed in 
constitutional cases. 

A third argument for altering the Court's present jurisdiction rests on 
a vision of what the Court's workload is likely to become within the next 
several years. In general terms, since around 1975 the Court has been able 
to achieve a fairly consistent balance between civil and criminal appeals. 
An alternative way of analyzing the caseload is to break it down into 
private law cases as against public law cases. Examples of private law 
disputes would be those in the areas of commercial law (including con-
tract, corporations and insurance cases), property, tort, or domestic rela-
tions. By contrast, in adjudicating public law issues, the Court might be 
dealing with anything from a constitutional reference to a problem in 
administrative, criminal or labour law. This is a rough-and-ready distinc-
tion, based on the principal legal issues raised in each case, but it will serve 
the purpose of showing how public law cases have consistently out-
numbered private law cases in recent years. This pattern is the reverse of 
that which prevailed before 1975. The figures in Table 4 for the 1982 and 
1983 calendar years show the approximate ratio between these two kinds 
of cases. 

As an addendum to Table 2-4, it should be noted that 25 of the cases 
classified in 1983 under motions for leave in public law cases involved 
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TABLE 2-4 	Comparison of Private Law and Public Law Cases 

1982 1983 

Private law cases heard 30 21 
Public law cases heard 99 68 
Motions for leave to appeal in private law cases 138 120 
Motions for leave granted in private law cases 24 24 
Motions for leave to appeal in public law cases 281 381 
Motions for leave granted in public law cases 71 93 

Source: Bulletin of Proceedings Taken in the Supreme Court of Canada, March 23, 1984, 
at 329, and additional statistics from the Registrar. 

a provision in the Charter as the principal legal issue. In 14 instances, the 
Court acceded to the request to have the appeal heard on its merits. 

The conclusion to which these figures point is that the Court's work 
is increasingly devoted to public law issues, and various reasons might 
be offered to account for it. It could be that the gate for private law 
appealsis less easy to pass through than it once was, even after the 1975 
amendments. The cogency of this argument would be difficult to ascer-
tain, because the Court does not make a practice of giving reasons, oral 
or otherwise, for granting or dismissing motions for leave. t41  Alterna-
tively, a case could be made that as government activities, particularly 
in the regulatory sphere, have continued to multiply and expand, so the 
volume of public law cases involving a governmental interest has grown 
commensurately.142  Thus, administrative law, immigration and labour 
law questions are reaching the Court in unprecedented numbers. Also, 
the volume of criminal cases has not diminished as the Court continues 
to find issues of public significance in the interpretation of offences and 
in criminal trial procedure. Possibly the key reason accounting for the 
volume of public law litigation that is occupying the Court's docket is 
the way the Court has, in granting leave to appeal, interpreted what is 
the degree of "public importance" or significance attached to a ques-
tion.143  Public law disputes often present on their face the hallmarks of 
an outcome that will affect the rights of more persons than simply the 
individuals who were party to the case. For example, questions of public 
policy are more transparent in an action concerning the availability of 
judicial review of an administrator's decision than in a lawsuit involving 
the capacity of a testator or the quantum of damages arising out of an 
automobile accident. The latter types of cases may present little in the 
way of novel legal doctrine, while the result of the former kind of dispute 
can often affect the duties of administrative tribunals all across the 
country.'" 

As the Court's work in the public law area continues to grow propor-
tionately greater in comparison with private law appeals, the criticism is 
strengthened that the Court should no longer retain its general jurisdic- 
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tion. This trend might accelerate as more cases depending on the Charter 
wind their way up to the Supreme Court level. As the foregoing observa-
tions about the Court's load in 1983 indicate, cases that focus on the 
Charter for the principal legal issue have succeeded at the leave stage at 
a much higher rate (56 percent of such motions heard in 1983) than for 
motions generally (20 percent for private law cases and 22.2 percent for 
non-Charter public law cases in the same calendar year). Proponents of 
the view that the Court should become a specialized tribunal, confined 
in its authority to cases raising a significant public law question, will 
probably gain sustenance for their arguments as Charter litigation swells. 
Their argument will resemble that favouring the current role of the 
Supreme Court of the United States. That Court has evolved into an essen-
tially public law tribunal for hearing U.S. constitutional disputes. 145  A 
corollary to this argument is that experience in the United States has shown 
how complex public law issues are to adjudicate and how they might 
require specialized skills on the part of members of the final appellate 
tribunal.146  The adoption in Canada of a legislative regime protecting 
fundamental rights has inspired apprehension that our own court of last 
resort will trace a similar path.147  The proposed amendment of the 
Court's jurisdiction to leave private law disputes to be authoritatively 
settled by courts of appeal has, in this view, the apparent virtues of being 
both realistic and conducive to the goal of efficiency. 

Critics of the Court's comprehensive authority over all areas of Cana-
dian law have had to contend with the claim that, especially in private 
civil law cases, the Court has an important function in ensuring that the 
law is consistent and uniform throughout the country.148  This argument 
based on uniformity emphasizes the national character of the Court as 
an institution, as against its federal role. This function has been called 
in the past one of the "chief duties" of the Court.149  Decisions in the 
early part of this century that spelled out grounds for granting leave to 
appeal stressed the function that the Court ought to perform in securing 
uniformity of law in matters concerning the whole of Canada.15° When 
the Special Committee of the Canadian Bar Association studying the 
Court's workload reported prior to the 1975 amendments, it noted that 
one of the primary criteria of whether a case is of significant public impor-
tance is whether it involves a conflict between decisions of the lower courts 
on a common law principle.151  This would be applicable also where, in 
a criminal case, there is conflicting judicial authority on a question of law. 

Against this emphasis on the role of the Supreme Court in inducing 
uniformity, the critic has only to point to the nature of the federal bargain 
in Canada. Just as provincial legislatures have been granted authority to 
enact laws relating to their exclusive classes of subject, so the courts in 
each province ought to be free to interpret and apply laws in accordance 
with local or provincial circumstances. Provincial legislative power is 
predicated on the recognition that those legislators understand best what 
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statutory scheme is needed for local conditions. Judicial power should be 
similarly responsive, even at the cost of making one province's laws on 
a matter inconsistent with those of another province. Secondly, critics 
would contend, if uniformity is desirable in an area of provincial jurisdic-
tion, then there are political and practical means for securing this that 
are more efficient and direct than an appeal to the Supreme Court. The 
work of uniform law commissioners representing the different provinces 
is a case in point.I52  They have been especially effective in drafting model 
insurance statutes and reciprocal enforcement of judgment laws. Or, as 
in the case of business corporations legislation, the initiative of the federal 
government or of a reform-minded provincial government may provide 
the eventual basis for national uniformity. One of the supposed strengths 
of a federation is diversity. Critics favouring provincial rights may 
understandably adopt the line that the Supreme Court has no business 
ironing out legitimate judicial responses to local needs and conditions. 

The proposal has even been advanced that the Supreme Court be with-
drawn as a forum for hearing division-of-power questions.I53  Professor 
Weiler has placed great faith in the ability of governments within our 
federation to negotiate over areas of respective jurisdiction and to reach 
suitable political compromises. This would remove the Court as a political 
institution, whose authority could be used by, for example, the federal 
government in dictating terms of an agreement with a province in a matter 
significantly affecting the future economic welfare of that province.I54  A 
recent example is the judgment by the Supreme Court rejecting Newfound-
land's claims over control of its offshore Hibernia resources.I55  In 
Weiler's terms, this is essentially a "political controversy," which is not 
amenable to resolution in a judicial arena. Adversarial proceedings rely 
on principles of judicial review which are so vague and unstable that the 
Court is really making up constitutional standards as it goes along. 

A final salvo that may be launched at the Court's general jurisdiction 
is over its workload. This type of reasoning was especially popular in the 
ten years preceding the 1975 changes to the Supreme Court Act. The con-
tention that the Court is overburdened either by civil cases or by private 
law appeals carries little conviction today. As Tables 1 to 3 demonstrate, 
the number of civil cases heard has been substantially reduced since the 
early 1970s, when a peak was achieved. Through the leave mechanism, 
the Court has been able to winnow out those relatively few cases it con-
siders worthy of a full review. The same holds true for private law appeals. 
The Court's workload for the half-dozen years up to 1983 has stabilized 
at around 125 cases per calendar year or per three consecutive sessions. 
In 1983, only 89 cases were heard, and an equal number of decisions were 
rendered, but this was doubtless owing in part to the ailing health of Chief 
Justice Laskin, oneof the most prodigious workers on the Court. By com-
parison, in 1982, 129 cases were heard and 126 decisions rendered. The 
1983 calendar year probably represents an anomaly, and subsequent years 
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will show a climb back toward an annual average of approximately 125 
cases. 156  Motions for leave to appeal have shot up in numbers. This 
increase, if it continues, may eventually press upon the Court's time to 
hear and determine appeals on their merits. Although the actual procedure 
for hearing a leave application is brief, and has recently been the subject 
of technological innovations using satellite transmission, when the number 
of motions eventually increases to six or seven hundred per year, some 
procedural amendments or increased research staff for the Court's judges 
might have to be considered. A contraction of jurisdiction may be one 
solution, or a partial solution, to such a problem, but the problem itself 
may be more complex than such thinking recognizes. Further considera-
tion of the leave mechanism is included in the section of our discussions 
devoted to the procedures surrounding the Court's administration. 

Suggestions for Change 

The suggestions for reforming the Court's purview are all inspired by some 
of the arguments recited above, and can be summarized as follows. For 
federalist reasons, the Court should be restricted to hearing only constitu-
tional cases, or only cases where governments contend with one another. 
For many of the same reasons, but with the additional considerations 
affecting Quebec's unique civil law system included, the Court should be 
structured so that only a select panel chosen from among Supreme Court 
judges can hear and determine civil law appeals originating from Quebec. 
The Court's revamped structure is here used to surmount the defect in 
its general jurisdiction. Instead of limiting the Court to constitutional ques-
tions, a legislative reform might limit its jurisdiction to public law ques-
tions, which would retain a larger scope for the Court. These would all 
be fundamental rearrangements of the Court's caseload. 

Whichever of the foregoing alternatives might be adopted, the Court 
would no longer resemble the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council 
during the era when it heard appeals from Canada. Nor would the Supreme 
Court's role be akin to that of the House of Lords, which remains the 
highest court in the United Kingdom. The latter tribunal hears appeals 
not only in English common law cases, but also in Scottish civil law 
cases.157  The case for reform of the House of Lords' jurisdiction in 
respect of such Scottish cases has never caused the stir that has arisen from 
the equivalent Quebec complaint. 158  

Response to Criticisms 

The argument advanced below is that the Court's general appellate jurisdic-
tion should be kept intact. It should remain the court of last resort on 
factual and legal issues in all cases, regardless of where they arise in 
Canada. The judicial system in Canada has traditionally been classified 
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as a unitary system. There is even judicial authority underpinning this 
description.159  Attempts to portray the Canadian system as one evolving 
into a dual court structure do not affect the function of the Supreme 
Court.16° It hears appeals both from provincial courts of appeal and from 
the Federal Court of Appeal. Jurisdictional conflicts between the Federal 
Court system and the systems of courts in the provinces do not touch the 
Supreme Court's comprehensive supervision. 

The proposals to federalize the Supreme Court run up against many 
of the deficiencies inherent in a dualistic judicial structure. There is only 
slight authority for anything but a unitary structure of Canadian courts 
in general to be found in the Constitution Act, 1867.161  If the Court's 
jurisdiction were redesigned to reflect only the legislative competence of 
the federal Parliament, many important national issues would be beyond 
the purview of the Court. It could not determine many matters relating 
to commercial law, insurance law, energy and natural resources, and the 
administration of justice within a province — all areas that exhibit impor-
tant extraprovincial dimensions. Business firms notoriously do not respect 
provincial boundaries, and inconsistent or contradictory laws in different 
provinces may cause unnecessary hardship for the operations of such firms. 
Actions launched to determine rights of firms with branches in different 
parts of Canada may require multiple proceedings and hard decisions by 
courts which must, following conflicts of law rules, determine and apply 
differing rules of foreign jurisdictions.162  Actual conflicting verdicts may 
be reached by courts located in different provinces. This would encourage 
forum-shopping, delaying tactics, and levering up of costs by the wealthier 
of the adversaries. Retaining the Supreme Court's general jurisdiction 
would equalize the litigious battle. The end of the parties' day in court 
would mean a uniform result, wherever the action originated. 

The alleged local sensitivity of judges presiding over provincial courts 
has an adverse and unpleasant side to it. Just as the Judicial Committee 
was extolled in the past for its impartiality and distance from the heated 
passion of conflicting local interests, so the Supreme Court should logically 
be considered the heir to such epithets. The Court and its individual 
members have often expressed the view both on and off the Bench that, 
in performing the appellate function, factual determinations by lower 
courts will not lightly be upset.163  The Supreme Court concentrates in the 
main on legal issues. Those aspects of a case which a lower court can 
logically best determine are treated as uncontroversial on appeal to the 
Supreme Court. 

The arguments that predate the 1975 amendments have lost much of 
their force as a result of the changes to the Court's jurisdiction. Gone 
is the irritant based on monetary limits. A more rational process of deter-
mining which cases merit a final appeal to the Supreme Court has been 
in use. The guidelines by which a panel decides whether a question is of 
public significance to the nation as a whole are not entirely clear as the 
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judges are discouraged from giving reasons for granting or dismissing leave 
applications. Nevertheless, this process is eminently preferable as a means 
for determining which cases shall be heard by a full quorum of the Court. 

The argument for drastic change based upon the peculiar circumstances 
of the province of Quebec is not compelling.1" Certain institutional 
structures already present in the Court accommodate the dualistic nature 
of Canadian civil law. The informal requirement that all civil appeals 
entered from Quebec shall be heard by a five-judge panel that includes 
a majority of civilian judges has been largely respected over the years. 
The further argument that common law judges have occasionally con-
trolled the disposition of these cases is not reflected in the most thorough 
study yet undertaken of the composition of panels that have adjudicated 
civil cases out of Quebec.I65  In the words of the author of that study, 
"the question of common law participation . . . is essentially a non-
issue." 166  In general, the common law judges have deferred to their 
civilian colleagues on such Quebec appeals. 

On occasion, much has been made of the obvious opportunity that 
common law judges and civilian judges have to educate each other in the 
principles and processes of their respective legal traditions.I67  This is a 
worthy objective, although the possibility of its occurring depends largely 
on the scholarly dispositions of the individual judges. Our unusual dual 
legal heritage has created the situation in which a judge, formally trained 
in both English-Canadian common law and Quebec civil law, can emerge. 
This is exemplified in Justice LeDain, who was nominally selected from 
the province of Ontario but whose interesting experience includes periods 
of practice and teaching in Quebec as well as in Ontario.1" Artificial 
barriers between the common and civil law systems should not be erected 
by limiting the role of the one court in Canada that is capable of 
pragmatically transcending the differences in legal culture. 

The distinction between private law cases and public law cases is not 
a useful means for devising a more specialized role for the Court. Although 
an appeal is classified as raising an issue of public law, that does not 
necessarily indicate that in some sense it deserves a hearing before the Court 
while a private law appeal does not. The criterion of "national impor-
tance" is not coextensive with, or a subsidiary of, "public law." A case 
raising an issue of the fiduciary duties of corporate directors in respect 
of business opportunities that come their way as a result of their role as 
directors is, to all appearances, a private law dispute. Yet its outcome may 
affect the standard of business ethics and responsibility that courts across 
the country will impose on directors generally.169  This same point is appli-
cable to many legal aspects of business and property law. In the latter 
instance, construction of laws determining the division of the assets of 
married or cohabiting partners will be an important part of the Court's 
recent work, just as it was before many of the principles were put into 
statutory form.1" Calling such disputes matters of "private law" tends 
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to underrate the implications of an authoritative holding by the Supreme 
Court and how it binds lower courts in subsequent cases involving the 
same legal issues. 

Nor is it easy to distinguish between private and public law appeals. 
This distribution becomes highly artificial given the interrelationships 
between common law and statutory causes of action arising out of the 
same conduct. In the words of a distinguished U.S. commentator 
addressing the issue of jurisdiction: "Only the most arbitrary and dysfunc-
tional distinctions can enable the Supreme Court of Canada, or any other 
court, to keep out of so-called private law."17I Cases do not always come 
before the Court with discretely packaged legal issues. A dispute between 
a landlord and tenant over the terms of a lease of commercial property 
may raise important evidentiary issues applicable to the rules of evidence 
used in the trial of civil actions. Although the style of cause in such a pro-
ceeding may indicate that private parties represent the opposing interests, 
the full resolution of the case can have ramifications far beyond the realm 
of private law. The area of intersection of the law of trusts and taxation 
law makes it difficult to determine whether certain types of cases would 
be subsumable under the head of private law alone.172  Similar considera-
tions apply to the bifurcation between provincial and federal areas of 
legislative competence. A suit does not necessarily involve one or the other 
type of matter. Often these are inextricably mingled in the circumstances 
of a particular case. To use an example suggested by William Lederman, 
the facts might give rise to a dispute over the enforceability of a mort-
gage.'" The governing law is not just that enacted by the province in rela-
tion to real property, but could also involve federal laws regulating inter-
est. Modern business transactions are increasingly subject to duplicative 
sets of provisions designed to protect consumers or to enforce both local 
and national standards. A good example is the adoption of building codes 
and regulations at each of the municipal, provincial and federal levels. 

Lederman is also owed a debt for some sage advice about why a court 
could not reasonably be expected to specialize only in constitutional 
matters. The threshold step in determining the validity of an impugned 
existing or proposed law is to characterize the matter that it embraces. 174  
This is a subtle process, requiring the Court to take cognizance of other 
relevant laws passed by the same body and of laws enacted at other levels 
of jurisdiction. In effect, the Court must have a thorough knowledge of 
which matters have been legislated upon; how the impugned law fits into 
an overall legislative scheme; and what are likely to be the effects of the 
law in operation. These are all criteria for arriving at a proper characteriza-
tion. After the law is characterized in a certain way — for example, as 
a matter of intraprovincial trade relating to a specific industry — its matter 
is assigned to one or other of the classes of subject enumerated in sec-
tions 91 and 92 of the Constitution Act, 1867. In our example, the 
characterization would lead to the conclusion that the relevant head of 
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power is the exclusive legislative jurisdiction of the provincial legislature 
over property and civil rights.I75  A similar point about the inter-
dependence of civil law and common law issues in cases originating in 
Quebec was made by Professor (now Mr. Justice) LeDain.I76  

This process of characterization informs much of the Court's reason-
ing on division-of-power cases, and in particular those that raise the issue 
of the applicability of the federal trade and commerce power. This type 
of case illustrates how the Court's attitude toward commercial arrange-
ments throughout the country is shaped by the individual judge's percep-
tion of the distinctive values of business regulation at a local or provin-
cial level as opposed to a national level. Again this area represents an inter-
section of private and public law. The task of constitutional adjudication 
here depends on a broad understanding of economic values, the efficient 
arrangement of private business enterprise, and the role of government 
regulation in promoting desirable economic goals. The Court has histo-
rically had a large, indirect impact on the economic organization of Cana-
dian business. Its views have not always been applauded.'77  

A further argument in favour of retaining the Supreme Court's general 
appellate jurisdiction is based on the notion of judicial policy making. 
Despite claims that the Court, after the enactment of the Charter, will 
finally become a tribunal able to formulate and enforce broad social and 
economic policies, that capacity has always been present. Anything short 
of a positivistic view of the Court's function recognizes that even in 
so-called private law appeals, the Court can exercise its power to change 
the rules in response to novel circumstances or to changed social condi-
tions. Imposing a duty of care upon classes of individuals in particular 
factual relationships is one way of implementing a change in the balance 
between competing social interests.178  Such a decision also has immediate 
consequences for business firms and their insurers in calculating risk and 
obtaining indemnification against loss or injury. Other social and economic 
policy questions arise in relation to enforceability of contracts in restraint 
of trade (based on the common law)I79  or agreements that violate federal 
laws designed to preserve business competition.I8° Such cases raise undis-
guised questions of "public" policy, even though the cases themselves may 
be disputes between private parties. 

This policy-making function forms part of what Chief Justice Laskin 
stressed as the "supervisory" role of the Supreme Court.I81  In its capacity 
as a national, as opposed to federal, institution, the Court is not simply 
an appellate tribunal. Especially since the changes in 1975 to the Court's 
jurisdiction, a duty is imposed on the Court to oversee the development 
of broad legal doctrines in Canada, so long as they affect more than merely 
local issues. This interpretation of the changes to the Court's jurisdiction 
is shared in no small degree by Chief Justice Dickson.'82  

Having argued that the Court's general jurisdiction should be left intact, 
what is to be made of the claim that the Court will become a public law 
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tribunal simply by virtue of the types of cases that will increasingly con-
front it? We are dealing here with a proposition that is in part a prophecy 
and in part a prescription. For the foreseeable future, Charter cases will 
almost surely occupy a growing proportion of the Court's docket, even 
if they do not amount to the "holocaust" of litigation predicted prior 
to the adoption of the Charter.I83  Yet private law cases will not be 
squeezed out. The most workable balance between these types of cases 
ought not to be frozen by legislative action. The key to the Court's jurisdic-
tion lies in the Court's own discretionary powers to decide which appeals 
it wants to determine. The real decisions about jurisdiction will be made 
at the stage of applications for leave; at this point in the progress of a 
case through the judicial system, hard choices will be made about the 
relative significance of different types of legal questions. This procedure 
has not been the result of accident. The 1975 amendments incorporated 
language giving considerable leeway to the Court to compose its own 
docket, and only if this discretion were being abused or exercised 
capriciously would there be grounds for legislative intervention. The 
available literature does not point to the Court having made flagrant abuses 
in dismissing motions for leave; nor has the Court frequently had to resort 
to its power to quash an appeal because a court of appeal erred in grant-
ing leave in the first place.'" 

This deserved emphasis on the manner in which leave applications are 
considered, and on the potential for sifting out the questions most impor-
tant to the nation as a whole in light of current circumstances and the 
state of the law, has not received an authoritative exposition from 
academics. The Court has failed to articulate the grounds for granting 
or denying leave in a way that provides solid material for an inductive 
analysis. This situation may change in the future. As Madam Justice 
Wilson has noted: "The time is ripe for an appraisal of the leave process 
from a substantive point of view."185  This will have to be a cooperative 
effort involving the members of the Court itself, the practising Bar, and 
legal academics. Questions of the Court's theoretical jurisdiction are 
generally less urgent at any given moment than are questions about whether 
the Court has deemed it advisable to settle an inconsistency in the common 
law based on decisions by courts of appeal. Even if the Court does decide 
to hear such an appeal on its merits, there is no assurance that it will 
actually resolve the supposed inconsistency. Decisions may be narrow or 
broad, and the Court may in effect reserve for another day and possibly 
a more propitious case the final resolution of a legal dispute. 

There have been surprisingly few suggestions that the Court exercise 
its general jurisdiction through specialized panels made up from within 
the membership of the Court. In Western European countries, particularly 
those in which great constitutional changes have been made since World 
War II, there has been a trend toward having a different court of last resort 
for different kinds of controversies. There might, for example, be a final 
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administrative court that hears appeals from intermediate appellate 
tribunals or from boards or agencies at first instance. A separate constitu-
tional panel has been created both in France and in the Federal Republic 
of Germany (see Appendix B). In the German system, the court is divided 
into two chambers for the hearing of different sorts of constitutional cases. 
This kind of arrangement has been proposed in Canada only with respect 
to the hearing and determination of civil law cases originating in 
Quebec.I86  In such cases, the Court would have a separate chamber in 
effect to deal with them. The panel would possibly include ad hoc judges 
appointed from the Quebec superior courts, to ensure the desired exper-
tise in the canons of the Code-based civil law. 

To some extent, the Supreme Court has used panels of judges from 
within the Court to hear appeals. During the 1983 calendar year, accord-
ing to the Registrar's statistics, the judgments given by the Court were 
the result of the Court sitting with various numbers of members, as shown 
in Table 2-5. As mentioned above, the Court divides into three-member 
panels for the purpose of hearing leave applications. 

TABLE 2-5 Summary of the Number of Judges Participating in Deci-
sions of the Supreme Court of Canada in 1983 

Number of Members 	 Number of decisions 

9 	 6 
7 	 45 
5 	 38 

Total number of decisions 89 

Source: From Bulletin of Proceedings Taken in the Supreme Court of Canada, March 23, 
1984, at 328-34, and additional statistics from the Registrar. 

There are two key arguments in favour of organizing the Court into 
a number of specialized chambers. First, the Court would be able to dispose 
of a greater number of cases. Second, the members could develop and 
use expertise in certain areas of the law that a judge would have acquired 
either before being appointed, or would acquire in deciding many cases 
of the same type. We do not find these arguments compelling, however, 
and there are better ways to achieve efficiency in managing the docket 
than by breaking the Court up into separate chambers. 

The real problem with the Court's workload exists at the leave stage, 
and not when cases are heard on their merits. Some suggestions for 
improvement are made in the subsequent section of this study that deals 
specifically with the administrative procedures that might be adopted by 
the Court. As well, the use of specialized chambers leads inevitably to 
the result that we really have more than one court of final appeal in 
Canada. This detracts from both the symbolic and authoritative impor- 
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tance of the Court's current role. As has been noted, the Canadian 
judiciary forms a unitary pattern. Specialized panels would undermine 
this concept. We might also note that in those countries where different 
supreme tribunals are used for different types of cases, the judges in each 
Court often come from quite dissimilar backgrounds. The chief adminis-
trative court might be composed of judges trained in a national school 
of public administration rather than in a law faculty. Finally, the difficulty 
of distinguishing among several issues in certain cases argues against 
specializations of panels. A private law issue is not always separable from 
an issue of public law; nor can an administrative appeal always be 
separated from a constitutional aspect of the same case, for example. Legal 
categories are not so discrete, nor do cases fall so neatly into one category 
or another. Retaining the full jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and leaving 
it to the judgment of the Chief Justice as to which judges and how many 
of them should sit on a particular case, allows the flexibility needed for 
an efficient management of the caseload without sacrificing the role of 
the Court as a collegial body competent to supervise the growth of the 
law in Canada as a whole. 

The upshot of this discussion of jurisdiction is that the boundaries of 
the Court's work, its potential for redrawing the lines between the respec-
tive legislative powers of federal and provincial governments, its poten-
tial for remaking the relationships between individuals or between citizen 
and government, are not circumscribed in a limited way. Once an action 
has been initiated, it can usually be pursued as far as the client's interests 
and resources permit, up to the leave application before the Supreme 
Court. The Court's members are largely their own gatekeepers. At this 
point, questions of curial jurisdiction give way to more important ques-
tions of judicial process. The vital issue is not whether the Court or a panel 
within the Court should be allowed to adjudicate a matter. The issue is 
what kind of judicial minds are deciding whether the matter deserves a 
full hearing and disposition. Once a general jurisdiction is permitted to 
the Court, the focus must shift to the questions of who sits on the Court 
and what background and talents we should reasonably expect those judges 
to possess. 

Composition 
The issue of the composition of the Supreme Court is most conveniently 
broken down into number of members and origins of those judges, par-
ticularly by region. As we will see in the discussion that follows, these 
two topics are intertwined in any consideration of Supreme Court reform. 

Number of Judges 
The Court currently consists of nine members: one Chief Justice and eight 
puisne or associate judges. This figure has remained unchanged since 1949, 
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when membership was increased from seven. It had been six during the 
period of 1875 to 1927.187  As noted, in accordance with the Supreme 
Court Act, three of the judges must be chosen from the bar or bench of 
Quebec.188  There are no other statutory restrictions on the regional 
qualifications of appointees. 

There have been suggestions to increase the size of the Court, and the 
enlarged Court might comprise from ten to fifteen members. Usually the 
figure chosen is an odd number, although this has not been invariable. 
Professor Morin's projected constitutional court would have embraced 
an equal number of common law and Quebec civil law judges.189  The 
number most often proposed is eleven, a figure endorsed by Professor 
Lederman, 190  the British Columbia government in its 1978 discussion 
paper,191  the Pepin-Robarts Report,192  and the Constitutional 
Amendment Bill of 1978.193  It was the preferred number of a majority 
of the provincial premiers at the First Ministers' Conference on the Con-
stitution,194  held in September 1980. The proposal by the Alberta govern-
ment to empanel a court whose members would be chosen from a special 
constitutional panel of forty to fifty judges for each particular division-
of-power case represents the high end of numerical reform.195  

In general, the appropriate figure is selected by the various proponents 
according to the regional balance that they think should be reflected on 
the Court. At present, nine judges of the Supreme Court have been 
appointed from the following provinces: 

TABLE 2-6 Origins of Current Judges 
Province 	 Number of Judges 
New Brunswick 	 1 
Quebec 	 3 
Ontario 	 3 
Manitoba 	 1 
British Columbia 	 1 

The backgrounds of judges are not as clear as the above table might 
lead one to think, however. Justice Estey, although Chief Justice of the 
Province of Ontario at the time of his selection for the Supreme Court, 
had early connections and training with the Bar of Saskatchewan. Justice 
LeDain, the junior member of the present Court, was trained in the Quebec 
civil law system and taught at McGill University before joining the faculty 
at the Osgoode Hall Law School and gaining admission to the Law Society 
of Upper Canada; thereafter, he was appointed to the Federal Court of 
Appeal and resided in Ottawa. 

Efforts to distill some practice or convention out of the past pattern 
of appointments to the Court have largely produced exceptions. At the 
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time that Professor Russell wrote, he had identified an "unwritten consti-
tutional convention" determining how regions other than Quebec are 
represented on the Court.196  In his view, Ontario was guaranteed three 
positions on the Court; the western provinces and the Atlantic provinces 
would share the remaining three places. Updating a table prepared in the 
course of his study, we have,in Table 2-7, a summary of regional represen-
tation on the Court since its inception in 1875. 

TABLE 2-7 Origin of Judges on the Supreme Court 

Year in Which 
Pattern Altered Quebec Ontario 

Atlantic 
Provinces 

Western 
Provinces 

1875 2 2 2 0 
1888 2 3 1 0 
1893 2 2 2 0 
1903 2 1 2 1 
1905 2 2 2 0 
1906 2 2 1 1 
1924 2 3 0 1 
1927 2 3 0 2 
1932 2 2 1 2 
1949 3 3 1 2 
1979 3 2 1 3 
1982 3 3 1 2 

Source: Peter H. Russell, The Supreme Court of Canada as a Bilingual and Bicultural Insti-
tution, Study prepared for the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism 
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1969), at 64. 

Between 1949 and the time of Professor Russell's study, the situation 
remained stable, despite seven changes in the composition of the Court. 
For eleven more years and six changes thereafter, the pattern remained 
the same. It was finally broken when Justice Spence retired from the Court 
and was replaced by Justice McIntyre from the British Columbia Court 
of Appea1.197  This reduced Ontario's places to two. When Justice 
Martland from Alberta retired in 1982, he was replaced by Justice Wilson 
from Ontario, and the former distribution was re-established. Upon Chief 
Justice Laskin's death, his place was filled by Justice LeDain,198  who is 
nominally considered an Ontario appointment. 

The number eleven is favoured by reformers primarily because some 
provinces or regions could be given increased representation on the Court. 
For example, Lederman would permit the Atlantic region and the Western 
region an added place each.199  The British Columbia government has 
naturally favoured an increase in the number of regions to be considered, 
so that the province of British Columbia would constitute a separate region 
unto itself rather than being grouped with the Prairie provinces into one 
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Western region. In some proposals, such as that contained in the Pepin-
Robarts Report, Quebec would be given increased proportional represen-
tation so that it would contribute five of the eleven judges. The "best 
efforts" draft that served as the basis for discussion at the 1980 First 
Ministers' Conference would have adopted this ratio,200  although in the 
participants' public discussions during the conference proceedings, eleven 
was not the preferred number of all the provincial governments, nor was 
there a consensus on the ratio of Quebec to non-Quebec judges. 

The number nine continues to be popular, although that does not mean 
that the Court would be broken down regionally, as at present. James 
MacPherson's proposal would conceivably allow a majority of Quebec 
judges at any given time,201  and would also reduce Ontario's places to 
a minimum of one and a maximum of two. The Victoria Charter of 
1971,202  the Molgat-MacGuigan Committee proposals,203  the Canadian 
Bar Association Committee that reported in 1979,204  and the so-called 
Beige Paper of the Quebec Liberal Party,205  all would have retained a 
nine-member Court. 

It is worth noting that proponents of an expanded Court do not base 
their case on the perceived workload of the Court. This differs from the 
rationale offered by the federal minister of justice in 1949, when the Court 
was increased in size partly because of an anticipated increase in volume 
of work after the abolition of appeals to the Privy Counci1.2°6  Today, 
silence on this point implies that the current number of judges is adequate 
for the caseload that the Court carries.207  Of much more concern to 
critics is the means of ensuring that a truly representative Court will adju-
dicate "constitutional" issues, that is, in this context, primarily "division-
of-power" issues. The Beige Paper echoed a theme originally introduced 
in the Report of the Tremblay Royal Commission in 1956 by suggesting 
that a "dualist" bench ought to determine constitutional questions, and 
that such parity might be achieved by including some ad hoc judges 
appointed from Quebec superior courts on the panel hearing the case.208  

For the reasons given in the following section, on the regional selection 
of judges, there seems little need for increasing the membership of the 
Court. Perhaps nine members is the maximum number of judges for the 
optimal combination of collegiality, expertise and efficiency to be attained. 
It is very difficult to determine the dynamics of a group larger than nine. 
Having more than nine judges increases the possibility of multiple opinions 
being filed in cases where the whole Court would sit. This could make 
it more difficult to discern the determinative principles in such cases, 
tending to make the law unclear. In the end, regional considerations deter-
mine what would be the appropriate size of the Court. The rejection of 
separate chambers or panels for constitutional and non-constitutional 
issues, or for private and public law issues, has been discussed. The 
rationale of constructing a Court on regional lines deserves treatment under 
a heading of its own. 
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Regional Representation 

The data contained in Table 2-7 above indicate the traditional importance 
placed upon the region of origin of a Supreme Court appointee. Past expe-
rience might excuse Ontarians for thinking that they were "robbed" of 
a place on the Court when Justice Spence was replaced by a British 
Columbia appointee in 1979. At any rate, Justice Wilson from Ontario 
was appointed to succeed Justice Martland from Alberta three years later. 
What is the principle behind the emphasis on regional origins that makes 
speculating about filling an opening on the Court a kind of parlour game 
for lawyers and other Court-watchers? The possible reasons are threefold. 

First, it may be argued that by having judges from throughout Canada, 
the Court's responsiveness to conditions and developments around the 
country is ensured. A judge's connection with the law of a province or 
region is presumed to endow that judge with special knowledge of the 
place. Second, the regional pattern may be said to reflect the federal nature 
of the Canadian constitution. Although no formal requirement compels 
the federal government to distribute the six non-Quebec appointments in 
any particular fashion, the distribution in fact is in accordance with the 
principle that each of the judges who sits on division-of-power cases can 
be identified with a particular region. Third, the more or less established 
pattern may only reflect the pressures and interests within the federal 
cabinet that regional quotas be respected. This would be a purely political 
reason for an appointment based on region. 

Reform of the Court can begin here. There are no constitutional 
obstacles and few statutory restrictions in the way of change. The con-
tention that regional variations are important among the judges in order 
to import local knowledge into the Court is met by the observation that 
this quality is difficult to discern in the first place and even harder to bring 
to bear on the Court's decision making. It does not mean that the judge 
is prone to favour the interests of his or her home region over those of 
other localities or to weigh local interests more heavily than national inter-
ests. The judge is not supposed to be a spokesperson for a certain region 
or province. Studies into the participation of Court members on appeals 
that were entered from their home regions or province have confirmed 
that, in general, participation on those types of appeals will be greater 
than the participation rate in genera1.209  Concurrent findings show the 
same relation for judgments delivered as for participants. As the Canadian 
Bar Association Committee has pointed out, the judge on the Supreme 
Court is not fulfilling an arbitral function, but a judicial function.21° 

If a court is supposed to include in its deliberations an element of 
knowledge about distinctive local conditions, this function should be per-
formed by a provincially constituted court. The Supreme Court will not, 
according to the pattern of appointments established for most of the period 
since 1949, include a representative at any given time from five of the 
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provinces and both territories.211  It has never included a judge chosen 
from Newfoundland or Prince Edward Island during that time, and for 
several decades did not include an appointment from British Columbia. 
The various suggestions for breaking down appointments by region tend 
to defy strongly developed provincial feelings about whether one province 
shares similar conditions with another. British Columbians may legiti-
mately wonder why they are considered, for Supreme Court purposes, as 
a province in the same region as Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 
Newfoundland does not share the same legislative, political, social or legal 
history as the Maritime provinces, yet on most proposals it would be 
lumped together with them for the purpose of selecting a judge from the 
so-called Atlantic region. Moreover, if geography and special knowledge 
of local conditions are supposed to be important factors, then the point 
should be carried to its logical conclusion and the appointments from 
Quebec and Ontario should purposely be distributed throughout those 
provinces. Members of the bench and bar who do not reside in Toronto 
or Ottawa, or Montreal or Quebec City should especially be sought to 
fill vacancies as they arise. 

The regionalist view also ignores the consequences of the concept of 
judicial independence. When discussions on constitutional change in the 
past decade touched on the Supreme Court, Chief Justice Laskin was 
prompted to remark: 

It saddened me that there was so little understanding manifested either about 
the nature of the Court's work or about the significance of the fidelity of 
its members to their oaths of office, so little appreciation of the importance 
of cohesion and collegiality in the dispatch of the Court's work. That work 
has no regional and, certainly, no political tie-in.212  

The jurisdiction of the Court, according to the late Chief Justice, involves 
dealing "with national issues, with matters of general public importance 
that have no special regional connotation. "213  This is what in part makes 
the Court a national institution yet in a sense different from the Senate 
or the federal executive. 

The argument in favour of regional criteria as primary determinants 
of who should be appointed becomes weaker when the Court's role as 
a division-of-power umpire becomes less prominent in the total picture 
of the Court's work. Until recently, constitutional cases consisted largely 
of disputes about the respective areas of federal and provincial legislative 
jurisdiction. This type of case also included, on occasion, questions of 
civil liberties under the Canadian Bill of Rights214  or of the infringement 
of a province on the federal power to appoint judges under section 96.215  
The rise of Charter litigation, which in terms of successful 1983 motions 
for leave outnumbered other cases raising constitutional issues, should 
cause us to re-examine regional qualifications for judges. Whether an 
appointee is most closely identified with one region or another is largely 
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irrelevant in determining what sort of scope and interpretation that judge 
will give to the guarantees in the Charter. As will be argued in the section 
on appointments, there are other, more relevant questions about a poten-
tial appointee's background that should be taken into account. 

The political rationale for regional selection is not particularly worth 
perpetuating. Pressures that might be brought to bear upon a federal 
minister of justice to appoint Supreme Court judges from the backyards 
of prominent cabinet colleagues — rare though such cases might be —
have little to do with fashioning the most talented Court possible. This 
is not to say that the appointment process should be apolitical and without 
reference to regions whatsoever. The following section, on appointments, 
exposes this issue further. 

The concept being argued for here is that other considerations should 
take precedence over those based on region and that there should be no 
set formula, adopted in statutory form or otherwise, for determining the 
regional composition of the Court. One proviso to this would be a con-
tinuation of a minimum number of appointments from Quebec. This 
should be entrenched at the time the Court is reformed. This exception 
does not reflect a need for a regional quota but is, rather, a recognition 
of the duality of the Canadian legal system and its twin heritage. 

Appointment of Judges 
Currently the federal government or, more accurately, the cabinet under 
the aegis of the minister of justice or the prime minister, unilaterally makes 
appointments to the Supreme Court.216  There are no statutory require-
ments for consultation with any judicial officers, provincial attorneys-
general, or professional groups before an appointment is made. Some 
informal patterns of consultation have been established in the past in 
respect of superior court appointments, but it is unclear how these apply 
to Supreme Court selections.217  This situation is likely to change, for in 
the constitutional negotiations and discussions held since the mid-1970s, 
the federal government repeatedly has indicated that it would concede some 
form of provincial input into the appointment process. The nub of the 
controversy has been over what form this contribution should take. 

Previously Suggested Reforms 
By now it is recognized that the federal government's position as sole 
nominator of the Court's membership has interfered with the appearance 
of the Court as an impartial tribunal, particularly in respect of division-
of-power issues. We should stress that this concern was largely confined 
at the level of appearances only. Despite some apprehension by provinces 
that the Court might be stocked with appointees favouring a centralist 
vision of Canadian federalism, this result has not been borne out by studies 
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of the Court's actual judgments during the period since 1949, when it 
gained a relative degree of autonomy.218 

The Tremblay Commission Report in 1956 raised the point that 
provinces should participate in some way in the nomination of Supreme 
Court judges.219  The Victoria Charter contained a complex formula for 
securing the agreement of federal and provincial authorities over any 
appointment to the Court.22° The key provision was that the federal 
minister of justice was bound to consult the attorney-general of the 
province with which a potential appointee was associated. If they failed 
to agree on an appointee, the minister of justice would propose the 
establishment of a nomination council to recommend an appointment. 
The choice among possible forms of this council rested with the provin-
cial attorney-general, with the body to be composed primarily of the chief 
federal and provincial law officers or their nominees. The federal minister 
of justice would submit at least three names to the council, which would 
make a recommendation from that list. The provincial attorney-general 
could not propose any names. The initiative thus stayed with the federal 
minister of justice. The Molgat-MacGuigan Joint Committee generally 
endorsed the consultative method set forth in the Victoria Charter, but 
criticized it for failing to allow the provinces to propose names of pos-
sible appointees to the nominating counci1.221  

Professors Russell and Lederman both have favoured some form of con-
sultation or collaboration. Lederman has envisaged a permanent 
nominating commission, to be used for all superior court appointments, 
not just for the Supreme Court of Canada.222  This commission would be 
composed of members of Parliament as well as members of provincial 
legislatures, with bipartisan representation. There would be a requirement 
for some non-lawyers among them. The commission's function would be 
limited to maintaining a list of suitable prospective appointees. The 
appointing authority would have to make a choice from the list presented. 

During  the past decade, suggested reforms or wholesale replacement 
of other national institutions have brought in their train interesting 
possibilities for changing the Court's appointment process. The Constitu-
tional Amendment Bill, proposed in 1978, took the procedure set forth 
in the Victoria Charter one step further. After the minister of justice and 
the provincial attorney-general had agreed, or after the nominating council 
had broken the deadlock over an appointment, the nomination would have 
had to be submitted for ratification to the House of the Federation.223  
Within a limited time, the House would have had to affirm or reject the 
nomination. In view of the structure and composition of the House, this 
would have amounted to a second level of provincial input into the choice 
of a new judge for the Court.224  

The necessity of ratification of Supreme Court appointments by a 
reconstituted Upper House gained adherents during the constitutional 
debate of the 1970s. The British Columbia government favoured a pro- 
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cess of nomination by the federal government (after consultation with the 
provinces), followed by a reformed Senate's ratification.225  Other pro-
posals along this line have been made by the Canadian Bar Association 
Committee (which favoured using a judiciary committee of the Upper 
House rather than all of the members thereof),226  the Pepin-Robarts Task 
Force,227  the Beige Paper of the Quebec Liberal Party, 228  and James 
MacPherson.229  The federal government's views on Senate reform in 1983 
did not include specific reference to such a function of a reconstituted 
Upper House.23° 

The Alberta government was unique, in its proposals of a special consti-
tutional panel, in requiring that only the provincial governments be able 
to suggest names of possible appointees to the pane1.231  The Pepin- 
Robarts Report would also have required that the federal cabinet consult 
with the Quebec attorney-general before filling a vacancy from that 
province on the Court. If the vacancy were to be filled by an English-
Canadian appointee, the task force recommended that the federal cabinet 
consult all the other nine provincial attorneys-general about possible 
appointees.232  

The variety of suggested reforms is large, yet they all rest on the notion 
that provincial participation should be by way of consultation or negotia- 
tion with a provincial attorney-general, or else by means of provincial 
representation in a reformed national political institution, such as the 
Upper House. In either event, the proposals go no further than suggesting 
that the current unilateral process be reformed so as to permit the involve- 
ment of a greater number of politicians with provincial interests at heart. 
These proposals show the marks of the era in which they were put for- 
ward. During constitutional conferences of the 1970s and early 1980s, the 
federal and provincial governments were in nearly constant dispute over 
the distribution of legislative power within Confederation.233  It was 
natural that discussions of Supreme Court reform would take on the colour 
of the division-of-power disputes being waged at the time. Constitutional 
law, in the sense of judicial review of the validity of legislative action, 
is only a small part of the Court's jurisdiction. The entry of appeals aris- 
ing out of the Charter should cause us to question whether the appoint-
ment process ought to reflect something more than federalist concerns. 
It should be based only in part on finding a mutually agreed-upon method 
for federal and provincial participation. The concept of regional represen-
tation on the Court loses its primacy when the diverse nature of the Court's 
jurisdiction is taken into account. The same reasoning may be applied to 
the matter of appointments. 

A constant tension in Canadian Supreme Court appointments has been 
between the principle of merit and reference to such factors as regional 
origin, political allegiances and religious persuasion. Despite claims that 
merit has become the overriding consideration,234  regional patterns of 
appointment have been generally adhered to. Doubts have arisen during 
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the change in leadership in 1984 of the Liberal Party about the use of 
judicial appointments as rewards for service to the governing political 
party. These have led to the establishment of two separate committees 
of the Canadian Bar Association to study the independence and the 
appointment of judges.235  The committee studying the method of select-
ing judges will take into account the shape of the Court's role in view 
of the Charter. Although the allegations of political patronage that pre-
ceded these studies did not arise out of appointments to the Supreme Court 
of Canada, the current Chief Justice has recorded his interest in the results 
of those studies and in the adoption of a method of appointment which 
ensures that judges be appointed "on the basis of merit and legal excellence 
alone."236  In Charter cases and many other areas of adjudication, the 
regional origins of the judges are largely irrelevant. What becomes pre-
eminently desirable is that the members of the Court be the best possible 
judicial talent to be found in the country. Merit ought not to give way 
to political considerations about patronizing each province or region in 
turn. 

A New Appointing Council 

The preceding sections of this study have dealt with many of the institu-
tional features of the Supreme Court of Canada. Only relatively uncom-
plicated changes in the status of the Court, and no change in its jurisdic-
tion, have been proposed. We have argued that the regional and political 
qualifications of judges are given an undeserved priority. These criteria 
have little to do with the excellence that appointments ought to recognize. 
The role of the Court as a panel that adjudicates cultural, economic and 
social issues, both in constitutional cases and in other disputes involving 
broad questions of policy and judicial law making, makes it imperative 
that a method of selection be devised to ensure that all relevant qualities 
of a potential appointee can be assessed. We must find some way out of 
the recurrent debate over the role of political and regional patronage in 
the appointment of federal judges. The model described below is designed 
to overcome this problem in respect of appointments to the Supreme Court 
of Canada. It is based upon the unique place that the Court has tradi-
tionally occupied as the final arbiter of intergovernmental disputes, as well 
as on its emerging role as the ultimate referee of the legal relations between 
government and the governed. 

A survey of methods used in other countries, particularly western 
democratic federations, suggests alternative models for appointments. The 
procedures followed in the United States, at both the national and state 
levels, represent a departure from the British tradition that has heavily 
influenced Canadian, Australian and New Zealand methods. The 50 U.S. 
states do not follow a uniform plan, but they all hold elections for members 
of the state judiciary, including those constituting the appellate bench.237  
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For federal appointments, the executive branch performs the task of 
nominating, while the Senate is responsible for confirming the nomina-
tion.238  Politics play a crucial role at both state and federal levels. Some 
states have attempted to mitigate this factor by adopting the Missouri plan 
or one of its variants.239  This requires significant input from non-elected 
or professional officials at the nominating stage. Such democratic pro-
cedures, relying on direct election, are wholly foreign to the Anglo-
Canadian mode of judicial selection. The federal practice of submitting 
names to the Senate for confirmation, required by the United States Consti-
tution, also reflects a balance of power between the executive and legislative 
branches that has no parallel in Canada. A leaning toward this type of 
sharing arrangement is evident, however, in some of the more recent pro-
posals for reforming judicial appointments in Canada.24° 

While we in Canada are conditioned to think of the appointment of 
judges as one of the prerogatives of the prime minister and the cabinet, 
in other democracies the executive branch of government plays no role 
whatsoever. The members of the Constitutional Court of the Federal 
Republic of Germany are chosen by committees formed within each of 
the houses of the national parliament.241  The Canadian experience is 
patterned after that in the United Kingdom. This method has even there 
been subjected to significant criticism. It has been seriously proposed that 
the House of Lords, as a judicial body, be elected by a national vote.242  
In other commonwealth jurisdictions, the influence of political partisan-
ship has given rise to complaints that appointments to the bench be 
removed from the exclusive powers of the party in power.243  Although 
we do not propose anything so drastic as the popular election of Supreme 
Court judges, we do envision a method of selection that changes the 
political emphasis of the procedure without totally removing the federal 
and provincial governments from having a say in the process. 

We propose the creation of an Appointing Council that would make 
both the survey of likely candidates and the final decision on who should 
be named to the Court when a vacancy occurs. Other proposals for reform 
have envisaged a nominating council with the power to recommend a name 
to the appointing authority from a list supplied to the council. In our 
scheme, the Appointing Council would make the initial list of possible 
appointees. It would then make the final choice of one name. The power 
of appointment would be constitutionally assigned to the Appointing 
Council alone. 

The council would be composed of thirteen members. This number has 
been chosen as an optimum membership for ensuring diversity and col- 
legiality. At least seven members would be women.244  It is not sufficient, 
in our view, simply to hope that qualified women would be willing to serve 
on the council. Women are a numerical majority in Canadian society and 
should be given an abundant opportunity to be represented on a council 
that will choose judges, among whose new mandates will be that of settling 
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issues over equality rights. Although not necessarily politicians, the 
members would be chosen from a pool to which both the federal and 
provincial governments would nominate individuals. Ideally, the coun-
cil's membership would be widely diverse in terms of vocational 
background; age; economic and social status; racial, ethnic, and regional 
origin; and ideological orientation.245  Other studies prepared for the 
Commission, such as the one by Cynthia Williams, attempt to discern the 
significant cleavages in Canadian society, and this may help in deciding 
who should be represented on the Council. Service on the council would 
be paid but would remain strictly a part-time activity. It would in no sense 
constitute a public office that required the full-time participation that only 
a politician could devote.246  If a regional balance were thought to be a 
significant factor, then this might be sought, although we doubt the 
wisdom of inscribing regional quotas into the constitutional provisions 
relating to the council. We purposely refrain from advising the entrench-
ing in the Constitution of any formula for representation. The profile of 
the council's membership should not be rigidly set out in terms that make 
further amendment difficult. Over time, the number and balance of inter-
ests represented on the council will inevitably shift and the nature of the 
interests themselves will evolve. As council members come and go, it is 
appropriate that interests of rising significance be reflected on the coun-
cil, while those of diminished relevance be superseded. 

All members of the council would have to be acceptable to the federal 
government and to at least four of the provinces. This formula, which 
is less rigorous than that required for a constitutional amendment, seems 
to us practicable in the circumstances. It reflects some broad support for 
the choice of a member, without going so far as to require a degree of 
acceptability that is appropriate for more significant constitutional matters. 
The members would not in every case be legally trained. Assessing the 
professional qualifications of candidates for the Court would, however, 
be a task involving some sophisticated degree of legal expertise. Therefore, 
we would advise that at least seven of the members of the council be legally 
trained. One or two of these might be drawn from such bodies as the Cana-
dian Bar Association's National Committee on the Judiciary or the Cana-
dian Judicial Council. Our proposed scheme would be geared toward 
ensuring that interests beyond those within the legal profession be 
represented on the council. The lawyers should reflect various geographi-
cal, experiential and income backgrounds. It is critical that the council 
not be wholly composed of lawyers. There are some aspects of the Court's 
work that can logically be appraised by a non-lawyer as readily as by a 
lawyer. The concept of merit that underlies the appointment to the 
Supreme Court should be broader than suitability in strictly professional 
terms. The members of the Council would be given staggered terms at 
the outset. Thereafter, each appointment to the Council would be for a 
ten-year term. There would be no eligibility for re-appointment at the 
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expiration of a term. The Council would be convened when a vacancy on 
the Court arose. It would nominate possible appointees and review their 
credentials. It would be empowered to meet with the candidate in a private 
session for the purpose of discussing all matters relevant to the candidate's 
suitability for a place on the Court. This would not be an inquisitorial 
proceeding, such as occurs in the United States when a nominee is required 
to appear before the judiciary committee of the Senate and be examined 
by it in public before being confirmed or rejected by that body. The pro-
cess that we recommend has the advantage over the current Canadian prac-
tice in that some of the mystery and apparent arbitrariness surrounding 
the selection procedure would be removed. (We hasten to add that the 
current appointing process has produced some excellent judges — but this 
may be in spite of the process.) 

Of particular concern to the council would be the examination of what 
"merit" means in the context of being a member of the Supreme Court. 
Although it is popular to extol merit as the primary basis for appointing 
a judge, defining merit is still a difficult task. Besides such obvious elements 
as educational and professional achievements, we might also include those 
personal qualities and dispositions that are associated with the process of 
judging. These could be such virtues as integrity, impartiality, articulate-
ness and common sense. Because it is membership on the Supreme Court 
that is at stake, some issues arise that are larger than mere personal virtue 
and intelligence, necessary though these may be in a candidate. The can-
didate's ideological and philosophical convictions might be tested. Such 
views go beyond simply political opinions, for they could include ques-
tions about the nature and role of the law in society, and not just which 
laws should be adopted or how current laws should be interpreted. The 
purpose of this questioning would not be the elimination of dissent but 
rather the promotion of diversity. It has happened in the United States 
that nominees are often questioned about their opinions on matters that 
might come before them should they be elevated to the Court.247  

In view of the unique nature of the Canadian federation, attention might 
also be paid by the council to the linguistic abilities of candidates. The 
capacity of a Supreme Court judge to follow an argument in either French 
or English, without having to resort to simultaneous translation facilities, 
should be a quality given weighty consideration by the council in select-
ing judges. (The Court's members in recent years have set a notable 
example in their ability to use both official languages.) 

There is an educative aspect to such scrutiny by the Appointing Coun-
cil. As long as the process of selection is kept an executive prerogative, 
there will be little chance for the public to understand what the Court does 
and what it should be expected to do. Both Chief Justice Dickson and 
his predecessor have commented on the inadequate image of the Court's 
work that is conveyed to the citizens of Canada.248  This is owing in part 
to the demands and limitations of the media as vehicles for showing what 
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courts do. Brief media profiles of judges that concentrate on individual 
personalities cannot show which policies the judges of our highest Court 
tend to follow. Picking out one or another noteworthy facet of an 
appointee's career as an indication of a judicial trend of thinking is a 
haphazard way of grasping what sort of qualities and ingrained disposi-
tions will be brought to the Supreme Court. A good example of this is 
the repeated reference in the Canadian media to Mr. Justice LeDain's 
chairmanship in the early 1970s of a royal commission of inquiry into the 
non-medical use of drugs.249  The resultant report included among its 
recommendations the removal of the possession of marijuana from the 
offences covered by Canadian criminal law.25° The press regarded this 
finding as noteworthy because it supposedly indicated a liberal temper on 
the part of the commissioners. Disregarded totally was Mr. Justice 
LeDain's judicial record while a member of the Federal Court of Appeal, 
as well as the body of scholarship he published while still an academic. 
These might or might not so easily have confirmed the "liberal" image 
that the media evidently were trying to cultivate on his behalf. 

The process we have outlined is meant to overcome the limitations 
inherent in other proposals for reform, which are tied to traditional values 
and concerns about the need for mystery and a governmental monopoly 
over the appointing process. They would perpetuate the notion that only 
executive branches of governments are in a position to evaluate who should 
hold the highest judicial offices in our federation. If we must have regional 
and partisan interests included in the selection process, then let them arise 
in a different context. Instead of choosing judges according to the region 
from which they come, let the Appointing Council reflect a cross-section 
of Canada's regions. Instead of allowing political considerations to arise 
at the stage of choosing the judges, let them arise instead at the time of 
selecting the members of the Appointing Council. 

The key in all these recommendations for revamping the appointment 
process is to ensure that a body of Canadian jurisprudence will develop 
in the Supreme Court that is attuned to the broadest aspirations and needs 
of Canadian society. This means that the judicial policies that inform the 
Court's judgments should neither be consistently in favour of the interests 
of a social or economic elite nor be liable to that construction. The arrival 
of Charter litigation will reveal in stark terms where our judges stand on 
fundamental issues of political, social and economic liberty. What are the 
positive duties of the state and what are the negative limits on its powers 
over the lives of individual citizens? With this in mind, a process that places 
greater emphasis on ascertaining the policy orientation of prospective 
appointees should be welcomed. The qualities desirable for responsibly 
determining such issues in concrete cases should not be made secondary 
to the principles of regional representation or of political compromise. 

This proposal would not preclude the appointment of a majority of 
Supreme Court judges from one province or region. (Some regional 
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diversity is desirable, or course, so long as it does not interfere with merit 
appointments.) It would make possible a Court in which the judges show 
a profile less regular than that seen in the past.251  Political party affilia-
tions would become less important as policies other than political ones 
come into focus; not all the judges would be appointed from courts of 
appeal or from senior government positions, as they have tended to be; 
economic backgrounds other than that of the elite might be represented 
on the Court; judges with professional experience outside the large capital 
cities would perhaps emerge; and the academic, social and professional 
suitability of the potential appointees would be scrutinized more 
thoroughly than ever before as the Appointing Council exercised its roving 
commission to find the best possible judges. 

Not to be underestimated is the elimination of some political patronage 
that this reform would cause. When judicial vacancies arise, the federal 
government naturally turns to candidates it knows. Our proposal would 
replace this limited form of knowledge based on the party network with 
a process more broadly based and less partisan. This is not to say that 
appointments to the Supreme Court in recent years have been challenged 
as exercises in pure patronage. Indeed, the Court has been remarkably 
free from this sort of criticism; the issue has not touched this Court in 
the way that it has arisen in other federal appointments. There is nothing, 
however, to prevent Supreme Court appointments from becoming 
patronage posts in the future, so long as the federal cabinet retains 
untrammelled discretion. 

If the proposed Appointing Council is considered desirable, its duties 
could be extended to other judicial appointments such as Federal Court 
judges or those judges referred to in section 96 of the Constitution Act, 
1867. Indeed, similar bodies could be responsible for all judicial appoint-
ments made by the provinces as well as by the federal government. Since 
many court cases, including those on the Charter, never go beyond the 
trial level, it is vital to have judges on the front lines who are adequately 
prepared for the task. The focus of this study, however, is the Supreme 
Court of Canada. The case for a new appointment process is most com-
pelling, with respect to this court of last resort. 

The Supreme Court has always been more than just an umpire for dis-
putes between the central government and the provinces. It has a special 
mandate toward the duality of the Canadian legal system that does not 
affect any other court in the country. Its jurisdiction and its central items 
of business continue to change and evolve. The Charter makes this more 
apparent than ever. The appointment process should emphasize talent, 
diversity and sensitivity that have social, historical and philosophical 
dimensions. These transcend narrow regional or political interests. A new 
procedure for appointing judges of the Supreme Court should boldly 
recognize these values and how they could provide the basis for what Chief 
Justice Dickson has called a distinctively Canadian jurisprudence.252  
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Administrative and Bureaucratic Reforms 

One of the important effects of the Charter is the substantial increase in 
the number of cases that should be heard by the Supreme Court of Canada. 
Depending upon what approach the judges take to the interpretation of 
the Charter, the flow of cases may even increase in the next few decades. 
As discussed earlier, the current pressure is at the leave-to-appeal stage, 
but as leave is granted in a large number of these cases, it will make itself 
felt at the hearing and judgment-writing stages as well. How the Court 
should cope with the increasing volume of work and its changing nature 
is the topic of this section. 

Rather than recommending constitutional or statutory changes to deal 
with the anticipated flood of cases, we have targetted administrative and 
bureaucratic changes in the institutional operation of the Court. The prime 
virtue of this solution is that it leaves the problem in the hands of the 
judges themselves, who are most familiar with the nature and extent of 
the problem. Earlier in this paper we rejected other reform proposals aimed 
at a larger workload. Particularly, we rejected a reduction in the jurisdic-
tion of specialized panels. These proposals were rejected, in part, because 
we felt that the Court as an institution could best cope with such prob-
lems and should be given a flexible mandate to do so. 

In considering reforms to the bureaucratic structures and operational 
procedures of the Supreme Court, attention is naturally focussed on the 
U.S. scene. The volume of work that confronts the United States Supreme 
Court has been described as a crisis which could lead to the collapse of 
the whole court structure at the federal leve1.253  In Canada, the impact 
of more cases finding their way into the courts will be felt in the provin-
cial and federal courts as well as in the Supreme Court of Canada. Further-
more, it is not just the increased number of cases emanating from the 
Charter and elsewhere, but also the new complexity of these cases that 
requires judges to rethink what kind of information they should receive. 
On all these issues there is considerable writing in the United States; a 
selected bibliography including some articles addressing the situation in 
Canada is presented at the end of the study. 

The Growing Workload 

Concerns about the workload of the Supreme Court are not new to 
Canada,254  but the degree of concern being expressed by both lawyers and 
judges is quite novel. As explored in the previous section, on jurisdiction, 
the number of leave applications has grown greatly in recent years and 
the percentage of Charter cases getting leave is high. When this is coupled 
with the fact that the number of judgments rendered in 1983 has drop-
ped, it raises serious concerns about delay. 
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The Court and Chief Justice Dickson in particular are aware of the cor-
rosive effect of delay on justice. In his speech to the 1984 Canadian Bar 
Association's annual meeting, the Chief Justice said: 

Delay distorts the financial effect of the ultimate verdict on the parties and 
may impose severe emotional strains. In family law cases involving the custody 
of children the suffering extends beyond the litigants to innocent third par-
ties. In criminal cases the possibilities for injustice arising from delay are 
equally obvious. . . . 

Much of the delay that litigants encounter is, however, not the result of 
lawyers' stalling, but of institutional weakness. To some extent I think this 
aspect of the problem of delay can be ameliorated by a concerted move to 
minimize inefficiencies in the way courts function and to improve their pro-
ductivity. We have recently begun to confront this issue at the Supreme Court 
of Canada.255  

Chief Justice Dickson went on to describe how the Court had experimented 
with hearing leave applications by teleconferencing and satellite and how 
it was in the process of computerizing its caseload. These technological 
changes are an important advance in an institution that has not been quick 
to adopt the benefits of the new technological revolution.256  Furthermore, 
the Supreme Court is a bureaucracy unto itself, and like many components 
of the legal establishment, it has been slow to change. 

The direction that change should take is far from clear. In the United 
States, where the Supreme Court receives 4,000 certiorari petitions (their 
equivalent of the leave application) per year, the problems of altering the 
judicial bureaucracy to cope with the workload is more acute. Although 
the members of the United States Supreme Court agree that there is a prob-
lem and have spoken extensively on the topic, they do not agree on the 
solutions. Chief Justice Warren Burger has advocated the creation of 
another national court to take on some of his Court's workload.257  
Justice John Paul Stevens advocates a separate body to deal with certiorari 
petitions,258  while Justice William Brennan Jr., disagrees with both this 
proposal and that of his Chief.259  Most of the other sitting justices have 
also expressed their views on the matter. 

The U.S. proposals for change can be broadly classified as either struc-
tural or procedura1.26° In the former category is the creation of another 
court to supplement or complement the work of the Supreme Court. This 
would be possible under section 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867, but 
we think it would be undesirable and premature for Canada to create 
another final appellate court or courts for the better administration of 
the laws of Canada. Even if the Charter is broadly interpreted, the smaller 
Canadian population and non-litigious tradition will limit the volume of 
cases. The effect of creating any parallel court would be a reduction in 
the prestige of the current Supreme Court.261  

In Canada, the focus of reforms should be procedural and bureaucratic. 
There are, however, dangers in bureaucraticizing the judicial structure and 
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putting too much emphasis on productivity. Some of these problems have 
been predicted by U.S. commentators.262  Nonetheless, some measures 
must be taken. A frequently made suggestion is the placing of limits on 
oral arguments at both the leave and hearing levels. As a more flexible 
alternative to designated time limits, Chief Justice Dickson has suggested 
pre-hearing conferences to agree on reasonable time allocations.263  There 
are many other ways in which the Court can operate more efficiently, but 
they are best known to judges and will not be discussed here.264  What 
follows are brief comments on what we consider major areas of reform. 

Law Clerks and Other Support Staff 

An obvious way to reduce the workload of the judges is to delegate non-
judicial duties to someone in the support staff. There are distinct prob-
lems in such delegation, including the definition of which tasks are adminis-
trative in nature and the deciding of to whom work should be delegated. 
Expanding the role of the registrar, creating new administrative positions, 
and increasing the duties of law clerks are examples of actions that could 
be taken. We shall focus our comments on enhancing the role of the law 
clerk because much has been written on law clerking in the United States 
(see Bibliography) and because one of the authors has direct experience 
as a Supreme Court law clerk.265  

Clerking, if it has become an institution at all in Canada, is a recent 
one. The first law clerk to the Supreme Court of Canada was hired in 
the late 1960s. In the early years, not all the judges had a law clerk and 
it says something about the perceived value of these people that most judges 
now have two of them. There are also law clerks at many of the provin-
cial courts of appeal. In most cases, law clerks are hired directly out of 
law school; in recent years, they have increasingly been more mature indi-
viduals with graduate degrees as well. The tasks of the law clerk vary 
depending upon the individual judge and clerk relationship. It is fair to 
say that the clerk plays an important supporting role that falls far short 
of the Rasputin behind the throne.266  

Most of the information on law clerks comes from U.S. sources. The 
image of law clerks that emerges from The Brethren267  has probably col- 
oured most people's perceptions. There is considerable doubt about 
whether this is an accurate picture of law clerking in the United States, 
much less in Canada.268  A more balanced view of clerking in the United 
States is presented in Serving Justice.269  While American law clerks do 
have considerable influence, especially with respect to certiorari petitions 
(leave applications), they are usually not the ghost-writers of judgments 
that the clerks themselves sometimes claim to be. 

Canadian law clerks do not generally write judgments, although they 
may draft early versions of a judge's opinion. The role of the clerk is to 
provide research and other support services and to keep the isolated 
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judiciary in touch with current social and legal trends. In this latter respect 
the one- or two-year term for law clerks is preferable to that of the long-
term or career law clerks.270  While the long-term clerk may be more effi-
cient at the administrative tasks, the short-term clerk is more likely to inject 
some vital element of innovation. We do not recommend a significant 
change in the role of the Canadian law clerk, but we suggest that their 
duties be made more widely known as part of the education about the 
emerging judicial institution.271  

There are dangers in delegating duties to law clerks or to any other 
person in the judicial bureaucracy. These are well articulated by Joseph 
Vining, who argues that such delegation promotes an unhealthy hierarchy 
and judgments that are institutional products rather than the work of an 
identifiable and human judge.272  The inevitable result of such a develop-
ment, in Vining's view, is the loss of legitimacy for the Court and its 
rulings. Others reject Professor Vining's analysis of what is happening 
in U.S. courts but do not really question that a judge must not relinquish 
his mandate.273  Such large-scale delegation has not been a problem in 
Canada and it should simply be noted as something to guard against. 

Another potential danger of delegation is the possible loss of confiden-
tiality. Only in 1979 were law clerks at the Supreme Court of Canada 
bound by contract to confidentiality. There was, however, a duty and tradi-
tion of law clerk confidentiality that developed in the United States274  and 
has been practised in Canada. There has been no Canadian equivalent 
of The Brethren,275  which was largely based upon conversations with law 
clerks. This may depend less on the stronger moral fibre of Canadian law 
clerks than on the fact that no one really wants to know what happens 
behind the scenes. Confidentiality is not a serious problem so long as there 
is careful hiring and the expectations are clearly communicated. This would 
apply to other support staff as well. 

Duties should be delegated to support staff, such as law clerks, and this 
has already happened to some degree. Judges must, however, remain firmly 
in charge of the bureaucracy so that they can exercise the constitutional 
trust placed in them. The U.S. experiences can offer guidance in these 
matters. 

Reforming the Leave Mechanism 
The present operation of the leave mechanism in the Supreme Court of 
Canada has been described in the earlier Jurisdiction section of this paper. 
It has also been the subject of both academic276  and judicia1277  comment. 
We have discussed also the current experiments with hearing leave applica-
tions by satellite. There are still other possible reforms in the leave struc-
ture that could help the Court deal with the possible flood of Charter cases. 

Some of the U.S. models can be easily dismissed. An increased role for 
the laws clerks in screening leave applications would not be appropriate. 
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Law clerks lack the judicial experience necessary for this task. This is a 
particular problem because there are no written reasons to guide them.278  
One desirable reform might be to give reasons in a few selected cases; such 
rulings might serve to deter fruitless applications to the Court. Although 
the writing of reasons would consume some time, it could save more, 
eventually. 

Mr. Justice Stevens of the United States Supreme Court has called for 
the creation of a separate court just to deal with the numerous certiorari 
petitions.279  This solution was based upon the premise that the granting 
of certiorari petitions was not vital to the jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court. Such a view, and the separate court that flowed from it, were flatly 
rejected by Mr. Justice Brennan28° of the same Court and by 
academics.281  Chief Justice Dickson in Canada shares the Brennan view 
that leave applications are one of the most vital aspects of the role of a 
final appellate court.282  

The need for consistency in leave rulings will be accentuated by the 
Charter cases where the same kinds of issues arise in many different 
provinces. Computerizing the Court's caseload, if applicable to both 
appeals and leave applications, will be a step in the right direction. Giving 
reasons in selected cases would also help to promote consistency, which 
is especially important because leave applications are heard by panels of 
three. The chances of getting leave should not depend on which panel 
counsel happens to draw, yet the present process is open to such a charge. 
The work of the three panels needs to be monitored for consistency. 

An important way of reducing the time spent on leave applications would 
be to eliminate or reduce oral arguments at the leave stage. Cases could 
be pre-screened, at least to decide whether they should be granted an oral 
hearing or decided on the basis of written submissions. The flood of 
Charter applications may necessitate a streamlining of the leave process. 
In the U.S. system, deciding leave on the basis of written submissions is 
the norm. It is encouraging that the Court is already revamping the leave 
mechanism. This is a process that should continue. 

Extrinsic Evidence: Informing the Court 

The Charter and other developments have brought the Supreme Court 
into growing contact with the political, social and economic life of Canada. 
It is now common for the cases brought before the Court to raise issues 
that cannot be resolved on statutory interpretation and case precedent 
alone.283  Both the kinds of reference cases that have come before the 
Court in recent years284  and the new role implicit in Charter cases sug-
gest that there need to be new ways by which the Court can inform itself. 
The academic writers have long been calling for an expanded definition 
of judicial notice, increased admissibility of extrinsic evidence, and the 
consideration of the Brandeis brief.285  
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The Court has a long way to go on adopting mechanisms that will allow 
it to consider the wider range of information necessary to determine, for 
example, who is entitled to an affirmative action program or what are 
reasonable limits on a guaranteed right under the Charter. When counsel 
submitted a crude form of a Brandeis brief in Saumur v. City of 
Quebec286, the Court assessed costs against the lawyer. When it was 
decided that anthropological research was relevant to deciding whether 
an Eskimo was an Indian for purposes of the Constitution Act, 1867, the 
registrar of the Court received the written and oral submissions.287  Times 
have changed and so has the role of the Court; both these elements require 
new and more expansive ways for judges to inform themselves. 

Public and Media Relations 

At the outset of this paper we indicated that the Supreme Court of Canada 
is emerging as a high-profile national institution. The media, in both print 
and electronic form, have taken an interest in the work of the Court. This 
phenomenon is likely to continue as the Court makes important rulings 
on the Charter of Rights. Traditionally, relations between the Court and 
the media have been rather strained and marked more by a spirit of con-
frontation than by one of collaboration. Journalists distrust lawyers and 
judges as people who speak a foreign language; members of the legal 
establishment see journalists as more concerned with sensationalism than 
with accurate legal reporting.288 

In his address to the Canadian Bar Association, the present Chief Justice 
made a call for a new approach to the media by lawyers and judges. 

We live in an age of mass communication. Newspapers, television, radio and 
film can take us virtually everywhere and show us virtually everything. As 
a result, the public has grown more interested in a wider variety of subjects 
than ever before. Insofar as this new public interest embraces the law, and 
the courts, it is potentially an important and beneficial phenomenon. The 
success of institutions in a democratic society depends on an educated and 
enlightened citizenry. What is necessary therefore is to ensure that the views 
of the legal system disseminated by the media constitute education rather 
than miseducation. To some extent we can ensure this, whether as judges, 
lawyers or academics by reasonable cooperation with the media. We can give 
comprehensive answers in response to genuine requests for information and 
take the time to explain the background that will make sense of a legal issue 
of current interest.289  

The same reasoning applies to the Supreme Court itself, which should con-
tinue its recent efforts to make hearings and judgments more accessible 
to the public. Court tours and the installation of simultaneous transla-
tion equipment are a start. It may become necessary to have a person, 
possibly the registrar of the Court, who is responsible for contacts with 
the press. He or she should not be a public relations agent in the political 
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or propagandist sense of the term, but rather someone who can facilitate 
contacts between the Court and either the press or the public. Until there 
are more legally trained journalists, it also may be necessary to produce 
press summaries of the cases, which would of course have no authoritative 
value. Our intention is not to suggest detailed solutions but to emphasize 
that relations with the press and the public are among the problems that 
should be addressed. 

Consistent with our position that the judges themselves should know 
best what is needed in the way of administrative changes in the judicial 
process, we will give the final word on the topic to Chief Justice Dickson. 

It seems to me that we are at a critical moment in the evolution of our judicial 
system. Our legal institutions are the products of centuries of growth and 
gradual accommodation to changes in society. Recently the tempo of change 
has accelerated. Society has grown more complex and so have the disputes 
that require resolution. Canadians, whether as active litigants or as interested 
observers, are looking to the courts with increasing frequency. I am very 
optimistic about the capacity of our courts, to meet this challenge. Working 
together, with the assistance of counsel and academic commentators, I believe 
we will arrive at correct and equitable solutions to the issues and questions 
we currently face, even though many of them have never before been the 
subject of litigation. We are developing a distinctively Canadian jurisprudence, 
the substance of which is increasingly relevant to a very wide cross-section 
of Canadians. We must ensure that the fruits of this jurisprudence reach those 
whom it is intended to serve. On this subject also, I feel strong optimism, 
and I call upon the members of the Canadian Bar Association, and the legal 
profession as a whole, to join in our efforts to meet this challenge.290  

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Reform Themes Reconsidered 

As the outset of this study we set out seven basic themes that would arise 
at various points throughout the paper. The proper jurisdiction for the 
Court, the need for a more open appointment process, and the desira-
bility of a diversity of backgrounds on the Court have been expressly 
addressed in the body of the paper and will be reiterated in the recom-
mendations that follow. Perceptions about the Court and its role have 
been the source of many previous reform proposals. We have tended to 
reject such proposals unless these perceptions had some empirical base. 

There are three other related themes — the impact of the Charter on 
the Court, the growing media profile of Supreme Court judges, and the 
increasing economic impact of the Court's rulings. All these matters have 
been addressed, particularly in the first two sections of the paper. The 
increased profile and the economic impact seem clear; the real impact of 
the Charter of Rights is more difficult to predict. 
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Another point raised in the introduction to this paper was the intercon-
nection of the various aspects of Court reform. Changes in jurisdiction 
would have implications for the number of judges, the principle of regional 
representation, and the process of appointment. This analysis can be taken 
one step further to argue that changes in the Supreme Court cannot really 
be considered in isolation from other judicial reforms. Gilles Pepin, in 
his study on section 96 of the Constitution Act, 1867, which appears in 
this volume, recommends to the Commission that there be a much larger 
provincial role in the appointment of section 96 judges. This fortifies us 
in our conclusion rejecting regional representation on the Supreme Court 
since that will presumably exist at other levels. 

In many respects, judicial reform should be considered as a whole. The 
kinds of problems and solutions discussed in the context of the Supreme 
Court could have application to other courts as well. Our task, however, 
was to consider the Supreme Court of Canada. We have approached this 
task in a broad way, recognizing that the Commission is looking not simply 
for present solutions but also into the future. It was our goal to challenge 
some basic assumptions, such as the one that ties judicial appointments 
to cabinet. Other sacred cows have been attacked, such as the need for 
civil law to be interpreted by civilian judges and the need for a regional 
judiciary in a federal state. We adopt these positions because we believe 
in them, and with the hope that they will engender some creative debate. 
Surely one of the roles of a commission such as the present Royal Commis-
sion is to question basic assumptions and to propose novel solutions to 
old problems. That is what we have attempted to do in our recom-
mendations. 

Conclusions 
and Rejected Reform Proposals 

A number of past reform proposals were rejected. In these areas, we 
recommend a maintenance of the status quo as most conducive to the effi-
cient operation of the Supreme Court of Canada. The implicit statement 
is that the present Court works well in many respects. Reform should not 
be undertaken for its own sake but only as a means to improving the opera-
tion of the Court. Because statistics about the Supreme Court are rare 
and of recent vintage, it is difficult to assess empirically its performance. 
Some past reform proposals appear to be based not upon hard data but 
rather on political desirability, false perceptions and a misunderstanding 
of the nature of the Court and its work. Rejecting many earlier reform 
proposals outlined in Appendix A, we make the following recom-
mendations: 

Retain the general appellate jurisdictions of the Court in both public 
and private law cases. In spite of its growing workload, we suggest that 
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the Court can deal with this problem via its own leave mechanism. We 
do suggest changes in the present leave mechanism. The maintenance 
of the broad appellate jurisdiction allows the Court to serve as an impor-
tant unifying force in Canada's unitary court structure. Even the special 
case for keeping Quebec civil cases out of the Court is rejected because 
there is no solid evidence that the current operation of the Court in any 
way distorts the Civil Code of Quebec. 
Do not create special panels of the Court. At first glance the idea of 
special panels is appealing as a means for promoting expertise and 
dealing with the growing workload. However, in practice, most cases 
cannot be neatly classified as falling within a single subject area. For 
example, a constitutional issue often arises in the context of a criminal 
prosecution or a private law suit. Such fragmentation of the Court also 
would destroy collegiality. The challenges of the Charter of Rights 
demand judges who are broad generalists and not a collage of varied 
experts. 
Leave the number of Supreme Court Justices at nine. Here again, 
increasing the number of judges sounds like a sensible way of coping 
with a growing caseload. However, nine seems to be an effective number 
and has worked even in the United States, where the number of cases 
far exceeds those that come before the Canadian Supreme Court. With 
nine, it is still quite feasible to sit all the judges and this reduces the 
problem of getting different or even conflicting rulings from different 
groupings of a larger court. Those who argue in favour of increasing 
the number of judges who sit on the Court have not demonstrated that 
the benefits of such an increase would outweigh the disadvantages. 
Abandon the principles of regional representation as a significant factor 
in judicial appointments. This is one of our most controversial conclu- 
sions. Many previous reform proposals called for increased regional 
representation rather than its elimination (see Appendix A). Quebec 
would not be affected by this position since it would be constitutionally 
guaranteed three seats as a recognition of Canada's dual legal struc-
ture. The Appointing Council might consider regional origin as one 
factor but not as a crucial guideline. It is desirable that there be regional 
balance, if only as a matter of appearances, but such appearances should 
not stand in the way of a pure merit appointment. The reason for the 
rejection of the regional principle is its lack of relevance to the actual 
operation of the Court. It was a form of window-dressing that simply 
served to confuse the public about the proper role of the Court. 

There is no doubt that having different regional backgrounds represented 
on the Court is one aspect of the diversity we seek. The perceptions of 
bias discussed in the Introduction might be reinforced by a Court com-
posed of judges who come largely from one region. In our assessment, 
regional origin is less significant than some of the other background factors 
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that we hope to inject into the Court by the Appointing Council. Regional 
representation is a factor, but not a significant one. 

Administrative and Bureaucratic Reforms 

It is too early to assess properly the real impact of the Charter on the Court, 
but even in the first few decades it will likely produce more cases for the 
Court to decide. This may be accompanied by a growing litigious tendency 
within Canadian society. We advocate administrative and bureaucratic 
changes as the most flexible way of coping with a growing but uncertain 
caseload. The revamping of the existing leave mechanism (a process that 
is already in progress), the hiring of more law clerks and support staff, 
and the formalizing and streamlining of court procedures are prime 
examples. The establishment of better procedures for dealing with the 
media and the general public are also recommended. The advantage of 
this proposal is that the solution is devised by those most familiar with 
the problem — the judges themselves. 

A useful model to consider in modifying the judicial bureaucracy is that 
of the United States. The United States Supreme Court has a much larger 
caseload than does its Canadian counterpart and it has essentially a public 
law docket with an emphasis on fundamental rights cases. As the numerous 
American studies reveal, delegating functions to a judicial bureaucracy 
is not without its dangers. The Court can no longer afford, however, to 
operate in ignorance of the technological revolution that has engulfed the 
rest of society. Bureaucratic reforms must be made while care is taken 
to preserve as many virtues as can be transferred from a smaller and simpler 
operation to a more complex one. 

Constitutional Reform Proposals 
The most important proposals for reform of the Supreme Court of Canada 
require constitutional amendment in accordance with sections 38 to 42 
of the Constitution Act, 1982. Stephen Scott has prepared a paper for 
Volume 1 of this research section on the amendment process ("The Cana-
dian Constitutional Amendment Process: Mechanisms and Prospects"), 
and his conclusions will not be repeated here. It is sufficient to say that 
any constitutional change in the Court will require the agreement of the 
federal government and the governments of two-thirds of the provinces 
comprising at least 50 percent of the population. Certain matters, such 
as the composition of the Court will require the approval of the federal 
government and all the provinces. This imposes a practical limit upon the 
scope of reform, but the barrier diminishes in light of the Commission's 
mandate to propose long-term solutions to Canadian problems. While 
there may not be a consensus on certain matters today, it may well emerge 
in the future. 
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COURT ENTRENCHMENT 

Whether or not the court is implicity entrenched at the present time, there 
can be little harm in making such entrenchment explicit. This is a pro-
posal for which it would be easy to muster broad national support at both 
the federal and provincial levels. A call for entrenchment is consistent with 
earlier reform recommendations. The real question is, what aspects of the 
Court should be entrenched? 

Most other countries (the United States, for example) have written into 
their constitutions a guaranteed role for their Supreme Courts. Such a 
provision in the Canadian Constitution would guarantee the existence of 
the Court and state its jurisdiction in broad terms. As a recognition of 
Canada's dual legal system, Quebec's guarantee of three judges on a nine-
person Court would be constitutionalized as well. The amending provi-
sion could also contain guarantees of independence and tenure, although 
these may already be implicit in section 7 and subsection 11(d) of the 
Charter of Rights. 

AN APPOINTING COUNCIL 

The problem of judicial appointments to the Supreme Court of Canada 
has generated much discussion and is the subject of a Canadian Bar 
Association study. We propose the creation of an Appointing Council 
whose job would be to ensure that judicial appointments be first-rate. It 
is not new to suggest a nominating Council, and indeed other countries 
use such a device (see Appendix B). However, the powers and composi-
tion of the council proposed here set it apart from prior reform sugges-
tions. This Appointing Council would not be merely advisory but would 
instead have final appointing power. The council itself would be composed 
of joint federal and provincial appointees, to avoid the perception of the 
Supreme Court of Canada as a "federal" court. Both levels of govern-
ment would nominate people to a pool from which the council members 
would be drawn. 

One of the goals of the proposed appointment system is to escape the 
secrecy and the political overtones that characterize the current appoint-
ment process. We do not wish, however, to embrace the Senate confir-
mation process in the United States, which is as political as the Canadian 
system. The hope is that the inevitable political energies would be expended 
upon the selection of the Appointing Council, rather than on the appoint-
ment of the judges. This should remove some barriers to the selection of 
judges on the basis of pre-defined criteria of merit. One of the council's 
first tasks would be to devise guidelines for assessing merit. In devising 
these, it should consult broadly with lawyers, judges, statesmen and others. 

In advocating the new Appointing Council as a better road to 
meritorious appointments, we do not deny that many Supreme Court 
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justices, past and present, deserve their positions on the basis of merit. 
There have been and continue to be judges who would be selected by the 
Appointing Council, as well as by the Governor-in-Council. Since new 
judges will only be appointed as existing ones retire, we recognize that 
the present justices will continue to play an important role even if an 
Appointing Council were adopted. Canadians cannot, however, continue 
to rely on the good faith of our politicians to provide us with a Supreme 
Court equipped to meet the challenges of the decades ahead. 

Representation on the council will not have to conform to any regional 
guidelines. A different kind of representation will be mandated. The 
thirteen-person council should include at least seven women. It should 
represent a range of social, economic, cultural, racial and vocational 
backgrounds. Guidelines for nominating people to the pool will ensure 
that there is a sufficiently diverse pool from which to draw. The exact 
composition of the council should be the subject of a separate in-depth 
study. 

The reason for the diverse composition of the Appointing Council is 
to promote, without mandating, a diversity of backgrounds on the 
Supreme Court itself. In making these judicial appointments, the only 
specified criterion is merit. While it is hard to disagree with the merit 
principle, the real difficulty is defining the elements of merit in the con- 
text of judging at the Supreme Court of Canada. The experiences of other 
countries and the findings of the Canadian Bar Association study on 
appointments should provide assistance in defining merit. Some factors 
that might be considered are gender balance on the court and the regional 
origin of judges. While not affecting the individual merit of the judge, 
gender balance and regional representation may affect the collective merit 
and perceived legitimacy of the Court's decisions. 

The Appointing Council is the heart of our reform proposals. With the 
growing and changing role of judges under the Charter, it has become 
even more important that judicial appointments be made on the basis of 
merit. It is also important to have a diversity of backgrounds represented 
in Canada's highest court — not just in the sense of regional origin but 
also with respect to gender, race, socioeconomic status and other factors. 

Focus on the Appointing Council also emphasizes that an institution 
is only as good as the people who compose it. While the institution may 
in turn limit the energies of its members, the creativity and approach of 
the Court will depend largely upon how it is staffed. 
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The Administration of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution, 
Maintenance, and Organization of Provincial Courts, both of Civil and of Criminal 
Jurisdiction, and including Procedure in Civil Matters in those Courts. 

On the rule of law and its application in this context, see the able discussion in David 
Phillip Jones, "A Constitutionally Guaranteed Role for the Courts" (1979), 57 Can. 
Bar Rev. 669. 
There were moves afoot to abolish the Court within five years after it was founded. 
The Parliamentary wrangle is described in F.H. MacKinnon, "The Establishment of 
the Supreme Court of Canada" (1946), 27 Can. Hist. Rev. 258. 
Forming Schedule B to Part II of the Canada Act, 1982 (U.K.), c. 11. 
See Joseph E. Magnet, Constitutional Law of Canada: Cases, Notes and Materials 
(Toronto: Carswell, 1983), at 39; and Ronald I. Cheffins, "The Constitution Act, 1982 
and the Amending Formula: Political and Legal Implications" in The New Constitu-
tion and the Charter of Rights, edited by Edward P. Belobaba and Eric Gertner 
(Toronto: Butterworth, 1983), at 53. 
See P.W. Hogg, Canada Act 1982 Annotated (Toronto: Carswell, 1982), at 92-94; 
and Strayer, The Canadian Constitution and the Courts, supra, note 39. 
See the Schedule to the Constitution Act, 1982 for an itemized list of the constitutive 
documents. 
Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. S-19, as am. by R.S.C. 1970, c. 44 (1st Supp.), 
ss. 109, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 19, ss. 1-8, 10, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, 
c. 19, s. 2, as am. by S.C. 1976-77, c. 25, ss. 19, 20. 
Hogg, supra, note 79, at 13. 
Professor Russell appears, however, to question whether this has been achieved. See 
Peter H. Russell, "Constitutional Reform of the Judicial Branch: Symbolic vs. Opera-
tional Considerations" (1984), 17 Can. J. of Pol. Sci. 227, at 232. 
See Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Joint Committee of the Senate 
and the House of Commons on the Constitution of Canada, First Session of Thirty-
Second Parliament, November 6, 1980 to February 13, 1981. 
Supra, note 18. 
Ibid., at 78. 
A figure of speech discussed at length in Paul A. Freund, The Supreme Court of the 
United States (Cleveland: World Publishing, 1961), at 95-115. 
See Kenneth C. Wheare, Federal Government, 4th ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1963), at 58. 
Supra, note 13. 
See the use of this notion of symbolism as an important political aspect of the Court's 
role in Russell, supra, note 83, at 229. 
Even in the United States, where one of the fundamentals of the federal government 
structure is the separation of powers, this doctrine has been undergoing reinterpreta-
tion by the Supreme Court: see Nixon v. Administrator of General Services, 433 U.S. 
425 (1977), and Edward S. Corwin, The Constitution and What It Means Today, 14th 
ed., rev. by Harold W. Chase and Craig R. Ducat (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1978), at 2-3 and 183. 
Though something very like this doctrine may have been introduced into Canadian 
constitutional law through judicial reasoning: see John Willis, "Administrative law 
and the British North America Act" (1939), 53 Harv. L. Rev. 251. 
See R. MacGregor Dawson, The Government of Canada, 5th ed., rev. by Norman 
Ward (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970), at 74. 
Strayer, The Canadian Constitution and the Courts, supra, note 39. 
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See, supra, note 2. 
Supreme Court Act, s. 6, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 19, s. 2. By S.C. 1949, c. 37, 
the Quebec minimum complement was raised from two to three judges. The require-
ment of at least two Quebec judges can be traced back to the original Supreme Court 
Act, 1875, supra, note 71, s. 4. 
They must fulfil minimum requirements regarding periods of activity as lawyers or 
judges in the provinces from which they are chosen: see Supreme Court Act, c. 5. 
See supra, note 83 and accompanying text. 
R.S.C. 1970, c. J-1. 
Supreme Court Act, s. 9. See also Constitution Act, 1867, s. 99. It is arguable whether 
this latter provision applies to judges of the Supreme Court of Canada because of the 
phrase in s. 101: "notwithstanding anything in this Act . . ." 
See W.R. Lederman, supra, note 35. 
Ibid., at 808-809. 
See supra, note 13, s. 11(d). 
E.g., Lederman, supra, note 35, at 175-77. 
Though section 3 of the Supreme Court Act states that the Supreme Court is both "a 
general court of appeal for Canada" and also "an additional court for the better adminis-
tration of the laws of Canada." 
Supreme Court Act, s. 55. 
Ibid., s. 56. 
Peter H. Russell, "The Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Canada: Present Policies 
and a Programme for Reform (1968), 6 Osgoode Hall L.J. 1, at 10. 
To illustrate, out of 1,031 total cases disposed of by the Supreme Court between 1950 
and 1964, only 12, including 7 references, could be classified under the Court's special 
jurisdiction. See Peter H. Russell, The Supreme Court of Canada as a Bilingual and 
Bicultural Institution, study prepared for the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1969), at 116. 
S.I. Bushnell, "Leave to Appeal Applications to the Supreme Court of Canada: A 
Matter of Public Importance" (1982), 3 Sup. Ct. Law Rev. 479, at 497. 
S.C. 1956, c. 48, s. 2. 
Supreme Court Act, s. 39 
R.S.C. 1970, c. 44 (1st Supp.), s. 2. 
Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. 34, ss. 618-623, as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 105, 
ss. 18, 19. 
See, supra, note 109, at 40. 
Supreme Court Act, s. 41. 
Ibid., s. 38. 
Ibid., s. 41(1). 
Ibid., s. 38. 
Federal Court Act, S.C. 1970-71-72, c. I . 
Ibid., s. 31(3), as am. by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 18, ss. 9, 10. 
Ibid., s. 32. 
R.S.C. 1970, c. c-28, s. 63. 
Bankruptcy Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. B-3, ss. 164-167, as am. by c. 44 (1st Supp.), s. 10, 
item 1. 
Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. c-25, s. 15(1), as am. by c. 44 
(1st Supp.), s. 10, item 2. 
National Defence Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. N-4, s. 208(1), as am. by R.S.C. 1970, c. 44 
(1st Supp.), s. 10, item 5. 
Excise Tax Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. E-13, s. 60, as am. by R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (2d Supp.), 
s. 65, item 14. 
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Oil and Gas Production and Conservation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 0-4, s. 41(1). 
Canada Pension Plan Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-5, s. 30(2). 
Winding-up Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. W-10, s. 108, as am. by R.S.C. 1970, c. 44 (1st Supp.), 
s. 10, item 8. 
Divorce Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. D-8, s. 18. 
Corrupt Practices Inquiries Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-33, s. 3. 
See Dickson, "The Role and Function of Judges," supra, note 26, at 174. 
See, for the years prior to the mid-1960s, Russell, supra, note 109. Since the early 1960s, 
the Osgoode Hall Law Journal has annually compiled a brief analysis of the cases con-
tained or referred to in volumes of the Supreme Court Review. The best recent quan-
titative treatment of leave to appeal applications and civil appeals in general since 1970 
is Bushnell, supra, note 110. The Office of the Registrar of the Supreme Court has 
recently published data on the Court's caseload in the preceding calendar year. See 
Bulletin of Proceedings Taken in the Supreme Court of Canada, March 23,1984, at 
328-34. 
Supra, note 108, at 31. 
A class of subject reserved to the exclusive jurisdiction of provincial legislatures by 
section 92(13) of the Constitution Act, 1867. 
Albert S. Abel, "The Role of the Supreme Court in Private Law Cases" (1965), 4 Alta. 
Law Rev. 39, at 44. 
For example, see Province of Quebec, Report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry 
on Constitutional Problems, 3 vols. (Quebec: Government of Quebec, 1956), 3: 287 
(hereafter referred to as the Tremblay Commission Report). 
See Wolfgang Friedmann, "Stare Decisis at Common Law and Under the Civil Code 
of Quebec" (1953), 31 Can. Bar Rev. 723; Joseph Dainow, "The Civil Law and the 
Common Law: Some Points of Comparison" (1967), 15 Am. J. Comp. L. 419; and 
J.H. Merryman, The Civil Law Tradition (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1969). 
See V. Morin, "L'Anglicisation de notre droit civil" (1937), 40 Rev. du Notariat 145; 
Pierre Azard, "La Cour supreme du Canada et l'application du droit civil de la Province 
de Quebec" (1965), 43 Can. Bar Rev. 553; J.-L. Baudoin, "The Impact of the Common 
Law on the Civilian Systems of Louisiana and Quebec" in The Role of Judicial Deci-
sions and Doctrine in Civil Law and in Mixed Jurisdictions, edited by Joseph Dainow 
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1974), 1; J.-L. Baudoin, "L'inter-
pretation du code civil quebecois par la Cour Supreme du Canada" (1975), 53 Can. 
Bar Rev. 715; Gerald A. Beaudoin, "Du maintien des appels a la Cour Supreme du 
Canada en matiere de droit civil" (1976), 14 Alta. Law Rev. 144; P. Patenaude, "Le 
Quebec et la Cour Supreme" (1976), 14 Alta. Law Rev. 138; and Robert Decary, "La 
Cour Supreme et la dualite canadienne" (1979), 57 Can. Bar Rev. 702. 
See Bushnell, supra, note 110, at 511; Russell, supra, note 108, at 21; P.W. Hogg, 
"Jurisdiction of the Court — The Supreme Court of Canada" (1980), 3 Canada-U.S. 
L.J. 39 at 47; and Bertha Wilson, "Leave to Appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada" 
(1983), 4 Advocates' Q. 1, at 8. 
See N.E. Simmonds, "The Changing Face of Private Law: Doctrinal Categories and 
the Regulatory States" (1982), 2 Leg. Stud. 257, at 259-61. 
Robert G. Richards, "Motions for Leave to Appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada" 
(1980), 3 Advocates' Q. 460. 
For example, see the judgments in Nicholson v. Haldimand-Norfolk Regional Board 
of Police Commissioners, [1979] 1 S.C.R. 311; Martineau v. Matsqui Institution 
Disciplinary Board, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 602; and Harelkin v. The University of Regina, 
[1979] 2 S.C.R. 561. 
Archibald Cox, The Role of the Supreme Court in American Government (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1976). See also J.W. Hurst, "Functions of Courts in the United 
States, 1950-1980" (1980-81), 15 L. and Soc. Rev. 401. 
Abram Chayes, "The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation" (1976), 89 Harv. 
L. Rev. 1281. 
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For example, see Edward McWhinney, "The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms: 
The Lessons of Comparative Jurisprudence" (1983) 61 Can. Bar Rev. 55, at 65. But 
see, for a contrary view, Sedler, supra, note 52. 
See John Willis, "Securing Uniformity of Law in a Federal System - Canada" (1944), 
5 U. of T. Law J. 352. 
Ibid., at 354. 
See, for example, Doare v. Thomas, [1922] 3 W.W.R. 117. 
Report of the Special Committee on the Caseload of the Supreme Court of Canada 
(Ottawa: Canadian Bar Association, 1972), at 15. 
See Uniform Law Conference of Canada, Proceedings of the Sixty-Fourth Annual 
Meeting (August 1982), Table III, for a cumulative list of uniform acts that have been 
enacted by some or all of the provinces in Canada. 
Supra, note 6. 
Ibid., at 172-79. 
Supra, note 3. 
This is the figure cited by Justice (now Chief Justice) Dickson as the approximate annual 
average number of cases the Court decides: see Dickson, "The Role and Function of 
Judges," supra, note 26, at 173. 
See Robert Stevens, Law and Politics: The House of Lords as a Judicial Body, 1800-1976 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1978), at 6-15 for a basic review 
of the historical development of the House of Lords' jurisdiction. 
See ibid., at 269. For examples of how Scottish law has been "tainted" by the appellate 
decisions of the House of Lords, see T.B. Smith, British Justice: The Scottish Con-
tribution (London: Stevens and Sons, 1961), at 84-89; and David M. Walker, The 
Scottish Legal System, 4th ed. rev. (Edinburgh: W. Green and Son, 1976), at 140-42. 
Attorney General of Ontario v. Attorney General of Canada, [1947] A.C. 127. 
Peter W. Hogg, "Federalism and the Jurisdiction of Canadian Courts" (1981), 30 
U.N.B. L.J. 9. 
See, supra, note 137, at 42. 
James C. MacPherson, "The Potential Implications of Constitutional Reform for the 
Supreme Court of Canada" in Canada and the New Constitution: The Unfinished 
Agenda, edited by Stanley M. Beck and Ivan Bernier, 2 vols. (Montreal: Institute for 
Research on Public Policy, 1983), 1: 165 at 187. Because of the importance of settling 
whether certain provincial courts can validly apply one set of laws as against another, 
such conflicts issues have even been classified as "constitutional" and amenable to 
determinations by the Supreme Court of Canada: see John Swan, "Perspectives of 
the Conflicts Lawyer" (1982-83), 7 Can. Bus. L.J. 410 at 413-17 (a contribution to 
a symposium on The Future of the Supreme Court of Canada as the Final Appellate 
Tribunal in Private Law Litigation). 
Dickson, "The Role and Function of Judges," supra, note 26, at 157. 
A lucid rebuttal of the traditional Quebec concerns was composed by Professor (now 
Mr. Justice) LeDain: see Gerald L. LeDain, "Concerning the Proposed Constitutional 
and Civil Law Specialization at the Supreme Court Level" (1967), 2 Rev. Jur. Themis 
107. 
David J. Wheat, "Disposition of Civil Law Appeals by the Supreme Court of Canada" 
(1980), 1 Sup. Ct. Law Rev. 425. 
Ibid., at 454. 
W.R. Lederman, "Thoughts on Reform of the Supreme Court of Canada" (1970), 
8 Alta. L. Rev. 1, at 10. But see Peter H. Russell, "Constitutional Reform of the Cana-
dian Judiciary" (1969), 7 Alta. L. Rev. 103, at 128: ". . . the appropriate place for 
the cultivation of this particular legal virtue is in the law-schools of the country, not 
the Supreme Court." 
Information obtained from an entry in Kieran Simpson, ed., Canadian Who's Who 
1984, Vol. 19 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), at 687-88. 
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See Canadian Aero Service Limited v. O'Malley, [1974] S.C.R. 592; and Multiple Access 
Limited v. McCutcheon, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 181. 
For example, see Murdoch v. Murdoch, [1975] 1 S.C.R. 423; Rathwell v. Rathwell, 
[1978] 2 S.C.R. 436; and Pettkus v. Becker, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 834. 
Ian R. Macneil, "A View from the South" (1982-83), 7 Can. Bus. L.J. 426, at 434. 
Donovan Waters, "Perspectives of a Property and Trust Lawyer" (1982-83), 7 Can. 
Bus. L.J. 389, at 400. (This and the immediately preceding article were contributions 
to the symposium on The Future of the Supreme Court of Canada as the Final Appellate 
Tribunal in Private Law Litigation). 
Lederman, supra, note 167, at 16. 
For the two most noteworthy discussions of this step of constitutional analysis, see 
W.R. Lederman, "Classification of Laws and the British North America Act" in Con-
tinuing Canadian Constitutional Dilemmas (Toronto: Butterworth, 1981), at 229; and 
B. Laskin, "Tests for the Validity of Legislation: What's the Matter" (1955), 1 U. 
of T. Law J. 114. 
Owing to the strictures established in leading cases on the interpretation of subsection 
91(2) of the Constitution Act, 1867 such as: Citizens Insurance Co. of Canada v. Par-
sons, [1881] 7 App. Cas; and In Re The Board of Commerce Act, 1919, [1922] A.C. 191. 
LeDain, supra, note 164, at 112. See also Maurice Tancelin, "Point de Vue Civiliste 
Quebecois" (1982-83), 7 Can. Bus. L.J. 420, at 425-26 (a contribution to the sym-
posium on The Future of the Supreme Court of Canada as the Final Appellate Tribunal 
in Private Law Litigation). 
See, for example, the decisions in Labatt Breweries of Canada v. Attorney General 
for Canada, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 914 and Dominion Stores Limited v. The Queen, [1980] 
I S.C.R. 844 and the criticisms that these engendered in James C. MacPherson, 
"Economic Regulation and the British North America Act: Labatt Breweries and Other 
Constitutional Imbroglios" (1981), 5 Can Bus. L.J. 172. For an overview of how recent 
Supreme Court judgments have attempted to rationalize the application of the federal 
trade and commerce power, see Patrick J. Monahan, "The Supreme Court and the 
Economy" in The Supreme Court of Canada as an Instrument of Political Change, 
vol. 47 of the research studies prepared for the Royal Commission on the Economic 
Union and Development Prospects for Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1985). 
John Bell, Policy Arguments in Judicial Decisions (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1983), at 43. 
See, for example, the principles on conspiracy to injure the trade of a competitor set 
forth in Canada Cement LaFarge Ltd. v. British Columbia Lightweight Aggregate Ltd. 
(1983), 47 N.R. 191 (S.C.C.) 
On the Combines Investigation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-2, see the leading recent cases 
of Aetna Insurance Company v. The Queen, [1978] 1 S.C.R. 731; Atlantic Sugar 
Refineries of Canada Co. Ltd. v. Attorney General of Canada, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 644; 
and R. v. K.C. Irving Ltd., [1978] 1 S.C.R. 408. 
Supra, note 8, at 474-75. 
Supra, note 25, at 12-13. 
Russell, supra, note 167 at 117. 
For example, in 1983 only one appeal, which had already been heard by the Supreme 
Court, was quashed on a motion of the respondent. 
Wilson, supra, note 141, at 8. 
Jacques-Yvan Morin, "A Constitutional Court for Canada" (1965), 43 Can. Bar Rev. 
545. 
See supra, note 109, at 59 et seq. for an account of the changes to the composition 
of the Court during its history. 
Supreme Court Act, s. 6. 
See supra, note 186, at 549. 
See Lederman, supra, note 167, at 11; and W.R. Lederman, "Current Proposals for 
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Reform of the Supreme Court of Canada" (1979), 57 Can. Bar Rev. 687, at 695. 
Government of British Columbia, British Columbia's Constitutional Proposals, Paper 
No. 4: Reform of the Supreme Court of Canada (Victoria: Province of British Columbia, 
1978), at 14-15. 
The Task Force on Canadian Unity, A Future Together (Ottawa: Minister of Supply 
and Services Canada, 1979), at 101. 
Bill C-60 , The Constitutional Amendment Bill, introduced in the House of Commons 
in June 1978, section 102. 
See the unofficial transcript of proceedings at the Federal-Provincial Conference of 
First Ministers on the Constitution, September 1980, compiled by the Canadian Inter-
governmental Conference Secretariat, at 229-76. 
Government of Alberta, Harmony in Diversity: A New Federalism for Canada 
(Edmonton: Government of Alberta, 1978), at 11. 
Supra, note 109, at 63. 
Justice Spence retired on December 29, 1978 and Justice McIntyre was appointed on 
January 1, 1979. 
Justice LeDain was appointed in May 1984. 
Lederman, supra, note 167, at 11. 
See Documents for the Federal-Provincial Conference of First Ministers on the Con-
stitution, September 1980, compiled by the Canadian Intergovernmental Conference 
Secretariat, document 800-14/059. 
MacPherson, supra, note 162, at 209. 
Canadian Constitutional Charter, the product of the Constitutional Conference in 
Victoria, June 1971, Article 4 
The Final Report to Parliament of the Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the 
House of Commons on the Constitution of Canada, Fourth Session of the Twenty-
eighth Parliament, 1972 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1972), at 39. 
Committee on the Constitution, Towards a New Canada, Research Study prepared 
for the Canadian Bar Foundation (Montreal: Canadian Bar Foundation, 1978), at 60-61. 
The Constitutional Committee of the Quebec Liberal Party, A New Canadian Federa-
tion (Montreal: Quebec Liberal Party, 1980), at 59. 
See supra, note 109, at 63. 
The only reference to the Court being "hard-pressed" is in Lederman, "Current 
Proposals for Reform of the Supreme Court of Canada," supra, note 190, at 695. 
Supra, note 205, at 59. 
See supra, note 109, at 65; and supra, note 110, at 555-57. 
Supra, note 204, at 60. 
Of all the proposals for change, only Bill C-60 included a specific reference to the 
possibility of appointing a judge whose closest connection is with one of the territories 
rather than with any province: see supra, note 193, at s. 103. 
Supra, note 11, at 4. 
Ibid., at 5. 
R.S.C. 1970, Appendix III. For an illuminating analysis of the record of the Court 
in interpreting this federal legislation, see Dale Gibson, "And One Step Backward: 
The Supreme Court and Constitutional Law in the Sixties" (1975) 53 Can. Bar Rev. 
621; and W.S. Tarnopolsky, "A New Bill of Rights in the Light of the Interpretation 
of the Present One by the Supreme Court of Canada", [1978] L.S.U.C. Lect. 161. 
This is just as much a topic in administrative law as in constitutional law. For an example 
of how the dispute is typically raised and resolved, see Reference Re Residential Tenancies 
Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714. 
Pursuant to the Supreme Court Act, s. 4. 
See E. Ratushny, "Judicial Appointments: The Lang Legacy" in The Canadian 
Judiciary, edited by Allen M. Linden (Toronto: Osgoode Hall Law School, 1976), at 
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31. For example, the name of a possible appointee might be submitted to the Cana-
dian Bar Association's National Committee on the Judiciary. Various other sources 
might be consulted by the minister of justice. The appointment of justices to the Supreme 
Court of Canada and to the federal judiciary has been the federal cabinet's prerogative 
and even these channels may not be used in every case. 
P.W. Hogg, "Is the Supreme Court of Canada Biased in Constitutional Cases?" (1979), 
57 Can. Bar Rev. 721. 
Supra, note 138, at 290. 
Supra, note 202, Articles 26-32. 
Supra, note 203, at 39. 
Lederman, "Current Proposals for Reform of the Supreme Court of Canada," supra, 
note 190, at 699. 
Bill C-60, supra, note 202, s. 107. 
The House of the Federation would have consisted of 118 members, selected accord-
ing to a regional formula. Half of the total number of members from the provinces 
would have been selected by the House of Commons, and the other half by the pro-
vincial legislatures: see ibid., ss. 62-63. 
Supra, note 191, at 12-14. 
Supra, note 204, at 60. 
Supra, note 192, at 101. 
Supra, note 205, at 59. 
MacPherson, supra, note 162, at 209. 
See Mark MacGuigan, Reform of the Senate: A Discussion Paper (Ottawa: Govern-
ment of Canada, 1983). 
Supra, note 195, at 11. 
Supra, note 204, at 60. 
For an overview of the chronology of events and of the accords reached, see Keith 
Banting and Richard Simeon, "Federalism, Democracy and the Constitution" in And 
No One Cheered, edited by Keith Banting and Richard Simeon (Toronto: Methuen, 
1983), at 2; and Edward McWhinney, Canada and the Constitution, 1979-1982 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982). 
See the statements in Ratushny, supra, note 217, at 40-41 about the progress made 
in promoting the merit principle during the early 1970s. 
See the National, July-August 1984, at 3. 
Supra, note 25, at 7. 
See L.C. Berkson, "Judicial Selection in the United States: A Special Report" (1980), 
64 Judicature 176. 
John R. Schmidhauser, Judges and Justices: The Federal Appellate Judiciary (Boston: 
Little, Brown, 1979). 
Richard A. Watson and R.G. Downing, The Politics of the Bench and Bar: Judicial 
Selection Under the Missouri Nonpartisan Court Plan (New York: Wiley, 1969). 
See Appendix A under the heading of "Selection." 
See Appendix B. 
David Pannick, "Election of the Judiciary" (1979), 129 New L.J. 1064. 
See A.M. Gleeson, "Judging the Judges" (1979), 53 Aust. L.J. 338; Tony Black, 
"Judicial Appointments: Time for a Change" [1978], N.Z.L.J. 41; and F.M. Neasey, 
"Comment Upon Proposals for an Australian Judicial System" (1983), 57 Aust. L.J. 
335. 
This minimal female presence is recommended for many of the reasons set forth in 
Christine Boyle, "Home Rule for Women: Power-Sharing Between Men and Women" 
(1983), 7 Dal. Law J. 790. 
For a description of what significant diverse elements compose the Canadian social 
mosaic, we must turn to social scientists. 
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Such service would illustrate a kind of "representative" democratic activity, as explained 
in William Mishler, Political Participation in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan, 1979), at 
155. 

See Grover Rees III, "Questions for Supreme Court Nominees at Confirmation 
Hearings: Excluding the Constitution" (1983), 17 Ga. L. Rev. 913. 
See supra, note 11; and supra, note 25. 
For example, see Maclean's, April 30, 1984, at 20, and The Globe and Mail, May 30, 
1984 at 1-2. 
For the recommendations themselves see the Final Report of the Commission of Inquiry 
into the Non-Medical Use of Drugs (Ottawa: Information Canada, 1973), at 127-40. 
Supra, note 20. 
Supra, note 25. 

M. Handler, "What to Do With the Supreme Court's Burgeoning Calendars" (1984), 
5 Cardozo Law Rev. 249. 
Canadian Bar Association, Special Report on the Supreme Court's Caseload, Report 
of the Special Committee of the C.B.A. (1970). Such problems were also addressed 
by Russell, supra, note 1. 
Supra, note 25, at 9-10. 

The law clerks in the Supreme Court of Canada still write their memoranda to the 
justices or type them themselves, because they are not given access to secretarial service. 
A computer, even as a research tool, was introduced to the Court only in 1978 and 
only after some controversy. 
W. Burger, "Annual Report on the State of the Judiciary" (1983), 69 A.B.A.J. 442. 
J.P. Stevens, "Some Thoughts on Judicial Restraint" (1982), 66 Judicature 177. 
W.J. Brennan Jr., "Some Thoughts on the Supreme Court's Workload" (1982), 66 
Judicature 230. 

This is the classification used in a recent article which provides a good overview of 
the American approaches to a growing agenda: Note, "Of High Designs: A 
Compendium of Proposals to Reduce the Workload of the Supreme Court" (1983), 
97 Harv. L. Rev. 307. 

This is part of Mr. Justice Brennan's criticism of a National Court of Appeal in the 
United States, supra, note 259. There are also high advocates of such a court: P. Freund, 
"A National Court of Appeals" (1974), 25 Hast. L.J. 1301. 
W.H. McCree Jr., "Bureaucratic Justice: An Early Warning" (1981), 129 U. of Pa. 
Law Rev. 777. He emphasizes that too much delegation can result in the judges' losing 
control of the process. 
Supra, note 25. 

Obvious areas of concern are the precise role of the Chief Justice and the process of 
judgment writing. Both these matters appear to be more formalized in the United States 
than in Canada. The limits of both space and expertise preclude detailed comments 
on these issues. 

Wayne MacKay served as law clerk to the late Chief Justice Bora Laskin for the 1978-79 
terms. He is also author of an internal Court memorandum on improving the institu-
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3 

The Equality Provisions of the 
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms 
and Government Institutions 

MARY EBERTS 

Introduction 

This paper considers the impact of the equality sections of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms on government institutions. I focus 
primarily on the impact of section 15 of the Charter, although I have 
necessarily considered sections 6, 16 to 22 inclusive, 27, and 28. 

The subject matter of this analysis could be extremely broad. When one 
considers what entities might be included in the term "government institu-
tions," the list is at first awesome: the Governor General, prime minister 
and cabinet, Parliament, the courts, and a whole host of other bodies. 
Among this last group, for example, are the military and national police, 
as well as a large number of bodies charged with policy development or 
implementation or with providing some crucial service. Examples of this 
type of body are the Bank of Canada, the Royal Canadian Mint, and the 
National Library. 

There is also a wide variety of councils established for purposes of 
research, advice, and allocating funding: some examples include the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council, Canada Council, Science 
Council of Canada, National Research Council, and the Economic Council 
of Canada. 

There are many regulatory agencies exercising delegated power from 
Parliament in sectors of the economy. Some, like the Anti-Dumping 
tribunal, are constituted courts of record; others, like the Canadian Radio-
television and Telecommunications Commission, are not. 

It is not possible within the confines of this study to analyze in detail 
the precise implications of the Charter's equality guarantees for each of 
these institutions. Indeed, the federal government itself is engaged in an 
extensive and intensive review of how the Charter affects all federal legisla- 
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tion, a review involving many officials and considerable time. Much of 
that analysis will of course have a bearing on these institutions of govern-
ment, for one assumes that all bodies constituted by statute or statutory 
instrument will come to be scrutinized. 

Although not having the resources to duplicate the federal statute audit, 
I wish to avoid being so general as to be redundant. How well I have suc-
ceeded in avoiding the two extremes remains to be judged. 

This paper is divided into three parts. First, I consider the meaning of 
the term "government institution." Although for reasons outlined below, 
I argue that the technical implications of this question should not be of 
overwhelming interest to bodies assessing their own obligations under the 
Charter, the question will doubtlessly figure largely in litigation under the 
Charter. Accordingly, the issue of the meaning of "government institu-
tion" is considered in some detail. 

The second part considers the interpretation of the equality guarantees 
of the Charter. The paper includes a survey of how the equality provi-
sions may affect government institutions. In this survey, only a few 
instances of possible impact of the equality provisions will be identified. 
I have attempted to address representative questions in enough detail to 
make the discussion meaningful. The paper concludes with a set of appen-
dices, describing the statutory underpinning for the various entities 
discussed in the paper. 

Before embarking upon the specific analyses of government institutions 
and the equality provisions, it is useful to set the whole subject in 
perspective. 

The Charter enshrines rights that the citizen may assert against the state. 
We think of court actions as the way in which citizens seek to put for-
ward their rights, but court actions represent only a small sector of the 
whole sphere within which the Charter is meant to operate. The Charter 
is intended to be in large measure a self-enforcing document: the state 
must abide by the commands of the Charter in its activities, whether or 
not there is a specific citizen with a specific case to call it to account. 

That the Charter is applied by legislatures and governments as well as 
by courts has very important implications. One can expect, if not desire, 
that courts will become involved in fairly precise questions of legislative 
interpretation when considering the application and meaning of the 
Charter. Although one might hope that a large and remedial interpreta-
tion of the Charter will be taken by the courts, these close questions will 
also arise. Yet there is little reason for governments not to take a large 
and remedial approach in their assessment of whether the Charter binds 
them, or one of their emanations, and in assessing the meaning of their 
obligations under it. Such an approach would resolve any question of 
whether an entity could be called "governmental" in favour of applying 
the Charter; it would resolve any dispute about the meaning of the sec-
tion in favour of implementing the Charter right instead of withholding it. 
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To understand the importance of the government's attitude toward its 
constitutional obligations, let us consider the meaning of the "equality" 
guarantees in the Charter. Section 15, under the heading "Equality 
Rights," is a clear expression of public policy in favour of equality of 
treatment, both in the substance and administration of the law. Section 
28 affirms the fundamental equality of men and women: if their access 
to our society's fundamental democratic and legal rights is equal, then 
it seems difficult to argue that they should not have equal access to other, 
less constitutionally significant, aspects of citizenship. Section 27 
acknowledges and protects the multicultural background of Canadians, 
and sections 16 to 23 give strong constitutional underpinning to our offi-
cial languages. 

The voice with which the Charter speaks is clear. It is significant that 
not only the traditional minority interests of race, religion, and ethnic 
origin are protected, but also that those interests more belatedly recognized 
as deserving of protection have also attained constitutional recognition. 
This is surely a sign of the temper of the Canadian public, for there has 
been an acceleration over the past 40 years in the speed and sensitivity 
with which Canadians respond to minority interests, and a willingness to 
offer strong, constitutional guarantees instead of mere legislative protec-
tions that are subject to short-term changes in the political environment. 

All of these factors should guide governments in applying the equality 
guarantees. With reference to section 15, it is probably safe to conclude 
that there is a lack of experience in determining the goal of equality and 
what measures are most likely to further it. There may well be conflicts 
in interpreting equality guarantees around such fundamental questions as: 
does equality mean sameness of treatment, or can special circumstances 
be recognized? Does the Charter reach only legislative inequalities, or can 
it be used to force governments to correct factual inequalities in our 
society? As I outline in this paper, however, I think that section 15 is 
flexible enough to accommodate not only the individual-oriented equality 
goals of fair procedure and equal opportunity, but also the more group-
oriented goals of furthering equality of condition and equitable distribu-
tion of resources. 

Governments and government institutions will have a major role to play 
in determining how the interpretation of section 15 develops. Such a role 
will come not only because governments retain and instruct the counsel 
who appear in court on constitutional cases. More importantly, the role 
arises because governments will have to face the basic equality issues in 
framing legislation and setting policy. In doing so, they can either behave 
in accordance with the spirit of the Charter, or they can parse its terms 
narrowly, so that the governmental obligation in any particular cir-
cumstance is circumscribed as tightly as possible. 

In my view, the desirable course for governments and government insti-
tutions to follow is clear: they, far more readily than the courts and in 
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a greater range of circumstances, can take a large and liberal interpreta-
tion of the equality guarantees. They can refuse to shelter in technicalities 
when considering the scope of the Charter. They can decide in favour of 
a wide and wise use of the Charter when resolving the questions, many 
of them complicated, which are outlined below. 

What are Government Institutions? 

A threshold question in assessing the impact of the equality guarantees 
on "government institutions" is of course the question of what a govern-
ment institution is. Although the Charter applies to both federal and pro-
vincial governments, I have considered the question of government insti-
tutions only in the federal context. The theoretical approach developed 
here should, however, be equally applicable in the provincial context. I 
have not explored in detail the question of whether "courts" are subject 
to the Charter, my assumption for purposes of this paper being that they 
are. 

There is no definition of "institutions of government" used in the 
Charter. In fact, that particular phrase is used very sparingly, appearing 
only in sections 16 and 20, which deal with the Official Languages 
guarantees. 

Section 16 provides, inter alia, that English and French have equality 
of status and equal rights and privileges as to their use in "all institutions 
of the Parliament and Government of Canada." Subsection 20(1) pro-
vides that any member of the public in Canada has the right to commu-
nicate with and receive available services from "any head or central office 
of an institution of the Parliament or Government of Canada" in English 
or French, as well as, in defined circumstances, "any other office of any 
such institution." This language does not enlarge our understanding of 
the concept of "government institutions" all that much. 

The principal section of the Charter which deals with its application 
is section 32. It provides: 

32. (1) This Charter applies 
to the Parliament and government of Canada in respect of all matters 
within the authority of Parliament including all matters relating to 
the Yukon Territory and Northwest Territories; and 
to the legislature and government of each province in respect of all 
matters within the authority of the legislature of each province. 

The two key words in that section are "Parliament" and "government." 
Perhaps the least difficult of these terms to define is "Parliament." 

Section 17 of the Constitution Act, 1867 provides that "There shall be 
one Parliament for Canada, consisting of the Queen, an Upper House 
styled the Senate, and the House of Commons." 
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The legislative activities of Parliament are possibly the best known aspect 
of that institution's identity, and it is clear that the Charter is made appli-
cable to those functions. 

Parliament also delegates its legislative power to subordinate legislative 
bodies, like boards, commissions, or agencies. The cabinet, or a minister 
of cabinet, will sometimes be the recipient of such delegated power. It 
is not seriously questioned that the activities of a delegate of Parliament 
will also be covered by the Charter, by reason of section 32. Such was 
the holding of the Ontario High Court in Re McCutcheon and City of 
Toronto (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 193. Mr. Justice Linden in that case held 
that municipal by-laws are subject to the Charter. At p. D.L.R. 203, he 
reasons that the tenor of subsection 32(1) is to provide "that subordinates 
(the Governments of Canada and of each province) cannot do that which 
their principals (Parliament and the legislatures) cannot do. It must be 
that more junior subordinates, like municipalities, are to be similarly bound 
by the Charter." 

Another important feature of Parliament which must be borne in mind 
when considering the reach of the Charter is that Parliament is an institu-
tion and employer; some of its enactments deal with its own constitution 
and administration. 

For example, the House of Commons Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. H-9, and 
the Senate and House of Commons Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. S-8, deal, inter 
alia, with the eligibility of persons to become Members or Senators, and 
constraints on their activities once they have so become. The Public Service 
Employment Act, as amended, provides in section 38 that the Governor 
in Council appoint the Clerk of the Senate and the Clerk of the House 
of Commons. The Formal Documents Regulations list the following 
"Officers of Parliament": Speaker of the Senate, Clerk of the Senate, 
Clerk of the House of Commons, Sergeant-at-Arms, Parliamentary 
Librarian, Associate Parliamentary Librarian, and Gentleman Usher of 
the Black Rod. Section 2 of the Financial Administration Act defines 
"department" of government as including the staffs of the Senate, the 
House of Commons, and the Library of Parliament. 

The Library of Parliament Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. L-7, provides for the 
administration of the Library, appointment of its officers and staff, and 
supervision by a joint committee of both Houses. 

Quite plainly, Parliament must observe the equality guarantees of the 
Charter when legislating with respect to its own constitution and adminis-
tration, and when overseeing that administration through its officers. 

The second key word in section 32 is "government." It must be con-
ceded that determining the reach of this term is likely to be one of the 
most complex exercises in Charter interpretation. In my view, there is prob-
ably no one "right" way to approach this analysis. However, it does seem 
there are certain signs that point the way to some of the boundaries of 
the term, and these are outlined below. 
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First of all, one might usefully consider the meaning given to the word 
"government" in enactments of a constitutional status equivalent to the 
Charter. Conceivably, this review could encompass all the enactments 
included in Schedule Ito the Constitution Act, 1982, as well as the Con-
stitution Act, 1982 itself. The scope of this paper does not permit such 
a detailed review to be embarked upon here. Even in the Constitution Act, 
1982, there are many instances where "government" is used. 

Part III of the Act, entitled Equalization and Regional Disparities, con-
tains in subsection 36(1) a recital that "Parliament and the legislatures, 
together with the government of Canada and the provincial governments" 
(emphasis mine), are committed to certain specified principles to reduce 
regional disparities. 

Part IV of the Act provides for the calling of a constitutional conference 
composed of the Prime Minister of Canada and the first ministers of the 
provinces within one year of the coming into force of the part to deal with 
constitutional matters that directly affect the aboriginal peoples of Canada. 
Subsection 37(3) provides that the Prime Minister of Canada shall invite 
"elected representatives of the governments of the Yukon Territory and 
the Northwest Territories" (emphasis mine) to participate in discussions 
of items that directly affect them. 

Part V, dealing with the procedure for amending the Constitution of 
Canada, provides in subsection 38(2) that a constitutional amendment that 
derogates from "the legislative powers, the proprietary rights, or any other 
rights or privileges of the legislature or government of a province" (empha-
sis mine) shall require a resolution supported by a majority of the members 
of each of the Senate, the House of Commons, and the legislative 
assemblies of at least two-thirds of the provinces that have, in aggregate, 
according to the latest general census, at least 50 percent of the popula-
tion of all the provinces. 

All these sections seem to use "government" in a broad sense, with the 
term denoting the civic authority or general governing body in all its 
aspects, rather than a more specialized part of the whole. 

There is one section of the Constitution Act, 1982 where "government" 
appears to be used in a much narrower sense. Section 44 provides that, 
with some restrictions, Parliament may exclusively make laws amending 
the Constitution of Canada in relation to the executive government of 
Canada or the Senate and House of Commons (emphasis mine). 

How, then, can one reconcile the various terms used in the Charter and 
the Constitution Act, 1982 and come to some clearer understanding of 
the scope of the Charter? The terms at issue are "Parliament and govern-
ment of Canada" (s. 32); "institution of the Parliament or government 
of Canada" (s. 20); "Parliament . . . together with the government of 
Canada," "Parliament and government of Canada," and "provincial 
governments" (s. 36); "elected representatives of the governments of the 
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Yukon Territory and the Northwest Territories" (s. 37); and "executive 
government" (s. 44). 

There are two decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada which may 
be of assistance. 

In A.G. of Quebec v. Blaikie (No. 2)(1981), 123 D.L.R. (3d) 15, the 
Supreme Court of Canada was dealing with further questions raised by 
its earlier holding that section 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 applies 
to delegated legislation: [1979] 2 S.C.R. 1016. Section 133 reads: 

133. Either the English or the French Language may be used by any Person 
in the Debates of the Houses of the Parliament of Canada and of the Houses 
of the Legislature of Quebec; and both those Languages shall be used in the 
respective Records and Journals of those Houses; and either of those 
Languages may be used by any Person or in any Pleading or Process in or 
issuing from any Court of Canada established under this Act, and in or from 
all or any of the Courts of Quebec. 

The Acts of the Parliament of Canada and of the Legislature of Quebec 
shall be printed and published in both those Languages. 

In Blaikie (No. 2), the Court deals first, at p. D.L.R. 22, with the conces-
sion by the Quebec and Manitoba governments before it that section 133 
of the Act applies to "enactments of a legislative nature issued by the 
Government of the Province, including enactments issued by a group of 
Ministers being members of the Government, such as the Conseil du 
Tresor . . or by a Minister. Stating this to be a proper concession, the 
Supreme Court observes at p. 22: 

The Government of the Province is not a body of the Legislature's own crea-
tion. It has a constitutional status and is not subordinate to the Legislature 
in the same sense as other provincial legislative agencies established by the 
Legislature. Indeed, it is the Government which, through its majority, does 
in practice control the operations of the elected branch of the Legislature 
on a day-to-day basis, allocates time, gives priority to its own measures and 
in most cases decides whether or not the legislative power is to be delegated 
and, if so, whether it is to hold it itself or have it entrusted to some other body. 

This description may apply simply to the majority party in the House, 
or it may be confined more narrowly to the "executive government" 
described by W. P. M. Kennedy: "The executive government of the domin-
ion is carried on by a cabinet of ministers selected from the political party 
in power. . . . As soon as a cabinet has taken the oaths of office they 
act with the governor-general as the executive government of Canada." I 

The Court in Blaikie (No. 2) also finds a way of including the regulation-
making activities of certain boards and agencies within the term "govern-
ment." The following rationale is offered by the Court at p. D.L.R. 28: 

It is because in our constitutional system the enactments of the Government 
should be assimilated to the enactments of the Legislature that they are 
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governed by s. 133. Other regulations must, in our opinion, be viewed in 
the same light when they can also properly be said to be the enactments of 
the Government. 

This happens whenever these other regulations are made subject to the 
approval of the Government. 

The form of words used to subject the regulations to Government approval 
was regarded as irrelevant. The Court states, at p. D.L.R. 29, that "they 
can be assimilated to the enactments of the Government and therefore 
of the Legislature as long as positive action of the Government is required 
to breathe life into them." Given that the receivers of legislative power 
derived from Parliament will in any event be fixed with the duty to observe 
the Charter because Parliament is included in section 32, this type of 
analysis is perhaps not as significant or necessary in the context of the 
Charter as it was found to be with reference to section 133 of the Consti-
tution Act, 1867. 

A useful exposition of the coverage of the mantle of government is found 
in the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Berardinelli v. Ontario 
Housing Corporation et al. (1978), 8 C.P.C. 101. Subsection 6(2) of the 
Housing Development Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 213, as amended, gave the 
Ontario Housing Corporation the power to carry out any building develop-
ment or housing project, including the power to plan, construct, and 
manage any building development or housing project. The OHC, estab-
lished by statute as a corporation without share capital, claimed the pro-
tection of the Public Authorities Protection Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 374, s. 11 
when sued for damages arising from injuries said to be caused by its alleged 
failure to clear snow and ice from the sidewalk of a building under its 
direction. Section 11 protects against suits for an act done in pursuance 
of or execution or intended execution of any statutory or other public duty 
or authority. . . ." 

Mr. Justice Estey states for the majority, at p. 107, that the reference 
in section 11 to any "statutory or other public duty" applies 

to those aspects of the statutory powers and duties there established which 
have a public aspect or connotation, and does not comprehend those planning, 
construction and managerial responsibilities . . . which have a private execu-
tive or private administrative application or are subordinate in nature. 

The powers of the Corporation are thus divided into two categories: 

[T]he one being those actions which entail a public aspect or are inherently 
of a public nature and the other being a category of activities, including 
managerial, which are more of an internal or operational nature having a 
predominantly private aspect. (emphasis in original) 

The Court clearly recognizes that drawing these types of distinction will 
not be easy. 

The reasoning in Berardinelli suggests that some aspects of an entity's 
behaviour might be subject to the Charter, while others are not. This 
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approach seems to be more flexible than trying to make a once-and-for-
all determination whether an entity is either "in" or "out," although there 
may well be entities in respect of which the once-and-for-all determina-
tion can be made. 

The Federal Court of Canada has also offered some useful comments 
on the reach of section 32. 

The Federal Court of Appeal decided in Operation Dismantle Inc. et 
al. v. Government of Canada et a/. (1983), 49 N.R. 363 that the Charter 
could apply to the prerogative power of the Governor in Council. There 
were two main bases for so holding. First, because Parliament could 
legislate with respect to the exercise of the prerogative, even if it might 
not have done so in a particular instance, the prerogative is a matter 
"within the authority of Parliament" under section 32. Second, the 
language of section 52 of the Charter, according to Mr. Justice LeDain 
at p. 375, indicates that "not only statutory provisions and any law made 
in the exercise of statutory authority, but the common law rules of govern-
mental authority are rendered inoperative to the extent of inconsistency 
with the Charter." 

Some guidance on the outer limits of the Charter's application is also 
to be found in this case. Mr. Justice Hugesson states at p. 400: 

In my view, s. 32 makes it plain that the rights which the Charter enshrines 
are protected against direct interference by domestic governments in Canada. 
Breaches of Charter rights by private citizens acting without official sanc-
tion or by foreign powers operating outside the sphere of our domestic law 
are simply not justifiable under the Charter, although they may, of course, 
give rise to other remedies." 

In Blaikie (No. 2), the Supreme Court included in the reach of section 
133 "regulations or orders which constituted delegated legislation prop-
erly so-called" and excluded "rules or directives of internal management." 

In addition to looking at the constitutional documents and judicial inter-
pretation of the concept "government," it is interesting to observe what 
Parliament itself has considered "government" for various purposes. 
Particularly, legislation dealing with the public service of Canada and 
Crown corporations offers insights into what Parliament considers to be 
part of "government." 

Public Service 
The Financial Administration Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. F-10, as amended, 
describes the composition of the Treasury Board and gives the Treasury 
Board responsibility for general administrative policy in the public ser-
vice of Canada. In section 7 of the Financial Administration Act, "public 
service" is said to have the meaning assigned to that term in the Public 
Service Staff Relations Act; in essence, this definition encompasses those 
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entities listed in Schedule Ito the Public Service Staff Relations Act. The 
Financial Administration Act also imports into its organization of per-
sonnel the concept of a separate employer, as used in the Public Service 
Staff Relations Act: all those employers listed in Schedule II to the Act. 
The schedules to all these Acts are attached, and from reviewing them 
one can derive a good idea of the range of entities that come within the 
rubric of government for these purposes. 

The selection and appointment of persons to fill positions in the public 
service is done by the Public Service Commission under the Public Service 
Employment Act: R.S.C. 1970, c. P-32, as amended by S.C. 1974-75-76, 
c. 16, s. 1; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 66, s. 10; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 143, 
s. 26. "Public Service" is defined in the Public Service Employment Act 
as having the same meaning as it does in the Public Service Staff Rela-
tions Act. Furthermore, members of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
and Canadian Forces are deemed in section 2 of the Act to be members 
of the "Public Service" for purposes of being eligible to compete for 
positions. 

Section 9 of the Public Service Employment Act provides that nothing 
in the Act shall be construed to limit the authority of Her Majesty to 
appoint ambassadors, ministers, high commissioners or consuls-general 
of Canada. By section 37, the Act permits a minister, "the person holding 
the recognized position of Leader of the Opposition in the House of 
Commons, Leader of the Government in the Senate or Leader of the Oppo-
sition in the Senate" to appoint an executive assistant and other persons 
required in his or her office. By reason of section 38, the Governor in 
Council may appoint and fix the remuneration of the Clerk of the Privy 
Council and Secretary to the Cabinet, the Secretary to the Cabinet for 
Federal-Provincial Relations, the Clerk of the Senate, Clerk of the House 
of Commons, and the Secretary to the Governor General. 

Labour relations in the public service are to a large extent dealt with 
by the Public Service Staff Relations Board under the Public Service Staff 
Relations Act, the schedules to which have been referred to earlier. These 
schedules are appended. Similarly, the useful schedules under the Public 
Service Superannuation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. P-36, as amended, are also 
appended. 

A more general approach to the question of who is a government servant 
is taken in the Government Employees Compensation Act, R.S.C. 1970, 
c. G-8, as amended by S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 47, s. 21. Section 2 of that 
Act provides that "employee" means, inter alia, 

any person in the service of Her Majesty who is paid a direct wage or 
salary by or on behalf of Her Majesty; 
any member, officer or employee of any department, company, corpora-
tion, commission, board or agency established to perform a function or 
duty on behalf of the Government of Canada who is declared by the 
Minister with the approval of the Governor in Council to be an employee 
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for the purposes of this Act . . . (emphasis mine); 
(e) any officer or employee of The Senate, the House of Commons or the 

Library of Parliament. 

Crown Corporations 

The descriptions of the various types of Crown corporation are set out 
in the Financial Administration Act, as amended. 

Subsection 95(1) of the Act defines "Crown corporation" as a parent 
Crown corporation or a wholly owned subsidiary. A parent Crown cor-
poration is defined as a corporation that is wholly owned directly by the 
Crown. Subsection 95(2) of the Act provides that a corporation is wholly 
owned directly by the Crown if all the issued and outstanding shares of 
the corporation are held on behalf of or in trust for the Crown, or all 
the directors of the corporation are appointed by the Governor in Coun-
cil or by a Minister of the Crown with the approval of the Governor in 
Council. It is contemplated by subsection 95(2) that shares in a corpora-
tion may be held by what the Act describes in subsection 95(1) as an "agent 
corporation": a Crown corporation that is expressly declared by or pur-
suant to an Act of Parliament to be an agent of the Crown. Where the 
shares of another company are held by such a Crown agent corporation, 
subsection 95(3) of the Financial Administration Act provides that these 
shares are deemed not to be held by or on behalf of the Crown and are 
not by reason of that fact alone shares held in trust for the Crown. 
Excluded from the category of parent Crown corporations are "depart-
mental corporations"; these corporations, listed in Schedule B to the Act, 
are characterized by section 2 of the Financial Administration Act as 
government departments. 

A wholly owned subsidiary is defined in subsection 95(1) of the Financial 
Administration Act as a corporation that is wholly owned by one or more 
parent Crown corporations directly or indirectly through any number of 
subsidiaries each of which is wholly owned directly or indirectly by one 
or more parent Crown corporations. 

Schedule B to the Act includes the names of departmental corporations. 
According to subsection 2.1(1), added by S.C. 1984, s. 3, the Governor 
in Council may add to Schedule B the name of any corporation estab- 
lished by an Act of Parliament that performs administrative, research, 
supervisory, advisory or regulatory functions of a governmental nature. 
Schedule C to the Act contains the names of parent Crown corporations. 
In order to be listed in Part II of Schedule C, a parent Crown corpora-
tion must operate in a competitive environment and ordinarily be indepen-
dent of appropriations for operating purposes: s.-s. 2.1(6), added by S.C. 
1984,c. 31, s. 3. 

All Crown corporations of whatever type are ultimately accountable 
through a minister to Parliament for the conduct of their affairs. 
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There are a number of other general enactments dealing with govern-
ment corporations or enterprises. 

In the Government Companies Operation Act, R.S.C. 1980, c. G-7, as 
amended by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 33, s. 265 (Item 4), S.C. 1978-79, c. 9, 
s. 1 "265," and S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 47, s. 20, "company" is defined 
as a company incorporated under Part I of the Canada Corporations Act, 
or a corporation incorporated under the Canada Business Corporations 
Act, all the issued shares of which are owned by or held in trust for Her 
Majesty in Right of Canada, except, in the case of a company incorporated 
under Part I of the Canada Corporations Act, shares necessary to qualify 
other persons as directors. Section 6 of the Act provides that the Act applies 
to a company only from the date of the issue of a proclamation by the 
Governor General to that effect. 

Section 4 of the Act allows each company to employ such officers and 
servants as it deems necessary to conduct its operations and to determine 
their conditions of employment and their remuneration. However, a person 
employed by such a government company who had formerly been with 
the public service, under section 5, "continues to retain and is eligible for 
all the benefits, except salary as an employee . . . that he would have been 
eligible to receive had he remained an employee in the public service, and 
he is eligible upon retirement from the company for reappointment to the 
public service." 

The Government Property Traffic Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. G-10, applies, 
according to s. 2(1), to "any lands belonging to or occupied by Her Majesty 
in Right of Canada," permitting traffic regulations for that land to be 
made. 

Similar broad definitions of what is a "government" entity or opera-
tion are found in other statutes. The Canada Shipping Act, R.S.C. 1970, 
c. S-9, defines "government ship" in section 1 as "a ship or vessel that 
is owned by and is in the service of Her Majesty in Right of Canada or 
of any province thereof or is, while so employed, wholly employed in the 
service of Her Majesty in such right." The Government Vessels Discipline 
Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. G-12, provides in section 3 that "Every vessel 
employed by the Government of Canada, either temporarily or per- 
manently, shall be deemed to belong, while so employed, to the Govern- 
ment of Canada for purposes of this Act." The Act, as its title suggests, 
deals with the maintenance of order on government ships. The Govern- 
ment Railways Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. G-11, states in subsection 4(1) that 
it applies "to all railways that are vested in Her Majesty, and that are 
under the control and management of the Minister," and the definition 
of "works" for purposes of the Government Works Tolls Act, R.S.C. 
1970, c. G-13 "includes the slides, booms, dams, bulk-heads and other 
works and improvements for facilitating the transmission of timber and 
lumber down any river or stream that is under the control of the Govern-
ment of Canada." 
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One can derive a sort of mosaic-like impression of what the govern-
ment considers to be government by reviewing a number of legislative 
enactments. However, moving from a host of particular provisions to the 
theoretical level is not an easy transition in this area. 

Katherine Swinton takes the view that the courts should develop a 
"governmental function"2  test to decide which activities and which 
subordinate agencies and private actors should be subject to the Charter. 
The courts should focus on whether there is governmental activity, rather 
than on its form, in deciding whether the Charter applies. The concern 
with activity rather than form leads her to suggest that government limita-
tions on individual freedoms should be caught by the Charter even when 
those limitations are in, for example, contract or in what administrative 
lawyers have called "administrative action." 

Unfortunately this "governmental function" test brings with it exactly 
the same kinds of definition problems as those involved in understanding 
what "government" means in section 32. Professor Swinton suggests this 
concept will have to be applied on a case-by-case basis, with the courts 
emphasizing "the question of whether the action or institution in ques-
tion carries out a function of the state against which the individual has 
a need for protection."3  It is suggested that the concept of Crown agency, 
and the developments in international law with respect to sovereign 
immunity, can be of assistance in assessing what functions attract the 
Charter. 

Professor Swinton also suggests that the "state action" doctrine in the 
United States could be of some assistance in determining what a public 
function is, although she cautions that the doctrine should be applied on 
a case-by-case basis and may not be entirely appropriate to Canada. 

Two recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court on the subject 
of state action may be referred to in this connection. In Rendall-Baker 
v. Kohn, 102 S. Ct. 2764 (1982), it was argued that a personnel decision 
at a privately owned and operated school for hard-to-educate youngsters 
was "state action" because the school was funded and regulated by the 
state and engaged in a "public function." In Blum v. Yaretsky, 102 S. 
Ct. 2777 (1982), it was argued that patient transfer decisions in a privately 
owned and operated nursing home were "state action." 

The Court in Rendall-Baker quoted its own decision in Blum at p. 2786 
that a 

. . . State can normally be held responsible for a private decision only when 
it has exercised coercive power or has provided such significant encourage-
ment, either overt or covert, that the choice must in law be deemed to be 
that of the State. 

The Court identified the main issue as whether the alleged infringement 
of federal rights is "fairly attributable" to the state. 
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In neither of these cases did the "state action" argument prevail. Receipt 
of public funds was held to be insufficient to make the decisions acts of 
the state. On the question of receipt of funding, Chief Justice Burger for 
the Court drew an analogy with a private contractor doing most or all 
of his or her work on public contracts, stating at p. 2771, "Acts of such 
private contractors do not become acts of the government by reason of 
their significant or even total engagement in performing public contract." 
Nor does state regulation, even if extensive and detailed, make an entity's 
actions state actions. 

Chief Justice Burger states at p. 2772, with regard to the "public func-
tion" argument that 

[O]ur holdings have made it clear that the relevant question is not simply 
whether a private group is serving a "public function." We have held that 
the question is whether the function performed has been "traditionally the 
exclusive prerogative of the State." 

This recent interpretation of the "state action" doctrine is a restrictive 
one, and the Court's formulation of the public function test may not be 
all that useful in the context of determining whether something is "govern-
ment" within the meaning of section 32, or a "governmental function." 

In my view, however, all these various inquiries outlined above do give 
at least some guidance on how one might use a sort of functional analysis 
to approach the definition of "government." 

An essential starting point is to examine the formal connection between 
the entity in question and the Parliament or executive or departmental 
"government." Although the presence or absence of, for example, a power 
to make regulations or enter contracts subject to regulatory standards may 
not be dispositive on the question of whether an entity or a particular func-
tion is "governmental," such information is an essential first step. 
Obviously, the more signs of a formal connection between the entity and 
what we are sure is Parliament or government, the more likely it is that 
the Charter applies. 

Where the ties are attenuated, then some further questions may prove 
useful. Does, for example, the body in question further government policy 
or represent Canada officially abroad, even if nominally "private"? Think, 
in this context, of national sports governing bodies that provide Canada's 
"official" entries at international competitions, and are heavily funded 
by government, although "private." More generally, one might borrow 
the statutory language referred to earlier and ask whether the body had 
been established "to perform a function or study on behalf of the govern-
ment of Canada," interpreting that question somewhat more flexibly than 
the approach to public function taken by the United States Supreme Court 
(which seems to require that the state has once carried out the function 
itself). One might also ask whether the body would be claiming, or eligi- 
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ble to claim, Crown privilege. It seems elementary that any body, com-
mercial or otherwise, which aspires to the privileges of "state" status 
should be subject to the limitations imported by the Charter. Asking this 
question imports the Berardinelli test of whether, on the one hand, the 
functions entail a public aspect or are inherently of a public nature, or 
whether, on the other, they are of an internal or operational nature, having 
a predominantly private aspect. 

I agree with Professor Swinton that the Charter would apply to acts 
that administrative lawyers classify as "administrative" only. Because of 
the procedural flexibility imparted by sections 52 and 24 of the Constitu-
tion Act, 1982, our thinking on the application of the Charter does not 
have to be constrained by the old forms of seeking judicial review of 
administrative action, or by technical questions posed by judicial inter-
pretation of the Federal Court Act. However, where a power would be 
amenable to judicial review in classical administrative law, it would be 
hard to argue that it is not also subject to the Charter guarantees. 

The possibility that the Charter may be indirectly applied to a particular 
entity should also be borne in mind. One might wonder, for example, 
whether Air Canada should per se be subject to the Charter because it 
is a Crown corporation under Schedule C, Part II to the Financial Adminis-
tration Act, an air carrier like many other air carriers. However, regardless 
of the status of the corporation, certain of its activities, done pursuant 
to directives, or with the sanction of decisions, of the Canadian Transport 
Commission may be reached by the Charter because the Commission is 
subject to the Charter. The same "flow-through" effect may occur in the 
telecommunications field (cRTc/cBc) or the human rights field 
(cHRc/cNR). The Commissions cannot require or sanction activities that 
would not comport with the Charter because of the Charter's impact on 
the Commissions themselves, and not necessarily because of any direct 
impact of the Charter on entities in the regulated industry. 

Above all, however, a critical question of perspective should be con-
sidered. It is very likely that the types of extremely detailed examination 
described above may well have to be undertaken in the context of a par-
ticular issue being litigated in court, as was the case in Berardinelli, for 
example. Yet as pointed out initially, the courts are not the only arena 
where questions of the meaning and application of the Charter will be 
dealt with. Governments and their emanations must apply the Charter to 
themselves, and so many of the decisions about whether the Charter applies 
or not will initially be those of the department, agency, or official. In 
making those decisions, particularly in the context of equality guarantees, 
it is useful to remember that the guarantees are an expression of public 
will as well as a code of behaviour. In a close case, such a recollection 
should incline the agency to follow the commands of the Charter rather 
than reject them on a technicality about what is "government." 
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The Equality Guarantees 
of the Charter of Rights 

The Basic Provisions 

The main equality guarantee in the Charter is that in section 15, which 

provides: 

15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right 
to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimina-
tion based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age 
or mental or physical disability. 
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that 
has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged indi-
viduals or groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, 
national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical 
disability. 

Section 27 of the Charter provides that: 

This Charter shall be interpreted in a manner consistent with the preserva-
tion and enhancement of the multicultural heritage of Canadians. 

Section 28 states: 

Notwithstanding anything in this Charter, the rights and freedoms referred 
to in it are guaranteed equally to male and female persons. 

The official language guarantees of the Charter found in sections 16 to 
22 are also relevant to the present inquiry. Of these, sections 16 to 20 inclu-
sive are particularly relevant to government institutions: 

16. (1) English and French are the official languages of Canada and have 
equality of status and equal rights and privileges as to their use in all 
institutions of the Parliament and government of Canada. 

English and French are the official languages of New Brunswick and 
have equality of status and equal rights and privileges as to their use in 
all institutions of the legislature and government of New Brunswick. 

Nothing in this Charter limits the authority of Parliament or a 
legislature to advance the equality of status or use of English and French. 

17. (1) Everyone has the right to use English and French in any debates and 
other proceedings of Parliament. 
(2) Everyone has the right to use English or French in any debates and 
other proceedings of the legislature of New Brunswick. 

18. (1) The statutes, records and journals of Parliament shall be printed and 
published in English and French and both language versions are equally 
authoritative. 
(2) The statutes, records and journals of the legislature of New Brunswick 
shall be printed and published in English and French and both language 
versions are equally authoritative. 

19. (1) Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any 
pleading in or process issuing from, any court established by Parliament. 
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(2) Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any 
pleading in or process issuing from, any court of New Brunswick. 

20. (1) Any member of the public in Canada has the right to communicate 
with, and to receive available services from, any head or central office 
of an institution of the Parliament or government of Canada in English 
or French, and has the same right with respect to any other office of 
any such institution where 

there is a significant demand for communications with and services 
from that office in such language; or 
due to the nature of the office, it is reasonable that communications 
with and services from that office be available in both English and 
French. 

(2) Any member of the public in New Brunswick has the right to com-
municate with, and to receive available services from, any office of an 
institution of the legislature or government of New Brunswick in English 
or French. 

Section 6 of the Charter, dealing with mobility rights, provides in subsec-
tions (2) and (3): 

(2) Every citizen of Canada and every person who has the status of a per-
manent resident of Canada has the right 

to move to and take up residence in any province; and 
to pursue the gaining of a livelihood in any province. 

(3) The rights specified in subsection (2) are subject to 
(a) any laws or practices of general application in force in a province other 

than those that discriminate among persons primarily on the basis of pro-
vince of present or previous residence; 

Section 1 of the Charter provides that: 

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and 
freedoms set out in it subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by 
law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. 

There are two main avenues of recourse for Charter violations. The first 
is suggested by section 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982, which provides 
that ". . . any law that is inconsistent with the provisions of the constitu-
tion is, to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force or effect." The issue 
of consistency with the Charter can be raised, directly or collaterally, in 
a wide variety of proceedings. Section 24 of the Charter provides an addi-
tional method of raising a Charter issue: 

(1) Anyone whose rights or freedoms, as guaranteed by this Charter, have 
been infringed or denied may apply to a court of competent jurisdiction to 
obtain such remedy as the court considers appropriate and just in the 
circumstances. 
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Interpretation 

MOBILITY RIGHTS 

In Demaere v. The Queen in Right of Canada Represented by the Treasury 
Board (F.C.A. No. A-878-83, February 20, 1984), it was held by the 
Federal Court of Appeal that subsection 6(2) of the Charter would apply 
to the federal Public Service Employment Act. Mr. Justice Hugesson states 
at p. 4 of his reasons that the mischief sought to be remedied by section 
6 was "not simply interprovincial barriers to the movement of labour but 
all such barriers within the country, wherever they might be established 
and by whichever level of government." 

The court held that it was a prima facie violation of Demaere's section 
6 right to exclude him from a competition for a post in the Pacific Region 
of the Canadian Air Traffic Administration on the ground that he was 
at the time of his application stationed in the Western Region of the 
Administration. 

However, the Court also ruled that the exclusion was justified under 
paragraph 6(3)(a) because of paragraph 13(a) of the Public Service Employ- 
ment Act giving the Public Service Commission the right to "determine 
the area in which applicants must reside in order to be eligible for 
employment." 

Significantly, the Court ruled that this provision of a federal statute 
was a law of general application in force in a province within the meaning 
of paragraph 6(3)(a), and could therefore be relied on to justify the exclu-
sion of Demaere. 

The case establishes that the constitutional right to mobility is applicable 
to the federal sphere, and also permits federal legislation to be used to 
justify apparent infringements of the right. It thus has considerable 
significance for federal institutions. 

However, the level of analysis of the substantive issue in Demaere does 
leave some questions. Mr. Justice Hugesson held that paragraph 13(a) of 
the Public Service Employment Act did not "discriminate among persons 
primarily on the basis of province of present or previous residence" (and 
thus could justify Demaere's exclusion) because 

The applicant was not excluded from the competition because he resides in 
British Columbia, which is the province of residence of all eligible candidates 
employed in the Pacific region, but because he resides and is employed in 
a part of the province which is not in the Pacific region. 

The holding is thus to the effect that the federal employer can discriminate 
on the basis of regions within a province, but not on the basis of provinces. 
Presumably, the Court's reasoning would mean that a person resident in 
another province would have a right to bid on the Pacific Region job but 
a person resident in the "wrong" part of British Columbia would not. 
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Such a result does, of course, discriminate against Demaere because of 
his province of residence. 

In part, the problem in this case may stem from a wrong focus. The 
government action complained of was the Commission's decision to draw 
the boundaries for the competition in a particular way. This action, as 
the Court found, did infringe Demaere's constitutional rights. 

This decision was not subjected to scrutiny in light of section 1 of the 
Charter. No explanation was given for the choice to exclude section 1. 
It might be suggested that section 6 is one of the "self-limiting" provi- 
sions mentioned by Mr. Justice Ewaschuk in R. v. Moore (1983), 10 
C.C.C. (2d) 306 (Ont. H.C.J.), where resort to section 1 is unnecessary. 
However, this does not seem to be the approach taken by the Supreme 
Court of Canada in Law Society of Upper Canada v. Skapinker (1984), 
9 D.L.R. (4th) 161. The Court decided that the provision at issue in 
Skapinker did not infringe subsection 6(2), so that its observations about 
justifying infringements are, strictly speaking, obiter dicta. However, it 
will be noted that Mr. Justice Estey for the Court contemplates at p. 181 
of his reasons that, had an infringement been made out, he might have 
had to consider "whether the Act is none the less saved by s. 6(3) or s. 
1 of the Charter." 

If the Court of Appeal had applied the standards of section 1 to the 
Commission's decision about the competition's boundaries, the Commis- 
sion would presumably have had to explain why the boundaries were drawn 
as they were. They could have relied on paragraph 13(a) of the Public 
Service Employment Act for part of that justification, but would still have 
had to contend with the reality that Parliament could not, by passing 
paragraph 13(a), give the Commission a totally free hand to draw even 
arbitrary distinctions, because under the Charter Parliament itself could 
presumably not draw those sorts of distinctions. 

Of course, the decision of the Federal Court finds some support in the 
holding of the Supreme Court in Skapinker. There, Mr. Justice Estey 
rejects Skapinker's argument that subsection 6(2) confers a separate and 
distinct right to work (within a province) divorced from the mobility pro-
visions. The rights in subsection 6(2) are held to relate to movement into 
another province, either for taking up of residence, or to work without 
establishing residence. 

Skapinker deals with provincial legislation having only intraprovincial 
application. In a national setting, it may well be that intraprovincial 
mobility may have to be considered guaranteed. Otherwise, as pointed 
out above, persons in one area of a province denied the right to bid on 
a job in another area of the same province would be treated differently 
from persons in other provinces of Canada. 

In fact, it may well transpire that the Demaere decision has raised more 
issues than it settled. These will be considered further below. 
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LANGUAGE RIGHTS 

This study does not propose to give a detailed consideration of the offi-
cial languages guarantees of the Charter. However, one or two points 
should be noted here. 

In Le Procureur General du Quebec v. Quebec Association of Protes-
tant School Boards et al. (July 26, 1984), the Supreme Court of Canada 
held that section 1 of the Charter would be considered in assessing whether 
provincial legislation was in conflict with the language education rights 
of section 23 of the Charter. The Court did not exhaustively consider the 
question of what limits would be authorized by section 1. It did, however, 
observe, at pp. 22-23 of its reasons: 

Whatever their scope, the limits which s. 1 of the Charter allows to be placed 
on the rights and freedoms set out in it cannot be equated with exceptions 
such as those authorized by s. 33(1) and (2) of the Charter, which in any 
case do not authorize any exception to s. 23. . . . Neither can such limits 
be tantamount to amendments to the Constitution of Canada, the procedure 
for which is prescribed in ss. 38 et seq. of the Constitution Act, 1982. 

Sections 16 to 22 of the Charter are, like section 23, excluded from the 
operation of the "over-ride" provisions of section 33; these observations 
of the Court can thus be readily applied to the effect of section 1 on legisla-
tion purporting to cut back on the guarantees under sections 16 to 22. 
Even legislation designed to implement bilingualism in the federal govern-
ment service would, it seems, be subject to these cautions, so that signifi-
cant deviations from the constitutional guarantees (which might be con-
sidered amendments) are to be avoided. 

The constitutional guarantees of official languages have some interesting 
implications for government. Members of the public who are denied ser-
vice to which they are entitled under section 20 of the Charter could well 
bring action under section 24 for damages for violation of those rights, 
even though there now exists a procedure under the Official Languages 
Act for dealing with complaints that the status of an official language 
is not being recognized, or the spirit and intent of the Act is not being 
complied with. That procedure involves a complaint to the Commissioner 
of Official Languages, and investigation by him or her. The Commissioner 
is to report his or her findings of a violation of the Act to the Clerk of 
the Privy Council and to the administrative head of the department or 
institution concerned. However, the Commissioner may make only recom-
mendations, not binding orders, and the only recourse where the recom-
mendation is not followed is for the Commissioner to report to the cabinet 
or then to Parliament. The individual who laid the complaint can take 
no enforcement action independently of the Commissioner. 

Given the nature of the remedy under the Official Languages Act, it 
is doubtful in my view that its existence could convince a court to refuse 
a remedy under section 24 of the Charter. In Board of Governors of the 
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Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology v. Bhadauria, [1981] 2 
S.C.R. 181, the Supreme Court of Canada did hold that a plaintiff could 
not bring a civil action for damages for the tort of discrimination where 
there was a statutory scheme in existence to deal with discrimination com-
plaints, namely the Ontario Human Rights Code. However, Chief Justice 
Laskin found significant that apart from the Code itself, there was no 
underpinning for the right or interest alleged by the plaintiff. By contrast, 
someone who complains about non-compliance with the official language 
provisions of the Charter relies on his or her constitutional rights, not 
just the Official Languages Act, and so Chief Justice Laskin's concern 
on this point is met. Moreover, the Court emphasized in Bhadauria that 
the scheme of the Human Rights Code was comprehensive, allowing a 
wide right of appeal to the courts on both fact and law, and a wide range 
of remedial measures, including the availability of damages and full curial 
enforcement of Board awards. The scheme under the Official Languages 
Act is by no means as comprehensive as the one before the Court in 
Bhadauria. Hence, it is not likely that it will be held to displace the Charter 
remedy for violation of the Charter rights. 

The second important ramification of the Charter's official languages 
guarantee is that the constitutional rights of these members of the public, 
and the government's corresponding obligation to serve them, will 
henceforth have to be taken into account in personnel decisions within 
the federal civil service. The rights of an individual seeking to complain 
(under section 15) of differential treatment on the basis of language, in 
hiring or promotion or transfer decisions in the civil service, will have to 
be balanced against the public right to service. 

EQUALITY RIGHTS 

The Four Guarantees 
There are, in effect, four guarantees of equality in subsection 15(1): to 
equality before the law, equality under the law, the equal protection of 
the law, and the equal benefit of the law. Two of these four were added 
during the legislative process, namely the guarantees of equality under the 
law and to the equal benefit of the law. The genesis of these two addi-
tions is by now familiar to students of the Charter. Equality "under the 
law" was sought to make it clear that the Charter applies not only to the 
administration of the law but also to its substance. The equal benefit of 
the law guarantee was sought in response to the Supreme Court's holding 
in Bliss v. Attorney General of Canada, [1979] 1 S.C.R. 1983, that it is 
not a denial of equality for the unemployment insurance scheme to remove 
generally available benefits from women at the time of childbirth and 
replace them with special pregnancy benefits for which there is a more 
stringent qualifying period. 
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There have been no judicial decisions interpreting section 15 of the 
Charter, which will not be in effect until April 1985, some months after 
the completion date of this paper. Accordingly, one can only speculate 
about how these four guarantees will be interpreted; some types of specula-
tion are more informed than others. 

The guarantee of "equality before the law" is similar to the provision 
in paragraph 1(b) of the Canadian Bill of Rights which was interpreted 
by Mr. Justice Ritchie in Attorney General of Canada v. Lavell; Isaac 
et al. v. Bedard, [1974] S.C.R. 1349, at p. 1373 to require equality of treat-
ment in the enforcement and application of the laws of Canada by the 
ordinary courts. It is reasonably certain that the comparable phrase in 
the Charter will be given at least this interpretation. 

Whether the meaning of "equality before the law" could — or should 
— be extended beyond this guarantee of procedural justice is an open ques-
tion. In some decisions under the "equality before the law" section of 
the Canadian Bill of Rights, the Supreme Court of Canada did purport 
to give the phrase an application to the substance of legislation. Speaking 
for the majority in R. v. Drybones, [1970] S.C.R. 282, Mr. Justice Rit-
chie stated at p. 297: 

[W]ithout attempting any exhaustive definition of "equality before the law" 
I think that s. 1(b) means at least that no individual or group of individuals 
is to be treated more harshly than another under that law, and I am therefore 
of the opinion that an individual is denied equality before the law if it is made 
an offence punishable at law, on account of his race, for him to do something 
which his fellow Canadians are free to do without having committed an 
offence or having been made subject to any penalty. 

In R. v. Burnshine, [1975] 1 S.C.R. 693, Mr. Justice Martland for the 
majority seemed to recognize, at least implicity, that the "equality before 
the law" guarantee could reach the substance of legislation. However, he 
states at p. 707 that in order to succeed in such an argument, the person 
challenging the legislation would have to satisfy the Court that in enact-
ing it, Parliament "was not seeking to achieve a valid federal objective." 
He offers no general principles for determining what is a valid federal 
objective; he seems to accept the Crown's statement of the purpose of 
the legislation at issue in Burnshine. Mr. Justice Laskin at p. 717 raises 
the possibility that, if he could not find a construction of the statute con-
sistent with the Bill of Rights, then it might be necessary to "consider 
whether the policy alleged to be at its base is consistent with the Cana-
dian Bill of Rights" and suggests that this would involve examining "the 
reality of the policy." 

Perhaps the most carefully articulated exposition of the "valid federal 
objective" test is that of Mr. Justice McIntyre in MacKay v. The Queen 
(1980), 114 D.L.R. (3d) 393. At p. 422, he states: 
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A valid federal objective, however, must mean something more than an objec-
tive which simply falls within the federal legislative competence under the 
British North America Act, 1867. Even in the absence of the Canadian Bill 
of Rights, a federal enactment could not be supported constitutionally if it 
did not embody such an objective. 

He continues at p. 423: 

Equality in this context must not be synonymous with mere universality of 
application. There are many differing circumstances and conditions affecting 
different groups which will dictate different treatment. The question which 
must be involved in each case is whether such inequality as may be created 
by legislation affecting a special class . . . is arbitrary, capricious or unne-
cessary, or whether it is rationally based and acceptable as a necessary varia-
tion from the general principle of universal application of law to meet special 
conditions and to attain a necessary and desirable social objective. 

This analysis contains a number of elements which, it can be predicted, 
will figure in any application of section 15: an assessment of the validity 
of the legislative objective (McIntyre, J. asks if it is "necessary and 
desirable"), and an inquiry into the relation between the legislative objec-
tive and the means chosen (McIntyre, J. asks if the variation from universal 
application of the law is a "necessary one"). These elements have a bearing 
on whether a departure from the mandated equality is acceptable. In con-
nection with the Charter of Rights one asks, of course, whether this inquiry 
about acceptability is more properly done within the framework of sec-
tion 15, or whether it should be done within that of section 1. The analysis 
was performed within the framework of paragraph 1(b) of the Canadian 
Bill of Rights because there was no counterpart in the Bill to section 1 
of the Charter. 

Before returning to the question of whether this "acceptability" analysis 
should proceed within the context of section 15 or section 1, let us finish 
analyzing the four guarantees in section 15. 

The guarantee of equality under the law was intended to make it clear 
that the substance of legislation could be reached by the command of 
equality. Because the jurisprudence about "valid federal objective" above 
was predicated on the assumption that, at least in theory, the Bill could 
reach the substance of legislation, it might well figure in the analysis of 
the meaning of "equality under the law." Again, one of the main issues 
will be whether the assessment of the justification for the departure from 
"equality" should be done in the framework of section 15 or section 1. 

The right to the "equal protection of the law" again echoes the Cana-
dian Bill of Rights formulation in paragraph 1(b), guaranteeing the right 
to "the protection of the law," but the jurisprudence on this branch of 
paragraph 1(b) is not at all well developed. There is also a parallel with 
the provision in the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Consti- 
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tution that no state shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction the 
"equal protection of the laws." Indeed, it has been suggested that the 
phrase "equal protection of the law" will be the window through which 
U.S. jurisprudence on equality will enter Canadian legal analysis. 

The central feature in this U.S. jurisprudence is the three-tiered approach 
to justifying departures from equality. Where a legislative classification 
is done on a basis that is "inherently suspect," the Court subjects it to 
"strict scrutiny" and the state must show a "compelling interest" in main-
taining that classification. "Intermediate scrutiny" is accorded to gender-
based classifications. To be sustained, this type of classification must bear 
a "substantial relationship" to "important governmental objectives." The 
lowest level of scrutiny is "minimal scrutiny"; unless the party complain-
ing of the classification can show that it has no rational basis, it will be 
upheld. Even if the phrase "equal protection of the law" does import 
American jurisprudence, the question is, again, whether this sort of 
justification analysis should take place under section 15 or section 1. 

An entirely different way of looking at the equal protection guarantee 
is to say that it covers statutes that are "protective" in nature, i.e., criminal 
provisions aimed at "protecting" certain groups, minimum wage and hours 
of work legislation, provisions giving pregnancy leave and benefits, and 
so on. The intent of the guarantee, so construed, would be to ensure that 
the "protection" of such laws is not withheld on an unacceptable basis. 

The guarantee of the equal benefit of the law is similar in effect to this 
latter approach to the equal protection guarantee. Where a statute extends 
a benefit, the guarantee would ensure that the benefit will be extended 
even-handedly, not withheld on some arbitrary basis. The potential of this 
guarantee is wide: much so-called social welfare legislation extends 
"benefits" to various and different classes of people and is thus poten-
tially subject to this guarantee. 

Without Discrimination . . . 
Section 15 states that the four guarantees are extended "without 
discrimination, and in particular without discrimination" on the basis of 
certain enumerated characteristics. 

One issue raised by this language is whether someone challenging a 
legislative distinction must show that he or she has been adversely affected 
by it in order to make out a prima facie case of infringement. The sugges-
tion that a showing of adverse impact is required has, in my view, two 
sources. 

One such source is the jurisprudence that has grown up around human 
rights legislation in Canada, where the idea that differentiation must be 
accompanied by adverse impact has been widely disseminated. One defini-
tion of discrimination often cited by boards of inquiry4  is that of Lord 
Reid in the House of Lords' decision in Post Office v. Union of Post Office 
Workers, [1974] 1 All E.R. 229, at p. 238: 
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Discrimination implies a comparison. Here I think that the meaning could 
be either that by reason of the discrimination the worker is worse off in some 
way than he would have been if there had been no discrimination against 
him, or that by reason of the discrimination he is worse off than someone 
else in a comparable position against whom there has been no discrimina-
tion. It may not make much difference which meaning is taken but I prefer 
the latter as the more natural meaning of the word, and as most appropriate 
in the present case. 

This element of being "worse off" is echoed in the judgment of the P.E.I. 
Court of Appeal in Rocca Group Ltd. v. Muise (1979), 22 Nfld. & P.E.I. 
Reports 1, where MacDonald, J. states at p. 10 that, in determining 
whether discrimination has occurred, it is not enough to find that people 
have been treated differently. "The next step is to see if the person who 
has complained has suffered any adverse consequence or has had some 
affront to his or her dignity before finding there has been discrimination." 
To the same effect is Professor Ian Hunter's definition of discrimination: 

Discrimination means treating people differently because of their race, color, 
sex, etc. as a result of which the complainant suffers adverse consequences 
or a serious affront to dignity. . . .5  

Professor Hunter rejects the definition of discrimination as "treating dif-
ferently," which had been offered by the board of inquiry in Simms v. 
Ford Motor Company. He states, "Unless the concept of discrimination 
connotes adverse consequences, many inconsequential and socially 
harmless practices will run afoul of human rights legislation. . . ."6  

The second source of this suggested requirement is the passage from 
Mr. Justice Ritchie's judgment in Drybones, quoted above, stating that 
paragraph 1(b) of the Bill has been violated where one party has been 
treated "more harshly" than another and made subject to criminal 
penalties. This reasoning appears again and again in subsequent Supreme 
Court decisions about equality. 

The Oxford English Dictionary meaning of "discrimination" does not 
carry with it this overlay of "adverse effect"; it means quite simply 
"distinction" or "differentiation."7  This seems to be the way in which 
"discriminate" is used in paragraph 6(3)(a) of the Charter. There, the 
mobility rights of section 6 are made subject to laws of general applica-
tion in a province "other than those that discriminate among persons 
primarily on the basis of province of present or previous residence." The 
implication of "discriminate" in that context is clearly "differentiation" 
rather than "adverse impact." 

Let us examine the two sources of the "adverse impact" interpretation 
outlined above to see if they really do require that such an impact be found 
before a violation of section 15 can be made out. 

One of the first points to be noted about human rights jurisprudence 
is that while there is a body of opinion outlined above that would require 
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a finding of "adverse impact," that opinion is by no means uniform. 
Mr. Justice Wright of the Manitoba Court of Queens Bench specifically 
states in Canada Safeway Limited v. Manitoba Food and Commercial 
Workers Union et al., V CHRR D/2133, at p. D/2135, that the defini-
tion of discrimination more consistent with Manitoba Human Rights 
legislation is as follows: "To discriminate is to make a distinction, to make 
a difference in treatment or favour." In Curtis v. Coastal Shipping 
Limited, V CHRR D/1998 at p. D/2000, the Board adopted the defini-
tion of discrimination given in Cortner v. The National Cash Register Co., 
262 N.E. 2nd, 586 (1970), at p. 588: 

"Discriminate" means to make a distinction for or against a person or thing 
on the basis of the group, class or category to which the person belongs rather 
than according to actual merit. "Discrimination" means the act of making 
a distinction in favor of or against a person or thing based on the group, 
class or category to which that person or thing belongs, rather than on indi-
vidual merit. 

It is reasonably clear that imposing a requirement to show "adverse 
impact" on someone who complains of a violation of section 15 will 
narrow the scope of the equality rights guarantee. Because human rights 
jurisprudence is not uniform on the question of requiring a showing of 
"adverse impact," it seems particularly restrictive to require "adverse 
impact" in the Charter context on the basis of human rights jurisprudence. 
That section 15 was not intended to be limited to a human rights orienta-
tion is clear from its title: "Equality Rights." In earlier versions of the 
Charter, this heading was "Non-Discrimination Rights," and the associa-
tion was much more clearly with human rights jurisprudence. The title 
was changed and — arguably — strengthened during the legislative pro-
cess. Indications are that this sort of legislative history may be favourably 
received in interpretation of the Charter. The Supreme Court of Canada 
has, moreover, stated in Skapinker, at p. 176, that the headings in the 
Charter were "systematically and deliberately included as an integral part 
of the Charter," and therefore the court must take them into considera-
tion when engaged in the process of discerning the meaning and applica-
tion of the provisions of the Charter. 

An egalitarian orientation means more than the mere absence of 
"adverse impact": it suggests that the inequality itself is the "adverse 
impact" because it offends the thrust of the guarantee. 

Let us turn to the other source of the "adverse impact" theory. In the 
reasons of Mr. Justice Ritchie, he stated he was attempting no exhaustive 
definition of equality before the law and gave his definition as a minimum 
one, saying that paragraph 1(b) means "at least that no individual or group 
of individuals is to be treated more harshly than another under the 
law. . . ." 
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Unfortunately, later decisions relying on Drybones considered that Mr. 
Justice Ritchie had laid out in his "at least" statement the only situation 
in which a denial of equality could be found, and the "harshness test" 
seemed to become the watchword of interpretation. Mr. Justice Ritchie 
himself, at p. 191 of Bliss v. Attorney General of Canada, distinguished 
the pregnancy leave provisions this way: 

There is a wide difference between legislation which treats one section of the 
population more harshly than all others by reason of race as in the case of 
Regina v. Drybones, supra, and legislation providing additional benefits. . . . 
The one case involves the imposition of a penalty on a racial group to which 
other citizens are not subjected; the other involves a definition of the qualifica-
tions required for entitlement to benefits. . . . 

The language of section 15 does not accord with the application of a 
"harshness," "penalty," or adversity analysis. Someone complaining, for 
example, of denial of a "benefit" may be regarded as trying to become 
better off, but may not be said to be penalized or treated harshly by not 
getting the benefit. Nor is it always possible to say that someone com-
plaining of absence of "equal protection" is being treated harshly or 
penalized by the absence of such protection. 

Last, it would be unfortunate if an "adverse impact" requirement had 
the effect of denying a role to the "public interest" type of lawsuit. 
Presumably only an individual could show damage, so that organizations 
would be forestalled from bringing proceedings. This, clearly, is a result 
that does not occur with respect to other sections of the Charter, as the 
Operation Dismantle and Citizens' Coalition cases have shown. Indeed, 
Joseph Borowski was granted standing to challenge the abortion provi-
sions of the Criminal Code without any showing on his part that they had 
an adverse impact on him personally. 

The Bases of Distinction 
Subsection (1) of section 15 of the Charter states that every individual 
has the rights set out in the section "without discrimination and, in par-
ticular without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, 
colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability." 

The specification of some bases in the subsection raises at least two ques-
tions. First, will persons be able to complain of a denial of equality based 
on grounds other than the enumerated ones, and if so, what test will be 
applied to assess the validity of such distinctions? Second, will distinc-
tions based on one kind of distinction specified in section 15 be evaluated 
by the same standards and in the same way as distinctions on any other 
ground so enumerated, or is there in effect a "hierarchy" among the 
specified grounds? If there is a hierarchy, what is the principle upon which 
the grounds are ranked? 
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The jurisprudence under the equality before the law provisions of the 
Canadian Bill of Rights addresses the first of these questions. In Curr v. 
The Queen, [1972] S.C.R. 889, Mr. Justice Laskin states at p. 896 that 
the existence of one of the prohibited forms of discrimination is not a 
sine qua non for the operation of the section. Rather "the prohibited 
discrimination is an additional lever to which federal legislation must 
respond." Much of the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court dealt with 
non-enumerated grounds: youth (Burnshine), geographical area 
(Burnshine, Morgentaler), membership in the military (MacKay), citizen-
ship and domicile (Prata). It is thus extremely unlikely that non-enumerated 
grounds would be without protection under section 15, particularly in the 
light of the language of the section. It is clear that the specified grounds 
are named for emphasis, but the list is not intended to be exhaustive. 

In Bedard and Lovell, Mr. Justice Laskin again addressed the issue of 
the significance of explicitly mentioning a ground of discrimination. 
Turning to the question of the applicability of U.S. jurisprudence under 
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the constitution, he states at 
pp. 1386-87: 

Those cases have at best a marginal relevance because the Canadian Bill of 
Rights itself enumerates prohibited classifications which the judiciary is bound 
to respect; and, moreover, I doubt whether discrimination on account of sex, 
where as here it has no biological or physiological rationale, could be sus-
tained as a reasonable classification even if the direction against it was not 
as explicit as it is in the Canadian Bill of Rights. 

There is support, then, for an argument that the specified grounds may 
be entitled to more constitutional protection than the non-enumerated 
grounds, but how is that differentiation going to be made in practice? 
Bill of Rights jurisprudence is of little help in this sphere because all 
"equality before the law" arguments, with the exception of Drybones, 
were unsuccessful at the Supreme Court of Canada, whether the basis of 
distinction being impugned was specified in the Bill or not. It may be sug-
gested, however, that the courts should be less ready to find a justifica-
tion for distinctions based on enumerated grounds than they are for those 
based on non-enumerated grounds because the constitutional mandate for 
equal treatment is stronger in the former case than in the latter. This cannot 
be an iron-clad rule because some distinctions based on non-enumerated 
grounds may offend other constitutionally protected values (e.g., denying 
the right to vote on some ground like region of residence). Obviously, 
one of the elements that a complainant will have to show when he or she 
relies on a non-enumerated ground is that the ground is deserving of consti-
tutional protection. 

As to whether the enumerated grounds themselves are arranged in any 
sort of hierarchy, my view is that they are — in a qualified way. The 
ranking derives from the degree of constitutional protection as a whole 
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accorded to members of that particular group. To take some examples, 
differentiation on the basis of sex is specifically mentioned in section 15; 
section 28 arguably strengthens the protection by extending the equality 
guarantee equally to men and women. Distinctions based on sex would 
have to be quite rigorously defended in the face of such provisions. The 
guarantee of religious equality in section 15 may be strengthened by the 
freedom of religion guarantee in section 2, but the protection for 
denominational schools in section 29 may, in some cases, cut back or 
qualify those rights. Similarly, section 15 guarantees equality without 
discrimination on the basis of age, but the provisions of the Constitution 
Act, 1867 themselves include age limitations for public office. 

The Role of Section 1 
In any analysis focussing on "equality," the inevitable point of depar-
ture is that set out by Mr. Justice McIntyre in MacKay at pp. 422-23: 

It seems to me that it is incontestable that Parliament has the power to legislate 
in such a way as to affect one group or class in society as distinct from another 
without any necessary offence to the Canadian Bill of Rights. The problem 
arises however when we attempt to determine an acceptable basis for the 
definition of such a separate class, and the nature of the special legislation 
involved. 

The core analysis, then, is determining whether an inequality is acceptable. 
A central question is whether this analysis is to be done in the context 
of section 15 of the Charter, section 1, or both. 

In Re Federal Republic of Germany and Rauca (1983), 41 O.R. (2d) 
225, 4 C.C.C. (3d) 385, the Ontario Court of Appeal set out the steps 
to be followed in a claim of violation of Charter rights. At 4 C.C.C. (3d) 
400, the Court states: 

First, it has to be determined whether the guaranteed fundamental right or 
freedom has been infringed, breached or denied. If the answer to that ques-
tion is in the affirmative, then it must be determined whether the denial or 
limit is a reasonable one demonstrably justifiable in a free and democratic 
society. 

In Re Caddedu and the Queen (1982), 4 C.C.C. (3d) 97, Mr. Justice Potts 
of the Ontario High Court has stated that a party alleging that his rights 
have been violated must establish a prima facie violation of the right. It 
is open to the party upholding the legislation to resist the establishment 
of this prima facie case, but if it is established, then the onus shifts to 
the party relying on the legislation to demonstrate that the limit is a 
reasonable one imposed by law and demonstrably justifiable in a free and 
democratic society. According to the Court in Rauca, the burden is to 
establish the reasonableness of the limit on a balance of probabilities. 

In Re Southam and the Queen (No. I) (1983), 3 C.C.C. (3d) 515, the 
Ontario Court of Appeal rejects the Crown's argument that the person 
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who establishes that prima facie his freedom has been infringed or denied 
must then take the further step and establish on the balance of probabilities 
that such infringement is unreasonable and cannot be demonstrably 
justified in a free and democratic society. In Rauca, the Court reiterated 
its rejection of that argument. 

In Skapinker, the Supreme Court of Canada implicitly followed the two-
stage analysis described by the Ontario Court of Appeal in Rauca: because 
the person challenging the legislation did not make out the infringement 
of the Charter, the respondent was not called on for its justification under 
section 1 and subsection 6(3). 

The two-stage approach to Charter questions outlined by the courts to 
date has a significant bearing on the issue of where — in section 15 or 
section 1 — the question of the acceptability of a legislative limit on 
equality is to be addressed. 

Should a person complaining of a violation of the equality guarantees 
under section 15 have to establish, as part of his or her prima facie case, 
not only that a distinction exists but also that it is not acceptable? Is it 
only after the distinction has been shown to be unacceptable that the Crown 
will be called upon under section 1 to demonstrate that it is acceptable —
"demonstrably justifiable in a free and democratic society"? To proceed 
thus would be confusing: What standards would the plaintiff have to meet 
to show unacceptability under section 15? Would they be the same as those 
which the Crown would later face under section 1, only reversed? If so, 
then in effect the Crown has had the burden lifted from its shoulders in 
the manner explicitly disapproved in Southam (No. I). If the standards 
are different, which ones would they be? Would they be the ones developed 
in the "equality before the law" jurisprudence under the Canadian Bill 
of Rights, or the "equal protection" analysis of the United States Supreme 
Court? Would the standards to be met by the plaintiff change depending 
on the type of equality allegedly denied? What standards could, or should, 
be developed in the case of alleged denial of "equal benefit of the law," 
to which phrase no body of jurisprudence now attaches? 

All these concerns lead to the position that the plaintiff in a section 15 
case need not show the unacceptability of the classifications as part of 
his or her prima facie case. In fact, I have earlier argued against the idea 
that there must be a showing of adverse impact. 

What are the elements of the prima facie case? In some kinds of cases, 
such as those involving corporations, or foetuses, the threshold issue of 
whether section 15 even applies will have to be addressed. In all cases, 
the party complaining of the violation must show that a distinction exists. 
In some cases, this will be fairly plain, because the difference in treat-
ment of two groups will appear on the face of the legislation. However, 
this exercise is not always simple, for two reasons. It is sometimes dif-
ficult to draw the categories of comparison in a way that will show the 
court the difference causing the complaint. In Bliss, for example, the 
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Supreme Court approves at pp. 190-91 the statement of Mr. Justice Pratte 
in the Federal Court of Appeal that "If section 46 treats unemployed preg-
nant women differently from other unemployed persons, be they male or 
female, it is, it seems to me, because they are pregnant and not because 
they are women." This statement not only ignores the obvious fact that 
only women as a class are liable to get pregnant, so that all distinctions 
against pregnant people will fall on women, but also fails to recognize 
that pregnancy itself could have been looked at as a non-enumerated 
ground of discrimination. The second problem with demonstrating the 
distinction will be in those cases where the difference is in the impact of 
an apparently neutral provision. Often it will be necessary to marshall con-
siderable factual evidence to show that a difference does actually exist. 

In the case of non-enumerated grounds, it will be necessary to show 
that there is at least some prima facie reason for taking the ground 
seriously, although much of the discussion of whether the ground is deserv-
ing of protection may fall under the rubric of whether the limit is a 
"reasonable" one. 

Lastly, the prima facie case would include a showing of how or why 
the distinction complained of offends a particular guarantee. Why, for 
example, is the statutory item which is withheld or improperly extended 
to be regarded as a "benefit of the law" or the "protection of the law"? 

One can see that even omitting the elements of "adverse impact" and 
acceptability of the distinction, the applicant for relief under section 15 
will not face a mere formality in establishing his or her prima facie case. 

One might ask, then, what the implications are of dealing with ques-
tions of the acceptability of limits on equality within section 1 instead of 
section 15. First, requiring that a prima facie case of denial of equality 
be established under section 15 in the manner outlined above, and pro-
ceeding then to assess under section 1 whether the limit on equality is a 
reasonable and demonstrably justifiable one, means that cases arising 
under section 15 would be treated in the same way as cases arising under 
the other sections of the Charter. As there is no explicit indication in the 
Charter that section 15 should be approached differently from other sec-
tions, this consistency of approach is both reasonable and desirable. 

Second, performing the analysis of the acceptability of a limit on equality 
within section 1 rather than section 15 means that the standards chosen 
by the Charter's framers to guide judicial discretion will have a bearing 
on the analysis. Section 15 contains no such explicit standards: there is 
some possibility that a type of American three-tiered or even strict-scrutiny 
analysis might be grafted onto section 15 because of the presence in the 
section of the words "equal protection." In my view, it is desirable to 
use the clear and articulated standards of section 1, which have behind 
them a substantial Canadian consensus, rather than venture into the 
uncharted area of judicial discretion by way of section 15. Again, con-
sistency is also a concern; it is not unlikely that judges trying to work out 
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a "justification" analysis within the ambit of section 15 might develop 
and use different standards from the ones in section 1 and jurisprudence 
relating to it. There are no clear reasons for preferring unguided judicial 
experimentation to development within articulated guidelines. 

Third, one should bear in mind that section 15 will be guiding legislators 
as well as courts, and its role in the legislative process adds another dimen-
sion to the argument that section 1 should be applied when determining 
whether a limit on equality is acceptable. Section 1 is very accessible, being 
part of the text of the Charter; it will simply be easier for legislators to 
know what is expected of them if section 1 is the touchstone, rather than 
a body of jurisprudence developed under section 15. Legislators will of 
course have to resort to the jurisprudence under section 1 to determine 
the full extent of the checks on their activities, but it is likely that they 
will readily become reasonably familiar with the evolving standards under 
section 1, because those standards apply to all sections of the Charter. 

The argument in favour of using section 15 alone as the measuring stick 
for acceptability of limits on equality depends on whether one accepts 
Mr. Justice Ewaschuk's concept that there are some sections of the Charter 
that are self-contained, or self-limiting. With regard to such sections, no 
resort to section 1 is necessary because the whole analysis can be done 
within the ambit of that particular section. Mr. Justice Ewaschuk advanced 
this theory of a self-limiting section in connection with the guarantee 
against "cruel and unusual treatment or punishment" in section 12 of the 
Charter.8  The Royal Commission on Equality in Employment states that 
"section 15 contains its own reasonable limits,"9  but there is no discus-
sion about why this is so, or what the limits are. 

There do not seem to be any reasonable arguments for letting section 
15 be free-standing in this way. Although Mr. Justice Ewaschuk's con-
cept may have some appeal where the section itself contains words signi-
fying degree or otherwise indicating social value, like "cruel" or 
"unusual," it must be remarked that the words in section 15 are clearly 
not of this type. To let the term "discrimination" govern the interpreta-
tion of section 15 would be to encourage courts to regard the section as 
a form of non-discrimination legislation. This orientation was specifically 
rejected when a new title was given to the section during the legislative 
process. Basing jurisprudence on the phrase "equal protection" with its 
echoes of jurisprudence in the United States may have similar drawbacks, 
as I have outlined above. 

So far I have considered the implications of using section 15 by itself 
as a measure of the acceptability of a limit on equality. As discussed above, 
using sections 15 and 1 cumulatively also has its drawbacks. If it is found 
necessary for the plaintiff to demonstrate that the limit on equality is 
unreasonable within section 15 in order to make out a prima facie case 
of violation of the section, proceeding afterwards to section 1 for a further 
analysis of reasonableness and justifiability, then the plaintiff in a sec- 
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tion 15 case in fact faces a hurdle that the plaintiff in any other type of 
case does not. 

If the administration of the Charter is to be even-handed and reasonably 
predictable, then in my view, for the reasons outlined above, it would be 
most desirable to require that any analysis of the reasonableness or 
justifiability of a limit on equality be done within the framework of sec-
tion 1 of the Charter. 

Indirect Inequalities 
Reference was made above to the problem of establishing a prima facie 
case of inequality when the statute or regulation is neutral on its face, 
and the inequality arises because the statute has a differential impact on 
members of different groups. 

This concept of "impact discrimination" is familiar in the human rights 
field; in some jurisdictions, like Ontario, it is embodied in legislation. One 
of the major issues with respect to impact discrimination in the human 
rights field, where the conduct of "private" parties is under scrutiny, is 
whether an intent to discriminate must be present before the differential 
impact can be found wrongful. Two cases raising this issue are scheduled 
to be heard in the Supreme Court of Canada: Re CNR and Canadian 
Human Rights Commission (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 312, arising under 
the Canadian Human Rights Act, and Re Ontario Human Rights Com-
mission and Simpsons-Sears (1982), 38 O.R. (2d) 423, which deals with 
a provision of the Ontario Human Rights Code. Both involve allegations 
that apparently neutral employment requirements, Saturday work in 
Simpsons and a hardhat rule in CNR, actually contravene the provisions 
respecting discrimination on the ground of religion because in both cases 
the employee's religious beliefs precluded compliance with the rule. In both 
cases, an appeal is before the Supreme Court on the issue of whether the 
Court of Appeal (of Ontario in Simpsons and the F.C.A. in C.N.R.) was 
correct to hold that intent to discriminate is a requisite element. 

If the Supreme Court of Canada holds that intent is a necessary element 
in establishing wrongful discrimination under a human rights statute, then 
allegations of impact discrimination will be much harder to prove. In 
almost every case, the alleged discriminator can quite honestly deny a 
discriminatory intent. The question also arises as to whether a require-
ment of intent would carry over to analysis of impact inequality in the 
Charter context. 

This issue was addressed by the United States Supreme Court in Per-
sonnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney, 99 S. Ct. 2282 (1979), 
involving a challenge under the Fourteenth Amendment to a veteran's 
preference for employment in the Massachusetts civil service. The woman 
employee challenging the preference was able to show that it operates over-
whelmingly to the advantage of males. 
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In reviewing the decisions of the Court in the area of unequal impact, 
Mr. Justice Stewart points out at pp. 2292-93 that the state must show 
an "extraordinary justification" to support a classification based on race, 
and that this rule applies to a classification "that is ostensibly neutral but 
is an obvious pretext for racial discrimination." However, ". . . even if 
a neutral law has a disproportionately adverse effect upon a racial minority, 
it is unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause only if that impact 
can be traced to a discriminatory purpose." This interest in purpose stems 
from the principle that "the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees equal 
laws, not equal results." 

The Court conducts a two-stage inquiry when a statute gender-neutral 
on its face is challenged on the ground that its effects on women are 
disproportionately adverse. First, it tries to discover whether the statute 
is indeed neutral; as in the case of race, the supposedly neutral term may 
simply be a pretext for a gender-based classification. If the statute is not 
based upon gender, then the second question is whether the adverse effect 
reflects invidious gender-based discrimination. 

Mere effect, then, is not enough to invalidate a statute that appears 
neutral on its face. Only where the neutral classification is an "obvious 
pretext" for a prohibited classification, or where the purpose of the statute 
is discriminatory, does the constitution bite. 

There have been few decisions in Canadian courts which indicate how 
the issue might be dealt with under the Charter. In R. v. Hayden (1983), 
8 C.C.C. (3d) 33, the Manitoba Court of Appeal considered the validity 
under paragraph 1(b) of the Bill of Rights of paragraph 97(b) of the Indian 
Act, creating the offence of being intoxicated on a reserve. Hall J. A. states 
at p. 36 that the mere fact that paragraph 97(b) applies to every person 
does not save it, "for it is obvious that the predominant group on the 
reservation are Indian people whereas off the reservation the predomi-
nant people are of non-native origin." He observes at p. 37 that " . . 
place becomes race in terms of where one may not be found intoxicated." 
In R. v. Weyallon (1983), 47 A.R. 360 (N.W.T. S.Ct.), a Dene Indian 
was convicted of violent rape and accordingly faced a mandatory pro-
hibition against carrying a firearm for five years pursuant to subsection 
98(1) of the Criminal Code. Mr. Justice Marshall held that imposition 
of the mandatory prohibition would be cruel and unusual punishment for-
bidden by section 12 of the Charter. Weyallon, a hunter and trapper, knew 
no other skills by which to earn his livelihood, and his crime had not 
involved a firearm. The judge at p. 362 held that subsection 98(1) "bestows 
a far greater blow than it would in the case of another — one who does 
not depend on hunting for his livelihood — clearly those for whom the 
section was enacted." 

In neither Hayden nor Weyallon did the Court consider the purpose 
or motive of the provision as discriminatory or invidious. Effect was the 
primary consideration in each case. 
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On the other hand, however, consider the position taken in Morgentaler 
v. the Queen (1975), 20 C.C.C. (2d) 449 (S.C.C.). It was argued that sec-
tion 251 of the Criminal Code involved a denial of equality before the 
law because differences in geographical location and economic resources 
meant that not all Canadian women had access to therapeutic abortion 
committees. Chief Justice Laskin at pp. 463-64 states of this argument: 

It would mean too that the Court would have to come to some conclusion 
on what distribution would satisfy equality before the law, and that the Court 
would have to decide how large or small an area must be within in which 
an acceptable distribution of physicians and hospitals must be found. This 
is a reach for equality by judicially unmanageable standards, and is posited 
on the theory that the Court should either give directions for the achieve-
ment of relative equality of access to therapeutic abortion committees and 
approved hospitals to overcome an alleged legislative shortcoming, or should 
strike down not only s-ss. (4) and (5) of section 251 (which would leave an 
unqualified prohibition of abortion) but the whole section as being inseverable. 

I do not regard s. 1(b) of the Canadian Bill of Rights as charging the Courts 
with supervising the administrative efficiency of legislation or with evaluating 
the regional or national organization of its administration, in the absence 
of any touchstone in the legislation itself which would indicate a violation 
s. 1(b) including the specified prohibitions of discrimination by reason of 
race, national origin, colour, religion or sex. . . . 

This decision is referred to in R. v. Morgentaler et al. (1984), 40 O.R. 
(2d) 353, a decision of Associate Chief Justice Parker of the High Court 
of Ontario in which he deals with numerous Charter challenges to section 
251. The Associate Chief Justice states at p. 392 that evidence of unequal 
application of the law would not be admissible because the Court must 
look only at the face of the legislation to determine whether there is an 
inequality. One questions whether this rationale can really be squared with 
the holding in Bedard and Lovell that equality before the law means 
equality in the administration of the law. 

None of these decisions involves application of section 15. There is 
nothing in section 15 which would require the motive or purpose to be 
wrongful before a finding of infringement could be made. Obviously, if 
it were possible to discern a wrongful motive, or use of a neutral ground 
as a pretext, then the state would have a harder time justifying the 
distinction. 

Affirmative Action 
Subsection 15(2) of the Charter provides that: 

Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as 
its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or 
groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or 
ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability. 
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This subsection was designed to provide an extra safeguard against the 
possibility that subsection 15(1) on its own might invalidate programs 
meant to redress historic imbalances in education or employment affect-
ing some groups by using special measures in recruitment, training, and 
so on. It was feared that such programs, included or sanctioned in law, 
would constitute a denial of the "equal benefit" of the law or the "equal 
protection" of the law in respect of those not favoured by them. 

In hindsight, one can question this assumption. Even where a prima 
facie case of denial of equality is made out, it might be relatively painless 
for the party relying on the program to show it to be a "reasonable limit" 
and "demonstrably justifiable in a free and democratic society." For 
example, consider the decision of the Supreme Court in Re Athabasca 
Tribal Council and Amoco Petroleum Co. Ltd. et al. (1981), 124 D.L.R. 
(3d) 1, dealing with an affirmative action plan which the Tribal Council 
sought to have made a condition of approval of a tar sands project. When 
the matter reached the Supreme Court, four of the nine justices hearing 
the appeal dealt with the issue of whether the plan would contravene clause 
6(1)(b) of the Alberta Individual's Rights Protection Act, forbidding 
discrimination in employment. Speaking for the four, Mr. Justice Ritchie 
states at p. 10: 

In the present case what is involved is a proposal designed to improve the 
lot of the native peoples with a view to enabling them to compete as nearly 
as possible on equal terms with other members of the community who are 
seeking employment in the tar sands plant. With all respect, I can see no 
reason why the measures proposed by the "affirmative action" programmes 
proposed for the betterment of the lot of the native peoples in the area in 
question should be construed as "discriminating against" other inhabitants. 
The purpose of the plan as I understand it is not to displace non-Indians 
from their employment, but rather to advance the lot of the Indians so that 
they may be in a competitive position to obtain employment without regard 
to the handicaps which their race has inherited. 

Had the challenge to the plan come under section 15, this sort of rationale 
would arguably have provided demonstrable justification for the proposal. 

Even so, subsection 15(2) cannot be regarded as mere surplus. It has 
two possible functions. On the one hand, it may make it difficult for some-
one to establish even a prima facie case of infringement of the equality 
rights in subsection 15(1). This is because it might be argued that there 
is no reachable denial of equal benefit or equal protection where the 
allegedly offending program falls within the description in subsection 15(2). 
Thus, one would not even proceed to a section 1 justification analysis. 
Alternatively, one could suggest that once a prima facie case of violation 
of subsection 15(1) has been made out, subsection 15(2) is a major factor 
to be considered in deciding whether the deviation from equality is 
reasonable and demonstrably justifiable. 
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What is the impact of section 28 on the status of affirmative action plans 
under section 15? Does section 28 mean that one is precluded from apply-
ing section 1 to assess whether an affirmative action plan is a "limit" on 
equality demonstrably justifiable in a free and democratic society? This 
question arises because section 28 declares it is operative "notwithstand-
ing anything in this Charter." The question is important because affirm-
ative action programs could under one mode of analysis constitute a prima 
facie denial of equality. If this denial cannot be justified in a section 1 
analysis, then perhaps it cannot be justified at all. Alternatively, judges 
barred from using the standard in section 1 may turn to judge-made stan-
dards, and such a development could have unpredictable and possibly 
unfortunate results. 

This puzzle requires us to enquire about the equality rights referred to 
in the Charter which are guaranteed equally to men and women. Are they 
the rights described in the sections of the Charter prior to the establish-
ment of any valid limitations on them under section 1? Or are they what 
Whyte calls the "net rights,"I° derived once the permissible limitations 
under section 1 have been factored in? If the latter, then men and women 
are equally entitled to equality rights that recognize the validity of affirm-
ative action plans in favour of the other sex where these can be justified 
under section 1. If the former, then men and women are equally entitled 
to the package of section 15 rights, including the possibility that their com-
plaints about affirmative action plans favouring the other sex might be 
stopped at the first (prima facie) level of analysis by the application of 
subsection 15(2). In neither case will section 28 preclude the validation 
of affirmative action plans for women. 

The Obligation to Act 
Often groups will seek to use the guarantees of section 15 of the Charter 
to address, not inequality embedded in law, but rather factual inequalities. 
Their complaint is the lack of legislation to remedy a factual inequality. 
Can the Charter be used to require legislative or other action? 

In the Operation Dismantle case, Mr. Justice Pratte observes at p. 368 
that ". . . the Charter does not impose on the legislatures and govern-
ments in Canada any duty to take positive steps to protect fundamental 
rights and freedoms; it merely prevents the various legislatures and govern-
mental authorities from adopting legislation or making decisions which 
would infringe or deny those rights and freedoms." 

To the same effect are the observations of Mr. Justice Pennell of the 
Ontario High Court in Baxter v. Baxter (1983), 36 R.F.L. (2d) 186. At 
p. 189 he observes, ". . . the Charter is written in terms of what the state 
cannot do to the individual, not in terms of what the individual can exact 
from the state." 
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I could not find other observations by courts on this issue. It is con-
ceivable, of course, that a judge might consider it within his or her power 
to order legislation as remedial action in a successful application under 
section 24, but such actions depend in the first instance on there having 
been a violation of a Charter right, presumably because of some short-
coming of existing legislation. 

It is in this area of "positive" use of the Charter that the difference 
between its legislative and judicial applications becomes very significant. 

There are two possible ways for the state to respond to the fact that, 
given present trends in judicial interpretation, a citizen could not force 
the state through court proceedings to pass legislation aimed at factual 
inequalities. One possible response is to take refuge in this inability on 
the part of the citizen, in effect adopting the approach that the state will 
do only what it is compelled to do. Absent compulsion, it will not act. 
The other approach is to take its cue from the spirit of the Charter, regard-
ing it as an expression of significant majority will toward the achievement 
of equality objectives. 

Adopting the latter approach will inevitably lead governments to take 
a large and remedial view toward their legislative and policy-making 
responsibilities. Such a view is, in my estimation, the more desirable one 
for governments. 

The Relationship of Section 15 and Equality Goals 
If one exhorts government institutions to behave in accordance with the 
spirit of the equality guarantees of the Charter, admittedly one must offer 
some idea of what that spirit is. 

The question is a difficult one, for the meaning of equality is best 
explored in particular contexts, rather than in the abstract. Moreover, there 
is a wealth of theoretical work on the meaning of equality, and different 
groups aspiring to equality advocate different theories. 

At this point, given the complexity of the subject, one can offer only 
a sketch of what might be considered to be the equality goal, or goals. 
To the extent that section 15 is seen as an instrument for achieving these 
goals, the goals in turn will colour one's interpretation of the section. 

Professor Jill Vickers has developed a most insightful analysis of the 
types of equality goals that figure in the contemporary debate." While 
pointing out that in recent Canadian history the question of who ought 
to enjoy equality, however defined, has proven more significant than the 
question of what ought to be equalized,I2  she identifies what she calls two 
major perspectives on what should be equalized. Drawing on the theoretical 
work of William Ryan, she describes the "fair play" and "fair share" 
perspectives. "Fair play," according to this analysis, "stresses the racelike 
quality of human life and the importance of the 'rules of the game' being 
fair." 13  "Fair share," on the other hand, is based on ". . . the principle 
that all members of the society obtain a reasonable portion of the goods 
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society produces."14  Vickers points out that the dichotomy in Canada 
between these two views may not be so great as would first seem (or as 
exists in the United States), since most advocates of the fair play position 
"hold something more than a narrow view of what fair play involves," 15  
allowing them to endorse "the pursuit of policies such as medicare to make 
real, rather than theoretical, a fair 'race' among competitors. . . "16  

Somewhat parallel to the "fair play, fair share" debate is what Vickers 
describes as the "equal opportunity" and "equality of condition" debate. 
She describes equality of opportunity as involving the pursuit of paths 
of action and policies aimed at equality of opportunity for people who 
will choose to join the competition. Legislation directed against discrimina-
tion in hiring is one such policy. Equality of condition goals, however, 
involve pursuing policies that move toward greater equality of condition 
for all regardless of their inclination, opportunity, or ability to compete. 
Such measures include pensions, subsidized housing, and so on." 

One might reformulate this debate as "equality of treatment v. equality 
of results." Both the "fair play" and "equality of opportunity" 
approaches seem to involve demands that treatment of various groups —
established or aspiring — be equal. On the other hand, those who seek 
a "fair share" or "equality of condition," involving redistribution of 
available societal goods, are actually calling for "equality of result." The 
former pair, "fair play" and "equality opportunity," can be viewed as 
more individualistic; the orientation of the "fair share" and "equality 
of condition" pair is more toward collective rights. 

Added to the tension between these two very broadly defined sets of 
equality goals is a tension about the best means for achieving them. For 
example, is "equal treatment" likely to be an effective way of securing 
any of the equality goals? The Charter of Rights Educational Fund statute 
audit project refers to this sort of equal treatment as "absolute equality." 
By this type of analysis, it is forbidden to take into account the differences 
between one group and another in drawing legislation.I8  Again, Vickers' 
insights are useful: 

The achievement of more equality for the aspirant groups, however, may 
require treatment which is different from the "norm" to achieve actual 
equality results. Clearly, treating women or the handicapped the same as men 
or non-handicapped is unlikely to achieve equal results or even genuine fair 
play or truly equal opportunity.19  

At the opposite pole from the "absolute equality" approach is the request 
that differences should be taken into account in framing legislation. The 
readily recognizable danger involved in this approach is, however, that 
so-called differences in capacity, characteristics, and inclinations have long 
been used as the basis for attempts to exclude members of minority groups 
from participation in the full range of social and political roles. 
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How can these various approaches, even in this oversimplified form, 
be reconciled within the framework of the Charter's equality guarantees? 
It seems as if the framers of section 15 have actually, whether accidentally 
or by design, attempted to accommodate all these various ideas within 
section 15 and section 1. 

Clearly the language of section 15, with its frequent repetitions of 
"equality," seems to suggest a preference for the "equality of treatment" 
approach, particularly when one remembers that many of the dictionary 
meanings of "equal" have the connotation of "identical" or "alike."20  
However, section 1 permits departures from the sameness standard where 
those departures are "reasonable" and "demonstrably justifiable." 
Legislation reflecting factual differences in target groups may well sur-
vive a section 1 analysis; however, the party seeking to uphold the dif-
ference in legislative treatment will have to justify it by resort to more 
than the mere stereotypes that historically have been offered to justify 
distinctions in law. 

Section 15 has a decidedly individualistic cast to it; the equality 
guarantees are extended to "every individual." Such an orientation does 
indeed suggest that the "fair play" and "equal opportunity" approaches, 
with their individualistic orientation, will dominate the section. In fact, 
the procedural guarantee of equality "before the law" is quite indi-
vidualistic. 

What of the broader and more redistributive goals? Can it be said that 
section 15 recognizes, requires, or promotes them? In my view, there is 
some recognition of these goals in section 15, and also an acknowledg-
ment that legislatures will be dealing with them. The guarantee of "the 
equal benefit of the law" in particular seems to contemplate a role for 
the Charter in mediating the conflicting claims on social resources if such 
resources are being distributed under a legislative program. Subsection 
15(2) should also be mentioned in this context. The subsection provides 
a sort of constitutionally protected enclave within which the state may 
develop or approve programs to promote actively the redressing of historic 
imbalances in society. 

There are many potential interpretation problems in section 15. 
However, one can say with some confidence that, coupled with section 
1, it is a flexible instrument for fostering achievement of varied equality 
goals. In assessing its own performance in the equality field, the govern-
ment need not feel that the more far-reaching redistributive equality goals 
are ruled out by the commands of section 15. 

Impact of the Equality Guarantees 

Mobility 

Some of the implications of the Demaere decision are discussed above. 
That case dealt with the provisions of section 13 of the Public Service 
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Employment Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. P-32, to the effect that before conduct-
ing a competition the Public Service Commission shall determine the area 
in which applicants must reside to be eligible for appointment. The Federal 
Court of Appeal held that the Commission could draw these boundaries 
to exclude civil servants employed in one part of a province from apply-
ing for a position available in another part. 

I find this decision far from satisfactory. Presumably section 6 of the 
Charter would prohibit the Commission from drawing lines along pro-
vincial boundaries, and the overall result may well be that persons in other 
provinces cannot be excluded from positions without a "demonstrably 
justifiable" reason, but that persons in other parts of the same province 
can. It would be preferable in my view to apply the basic guarantee of 
subsection 6(2) and the justification process mandated by section 1 to the 
process of drawing boundaries for job competitions. Where there is a con-
stitutionally "good" reason for the boundary, it would survive. In 
Demaere, the Commission might have required applicants from the same 
region because it was thought that they would be familiar with air traffic 
patterns there and thus be safer than employees from other regions. This 
type of rationale should have been advanced. 

If Demaere is taken at its face value, it may well be that the Commis-
sion's activities in drawing boundaries for competitions will go unchang-
ed. However, in view of the criticisms that can be made of the decision, 
it would be useful to review the Commission's thinking on this process 
and introduce into it a review for Charter compliance. 

Language 

Mentioned above are the two possible impacts that I consider useful in 
this very brief review. First, coordination between the Official Languages 
Act legislation and administration on the one hand, and the Charter 
guarantees on the other, is necessary to ensure that the Official Languages 
Act is not offensive to the Charter for such reasons as under-inclusiveness. 
There is a real possibility that the government could face actions for 
damages under section 24 for failure to provide services. 

Second, the constitutional guarantees of access to government services 
in both official languages may be balanced against the individual rights 
of civil servants unable to operate in a bilingual environment. Now that 
the language guarantees have constitutional status, instead of only a 
statutory form, they presumably will carry more weight when decisions 
about hiring, transfer, promotion, or training are made. 
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Equality Rights 

EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW: 
CROWN LIABILITY AND OTHER ISSUES 

The "equality before the law" guarantee of section 15 may raise impor-
tant issues concerning Crown privilege. The Crown's position is often dif- 
ferent from, and more favourable to, that of the ordinary litigant, and 
an ordinary litigant suing the Crown is often at a greater disadvantage 
than he or she would be in an action against another private individual. 
For example, in the Crown Liability Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-38, as amended 
by R.S.C. 1970, (2nd supp.), s. 65, (Item 11); S.C. 1973-74, c. 50, s. 4; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 93, s. 97, S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 47, s. 11, there is 
a provision imposing a seven-day limitation period in suits against the 
Crown for damages in tort or for breach of duty attaching to the owner- 
ship, occupation, possession, or control of property. Notice in writing of 
the injury must be served, with a copy to the Deputy Attorney General 
of Canada, within seven days of the injury. Failure to give notice is not 
a bar to the action in the case of death, but in all other cases it is a bar 
that can only be raised with leave of the Court. In section 12 of the Act 
there is a provision for special notice periods where default judgment is 
sought against the Crown. These provisions and others like them will be 
defended on ground that the legislation confers a right of action where 
none existed at common law, and Parliament is entitled to hedge this right 
with appropriate limitations. 

In Mulligen v. Saskatchewan Housing Corp. Ltd. (1983) 2 C.R.D. 
252.100-02, Dielschneider, J. of the Saskatchewan Court of Queen's Bench 
refused to apply the provincial Proceedings Against the Crown Act to 
prevent an injunction application by a Corporation employee trying to 
stop his transfer to another city which he alleged was being arranged 
because of a position he took at a Regina city council meeting. The court 
took the view that Crown immunity would run counter to the right of 
free speech enshrined in section 2 of the Charter. 

Under section 24 of the Charter, it may well be open to a court to relieve 
against a provision of the Crown Liability Act in a proper case. 

Another area where the question of equality before the law arises is with 
regard to diplomatic immunity, which is conferred on a number of repre- 
sentatives of foreign governments or international organizations in Canada 
pursuant to international and reciprocal arrangements. A person charged 
with a criminal offence arising out of conduct in which he was engaged 
with someone with diplomatic immunity could well complain of a denial 
of equality before the law when his diplomatic accomplice is not charged. 
A similar situation would be that of a civil litigant denied a full right to 
sue for a tort or breach of contract because the potential defendant is pro-
tected by diplomatic immunity. 
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The likelihood is that the special position of foreign diplomats in Canada 
would be regarded as a reasonable limit imposed by law in a free and 
democratic society, because of the Canadian interests served by reciprocity 
in these arrangements, and their long tradition and usefulness in smoothing 
the course of international relations. 

A third instance of the possible application of the equality before the 
law guarantee is in the area of the separate administration of military 
justice and the internal discipline of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
Although it may well be possible to argue for the application of the legal 
rights guarantees of the Charter to these proceedings, it might, in the face 
of the decision in MacKay v. The Queen, be more difficult to dislodge 
the entire separate system. Nonetheless, the rationales for having a separate 
structure may not justify, within the structure, the denial of certain basic 
procedural rights guaranteed by the Charter. 

EQUALITY AND PARLIAMENT 

Two main avenues of inquiry exist here. First is the question of whether 
the equality guarantees will affect what Parliament does, and the second 
will be whether the equality guarantees affect the nature of Parliament. 

With regard to the former, it is clear and central to the scheme of the 
Charter that the legislative activities of Parliament are covered by it. The 
impact of sections 15 and 52 is to establish that the Charter reaches the 
substance of law. When Parliament delegates its authority to subordinate 
bodies, the application of the Charter will go down the "chain" of 
delegated authority. I have discussed above how far down the chain of 
delegated authority the reach of the Charter can be expected to go. It is 
also possible that the "equality before the law" guarantees and the legal 
rights guarantees may have some impact on Parliament's procedure for 
dealing with "offences" by its own members. 

With respect to the impact of the Charter on the nature of Parliament, 
let me raise the question of the separate employment status of employees 
of Parliament and the divergence in benefits and employment safeguards 
between these employees and those in the public service. I will not docu-
ment each instance here, but it seems that there is at least a good prima 
facie case that the employees of Parliament are denied the "equal protec-
tion" and "equal benefit" of the statutory rules protecting employees in 
the regular public service. The existence of a broad category of non-
enumerated grounds in section 15 gives these employees an entree into 
the equality guarantees. 

IMPACT ON THE EXECUTIVE 

Here let me deal with the Governor General, Governor in Council, prime 
minister, and cabinet. The cabinet, or a minister, or a group of ministers 
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in the case of Treasury Board have wide regulation-making powers 
delegated from Parliament in the exercise of which they would in most, 
if not all, cases be subject to control by the Charter. 

In the making of orders-in-council, or other statutory instruments which 
are not made pursuant to delegated parliamentary power but pursuant 
to their residual executive or Crown power, they would, as current indi-
cators are showing, also be subject to scrutiny under the Charter. 

Another type of power exercised by this executive government is, of 
course, the appointment power. How this could be made subject to review 
by the Charter is an interesting question. If, as the few available signs 
indicate, there is no obligation to take remedial action for underlying 
factual inequalities, then there would not be much basis for suggesting 
that the executive could be forced, in making appointments, to redress 
racial or gender imbalances in the composition of particular bodies. This 
is not to say, however, that the executive should not have such a policy. 
Indeed, abiding by the spirit of the Charter as disclosed above would 
involve such a policy. If the cabinet did have such a policy, it would seem 
that the language of subsection 15(2) may be broad enough to protect it 
from challenge under subsection 15(1). 

Suppose the executive had a policy of search or consultation which was 
formalized to an extent but not explicitly aimed at achieving a balance 
in appointments, like the current policy of consulting the organized Bar 
about judicial appointments. Could one argue that as long as there was 
no consultation, and that appointment was a "pure" executive act, the 
Charter would not require either consultation or striving for racial balance, 
but that once consultation had begun, the Charter required it be a pro-
cess the "benefit" of which must be extended equally — i.e., to other 
organized groups? This is a somewhat conjectural argument, but it, or 
others like it, may emerge as interested groups seek to penetrate the core 
of government's discretionary decision making by using the Charter. 

Somewhat similar questions arise in connection with the granting powers 
of government, whether exercised by the cabinet, a particular minister, 
or a board or council. In traditional administrative law, granting a privilege 
is a pure "executive" act and not subject to review by any of the preroga-
tive remedies. The grantor is allowed ample leeway to decide whether to 
give at all and to determine the receiver of his or her largesse. 

Many large schemes exist today for the granting of money, whether in 
the form of grants to citizens' groups, artists, or industries. As most, if 
not all, such arrangements have some legislative underpinning in statute, 
regulation, or other statutory instrument, it may well be that they are 
"laws" the benefit of which much be equally extended. One can envision 
situations in which, for example, members of one racial or ethnic group 
protest that a competing group receives more funds pursuant to a multi-
cultural grant program. While it may not be possible for people to use 
the Charter to require that grants be given at all, once the decision is made 
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to give them, the Charter may provide a way of assessing the propriety 
of administration of such a scheme. 

THE PUBLIC SERVICE 

Interestingly, it is in the area of personnel administration where the insti-
tutions of government may face most of the equality challenges under sec- 
tion 15. Reference has already been made to the differentiation between 
the staffs of Parliament and the members of the public service and there 
are many other distinctions in status, rank and benefit which permeate 
the organization of those who work for government. Because section 15 
challenges are not restricted to members of the enumerated groups, there 
may be many challenges by persons on the "wrong" side of some prefer-
ence or exclusion in civil service organization. Obviously, a detailed review 
of massive scope would be necessary to uncover all the possible sources 
of difficulty. However, a few obvious issues can be raised, chosen from 
the Public Service Employment Act. 

Section 11 of the Act provides that appointments in the public service 
"shall be made from within the Public Service except where, in the opinion 
of the Commission, it is not in the best interests of the Public Service to 
do so." The general rule so established is that present public servants have 
a greater right to apply for positions than do members of the public, who 
may in some cases be better qualified. The outsiders are clearly denied 
equal "benefits" of this preference. It may be possible to articulate a 
rationale for having such a blanket rule favouring insiders; however, I 
would suggest that the sweeping nature of the preference may fall afoul 
of these cases that make it clear that the courts will not "read down" a 
limitation on a right found in a statute in an effort to find a version of 
it which will comply with the Charter. The adjustments are for Parliament 
to make. 

There are other instances of preference with regard to public service 
employment which might be said to suffer from the same frailties. In sec-
tion 37, the staffs of ministers, the Leader of the Opposition, and so forth 
are given rights to become appointed to the public service in some cir-
cumstances without going through a competition. Section 16 permits a 
sort of veteran's or veteran's widow preference at the discretion of the 
Public Service Commission. 

Section 39 allows the Public Service Commission to exclude from the 
operation of the Act a position or person or class of positions or persons 
where the Commission decides that it is not practicable nor in the best 
interests of the public service to apply the Act; the approval of the 
Governor in Council is required for the exclusion. One would hope that 
the merits of such exclusions would henceforth be tested under sections 
15 and 1, and that mere administrative convenience or the desire to favour 
or exclude one particular person would be excluded. The same justifica- 
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tion requirement could, in my view, usefully be applied to the provisions 
of paragraph 13(b) of the Act allowing differentiation in closed 
competitions. 

Section 10 of the Public Service Employment Act requires the Com-
mission to choose persons for the public service on the basis of merit, and 
subsection 12(1) permits the Commission to ". . . prescribe selection stan-
dards as to education, knowledge, experience, language, age, residence 
or any other matters that, in the opinion of the Commission, are necessary 
or desirable having regard to the nature of the duties to be per-
formed. . . ." The selection standards on the basis of "residence" may 
be subject to the same scrutiny as those relating to paragraph 13(a) dis-
cussed above: a demonstration should be made of a connection between 
residence and merit. 

OTHER INSTITUTIONS 

The major question for many institutions is not what effect the Charter 
will have, but whether the Charter will have any effect at all. 

As outlined above, there are two separate means by which the Charter 
might reach a particular activity or entity. The first depends on the activity 
or entity being Parliament or an emanation of Parliament, and the second 
depends on it being government or an emanation of government. 

Parliament is, of course, less difficult to identify than "government." 
Exercises of authority delegated by Parliament, whether the recipients are 
subordinate in the classical sense of being a creature of Parliament like 
a board or commission, or are the executive acting pursuant to statute, 
will be caught by section 32. 

The main question in this context is how far down the chain of delega-
tion the Charter descends. Does every entity constituted by or pursuant 
to an act of Parliament have an obligation to behave in accordance with 
the Charter? If so, then every corporation set up under the Canada 
Business Corporations Act would have Charter obligations. 

It is not possible to give a fully dispositive answer to this question. 
However, I have set out some touchstones in the commentary above to 
which I will now return. Those entities exercising delegated authority which 
would be considered judicial or quasi-judicial (and thus amenable to 
judicial review) would be caught; already subject to review in adminis- 
trative law for excess or abuse of power, they are without much strain 
brought within the Charter net. Arguably, those powers (and bodies) also 
subject to the dictates of fairness would be caught by the Charter. These 
bodies, exercising "administrative power" are not only subject to judicial 
review, but also seem to be contemplated by language such as that in sec-
tion 6 and subsection 15(2) of the Charter referring to "law, program, 
or activity." More importantly, it is abundantly clear from the provisions 
of the legal rights section of the Charter that the document is intended 
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to apply to police powers, which are quite straightforwardly "adminis-
trative." 

Other touchstones that may be used to distinguish the entities subject 
to the Charter are useful when we contemplate bodies that are not, apart 
from the Charter, subject to judicial review. In this connection, one must 
look at a number of clues: what is the nature and degree of any formal 
connection between the entity and Parliament or government? How is the 
entity regarded by Parliament or government? Is it included in statutory 
descriptions of "institutions of government" found in, for example, the 
Privacy Act, or are its employees regarded as part of the civil service? 
Is it made a Crown agent? Is it the beneficiary of sovereign immunity? 
Would it be excluded, or would its activity be included because of the test 
of private vs. public function set out in Berardinelli, or because the 
organization, while apparently "private" for many purposes, is used for 
some national purpose or to perform a function or duty on behalf of the 
government of Canada? 

In my view, it is necessary to focus on not only the institution as a whole 
but also the particular power or function at issue to determine the appli-
cation of the Charter. The issue must be considered from as many dif-
ferent perspectives as possible to discover whether the Charter applies. 

Taking now the "government" rubric of section 32, one must observe 
that the Charter itself is not entirely clear in its use of the term, and look-
ing outside the Charter to other statutes may help determine in a particular 
case whether an entity is considered by Parliament to be a part of govern-
ment. It seems reasonably clear that "government" means at least the 
executive government in the sense of Governor in Council, cabinet, prime 
minister or minister, and includes the departments and ministries headed 
by these ministers. Certainly, the management of the public service is also 
covered by this expression. As to whether any particular agency or cor-
poration or board may be included in this rubric (if not in the category 
of Parliament), again the questions to be posed are the same as those 
above. Not only the degree of formal connection, but the nature of the 
function performed, and the other elements of government status that may 
be present should be assessed. 

In a study of this scope, it is difficult to be comprehensive or even par-
ticular about the precise impact of the Charter on the government institu-
tions that would come into this general category. Such specificity is the 
undertaking of the statute audit done by the government as a whole to 
review legislation and practices for compliance with the Charter. 

More or Less Equality? 

Whatever the institution of government, there is one question arising from 
the equality guarantees of the Charter it must confront. It is apparent that 
a major complaint in equality cases is that benefits, or protection, or a 
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certain type of treatment in law is differentially available. A member of 
Group A sees that members of Group B have something and, perceiving 
no material difference between Groups A and B, wants the same thing. 
The most obvious question invariably is whether evenhandedness is 
achieved by removing the advantage from Group B or by also giving it 
to Group A? 

The question is not an idle one. In times of economic restraint and 
diminished interest in social programs, governments may be inclined simply 
to abolish programs when more seek access to them. 

The possibility of this reductionist approach has been recognized in 
Canada's equal pay legislation. Most statutes dealing with equal pay for 
equal work (or work of equivalent or equal value) provide that a disparity 
in pay may not be resolved by reducing the pay of the more highly paid 
individual. This explicit protection is, however, statutory and does not 
extend across the range of possibly contentious situations that will be 
brought to light by section 15. 

Where this dilemma is faced by a court, the course of action is rela-
tively clear. The offending provision may be declared void in accordance 
with section 52. The declaration is a signal to the legislature that action 
on its part is needed. Often, equality problems need the sort of complex 
solution that a legislature can provide. Revisions to the Canadian Citizen- 
ship Act made in 1977 after a court challenge to one provision affected 
by a sex-based inequality show quite well how much better suited than 
a court a legislature may be to achieve a systematic and comprehensive 
eradication of inequality. 

However, the legislature will inevitably face the dilemma of whether 
to increase or withhold availability of a right or benefit in order to achieve 
equality. Some such dilemmas will be posed by judicial decisions; many 
more may arise in the course of the government's own effort to comply 
with the Charter. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that the framers of the Charter did not include 
in it a proviso like that in equal pay legislation, forbidding cut-backs of 
existing benefits in order to achieve equality. Without such a proviso, one 
must rely to a great extent on political will and political pressure to preserve 
and extend existing benefits as a way of achieving equality. One hopes 
that government institutions will take to this task in a manner consistent 
with the spirit of the Charter. 

Conclusion 

The government itself has a significant role to play in determining how 
the equality provisions of the Charter are interpreted. I have argued in 
this paper that the government should adopt a large and liberal interpreta-
tion of the Charter when considering its application to its own institu-
tions and activities, and not take a narrow and technical view. The language 
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of the principal equality guarantee, section 15, is flexible enough to accom-
modate government efforts to redress historic imbalances by formulating 
affirmative action programs and otherwise addressing factual inequalities, 
and governments should take their cue from this flexibility. 

It is likely that the Charter's equality guarantees will require review of 
the government's appointments and granting policies, as well as personnel 
policies in government employment. The latter seem to be replete with 
special categories, preferences, and exclusions which may well not survive 
scrutiny under the Charter. 

Overall, it is hoped that the government will choose not to achieve 
equality by the cynical expedient of removing advantages from those who 
have them, but rather will aim in each case to abide by the spirit as well 
as the letter of the Charter. 

Appendix A 

Privacy Act, as amended, Schedule I 
Privacy Act, S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 111 (Schedule II), Schedule, as 
amended by SOR/83-795; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 165, s. 35; S.C. 
1980-81-82-83, c. 167, Sched. I, Item 19; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 168, s. 72 

Schedule I 
(Section 3) 

Government Institutions 

Departments and Ministries of State 

Department of Agriculture 
Department of Communications 
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
Ministry of State for Economic and Regional Development 
Department of Employment and Immigration 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources 
Department of the Environment 
Department of External Affairs 
Department of Finance 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
Department of Insurance 
Department of Justice 
Department of Labour 
Department of National Defence (including the Canadian Forces) 
Department of National Health and Welfare 
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Department of National Revenue 
Department of Public Works 
Department of Regional Industrial Expansion 
Ministry of State for Science and Technology 
Department of the Secretary of State 
Ministry of State for Social Development 
Department of the Solicitor General 
Department of Supply and Services 
Department of Transport 
Department of Veterans Affairs 

Other Government Institutions 

Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
Agricultural Products Board 
Agricultural Stabilization Board 
Anti-Dumping Tribunal 
Atlantic Development Council 
Atlantic Pilotage Authority 
Bank of Canada 
Bilingual Districts Advisory Board 
Board of Trustees of the Queen Elizabeth II Canadian Fund to Aid in 

Research on the Diseases of Children 
Bureau of Pension Advocates 
Canada Council 
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Canada Employment and Immigration Commission 
Canada Labour Relations Board 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
Canada Post Corporation 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety 
Canadian Commercial Corporation 
Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board 
Canadian Dairy Commission 
Canadian Film Development Corporation 
Canadian Government Specifications Board 
Canadian Grain Commission 
Canadian Human Rights Commission 
Canadian International Development Agency 
Canadian Livestock Feed Board 
Canadian Patents and Development Limited 
Canadian Penitentiary Service 
Canadian Pension Commission 
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission 
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Canadian Saltfish Corporation 
Canadian Transport Commission 
Canadian Unity Information Office 
The Canadian Wheat Board 
Crown Assets Disposal Corporation 
Defence Construction (1951) Limited 
The Director of Soldier Settlement 
The Director, The Veterans' Land Act 
Economic Council of Canada 
Energy Supplies Allocation Board 
Export Development Corporation 
Farm Credit Corporation 
Federal Business Development Bank 
Federal Mortgage Exchange Corporation 
Federal-Provincial Relations Office 
Fisheries Prices Support Board 
The Fisheries Research Board of Canada 
Foreign Investment Review Agency 
Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation 
Grain Transportation Agency Administration 
Great Lakes Pilotage Authority, Ltd. 
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 
Immigration Appeal Board 
International Development Research Centre 
Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Incorporated 
Laurentian Pilotage Authority 
Law Reform Commission of Canada 
Medical Research Council 
Merchant Seamen Compensation Board 
Metric Commission 
National Arts Centre Corporation 
The National Battlefields Commission 
National Capital Commission 
National Design Council 
National Energy Board 
National Farm Products Marketing Council 
National Film Board 
National Harbours Board 
National Library 
National Museums of Canada 
National Parole Board 
National Parole Service 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
Northern Canada Power Commission 
Northern Pipeline Agency 
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Northwest Territories Water Board 
Office of the Auditor General 
Office of the Chief Electoral Officer 
Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages 
Office of the Comptroller General 
Office of the Co-ordinator, Status of Women 
Office of the Correctional Investigator 
Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property 
Pacific Pilotage Authority 
Pension Appeals Board 
Pension Review Board 
Petroleum Compensation Board 
Petroleum Monitoring Agency 
Prairie Farm Assistance Administration 
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration 
Privy Council Office 
Public Archives 
Public Service Commission 
Public Service Staff Relations Board 
Public Works Land Company Limited 
Regional Development Incentives Board 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission 
Royal Canadian Mint 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
Science Council of Canada 
The Seaway International Bridge Corporation, Ltd. 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
Standards Council of Canada 
Statistics Canada 
Statute Revision Commission 
Tariff Board 
Tax Review Board 
Textile and Clothing Board 
Treasury Board Secretariat 
Uranium Canada, Limited 
War Veterans Allowance Board 
Yukon Territory Water Board 
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Appendix B 

Access to Information Act, as amended, 
Schedule I 
Access to Information Act, S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 111, Schedule I, as 
amended by S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 165, s. 34(1); S.C. 1980-81-82-83, 
c. 167, Schedule I, Item 1; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 168, s. 71 

Schedule I 
(Section 3) 
Government Institutions 
Departments and Ministries of State 

Department of Agriculture 
Department of Communications 
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
Ministry of State for Economic and Regional Development 
Department of Employment and Immigration 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources 
Department of the Environment 
Department of External Affairs 
Department of Finance 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
Department of Insurance 
Department of Justice 
Department of Labour 
Department of National Defence 
Department of National Health and Welfare 
Department of National Revenue 
Department of Public Works 
Department of Regional Industrial Expansion 
Ministry of State for Science and Technology 
Department of the Secretary of State 
Ministry of State for Social Development 
Department of the Solicitor General 
Department of Supply and Services 
Department of Transport 
Department of Veterans Affairs 
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Other Government Institutions 

Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
Agricultural Products Board 
Agricultural Stabilization Board 
Anti-Dumping Tribunal 
Atlantic Development Council 
Atlantic Pilotage Authority 
Atomic Energy Control Board 
Bank of Canada 
Bilingual Districts Advisory Board 
Board of Trustees of the Queen Elizabeth II Canadian Fund to Aid in 

Research on the Diseases of Children 
Bureau of Pension Advocates 
Canada Council 
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Canada Employment and Immigration Commission 
Canada Labour Relations Board 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety 
Canadian Commercial Corporation 
Canadian Cultural Property Export Review Board 
Canadian Dairy Commission 
Canadian Film Development Corporation 
Canadian Forces 
Canadian Government Specifications Board 
Canadian Grain Commission 
Canadian Human Rights Commission 
Canadian International Development Agency 
Canadian Livestock Feed Board 
Canadian Penitentiary Service 
Canadian Pension Commission 
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission 
Canadian Saltfish Corporation 
Canadian Transport Commission 
Canadian Unity Information Office 
Crown Assets Disposal Corporation 
Defence Construction (1951) Limited 
The Director of Soldier Settlement 
The Director, The Veterans' Land Act 
Economic Council of Canada 
Energy Supplies Allocation Board 
Farm Credit Corporation 
Federal Business Development Bank 
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Federal Mortgage Exchange Corporation 
Federal-Provincial Relations Office 
Fisheries Prices Support Board 
The Fisheries Research Board of Canada 
Foreign Investment Review Agency 
Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation 
Grain Transportation Agency Administration 
Great Lakes Pilotage Authority, Ltd. 
Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada 
Immigration Appeal Board 
International Development Research Centre 
Laurentian Pilotage Authority 
Law Reform Commission of Canada 
Medical Research Council 
Merchant Seamen Compensation Board 
Metric Commission 
The National Battlefields Commission 
National Capital Commission 
National Design Council 
National Energy Board 
National Farm Products Marketing Council 
National Film Board 
National Harbours Board 
National Library 
National Museums of Canada 
National Parole Board 
National Parole Service 
National Research Council of Canada 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
Northern Canada Power Commission 
Northern Pipeline Agency 
Northwest Territories Water Board 
Office of the Comptroller General 
Office of the Co-ordinator, Status of Women 
Office of the Correctional Investigator 
Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property 
Pacific Pilotage Authority 
Pension Appeals Board 
Pension Review Board 
Petroleum Monitoring Agency 
Prairie Farm Assistance Administration 
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration 
Privy Council Office 
Public Archives 
Public Service Commission 
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Public Service Staff Relations Board 
Public Works Lands Company Limited 
Regional Development Incentives Board 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission 
Royal Canadian Mint 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
Science Council of Canada 
The Seaway International Bridge Corporation, Ltd. 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
Standards Council of Canada 
Statistics Canada 
Statute Revision Commission 
Tariff Board 
Tax Review Board 
Textile and Clothing Board 
Treasury Board Secretariat 
Uranium Canada, Limited 
War Veterans Allowance Board 
Yukon Territory Water Board 

Appendix C 

Schedules to the Financial Administration Act, 
as amended 
Schedules to The Financial Administration Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. F-10, as 
amended by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 33, s. 265 (Item 3); S.C. 1976-77, c. 18, 
s. 1; S.C. 1976-77, c. 34, s. 23; S.C. 1977-78 c. 33, s. 1; S.C. 1978-79, 
c. 4, ss. 4,5; S.C. 1978-79, c. 9, s. 1 "265"(F); S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 40, 
s. 94.1; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 54, s. 56 (Item 8); S.C. 1980-81-82-83, 
c. 123, s. 1,2; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 170, ss. 1-23; S.C. 1984, c. 13 

Schedules as amended by: 

Schedule A 

R.S.C. 1970 (2nd supp.), c. 14, s. 31 (Item 1); S.C. 1978-79, c. 13, s. 34 
(Item 1); S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 54, s. 56 (Item 8); S.C. 1980-81-82-83, 
c. 167, Sched. I, Item 10 

Schedule B 

S.C. 1984, c. 31, s. 13, Schedule I 
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Schedule C 

S.C. 1984, c. 31, s. 13, Schedule I 

Schedule A 
[Departments] 

Department of Agriculture 
Department of Communications 
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources 
Department of the Environment 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Department of External Affairs 
Department of Finance 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
Department of Insurance 
Department of Justice 
Department of Labour 
Department of Manpower and Immigration 
Department of National Defence 
Department of National Health and Welfare 
Department of National Revenue 
Department of Public Works 
Department of Regional Industrial Expansion 
Department of the Secretary of State of Canada 
Department of Supply and Services 
Department of the Solicitor General 
Department of Transport 
Treasury Board 
Department of Veterans Affairs 

Note: Section 2 of the Act defines "department" to include the staffs of 
the Senate, the House of Commons and the Library of Parliament. 

Schedule B 
[Departmental Corporations] 

Agricultural Stabilization Board 
Atomic Energy Control Board 
Canada Employment and Immigration Commission 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety 
Crown Assets Disposal Corporation 
Director of Soldier Settlement 
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The Director, The Veterans' Land Act 
Economic Council of Canada 
Fisheries Prices Support Board 
Medical Research Council 
The National Battlefields Commission 
National Museums of Canada 
National Research Council of Canada 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
Science Council of Canada 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 

Schedule C 
Part I 

Atlantic Pilotage Authority 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Canada Lands Company Limited 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
Canada Post Corporation 
Canadian Arsenals Limited 
Canadian Commercial Corporation 
Canadian Dairy Commission 
Canadian Livestock Feed Board 
Canadian National (West Indies) Steamships, Limited 
Canadian Patents and Development Limited 
Canadian Saltfish Corporation 
Canadian Sports Pool Corporation 
Canagrex 
Cape Breton Development Corporation 
Defence Construction (1951) Limited 
Export Development Corporation 
Farm Credit Corporation 
Federal Business Development Bank 
Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation 
Great Lakes Pilotage Authority, Ltd. 
Harbourfront Corporation 
Laurentian Pilotage Authority 
Loto Canada Inc. 
Mingan Associates, Ltd. 
National Capital Commission 
Northern Canada Power Commission 
Pacific Pilotage Authority 
Pecheries Canada Inc. 
Royal Canadian Mint 
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St. Anthony Fisheries Limited 
St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
Societa a responsibilita limitata Immobiliare San Sebastiano 
Standards Council of Canada 
Uranium Canada Limited 
VIA Rail Canada Inc. 

Schedule C 
Part II 

Air Canada 
Canada Development Investment Corporation 
Canada Ports Corporation 
Canadian National Railway Company 
Montreal Port Corporation 
Northern Transportation Company Limited 
Petro-Canada 
Teleglobe Canada 
Vancouver Post Corporation 

Appendix D 

Public Service Staff Relations Act, as amended, 
Schedule I, Parts I and II 
Public Service Staff Relations Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. P-35, as amended by 
S.C. 1972, c. 18, s. 4; S.C. 1973-74, c. 15, ss. 1-5; S.C. 1973-74, c. 36, 
s. 9; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 67, ss. 1-31 

Schedule I as amended by: 

SOR/70-118; SOR/70-477; SOR/71-349; SOR/71-355; SOR/71-360; 
SOR/71-403; SI/72-78; SI/72-79; SI/72-85; SI/73-18; SI/73-53; 
SOR/73-594; SOR/73-710; S.C. 1973-74, c. 52, s. 8(2); 
SOR/74-129; SOR/74-430; SOR/74-501; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 16, 
s. 2; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 49, s. 18, Schedule Item 3; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 67, s. 32; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 75, 
ss. 10; SOR/75-183; SOR/76-242; S.C. 1976-77, c. 28, 
s. 49(F); S.C. 1976-77, c. 33, s. 67; S.C. 1976-77, c. 34, 
s. 24; SOR/77-618; S.C. 1977-78, c. 20, s. 24; SOR/78-141; 
SOR/78-283; SOR/78-379; SOR/78-627; S.C. 1978-79, c. 17, 
s. 8; SOR/79-294; SOR/79-391; SOR/79-695(F); SOR/80-468; 
SOR/82-112; SOR/82-1100; SOR/83-232; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, 
c. 165, s. 40 
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Schedule I, Part I 

Departments and other portions of the public service of Canada in respect 
of which Her Majesty as represented by the Treasury Board is the employer 

Departments named in Schedule I to the Financial Administration Act 

Agricultural Stabilization Board 
Anti-Inflation Board 
Anti-Inflation Tribunal 
Atlantic Development Board 
Board of Grain Commissioners 
Bureau of Pensions Advocates, Pension Review Board 
Canada Labour Relations Board 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Canadian Dairy Commission 
Canadian Human Rights Commission 
Canadian Intergovernmental Conference Secretariat 
Canadian Livestock Feed Board 
Canadian Penitentiary Service 
Canadian Pension Commission 
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission 
Canadian Transport Commission 
Defence Research Board 
Director of Soldier Settlement 
The Director, The Veterans' Land Act 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
Emergency Measures Organization 
Energy Supplies Allocation Board 
Canadian International Development Agency 
Federal-Provincial Relations Office 
Fisheries Research Board 
Foreign Investment Review Agency 
Government Printing Bureau 
Immigration Appeal Board 
Information Canada 
International Joint Commission (Canadian Section) 
The Law Reform Commission of Canada 
Maritimes Marshland Rehabilitation Administration 
Ministry of State for Economic Development 
Ministry of State for Science and Technology 
Ministry of State for Social Development 
Municipal Development and Loan Board 
National Capital Commission 
National Energy Board 
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National Library 
National Museums of Canada 
National Parole Board 
Northern Pipeline Agency 
Office of the Chief Electoral Officer 
Officer of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs 
Officer of the Commissioner of Official Languages 
Office of the Co-ordinator, Status of Women 
Office of the Governor-General's Secretary 
Offices of the Information and Privacy Commissioners of Canada 
Office of the Representation Commission 
Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcy 
Prairie Farm Assistance Administration 
Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration 
Privy Council Office 
Public Service Commission 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
*Staff of the Exchequer Court 
Staff of the Supreme Court 
Statute Revision Commission 
Tariff Board 
Tax Appeal Board 
Unemployment Insurance Commission 
War Veterans Allowance Board 

* The Schedule of the Federal Court Act R.S.C. 1970 (2nd supp.) c. 10 
did not change this term. 

Schedule I, Part II 

Portions of the Public Service of Canada that are Separate 
Employers: 
Atomic Energy Control Board 
Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
Communications Security Establishment, Department of National Defence 
Economic Council of Canada 
Medical Research Council 
National Film Board 
National Research Council of Canada 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
Northern Canada Power Commission 
Public Service Staff Relations Board 
Science Council of Canada 
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council 
Staff of the Non-Public Funds, Canadian Forces 
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Appendix E 

Public Service Superannuation Act, as amended, 
Schedule A, Parts I and II 

Public Service Superannuation Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. P-36, as amended by 
R.S.C. 1970 (1st supp.), c. 32, s. 1, s. 4; R.S.C. 1970 (2nd supp.), c. 14, 
s. 27; S.C. 1973-74, c. 36, s. 9; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 81, ss. 2-27; 
S.C. 1976-77, c. 28, s. 35; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 64, ss. 2-5; 
S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 100, ss. 39, 40 

Schedule A as amended by: 

SOR/70-367; SOR/70-485; SOR/71-211; SOR/71-212; 
SOR/71-312; SOR/71-372; SI/72-12; SI/72-23; 
SI/72-36; SI/72-41; SI/73-2; SI/73-90; 
SI/74-5; S.C. 1973-74, c. 52, s. 8; SI/74-36; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 16, s. 3; S.C. 1974-75-76; c. 75, 
ss. 10, 16, 29; S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 77, s. 8; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 108, s. 40; SI/75-32; 
SI/75-38; SI/75-63; SI/76-47; SI/76-51; 
SI/76-88; SI/76-156; S.C. 1976-77, c. 33, s. 67; 
SI/77-70; SI/77-188; S.C. 1977-78, c. 20, s. 25; 
S.C. 1977-78, c. 29, s. 23; SI/78-2; SI/78-11; 
SI/78-27; SI/78-48; SI/78-67; SI/78-78; 
S.C. 1978-79, c. 13, s. 15; S.C. 1978-79, c. 17, s. 8; 
SI/79-114; SI/79-116; SI/79-139; SI/80-106; 
SI/81-6; SI/81-7; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 47, 
s. 38; SI/81-38; SI/81-84; SI/82-86; 
S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 112, s. 20; SOR/83-420; 
SI/83-90; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 158, s. 58, Item 5; 
S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 165, s. 41 

Schedule A, Part I 

Boards, Commissions and Corporations 
Forming Part of the Public Service 

Advisory Council on the Status of Women 
Agricultural Stabilization Board 
Atomic Energy Control Board 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
Canada Lands Company (Mirabel) Limited 
Canadian Arsenals Limited 
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Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Canadian Dairy Commission 
Canadian Film Development Corporation 
Canadian Grain Commission 
Canadian Human Rights Commission 
Canadian Livestock Feed Board 
Teleglobe Canada 
Canadian Patents and Development Limited 
Canadian Pension Commission 
Canadian Wheat Board 
Cape Breton Development Corporation 
Commission of Inquiry on Aviation Safety 
Commission Concerning Certain Activities of the Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police 
Commission into Certain Allegations Concerning Commercial Practices 

of the Canadian Dairy Commission 
Commission of Inquiry into Bilingual Air Traffic Services in Quebec 
Commission Relating to Public Complaints, Internal Discipline and 

Grievance Procedure within the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
Crown Assets Disposal Corporation 
Defence Construction (1951) Limited 
Defence Research Board 
Director of Soldier Settlement 
Economic Council of Canada 
Export Development Corporation 
Farm Credit Corporation 
Fisheries and Oceans Research Advisory Council 
Fisheries Prices Support Board 
Fisheries Research Board 
Food Prices Review Board 
Foreign Claims Commission 
Indian Claims Commission 
International Joint Commission 
The Jacques Cartier and Champlain Bridges Inc. 
Loto Canada Inc. 
Medical Research Council 
Municipal Development and Loan Board 
National Battlefields Commission 
National Capital Commission 
National Commission on Inflation 
National Film Board 
National Harbours Board 
National Museums of Canada 
National Research Council of Canada 
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 
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Newfoundland and Labrador Development Corporation 
Northern Canada Power Commission 
Northern Pipeline Agency 
Office of the Correctional Investigator 
Petro-Canada 
Prices and Incomes Commission (established by Order-in-Council 

P.C. 1969-1249 of 19th June, 1969) 
Public Service Commission 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission 
Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism 
Royal Commission on Corporate Concentration 
Royal Commission on Farm Machinery 
Royal Commission on Financial Management and Accountability 
Royal Commission on Newspapers 
Royal Commission on the Status of Women in Canada 
Royal Commission on Terms and Conditions of Foreign Service 
Science Council of Canada 
Tariff Board 
Task Force on Canadian Unity 
Tax Court of Canada 
The Director, Veterans' Land Act 
The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
The Seaway International Bridge Corporation Limited 
Unemployment Insurance Commission 
War Veterans Allowance Board 

Schedule A, Part II 

Portions of the public service of Canada declared for greater certainty 
to be part of the Public Service 

A citizenship judge appointed by the Governor in Council pursuant to 
the Canadian Citizenship Act 

Anti-Inflation Board 
Anti-Inflation Tribunal 
Atlantic Pilotage Authority 
Auditor General of Canada and Office of the Auditor General of Canada 
Bureau of Pensions Advocates, Pension Review Board 
Canadian Transport Commission 
Chief Electoral Officer and Office of the Chief Electoral Officer 
Clerk of the Privy Council and Privy Council Office 
Communications Security Establishment 
Director General of Security and Intelligence 
Employees of the Government of the Northwest Territories (which 

Government is deemed for purposes of section 25 to be a Public 
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Service Corporation) 
Employees of the Government of the Yukon Territory (which Government 

is deemed for purposes of section 25 to be a Public Service Corporation) 
Energy Supplies Allocation Board 
Governor General's Secretary and Office of the Governor General's 

Secretary 
Great Lakes Pilotage Authority 
Immigration Appeal Board 
Laurentian Pilotage Board 
Members of the staff of the Canadian Council of Resources Ministers 
Members of the staff of the Canadian International Grains Institute 
Members of the staff of Government House paid by the Governor General 

from his salary or allowance 
Members of the staff of Heritage Canada 
Members of the staff of the Parliamentary Centre for Foreign Affairs and 

Foreign Trade 
Office of the Administrator under the Anti-Inflation Act 
Office of the Commissioner for Federal Judicial Affairs 
Office of the Commissioner of Penitentiaries 
Office of the Custodian of Enemy Property (which is deemed for purposes 

of section 25 to be a Public Service Corporation) 
Pacific Pilotage Authority 
Petroleum Monitoring Agency 
Postmasters and Assistant Postmasters in Revenue Post Offices 
Public Service Staff Relations Board 
Refugee Status Advisory Committee 
Secretary to the Cabinet for Federal-Provincial Relations and Federal- 

Provincial Relations Office 
Taxation Division, Department of National Revenue 

[Part III Omitted from this Version] 

Appendix F 

Formal Documents Regulations, as amended 
Formal Documents Regulations, C.R.C. 1978, c. 1331, amended 
SOR/82-400 

1. Section 4 provides that Commissions under the Great Seal shall issue 
to persons appointed to the following offices: 

Governor General 
Federal Cabinet Ministers and Members of the Queen's Privy 
Council for Canada not of the Cabinet 
Lieutenant-Governors 
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4. Provincial Administrators 
5. Ambassadors and Officers having the rank of Ambassador who 

are not included in any other category contained in these 
Regulations 

High Commissioners 
Envoys Extraordinary and 
Ministers Plenipotentiary 

6. Federally appointed judges 
7. Commissioners under the Judges Act 
8. Senators 
9. Officers of Parliament: 

Speaker of the Senate 
Clerk of the Senate 
Clerk of the House of Commons 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Parliamentary Librarian 
Associate Parliamentary Librarian 
Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod 

10. Deputy Ministers and Officers having the rank of Deputy Minister 
who are not included in any other category contained in these 
Regulations 

11. Regular members and officers of permanent federal commissions, 
boards and corporations 

12. Regular members of permanent international commissions 
13. Commissioners under the Inquiries Act 
14. Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of the Northwest 

Territories 
15. Commissioner and Administrator of the Yukon Territory 
16. Chief of the Defence Staff 
17. Commissioner and Officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 

upon their first appointment to the rank of an officer 
18. Federally appointed Queen's Counsel 
19. Commissioners to administer oaths (whether oaths of allegiance 

and office, affidavits for use in the Supreme and Exchequer Courts 
or any other oaths or affidavits) 

20. Persons to whom the issuance of a commission under the Great 
Seal is provided for by law and who are not included in any other 
category contained in this section 

Section 5 provides that commissions under the Privy Seal shall issue 
to persons appointed to the following offices: 
Officers of the Canadian Forces 
Deputies of the Governor General 
Deputies of the Administrator 
Offices of the Canadian Forces when there is an Administrator 
Section 6 provides that Commissions under the Seal of the Registrar 
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General shall issue to persons appointed to the following offices: 
Consuls General, Consuls and Vice Consuls 
Temporary or ad hoc members of permanent federal commissions, 
boards and corporations 
Members of temporary federal commissions, boards and 
corporations 
Registrars and Marshals in Admiralty 
Persons in the public service of Canada appointed under an order 
in council who are not included in any other category contained in 
section 4, in section 5 or in this section and to whom the Registrar 
General deems it appropriate that a commission should issue 

Appendix G 

Departments of Government 
Department of Agriculture 	R.S.C. 1970, c. A-10 

Department of Communications 	R.S.C. 1970, c. C-24, as amended 
by S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 54, s. 
56 (Item 5) 

Department of Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs 

Department of Employment 
and Immigration 

Department of Energy, 
Mines and Resources 

Department of the Environment 

R.S.C. 1970, c. C-27 

S.C. 1976-77, c. 54; as amended 
by S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 47, 
s. 13(F) 

R.S.C. 1970, c. E-6; as amended 
by R.S.C. (2nd supp.), c. 14, s. 8; 
S.C. 1978-79, c. 13, s. 34; S.C. 
1980-81-82-83, c. 106, s. 1 

R.S.C. 1970 (2nd supp.), c. 14, ss. 
2-7, s. 30, Sched. 1; S.C. 1977-78, 
c. 41, s. 5(2); S.C. 1978-79, c. 13, 
ss. 13 and 14; SI/78-87 

Department of External Affairs 	S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 167, ss. 
2-14. 

Department of Fisheries 	S.C. 1978-79, c. 13, ss. 2-7 
and Oceans 
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Department of Finance 

Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development 

Department of Insurance 

Department of Justice 

Department of Labour 

Department of National 
Defence 

Department of National 
Health and Welfare 

Financial Administration Act, 
R.S.C. 1970, c. F-10, as amended 
by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 33, s. 265 
(Item 3); 
S.C. 1976-77, c. 18, s. 1; 
S.C. 1976-77, c. 34, s. 23, 
S.C. 1977-78, c. 33, s. 1; 
S.C. 1978-79, c. 4, ss. 4 and 5; 
S.C. 1978-79, c. 9, s. 1 "265"(F); 
S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 40 
s. 94.1; S.C.1980-81-82-83, 
c. 123, ss. 1 and 2; S.C. 
1980-81-82-83, 
c. 170, ss. 1-23 

R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-7; as amended 
by R.S.C. 1970 (2nd. supp.), 
c. 14, s. 31 (Item 3) 

R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-17 

R.S.C. 1970, c. J-2 

R.S.C. 1970, c. L-2; as amended 
by S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 60 

R.S.C. 1970, c. N-4, as amended 
by R.S.C. 1970 (1st supp.), 
c. 44, s. 10 (Item 5); R.S.C. 
1970 (2nd supp.), c. 10, s. 65 
(Item 23); S.C. 1972, c. 13, 
ss. 73 and 73.1; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 36, Sch. 
(DND), vote 1 d; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 66, 
s. 21; S/I 74-27; S.C. 1976-77, 
c. 24, s. 62 and s. 63; 
1980-81-82-83, c. 17, s. 16; S.C. 
1980-81-82-83, c. 125, s. 32 

R.S.C. 1970, c. N-9; as amended 
by R.S.C. 1970 (2nd supp.), c. 14, 
s. 5(g); SOR 370-517; S.C. 
1976-77, c. 28, s. 29 
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Department of National 	R.S.C. 1970, c. N-15 
Revenue 

Department of Public Works 

Department of Regional 
Industrial Expansion 

R.S.C. 1970, c. P-38, as amended 
by S.C. 1976-77, c. 28, s. 36, S.C. 
1977-78, c. 22, s. 21 

R.S.C. 1970, c. I-11, as amended 
by S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 59, s. 1; 
S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 167, ss. 15 
and 16 

Department of the Solicitor 	R.S.C. 1970, c. S-12 
General 

Department of State 	 R.S.C. 1970, c. S-15 

Department of Supply and 	R.S.C. 1970, c. S-18 
Services 

Department of Transport 	R.S.C. 1970, c. T-15 

Department of Veterans Affairs 	R.S.C. 1970, c. V-1; as amended 
by S.C. 1972, c. 12, s. 8 

Appendix H 

Salaries Act, as amended 
Salaries Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. S-2, as amended by R.S.C. 1970 (2nd supp.) 
c. 14, s. 28 and s. 31 (Item 7); S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 44, s. 5; 
S.C. 1974-75-76, c. 56. s. 1; S.C. 1978-79, c. 13, s. 34 (Item 2); 
S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 54, s. 56 (Item 13); S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 77, 
s. 6; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 149, ss. 1 and 2; S.C. 1980-81-82-83, c. 167, 
s. 34, Sch. I, Item 22 

This Act provides for the salaries of the following public officials: 
Lieutenant Governors of the Provinces (s. 3) 
Ministers, members of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada, namely 
(s. 4): 

The member of the Queen's Privy Council holding the recognized 
position of First Minister 
The Minister of Justice and Attorney-General 
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The Minister of National Defence 
The Minister of National Revenue 
The Minister of Finance 
The Minister of Transport 
The Minister of Public Works 
The President of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada 
The Minister of Agriculture 
The Secretary of State of Canada 
The Minister of Labour 
The Secretary of State for External Affairs 
The Minister of National Health and Welfare 
The Minister of Veterans Affairs 
The Associate Minister of National Defence 
The Solicitor General of Canada 
The Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
The Minister of Employment and Immigration 
The Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
The Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources 
The President of the Treasury Board 
The Minister of the Environment 
The Minister of Communications 
The Minister of Supply and Services 
The Leader of the Government in the Senate 
The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans 
The Minister of Regional Industrial Expansion 
The Minister of International Trade 
The Minister for External Relations 

Each Minister of State, being a member of the Queen's Privy Council for 
Canada, who presides over a Ministry of State (s. 5) 
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4 

The Problem of Section 96 
of the Constitution Act, 1867 

GILLES PEPIN 

Introduction 

Section 92(14) of the Constitution Act, 1867 gives the legislatures, within 
their respective provinces, "exclusive" jurisdiction over the "administra-
tion of justice," specifically for organizing "Provincial Courts, both of 
Civil and of Criminal Jurisdiction" and providing for their maintenance. 

Each province now has a system of courts of justice, not necessarily 
identical to each other, but in their essence conforming to the following 
model: lower courts of first instance, often of mixed jurisdiction (civil 
and criminal); a superior court with initial jurisdiction over any action 
not expressly assigned to the lower courts, and specifically empowered 
with a supervisory power over the latter in order to restrain them, where 
necessary, from exceeding the limits of their jurisdiction; a collegial appeal 
court, charged, where required, with correcting decisions of judges of the 
lower courts or the superior court, and with assuring uniformity in the 
various decisions of the many judges of first instance who sit in the dif-
ferent judicial districts of the province'. 

However, the actual text of the Constitution Act, 1867 makes some 
important exceptions to this so-called exclusive power of the provinces 
with regard to judicial organization. These appear in sections 96 to 101 
in a chapter entitled "Judicature." 

Sections 96 to 100 give the federal authorities important responsibilities 
in the organization of the courts of justice created by the legislatures. 
Judges of the main provincial courts, that is "the Superior, District and 
County Courts," are appointed pursuant to section 962  by the Governor 
General of Canada. In fact, this is the decision of the federal Cabinet, 
based on the recommendation of the federal minister of justice, who will 
at the very least have consulted a committee of the Canadian Bar Associa- 
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tion.3  Sections 97 and 98 require the Governor General to appoint judges 
from among the members of the bar in the province concerned. Section 
100 gives Parliament the responsibility for fixing the salaries, pensions 
and allowances of the superior, district and county court judges, and for 
providing the sums necessary for this purpose.4  Section 99, amended in 
1960, and dealing with judges of the superior courts — there is no men-
tion of county or district courts — requires them to retire at the age of 
75 and states that until that time they hold office during good behaviour, 
but that they be removed by the Governor General on the request of the 
Senate and House of Commons.5  

It is already clear from these provisions that the courts established by 
a legislature do not come within the exclusive jurisdiction of the legislature, 
and that their maintenance requires the participation of federal authorities 
(Parliament and the Government). Furthermore, section 96 is one in a 
series of sections of the Constitution that deal with the same kind of con-
cern: the status of judges of the major provincial courts (i.e. their appoint-
ment, removal, allowances and benefits); the Constitution Act, 1867 makes 

no reference to members of the other courts of justice.6  Mr. Justice 
Pigeon's remarks about the provincial superior courts are easy to 
understand: 

While it is usual to refer to these courts as provincial, they are so only in 
a limited sense. Under s. 96 the federal government plays the most impor-
tant role in their establishment: the appointment of the judges and, under 
s. 100, their salaries are fixed and provided by Parliament.?  

The federal authorities also have other powers in matters of judicial 
organization, as can be seen in section 101.8  However, that is not a case 
of responsibilities directly related to the maintenance of provincial courts 
established by the legislatures. 

According to section 101, Parliament has exclusive jurisdiction — and 
this is without restriction — to establish a general court of appeal for all 
of Canada, and to define its composition and powers. Pursuant to this 
section, the Supreme Court of Canada was established in 1875. The source 
of this supreme jurisdiction is therefore a federal statute, not the Cana-
dian Constitution;9  its judges are appointed, paid and may be removed 
from office by the federal authorities alone, and they have what is 
undoubtedly an important right of control over decisions of the provin-
cial courts.10  The provincial legislatures and executives play no role either 
in the composition or the powers of this supreme and federal court which 
ultimately "states the law" ("jus dicere") in force in Canada, be it federal 

or provincial, public or private. 
Section 101 also allows Parliament to establish additional courts, parallel 

to the provincial courts, that are responsible, either exclusively or con- 
currently with the provincial courts, for better enforcement of federal law. 
However, in principle, it is the provincial courts that have the task in the 
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first instance and at the first level of appeal, of settling disputes arising 
from the application of both provincial and federal legislation, subject 
to a final appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada." Mention may be 
made here of the establishment of the Exchequer Court of Canada in 1875 
and its replacement in 1971 by the present Federal Court, with a con-
siderably enlarged jurisdiction. 

The Federal Court is exclusively federal in nature; an act of the Cana-
dian Parliament12  defines the status of its judges (at least partially) as well 
as their jurisdiction, which must be limited to the application of existing 
federal law.13  The judges of the Federal Court are appointed, paid and 
may be removed by the federal authorities.14  According to P.W. Hogg: 

The establishment of the Federal Court, with its broader jurisdiction and 
more elaborate structure (it has a trial division and an appeal division), is 
a step in the direction of the dual court system in the United States, a system 
which leads to multiple litigation and complex jurisdictional disputes.15  

It should be clear that, although the organization of the federal courts 
is within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada, notwith-
standing the "national" role and ultimate position of the Supreme Court 
of Canada, the same cannot be said of the jurisdiction of the legislatures 
with respect to the provincial courts. The latter are organized and main-
tained according to the tenet of cooperative federalism, under provisions 
contained in the Constitution. Hence, judges of the principal courts of 
justice in Canada, be they federal or provincial, are appointed, paid and 
removed by federal authorities (Parliament or the Government) and the 
definition of the responsibilities of the Supreme Court, in federal and pro-
vincial matters, is also the exclusive responsibility of Parliament. 

Aside from the recent dispute raised by the definition of the Federal 
Court's jurisdiction,16  it is section 96 of the Constitution Act, 1867 that 
has been the main source of litigation and political dispute since 1867. 
Yet its wording seems clear enough: the Governor General shall appoint 
the judges of the superior, district and county courts in each province. 
Nevertheless, there are more than 200 reported cases dealing with the sec-
tion. Over the 1975-83 period, the Supreme Court of Canada addressed 
the scope of section 96 on 12 occasions;17  this figure does not include 
decisions dismissing petitions for leave to appeal to the court. 

This plethora of trials (or references) is particularly due to the broad 
interpretation that the judges themselves have given to the text of section 
96. In fact, this section has been construed so as to assure judges of the 
superior, district and county courts of a kind of monopoly in the exercise 
of several important judicial functions in provincial matters, thereby also 
assuring the effectiveness of the Governor General's power of appoint-
ment. Thus, the judges whose task it has been to interpret the Constitu-
tion have given section 96 the following meaning: the Governor General 
appoints the judges of the superior, district and county courts and, notwith- 
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standing section 92(14), the provincial legislatures are not allowed, in pro-
vincial matters, to assign certain judicial functions to anyone other than 
these judges. Consequently, the provinces have been prevented from grant-
ing specific responsibilities either to courts presided over by judges named 
by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, or to institutions other than courts 
of justice: officers of the court, administrative tribunals, ministers, etc. 

An exclusive executive power of appointment (s. 96), presented as an 
exception to an exclusive legislative competence over organization 
(s. 92(14)), has been viewed as a rule restricting the power of the provinces 
to provide for their own judicial and administrative organization and to 
assign among various provincial institutions, as they deem fit, the 
numerous judicial functions relating to subjects within their legislative 
power. Thus, for example, in 1972 the Supreme Court of Canada decided 
that Quebec Provincial Court judges appointed by the Lieutenant Gover-
nor in Council were, in the light of section 96, unable to exercise jurisdic-
tion that they had been given in 1949 by the National Assembly: to quash, 
on grounds of illegality, a regulation enacted by a municipal corpora-
tion.18  In 1959 this same Court also decided that the Ontario Legislature 
did not have the power to delegate certain powers with respect to liens 
to a "master," although these special powers had been granted in 1916, 
and notwithstanding the fact that the statute in question provided that 
at the request of one of the parties the dispute had to be settled by a judge 
of the "High Court."19  

This broad interpretation of the scope of section 96 explains the quantity 
of controversies already referred to, for, rightly or wrongly, a large number 
of such devolutions of powers by the provinces to institutions other than 
the superior, district and county courts have as a result been subject to 
challenge. The line of demarcation between the powers within the "block" 
of jurisdictions that is guaranteed to "section 96 judges" and between 
the other judicial functions has never been precisely drawn. 

There has consequently been a remarkable degree of uncertainty in the 
provincial administration of justice, an uncertainty that compromises the 
usefulness and effectiveness of the provincial courts of justice and adminis-
trative bodies. Section 96 is at the root of several judicial battles based 
on challenges to the jurisdiction of judges or others appointed by the pro-
vincial authorities and empowered by provincial legislation to settle 
disputes in matters that are constitutionally within the jurisdiction of the 
legislatures. The imprecision of the rules that set out the scope of section 
96 has been an open invitation to lawyers who seek to buy time or annoy 
their opponents. As Professor Le Damn has remarked: 

The general issue in this area of the constitution is the extent to which the 
exclusive federal power under section 96 of the B.N.A. Act to appoint the 
judges of the superior, district and county courts in the provinces is to inhibit 
the provincial power to redistribute judicial business among the provincial 
courts in the interest of a more efficient administration of justice (for which 
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the provinces have the primary responsibility under the constitution) or to 
assign it to specialized tribunals for particular regulatory purposes.2° 

Until the summer of 1983, it was generally believed that the restrictions 
imposed on the legislative powers of the provinces by section 96 (and sec-
tions 97 to 100), and above all by the abundant case law that these sec-
tions had generated, did not apply to Parliament. The latter appeared, 
in federal matters, to have complete freedom to delegate judicial powers 
as it saw fit. This double standard did nothing to mitigate provincial com-
plaints about section 96. However, in a unanimous, unsigned and highly 
enigmatic decision, the Supreme Court of Canada has formulated some 
propositions that are likely to open the way for more procedural battles 
based on section 96. In McEvoy, the Supreme Court declared, without, 
however, being particularly specific, that: 

Section 96 bars Parliament from altering the constitutional scheme envis-
aged by the judicature sections of the Constitution Act, 1867 just as it does 
the provinces from doing so [. . .1 The judicature sections of the Constitu-
tion Act, 1867 guarantee the independence of the superior courts; they apply 
to Parliament as well as to the provincial Legislatures.2I 

As a source of serious problems for the provinces and soon for Parlia-
ment, section 96 must be called into question. However, its repeal or 
amendment cannot be considered without taking into consideration the 
fact that it is not an isolated provision but rather one linked closely with 
section 97 to 100 of the Constitution Act, 1867, sections that belong to 
the chapter entitled "Judicature." 

This study endeavours to present as concisely as possible the "problem" 
of a section that Chief Justice Laskin, in 1982, described as a constitu-
tional "anomaly."22  The principal problems raised by this provision will 
be addressed under the following headings: 

the raisons d'être of section 96; 
the scope of section 96 in provincial matters; 
the amendment to section 96 currently proposed by federal and pro-
vincial authorities; and 
application of section 96 to the Parliament of Canada. 

The Raisons d'être of Section 96 

It is certainly legitimate to consider why section 96 appears in the Con-
stitution Act, 1867; the importance that it should be given, its construc-
tion and the approach to a possible amendment to it may obviously depend 
on the reasons it was originally enacted. 

It should be noted that this involvement of federal authorities in the 
organization of the provincial courts of justice is not consistent with the 
traditional rules of federalism;23  all the more so because, as has already 
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been pointed out, the provinces have no analogous power with respect 
to the establishment of federal courts, particularly the Supreme Court of 
Canada. 

A study of the parliamentary debates of the 1867 Act indicates that sec-
tion 96 as well as the related sections 97 to 100 attracted little attention 
from the Fathers of Confederation. Today it is of more importance to 
consider the reasons that the Supreme Court of Canada, in its research 
of legislative intent, has itself declared to be at the root of section 96. 

According to the Fathers of Confederation 

The equivalent of sections 96 to 100 can be found in the Quebec Resolu-
tions (1864), numbers 31 to 37.24  It follows from the very wording of 
Resolution no. 33 that the question of the appointment of judges was 
specifically linked to the payment of their salaries: 

The General Government shall appoint and pay the Judges of the Superior 
Courts in each Province, and of the County Courts in Upper Canada, and 
Parliament shall fix their salaries. 

The financial side of sections 96 to 100 was noted during discussions of 
the United Canada Assembly, a point to which Professor Bora Laskin 
attached considerable importance.25  Although a Member of the assembly 
may have considered that Resolution no. 33 guaranteed the independence 
of judges from provincial authorities,26  the best-known position is that 
of Attorney General Langevin. He clearly stated the objectives that some 
have attributed to the resolution in question: to give the central authorities 
the political power to select the candidates, and from the point of view 
of the provinces, to make the federal treasury assume a major expense 
associated with the administration of justice.27  

The Supreme Court of Canada was to find much more in sections 96 
to 100. 

According to the Supreme Court of Canada 

The country's highest court has explained the presence of section 96 in 
two different ways in two unanimous decisions, neither of which takes 
the other into consideration. This fact can be explained by chronology 
in the case of the first decision, but it is hard to account for in the case 
of the second. 

EXISTENCE OF AN INTEGRATED JUDICIAL SYSTEM 

In the Ontario Residential Tenancies Commission reference (May 1981), 
Mr. Justice Dickson (per curiam) maintained that sections 96 to 100 were 
the results of a "compromise" among the Fathers of Confederation, who 
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were anxious to establish an integrated ("unitary") judicial system, that 
is to say, a system of provincial courts of justice empowered to settle 
disputes arising from both federal and provincial legislation; whence the 
decision to share responsibilities for the organization of the principal courts 
of justice. According to Mr. Justice Dickson: 

Under s. 92(14) of the B.N.A. Act the provincial legislatures have the 
legislative power in relation to the administration of justice in the province. 
This is a wide power but subject to subtraction of ss. 96 to 100 in favour 
of the federal authority. F. . .] Section 92(14) and ss. 96 to 100 represent one 
of the important compromises of the Fathers of Confederation. It is plain 
that what was sought to be achieved through this compromise, and the 
intended effect of s. 96, would be destroyed if a province could pass legisla-
tion creating a tribunal, appoint members thereto, and then confer on the 
tribunal the jurisdiction of the superior Courts. What was conceived as a 
strong constitutional base for national unity, through a unitary judicial system, 
would be gravely undermined.28  

The role of the provincial courts to apply federal and provincial legisla-
tion was stressed by Mr. Justice Pigeon in 1979, speaking for a majority 
of his brethren on the Supreme Court. With respect to the role of the 
Superior Courts, Mr. Justice Pigeon noted: 

It must be considered that the basic principle governing the Canadian system 
of judicature is the jurisdiction of the superior courts of the provinces in 
all matters federal and provincial. The federal Parliament is empowered to 
derogate from this principle by establishing additional courts only for the 
better administration of the laws of Canada. Such establishment is not 
therefore necessary for the administration of these laws.29  

Some judges of the Supreme Court had in fact already invoked this reason-
ing in 1879 in a well-known case.3° 

It is appropriate, however, to add the following to Mr. Justice Dickson's 
statements. If the provinces cannot undermine the compromise of 1867 
by substantially withdrawing jurisdiction from the judges of the superior, 
county and district courts and transferring it to judges appointed by the 
Lieutenant Governor in Council, the federal authorities ought also to 
respect the same compromise. The unitary judicial system is undermined 
if the Parliament of Canada makes significant use of its exclusive power 
to establish additional federal courts. The federal authorities cannot have 
it both ways: on the one hand, considerable supervisory power over the 
organization of the principal provincial courts (ss. 96 to 100), thereby 
limiting the exclusive legislative competence of the provinces (s. 92(14)); 
and on the other hand, the establishment, free from all legal constraints, 
of a significant federal judiciary and, specifically, of the Supreme Court 
of the country (s. 101). Otherwise there is no compromise, only a virtually 
paramount federal power in matters of judicial organization; the theme 
of joint use of the provincial courts as the raison d'être of the division 
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of powers accomplished by sections 92(14) and 96 to 100 no longer makes 
sense if the federal authorities act as if there were no compromise. From 
this standpoint, it is easy to understand the efforts of the Supreme Court 
in recent years to restrict the jurisdiction of the Federal Court.31  

INDEPENDENCE OF SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES 

During the 1930s the members of the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
Council noted on several occasions that section 96, as linked with sec-
tions 99 and 100, is intended to ensure the independence of judges of the 
major provincial courts. In 1932 Lord Blanesburgh observed: 

It cannot be doubted that the exclusive power of that section [96] conferred 
upon the Governor-General to appoint the judges of the superior, district 
and county courts in each Province is a cardinal provision of the statute. 
Supplemented by s. 100, which lays upon the Parliament of Canada the duty 
of fixing and providing the salaries, allowances and pensions of these judges, 
and also by s. 99 which provides that the judges of the Superior Courts shall 
hold office during good behaviour, being removable only by the Governor-
General on address of the Senate and House of Commons, the section is 
shown to lie at the root of the means adopted by the framers of the statute 
to secure the impartiality and the independence of the Provincial Judiciary. 
A court of construction would accordingly fail in its duty if it were to permit 
these provisions and the principle therein enshrined to be impinged upon in 
any way by Provincial Legislation.32  

And in 1938 Lord Atkin formulated his famous dictum: sections 96, 99 
and 100 are 

three principal pillars in the temple of justice and they are not to be 
undermined.33  

At every attempt to present section 96 as a provision whose purpose is 
to secure the independence of the judges of the principal provincial courts, 
critics have had a field day pointing out the unique nature of this pro-
position: federal appointment as opposed to provincial appointment is 
in itself no guarantee of independence. If appointment by a government 
distinct from the one that is responsible for the court's establishment is 
essential to the independence of the judges, must one conclude that justices 
of the Supreme and federal courts of Canada are not independent? In 
1938, after the two decisions of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun-
cil previously cited, Chief Justice Duff, speaking for the Supreme Court 
of Canada, expressed his skepticism about this theory in his reasons in 
Re Adoption Act.34  

In January 1982, Mr. Justice Estey, speaking for the majority of the 
Supreme Court, indicated that such a justification for section 96 did exist, 
but hesitated to endorse it. 
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Behind that simple provision [s. 96] lie many real as well as fanciful theories 
as to its role and purpose in our Constitution. The generally accepted theory 
has been that the national appointment of superior, county and district court 
judges was designed to ensure a quality of independence and impartiality in 
the courtroom where the more serious claims and issues in the community 
arise; and an aura of detachment said to be analogous to that of the royal 
justices on circuit from Westminster is thought to be the aim of the authors 
of s. 96. See 0. Martineau and Sons, Ltd. v. City of Montreal, [1932] A.C. 
113, where Lord Blanesburgh, at p. 121, stated ". . . the section is shown 
to lie at the root of the means adopted by the framers of the statute to secure 
the impartiality and independence of the Provincial judiciary." Duff C.J. 
reviewed the same argument in the Adoption Reference, at pp. 415-16, but 
evidently did not find it compelling [. . .]. Whatever its purpose, [s. 96] has 
raised difficulties of application since Confederation.35  

But Mr. Justice Estey said nothing about the opinion cited above and pro-
nounced by his brother Dickson per curiam eight months earlier in the 
Ontario Residential Tenancies reference. 

In June 1983, in the McEvoy case,36  the Supreme Court of Canada 
stated its opinion that the presence of sections 96 to 100 in the 1867 Act 
was explained by the need for the judges of the provincial superior courts 
to be independent. Its unanimous and highly enigmatic opinion never-
theless made no mention, on this point, either of the other view held by 
Dickson, J. in Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979 (May 1981), or of the 
similar but highly reserved view of the majority,37  given by Estey, J. in 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act (January 1982). 

The Court affirmed ex cathedra that: 

The traditional independence of English superior court judges has been raised 
to the level of a fundamental principle of our federal system by the Consti-
tution Act, 1982 [sic] and cannot have less importance and force in the 
administration of criminal law than in the case of civil matters. Under the 
Canadian Constitution the superior courts are independent of both levels of 
government. 

The provinces constitute, maintain and organize the superior courts; the 
federal authority appoints the judges. The judicature sections of the Consti-
tution Act, 1867 guarantee the independence of the superior courts; they apply 
to Parliament as well as to the provincial Legislatures." 

The Court seems to accord considerable importance to the simple fact that 
superior court judges are appointed by the federal authorities. This atti-
tude raises the old question: do judges of the Supreme Court and the 
Federal Court lack independence because they are not appointed by the 
provincial authorities? Undoubtedly attention must be brought to bear 
on all the sections on the judicature that protect the independence of 
superior court judges. Incidentally, would the Supreme Court be prepared 
to put the same proposition for county and district court judges who are 
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not, it will be remembered, subject to section 99? In any event, the Supreme 
Court will soon have the chance to clarify its thinking on the independence 
of the Canadian judiciary.39  

This second justification is far from irrelevant, provided that sections 
99 and 100 are considered, rather than section 96 alone. By giving Parlia-
ment, and not the Governor General alone, the responsibility for assuring 
the tenure and salaries of provincial superior court judges, the Consti-
tution certainly guarantees these judges a minimum of functional inde-
pendence.40  But the degree of guaranteed independence is not the same 
for judges of provincial county and district courts, who are also appointed 
by the Governor General. Incidentally, sections 96 to 100 are silent as to 
the status of judges of other provincial and federal courts, particularly 
those of the Supreme Court of Canada. 

In 1867, however, there was no certainty that such a supreme court 
would ever exist, not to mention any additional federal courts. Conse-
quently, the silence of the Fathers of Confederation concerning the status 
of judges of these federal courts is not surprising. It is also understand-
able that they had no intention of including in the Constitution Act, 1867 
provisions relative to the status of judges in every provincial lower court 
(e.g. justices of the peace) that would be in existence following enactment 
of the statute. 

The two reasons adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada to explain 
the presence of sections 96 to 100 would seem, after some reflection, to 
complement each other. The provincial courts had the task of settling 
disputes arising from federal and provincial statutes. Therefore the Fathers 
of Confederation planned to give the federal authorities certain respon-
sibilities in the organization of the principal courts. They also found 
it advisable to guarantee the judges of the principal courts a minimum 
of functional independence. The two unanimous and different views of 
the Supreme Court of Canada in Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979 and 
McEvoy are therefore not incompatible. Moreover, both show that sec-
tion 96 cannot be isolated from the other provisions of the 1867 Act that 
deal with the judicature. 

The Scope of Section 96 in Provincial Matters 

It is unnecessary at this time to show that since 1867 the application of 
section 96 in specific cases has led to numerous, varied and sometimes 
contradictory judgments.41  We need only point out that in May 1981, in 
the leading case of Re Residential Tenancies,42  Mr. Justice Dickson 
reviewed the precedents in a decision endorsed by his brethren of the 
Supreme Court. Undoubtedly Mr. Justice Dickson did not deem it 
necessary to discuss every judgment rendered on the subject since 1867; 
had he tried, he might have been unable to formulate his own list of rules 
for the interpretation of section 96. His set of rules is not particularly 
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precise; his opinion, however, permits us to avoid a long detour into the 
past when trying to appreciate the current scope of section 96. 

Before discussing the reasons for decision of Mr. Justice Dickson, it 
is appropriate to examine briefly two trends in the case law that are now 
no longer followed. They do, however, reveal a certain set of attitudes 
that have influenced the construction of section 96. 

Two Trends in the Case Law — Ultimately Abandoned 

It should be noted that in the past some judges have not hesitated to use 
section 96 to limit as much as possible the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
provinces in the administration of justice (s. 92, para. 14). In 1976, a 
majority of the Supreme Court, in the famous Di Orio case,43  recognized 
a broadened scope of this jurisdiction with respect to the provincial power 
to set up inquiries into organized crime. 

WANT OF JURISDICTION OF PROVINCIAL AUTHORITIES 
TO APPOINT JUDGES TO ANY COURT WHATEVER 

From 1867 to 1892 there were judges, as well as federal justice ministers, 
who completely denied the existence of a provincial authority to appoint 
judges. They claimed that the power to appoint was a manifestation of 
the royal prerogative and could only be exercised by the Governor General, 
who was the Queen's sole representative in Canada." The judgment of 
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Liquidators of Maritime 
Bank put an end to this centralist thesis.45  In 1921 the Saskatchewan 
Court of Appeal correctly stated: 

Were it not for sec. 96 of the B.N.A. Act, the power to appoint or to pro-
vide for the appointment of the judges of all Provincial Courts would exist 
in the Provincial Legislature, under heading 14 of sec. 92.46  

And yet in a 1923 decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Coun-
cil we find: 

The power of appointing Judges to any Courts the Province of Alberta might 
establish was, under sec. 96 of the same Act of 1867, vested in the Governor 
General.47  

That is probably why in 1938 Chief Justice Duff found it necessary in 
Re Adoption Act 48  to condemn once again (per curiam) such a school 
of thought, this time with considerable vigour. 
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WANT OF JURISDICTION OF PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES 
TO DELEGATE ANY JUDICIAL FUNCTION WHATEVER 
TO INSTITUTIONS OTHER THAN "SECTION 96 COURTS" 

The second set of cases to be examined is not unrelated to the first. In 
the famous but vague 1938 decision, Toronto Corporation v. York Corpo-
ration,49  the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council implied that owing 
to section 96, a legislature had no authority to delegate a judicial func-
tion to an institution (i.e. a court of justice, an administrative body) that 
was not subject to the legal provisions of sections 96 to 100 of the Consti-
tution Act, 1867. 

That was the source in Canadian public law of a degree of separation 
of powers in provincial matters. In the same year, the theory was severely 
criticized by the Supreme Court of Canada in Re Adoption Act,5° and 
in 1948 the Privy Council politely and indirectly repudiated the theory 
in the equally well-known case of John East Iron Works Ltd.51  However, 
many Canadian decisions between roughly 1938 and 1960 were affected 
by Toronto Corporation, which was cited as precedent.52  

This explains why in 1981 Mr. Justice Dickson, in the Residential Tenan-
cies case, found it useful to address the issue. Specifically, he wrote: 

As Professor Hogg has noted in his work on Constitutional Law of Canada 
(1977), p. 129, there is no general "separation of powers" in the British North 
America Act, 1867. Our Constitution does not separate the legislative, exec-
utive, and judicial functions and insists that each branch of government exer-
cise only its own function. Thus it is clear that the Legislature of Ontario 
may confer non-judicial functions on the courts of Ontario and, subject to 
s. 96 of the B.N.A. Act, which lies at the heart of the present appeal, confer 
judicial functions on a body which is not a court.53  

In 1978 Chief Justice Laskin expressed a similar view in A.G. of Quebec 
v. Farrah: 

The time has long gone when s. 96 [. . .1 could be properly interposed against 
a provincial administrative agency merely because it empowered to exercise 
judicial functions. Toronto v. York, which raised a ban on this ground against 
provincial administrative tribunals, was severely restricted in Labour Rela-
tions Board of Saskatchewan v. John East Iron Works Ltd.54  

It is therefore well established that the exercise of provincial judicial func-
tions is not in itself an exclusive attribute of courts of justice, and specifi-
cally of superior, district and county courts. Curiously enough, the oppo-
site view is completely inconsistent with the practice followed before and 
after 1867. 

Only the devolution of judicial functions that are "protected" by sec-
tion 96 has raised constitutional difficulties. What are these functions, 
or more specifically, how are they identified? That is the question! 
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Current Rules of Interpretation of Section 96 

The apparently clear wording of section 96 (and of sections 99 and 100) 
constitutes an important exception to the powers of the legislatures in the 
functioning of courts of justice. However the case law has considerably 
extended the scope of this constitutional provision. At the beginning of 
the 1960s Professor Bora Laskin wrote that section 96 had given rise to 
a "relentless pursuit to excise original sin in provincial lawmaking."55  

In 1975 in Tomko, Chief Justice Laskin summarized, on behalf of a 
strong majority of his brethren, the general scope of section 96: 

Section 96 [. . .], in terms an appointing power F. . .], is now regarded as 
a limitation not only on provincial power to provide for the appointment 
of Judges of the status of those mentioned in s. 96 but also on their power 
to invest agencies of their creation and members thereof appointed under 
their authority with jurisdiction or powers that (to use the formula adopted 
by the Privy Council and by this Court in a succession of cases) are broadly 
conformable or analogous to jurisdiction or powers exercised and exercisable 
by Courts which are within s. 96.56  

Judges faced with interpreting the Constitution Act, 1867 have therefore 
refused to bring under section 96 only those courts therein enumerated57  
and courts or bodies which, given their overall judicial responsibilities, 
could be considered to be institutions of equivalent importance. In order 
to protect most of the powers or similar judicial responsibilities of the 
superior, district and county courts, judges have preferred to give section 
96 a "functional" rather than an "institutional" scope. Particularly since 
1975, however, the "institutional setting" has been important in deter-
mining whether an administrative body58  is contemplated by section 96. 
Chief Justice Laskin, in the Family Relations Act reference, wrote in 1982: 

It is not for this Court, by deploring the presence in the Canadian Constitu-
tion of such an anomalous provision as s. 96, to reduce it to an absurdity 
through an interpretation which takes it literally as an appointing power 
without functional implications.59  

Ever since the Supreme Court of Canada declared that section 96, together 
with sections 99 and 100, has as its purpose a guarantee of a unitary Cana-
dian judicial system and the independence of provincial superior court 
judges, the "functional" interpretation seems to be more justified than 
it was previously. On the one hand, this leaves the federal authorities with 
a significant right to participate in the organization and maintenance of 
the major provincial courts, which as a rule, are called upon to ensure 
respect for both federal and provincial legislation; the provinces are not 
empowered to deprive these courts of their nature as "principal" judicial 
institutions by freely reducing their jurisdictions.60  On the other hand, 
this construction also tends, in the interest of the citizen, to ensure that 
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constitutional guarantees of independence apply to courts with major areas 
of jurisdiction; it is impossible to deprive them unilaterally of these jurisdic-
tions in favour of institutions that do not provide the same constitutional 
guarantees. 

However, beyond the fact that the independence of the judiciary has 
a solid foundation in statute and tradition, as is the case for the judges 
of the Supreme Court of Canada, the value of "functional" objectives 
is diminished if the application of this method of interpretation becomes 
the source of considerable uncertainty and of major problems for the 
administration of justice. It is generally agreed that section 96 had led 
to a serious malaise in the functioning of courts and provincial adminis-
trative bodies, given that the case law has been unable to identify precisely 
the jurisdiction reserved for "section 96 judges." As P.W. Hogg noted 
in 1977: 

[. . .] the difficulty lies in the definition of those functions which ought prop-
erly to belong to a superior, district or county court. The courts have 
attempted to fashion a judicially enforceable rule which would separate "s. 96 
functions" from other adjudicatory functions. The attempt has not been suc-
cessful, and it is difficult to predict with confidence how the courts will 
characterize particular adjudicatory functions. The uncertainty of the law, 
with its risk of nullification, could be a serious deterrent to the conferral 
of new adjudicatory functions on inferior courts or administrative tribunals 
(. . .).61  

The proposal for a federal-provincial amendment to section 96 is at least 
partially explained by this uncertainty.62  

Mr. Justice Dickson's theory in Re Residential Tenancies Act remains 
extremely useful, because it sets out the approach of the Supreme Court 
of Canada bench in determining whether a function may be exercised only 
by a judge of superior, district or county court.63  A three-stage reason-
ing is proposed. But Mr. Justice Dickson's notes actually suggest a four-
stage approach. 

Does the function delegated by the legislature to an institution other 
than a "section 96 court" have a judicial character? This first require-
ment is not one of the three stages proposed by Mr. Justice Dickson, 
but it is qualified elsewhere in his opinion as being the "initial 
question. "64  
In the affirmative, does this function correspond to a jurisdiction exer-
cised by the superior, district or county courts at the time of Confedera-
tion? This is the "1867 Statute Book Test." 
In the affirmative, does this function preserve its judicial character when 
analyzed in its institutional setting (or in its legislative setting)? 
In the affirmative, does the institutional setting indicate that the exer-
cise of this function is ancillary to the accomplishment of a general 
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administrative role or is indispensable to the fulfilment of the entire 
legislative scheme? 

If the answer to any of the first three questions is negative, there is no 
need to proceed further; section 96 is not encroached upon. A positive 
answer to the fourth question has the same effect. In practice, given the 
uncertainty of the answers to each, judges take care to examine more than 
one of these questions. 

We shall now review the different stages of the "Dickson Test," noting 
that the simplicity of their wording is equalled only by the vagueness of 
their actual content. 

JUDICIAL NATURE OF THE FUNCTION 

In administrative law, the concept of judicial function is interpreted very 
broadly,65  mainly with a view to providing citizens with certain pro-
cedural guarantees in their relations with the public administration and 
providing access to certain remedies before courts when citizens feel they 
have been wronged by the administration's activities; thus, the expression 
"quasi-judicial" function has been generally used. For the purposes of 
applying section 96, a far more restrictive construction has been retained 
by the Supreme Court, as some excerpts from Mr. Justice Dickson's 
opinion reveal: 

If the answer to the initial question as to "judicial power" is in the negative, 
then that concludes the matter in favour of the provincial board [. . .] [T]he 
question of whether any particular function is "judicial" is not determined 
simply on the basis of procedural trappings. The primary issue is the nature 
of the question which the tribunal is called upon to decide [. . .1 [T]he hall-
mark of a judicial power is a lis between parties in which a tribunal is called 
upon to apply a recognized body of rules in a manner consistent with fairness 
and impartiality. The adjudication deals primarily with the rights of the parties 
to the dispute, rather than considerations of the collective good of the com-
munity as a whole.66  

This restrictive view of judicial power, which makes reference to both pro-
cedural and material identification criteria, while apparently favouring 
the latter, is perfectly legitimate, given the constitutional context of sec-
tion 96.67  This section is an exception to the legislative competence of the 
provinces (s. 92(14)) and should not be construed too liberally. The 
characteristic activities of "section 96 courts" in 1867 were above all 
judicial. The courts of justice and, more specifically, the superior, district 
and county courts, had the task (as they do today) of settling disputes 
according to pre-existing legal standards and following adversarial rules 
of procedure serving to expose the truth in fact and in law. The two 
grounds used to justify the presence of section 96 in the Constitution Act, 
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1867 are based on judicial function in its classic and restricted meaning. 
For example, a judge of the Quebec Superior Court recently concluded 

that the Occupational Health and Safety Act did not violate section 96 
by delegating to an inspector the authority to order an offending firm to 
respect the Act or its regulations. In this case, the inspector had required 
the employer to provide his employees with safety footwear at no charge, 
as required by regulation, or else face penal proceedings. The Court 
rejected the argument that the inspector's duty was unconstitutional, 
specifically on the grounds that this was not a judicial function because 
his role was not principally to settle disputes but to ensure that the Act 
and its regulations were respected.68  

The problem with this form of qualification is shown in the Supreme 
Court of Canada's finding that certain powers of the Quebec Rental Board 
were constitutional. In a sort of preface to his opinion, Mr. Justice 
Chouinard (per curiam) succinctly dismissed from the debate the ques-
tion of the jurisdiction of the tribunal to fix rents, on the grounds that 
this was not a judicial function, even in the event of a disagreement between 
landlord and tenant. He endorsed the view of counsel for the Quebec 
government: 

In this area, the Board does not proceed in the manner of a court. What 
it really does is to implement an administrative policy of supervising the 
housing market, based primarily on the good of the community as a whole. 
Thus, the rights of parties are closely associated with the implementation of 
a common policy regarding the supervision of rental levels69  (translation). 

The Court therefore subscribed to the view that disputes of this kind are 
settled with reference to economic and social considerations. It would have 
been interesting if the Supreme Court had gone into greater detail, because 
the Act is silent on this subject." The Quebec Court of Appeal made no 
declaration as to the non-judicial nature of this aspect of the tribunal's 
j urisdiction .71  

A JUDICIAL FUNCTION BROADLY ANALOGOUS 
TO A JURISDICTION EXERCISED 
BY A "SECTION 96 COURT" IN 1867 

A legislature may not confer on judges other than those of superior, district 
and county courts judicial duties that in 1867 formed part of their jurisdic-
tion, or any broadly analogous function. On this subject, Mr. Justice 
Dickson wrote in the Residential Tenancies reference: 

If F.  . 1 the power is in fact a judicial power, then it becomes necessary to 
ask a second question: in the exercise of that power, is the tribunal analogous 
to a superior, district or county court? . . . [This step] involves considera-
tion, in the light of the historical conditions existing in 1867, of the particular 
power or jurisdiction conferred upon the tribunal. The question here is 
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whether the power or jurisdiction conforms to the power or jurisdiction exer-
cised by superior, district or county courts at the time of Confederation [. . 
If the historical inquiry leads to the conclusion that the power or jurisdic-
tion is not broadly conformable to jurisdiction formerly exercised by s. 96 
courts, that is the end of the matter.72  

We can see the flexibility of a rule of application that gives such impor-
tance to laws in force in 1867, even if subsequently repealed, rather than 
to the contemporary needs of the administration of justice. This rule also 
forces judges to speculate, frequently with considerable variations, on the 
similarities and dissimilarities of jurisdictions of "section 96 courts" in 
1867 and of judicial functions conferred more than a century later on insti-
tutions made up of individuals appointed by provincial authorities, who 
are often neither judges nor even jurists. Just as it is always possible to 
say that one person resembles another "slightly, considerably or a lot," 
even when the two people are not twins, it is likewise easy for judges to 
conclude, with good grounds, that a judicial function is or is not generally 
analogous to one exercised in 1867 by a "section 96 court." Legal 
historians may also play a decisive role in settling such controversies. 

Three elements need to be added to this historical criterion of construc-
tion, even though Mr. Justice Dickson does not mention them in his 
comments. 

A judicial function is contemplated by section 96 only if it was the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of a "section 96 court" in 1867. The Supreme Court 
decided in 1983 that judicial powers delegated to the Quebec Rental Board 
do not offend section 96, since in Lower Canada in 1867 the Recorder's 
Court (not listed in section 96) had jurisdiction in similar matters concur-
rently with that of the Superior Court and the Circuit Court, two courts 
contemplated by section 96.73  In the same vein, Mr. Justice Estey noted, 
in Re B.C. Family Relations Act: 

[. . .1 the proponents of the superior courts cannot demonstrate the historic 
existence of an exclusive jurisdiction in the field of guardianship or custody 
analogous to that proposed in the legislation now before this Court.74  

This requirement of exclusivity is fully appropriate, but it sometimes adds 
to the difficulty of historical research because the statutes of 1867 were 
not drafted with section 96 in mind. 

A legislature may not, however, circumvent section 96 by assigning to 
a body made up of provincial government appointees a judicial function 
"protected" by the said section while at the same time guaranteeing "sec-
tion 96 courts" concurrent jurisdiction, or providing the latter with the 
possibility of intervening in appeal; in both cases the legislature is still 
assigning a jurisdiction historically contemplated by section 96 to someone 
other than a judge of a superior, district or county court. On this subject 
Chief Justice Laskin made the following observation in the Family Rela-
tions Act (B.C.) reference: 
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Neither the fact of certain concurrency of jurisdiction with the British 
Columbia Supreme Court nor its subjection to review or appeal provide any 
basis for entitling the Provincial Court to absorb s. 96 court functions on 
the ground that it has not been transformed into a superior, district or county 
court.75  

Finally, although other jurists might disagree with this author, the appli-
cation of the historical test does not require a study of the law in force 
only in the province concerned. When the Quebec Court of Appeal in 1964 
ruled unanimously that the magistrate's Court of the province had become 
a court of the same importance as a section 96 court, it partly based its 
opinion on a comparison with the 1867 jurisdiction of county and district 
courts in Upper Canada.76  The Appeal Courts of Alberta and British 
Columbia have recently adopted a similar position.77  In the B.C. Family 
Relations Act reference, the Supreme Court judges of the majority (Estey) 
and the minority (Laskin) found it appropriate to consider the state of 
the law in force in other Canadian provinces, and even, as the Supreme 
Court had done in 1938 in its famous reference in Re Adoption Act, to 
look at British legislation in force in 1867.78  If the study of British legisla-
tion is relevant,79  there can be no reason to treat the law in force in other 
Canadian provinces any differently. The idea that restrictions on provin-
cial legislative jurisdiction may vary from province to province holds little 
appeal. 

From this standpoint, one might wonder about the different decisions 
of the Supreme Court of Canada in the case of the Ontario Residential 
Tenancies Commission (in 1981) and the Quebec Rental Board (in 1983), 
when the principal activities of the former were held to be unconstitu-
tional while those of the latter, though similar, were held to be constitu-
tional. It is legitimate to ask whether the Supreme Court would have 
emasculated the Ontario commission had counsel for the provincial govern-
ment mentioned the legislation in force in Lower Canada, under which 
Recorder's Courts in 1867 dealt with landlord and tenant disputes; it was 
this historical argument that enabled the Quebec Rental Board to avoid 
the shadow of section 96.80  Logically, how can the Quebec Rental Board 
terminate a lease if the granting of this power to an Ontario rental com-
mission or even a judge named by the Lieutenant Governor of this province 
is forbidden by section 96? How can this peculiar situation be justified 
in the light of the different reasons explaining the presence of section 96 
in the Constitution Act, 1867? 

Among the many judgments and references occasioned by section 96, 
there are few in which the "1867 statute book test" is not applied, although 
often with different results. The lengthy and complex opinion of the 
Supreme Court of Canada in the 1982 Family Relations Act reference is 
typical.81  A majority of the judges partly set aside a unanimous decision 
of the British Columbia Court of Appeal declaring unconstitutional a pro-
vincial statute that assigned duties with respect to guardianship, custody, 
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and occupancy or use of family residences to judges appointed by the 
Lieutenant Governor. 

Reference to the historical test has in particular led the Supreme Court 
of Canada to declare unconstitutional the strong privative clauses adopted 
by the legislatures in order to block the traditional supervisory power of 
the superior courts over the lower courts and provincial administrative 
bodies. In Crevier v. A.-G. of Quebec, Chief Justice Laskin concluded 
(per curium) that the fact of totally excluding an institution from the scope 
of this supervisory authority actually allowed the institution itself to deter-
mine the extent of its own jurisdiction. In so doing, the institution was 
implicitly exercising a type of jurisdiction that was part of the traditional 
supervisory power belonging to the superior courts in 1867. According 
to the Chief Justice: 

[. . .1 given that s. 96 is in the British North America Act and that it would 
make a mockery of it to treat it in non-functional formal terms as a mere 
appointing power, I can think of nothing that is more the hallmark of a 
superior court than the vesting of power in a provincial statutory tribunal 
to determine the limits of its jurisdiction without appeal or other review.82  

This was an unusual case of applying section 96 and the historical test. 
Not being subjected to the supervisory power of the superior courts was 
deemed to be a transfer of the supervisory power which, in itself, is a 
jurisdiction protected by section 96 and the institution in question could 
not then exercise any duty whatever because its very creation was incom-
patible with section 96.83  

In another case of the application of the historic test,84  the British 
Columbia Court of Appeal considered the constitutionality of the jurisdic-
tion of the province's Employment Standards Board, a body empowered 
to rule on claims for unpaid wages against employers. In differing with 
the trial judge, the Court of Appeal held the jurisdiction to be one that 
before 1867 belonged to magistrates not enumerated in section 96.85  The 
Supreme Court of Canada will also have to decide whether the Quebec 
Court of Appeal was correct in declaring unconstitutional a section of 
the Securities Act that gives the minister of financial institutions the power 
in certain circumstances to suspend temporarily members of the board 
of directors of a firm that trades in securities, following a recommenda-
tion to this effect by the Securities Commission. In applying the method 
proposed by Mr. Justice Dickson, the Court of Appeal concluded that 
the minister was exercising over the corporation concerned a judicial func-
tion analogous to the supervisory power of the superior courts.86  

The application of the historical test to provincial institutions with an 
appellate jurisdiction is at the root of an extensive debate, especially in 
Quebec,87  and the judgments show how, without an intensive analysis of 
the judicial reality governing the versatile concept of appeal, judges have 
tended to be too hasty in concluding that this type of responsibility is part 
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of the traditional supervisory power of the superior courts.88  
Undoubtedly it would be a mistake to have blind confidence in the 1978 
opinion of Chief Justice Laskin in the Farrah case: 

[. . .1 it is also open to a Province to establish an administrative tribunal of 
appeal as part of a valid regulatory statute and to invest such a tribunal with 
power to make decisions on questions of law in the course of exercising an 
appellate authority over decisions of the primary agency [. . .1 the fact that 
a right of appeal is given as part of and within the administrative organiza-
tion cannot have any significant bearing on the issue.89  

Not only did the Chief Justice refuse to apply this principle to the appeal 
tribunal being impugned — the Quebec Transport Tribunal — but in 1981 
he went so far as to state (per curiam) something considerably different 
in declaring that the Quebec Professions Tribunal was unconstitutional. 
This was a body with the duty to hear appeals from decisions taken by 
disciplinary committees of various professional corporations. After point-
ing out principally that the institution was protected by a strict privative 
clause, Laskin C.J. added: 

Even if it were otherwise and the supervisory authority of the Superior Court 
on questions of jurisdiction was expressly preserved, it would still not be a 
complete answer to a contention that the Professions Tribunal is exercising 
powers more conformable to those belonging to a s. 96 court than those 
properly exercisable by a provincial administrative or quasi-judicial tribunal 
or even a provincial judicial tribunal." 

The Supreme Court of Canada was not at its best when it gave its reasons 
for subjecting the Quebec Transport Tribunal and the Professions Tribunal 
to section 96. D. J. Mullan notes with respect to the second case: 

To be as cryptic as the [Supreme] Court was in Crevier is irresponsible and 
conducive to more litigation as various refinements are tested against a will 
o' the wisp judicial standard of invalidity. In the meantime, this lack of clear 
direction means administrative appeal tribunals across the country are placed 
in a position of considerable uncertainty while the core has been removed 
from a progressive and innovative Quebec attempt at professional 
regulation.91  

Even though the Supreme Court, in the more recent Capital Regional 
District v. Concerned Citizens of British Columbia,92  showed that it was 
not disposed to seek out violations of section 96 in every provincial body 
with an appellate jurisdiction, this judgment still fails to provide a satisfac-
tory analysis of the notion of appeal in public law, a notion that has no 
predetermined judicial content in principle. In this case, the Supreme Court 
reversed a unanimous ruling of the British Columbia Court of Appeal that 
section 96 did not authorize the legislature to give the provincial cabinet 
responsibility for settling appeals from decisions of the Pollution Control 
Board. The Court of Appeal had believed, however, that it was following 
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Supreme Court of Canada precedents. Chief Justice Laskin, who delivered 
the Court's judgment, was in favour of the provincial statute's validity, 
referring to the institutional test (infra) without paying much attention 
to historical considerations. 

Appeal is neither historically nor fundamentally a form of legal action 
contemplated by section 96. It is hard to see how such a responsibility 
assigned to provincial government appointees should not be submitted to 
the various tests formulated by Mr. Justice Dickson in the Residential 
Tenancies reference. It should be necessary to ensure that a body with 
an appellate jurisdiction is exercising a judicial function within the mean-
ing of section 96, something which should not be the case when decisions 
are made legally in light of economic and social considerations.93  Inciden-
tally, recourse to the historical test could reveal that a court not enumerated 
in section 96 had, in 1867, an analogous jurisdiction. A careful study of 
the legislation might also reveal that the impugned appellate jurisdiction 
gives the provincial body powers that are substantially different from those 
of "section 96 courts" before 1867; for example, the appellate body might 
be enabled to make the decision that the first trier of fact ought to have 
made.94  

It is inappropriate to make a further study of this difficult question; 
such a study would require us to consider the various types of appeal pro-
vided for by the legislator (appeal on the record, appeal "de novo," appeal 
on questions of law, appeals to courts of justice or to administrative bodies) 
and could not ignore the fact that it may be difficult to analyze the nature 
of a right of appeal without knowing the nature of the decision taken by 
the first authority. The case law is not particularly forthcoming on this 
subject. However, it seems that granting a body an appellate jurisdiction 
limited to questions of law is likely to unleash section 96 attacks, above 
all if the body concerned does not have other responsibilities. In such a 
case, and without making the appropriate qualifications, some judges tend 
to consider that the legislature assigned the body a responsibility analogous 
to the traditional supervisory power of the superior courts. Such is the 
apparent consequence of Mr. Justice Dickson's summary of Farrah in his 
opinion in the Residential Tenancies reference: 

In Farrah, a Transport Tribunal was given appellate jurisdiction over the 
Quebec Transport Commission. The Tribunal performed no function other 
than deciding questions of law. Since this function was normally performed 
by s. 96 courts and divorced from the broader institutional framework of 
the Act, the impugned sections were held to be unconstitutional.95  

I shall conclude with some observations on the historical test in relation 
to two obiter dicta of justices of the Supreme Court of Canada. The first 
in particular could lead to some flexibility in decisions concerning the appli-
cation of section 96, while the second is above all likely to add to the exist-
ing confusion in the state of the law. 
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Mr. Justice Estey, in the reference on the B.C. Family Relations Act, 
speaking for a majority of his brethren said that the court should not 
remain indifferent to the fact that certain judicial functions are more ade-
quately exercised by courts of summary procedure than by "section 96 
courts." After noting that the institutional test has relaxed the applica-
tion of section 96 with respect to administrative tribunals, he added: 

But [the permissive view] has almost equal importance and value when the 
program outlined in the enabling statute lends itself to interpretation and 
application in the quick and relatively less expensive summary procedures 
of the so-called inferior tribunals. The rights and duties created by such 
statutes frequently are of a kind or are directed to a sector of the community 
so as to be better and more expeditiously realized and interpreted by the less 
formal and less demanding procedures of the provincial court. It is not to 
denigrate the role of the superior court or its efficacy in the modern com-
munity. It is only to say that the highly refined techniques evolved over cen-
turies for the determination of serious and frequently profound difficulties 
arising in the community are unnecessary for the disposition of much of the 
traffic directed to the magisterial courts by contemporary provincial legisla-
tion. That traffic can sometimes bear neither the cost nor the time which 
sometimes inevitably must be borne or devoted by the parties to causes in 
the courts of general jurisdiction (the descendants of the royal courts of justice) 
and the county courts.96  

Thus, practical considerations should permit judges to allow some 
encroachments on those jurisdictions historically protected by section 96. 

On the other hand, in the same reference on family law, Chief Justice 
Laskin, dissenting, with the support of Ritchie J., observed rather 
mysteriously that a study of the law in force in 1867 was insufficient to 
determine if a judicial function was exercised by a "section 96 court." 
In addition, it was necessary to verify whether a jurisdiction had not been 
incorrectly assigned to a court not enumerated in that section. According 
to Laskin C.J.: 

The caution sounded by counsel for the Attorney General of Canada against 
accepting what he called an anomalous jurisdiction vested in an inferior court 
before 1867 as a ground for justifying an escape from s. 96 has merit. It is 
not as if jurisdiction vested in an inferior court before 1867 was so vested 
in contemplation of an eventual federal constitution containing a provision 
like s. 96.97  

If such a thesis is upheld, the case law on the application of section 96 
becomes even more kaleidoscopic. 

A FUNCTION OF A "SECTION 96 COURT" 
UNCHANGED BY ITS INSTITUTIONAL SETTING 

The final two elements in the "Dickson Test" refer to similar considera- 
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tions as is shown by this important excerpt from Mr. Justice Dickson's 
notes: 

Step two involves consideration of the function within its institutional setting 
to determine whether the function itself is different when viewed in that 
setting. In particular, can the function still be considered to be a "judicial" 
function? [. . .1 If, after examining the institutional context, it becomes 
apparent that the power is not being exercised as a "judicial power" then 
the inquiry need go no further for the power, within its institutional context, 
no longer conforms to a power or jurisdiction exercisable by a s. 96 court 
and the provincial scheme is valid. On the other hand, if the power or jurisdic-
tion is exercised in a judicial manner, then it becomes necessary to proceed 
to the third and final step in the analysis and review the tribunal's function 
as a whole in order to appraise the impugned function in its entire institu-
tional context. The phrase — "it is not the detached jurisdiction or power 
alone that is to be considered but rather its setting in the institutional arrange-
ments in which it appears" — is the central core of the judgment in Tomko. 
It is no longer sufficient simply to examine the particular power or function 
of a tribunal and ask whether this power or function was once exercised by 
s. 96 courts. This would be examining the power or function in a "detached" 
manner, contrary to the reasoning in Tomko. What must be considered is 
the "context" in which this power is exercised. Tomko leads to the follow-
ing result: it is possible for administrative tribunals to exercise powers and 
jurisdiction which once were exercised by the s. 96 courts. It will all depend 
on the context of the exercise of the power. It may be that the impugned 
"judicial powers" are merely subsidiary or ancillary to general administrative 
functions assigned to the tribunal (John East, Tomko) or the powers may 
be necessarily incidental to the achievement of a broader policy goal of the 
legislature (Mississauga). In such a situation, the grant of judicial power to 
provincial appointees is valid. The scheme is only invalid when the adjudicative 
function is a sole or central function of the tribunal (Farrah) so that the 
tribunal can be said to be operating "like a s. 96 court."98  

We can see that institutional considerations, based on an analysis of the 
institutional setting of the judicial function being impugned, may justify 
an exception to the rule that a provincial government appointee may not 
exercise a jurisdiction "historically" protected by section 96. The nature 
of jurisdiction being contested has been changed by its context. 

This type of consideration may primarily indicate the non-judicial nature 
of the jurisdiction being attacked. 

In practice, this step in Mr. Justice Dickson's reasoning overlaps that 
which he himself refers to as the "initial question," which he did not deem 
necessary to include in his three-stage reasoning: is the function in ques-
tion judicial?" To determine the nature of power assigned to a body, it 
is necessary to examine the various formal and material indications that 
appear in the legislative text; therefore it is necessary to look at the insti-
tutional context. I believe that there is no need to determine if a function 
is judicial in order subsequently to see if the function remains judicial once 
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placed in its institutional context; an analysis of the context is necessary 
for the initial qualification. Step two in Mr. Justice Dickson's reasoning 
in fact recalls the "initial question"; section 96 contemplates judicial func-
tions only, in the strict sense of the term, and in order to conclude that 
a function is indeed judicial, the entire legislation by which the legislature 
has delegated this power must be studied. 

If at the inception it becomes clear that a certain power is not strictly 
judicial, especially because of its institutional setting, there is no need to 
undertake lengthy research and produce detailed politico-socio-juridical 
studies concerning the possible analogies with jurisdictions exercised before 
1867 by "section 96 courts." 

In my opinion, when Mr. Justice Dickson concluded in Residential 

Tenancies that the impugned powers, "when viewed in their institutional 
setting, remain essentially 'judicial powers',"100  he was merely convinc-
ing himself that the powers in question were judicial, within the meaning 
of section 96. Incidentally, Chief Justice Laskin in Concerned Citizens 
ought to have concluded that the appellate jurisdiction given the provin-
cial Cabinet was non-judicial (within the meaning of section 96) when he 
noted (per curiam) that it was able to make decisions in light of public 
policy.  .1°1  

For that reason I shall dwell no further on this aspect of the "Dickson 
test." 

More fundamental is the proposition that a truly judicial function that 
is historically within the scope of section 96 may actually escape its grasp 
because of its institutional context. 

To say the least, it is far from easy to explain satisfactorily the opera-
tion of the "institutional setting" theory, as an exception to the rigour 
of the historical test. Mr. Justice Dickson himself recognized (per curiam) 

in Residential Tenancies that this theory has no particularly specific 
context: 

The teaching of John East, Tomko, and Mississauga is that one must look 
to the "institutional setting" in order to determine whether a particular power 
or jurisdiction can validly be conferred on a provincial body. [. . .1 As the 
British Columbia Court of Appeal noted in its consideration of s. 96 in Re 
Pepita and Doukas, at p. 582: ". . . it is notable that no general tests are 
offered or established in the Tomko judgment for the characterization of 
the function, the characterization of the institutional arrangements, and the 
examination of their interrelationship. Instead the judgment continues with 
a consideration of the particular function in its context. . . :9102  

In short, an element of subjectivity is involved, and it is not unreasonable 
to suggest that the theory has given rise to a degree of judicial impres-
sionism. Relaxation of the rigours of the historical test — which also has 
left room for a large degree of interpretation that is far from immune to 
subjectivity — is not undesirable, but it does add to the shifting sands 
of section 96 case law. 
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In practice, it would seem that the rule can only benefit an institution 
with principally administrative responsibilities; the delegation to such an 
institution of a judicial function protected by section 96 would be allowed 
when such delegation is necessarily accessory to the accomplishment of 
greater administrative responsibilities, and does not have the effect of 
transforming the administrative body into a court of justice. The adminis-
trative context acts as a catalyst in transforming the judicial function in 
question. This statement is based on the following. 

In the B.C. Family Law reference Chief Justice Laskin, who in Tomko 
(1975), marked the Canadian birth of the "institutional setting" theory, 
noted that "court cases" and "administrative law cases" should not be 
confused.1°3  Furthermore, Mr. Justice Estey, speaking for the majority, 
pointed out that it is easier to hold the "permissive view" of construction 
of section 96 when the dispute deals with an administrative tribunal rather 
than a court of justice.1°4  And Mr. Justice Dickson (per curiam), in the 
Residential Tenancies reference, observed: 

I do not think it can be doubted that the courts have applied an increasingly 
broad test of constitutional validity in upholding the establishment of adminis-
trative tribunals within provincial jurisdiction. In general terms it may be 
said that it is now open to the provinces to invest administrative bodies with 
"judicial functions" as part of a broader policy scheme. [. . .1 Tomko added 
a further dimension. An administrative tribunal may be clothed with power 
formerly exercised by s. 96 courts, so long as that power is merely an adjunct 
of, or ancillary to, a broader administrative or regulatory scheme.1°5  

Recently, in Concerned Citizens of B.C., Chief Justice Laskin relied mainly 
on the institutional setting theory to uphold (per curiam) the validity of 
an appellate jurisdiction delegated to the provincial Cabinet. In particular, 
he wrote: 

I would add this as a summary. Of the four functions that are reposed in 
the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, only one relates to its appellate authority. 
The other three concern its administrative authority and include its appoint-
ing power, its regulation-making power and its directory and supervisory 
power. Its appellate authority, in the circumstances, does not stand as a 
detached power turning it into a purely judicial tribunal.106  

Similarly, in Mississauga Chief Justice Laskin upheld (per curiam) the 
constitutionality of the Ontario Municipal Commission's power in the case 
of amalgamation to settle certain disputes between municipalities; he 
stressed the fact that this ancillary judicial function of the Commission 
cannot be dissociated from its total administrative duties in the overall 
scheme of municipal reorganization.107  From the same standpoint, the 
Quebec Court of Appeal ruled in Theroux (the Supreme Court of Canada 
denied leave to appeal) that the Superintendent of Insurance did not violate 
section 96 in exercising an appellate jurisdiction with respect to disciplinary 
decisions made by the board of directors of the Insurance Brokers Associa-
tion. Mr. Justice Nolan observed: 
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The Superintendent of Insurance is the key official in the "service des 
assurances" established by the Act respecting Insurance. Section 5 of this 
Act states that he "shall have supervision of the insurance business in Quebec 
and exercise the duties and powers assigned to or vested in him by law" [. . .1 
As the government official responsible for the supervision of the insurance 
business in Quebec and having the right under the Act Respecting Insurance 
to grant certificates to insurance agents and the power to suspend or cancel 
such certificates it seems that the right to sit in appeal which s. 25 par. 11 
granted to the Superintendent is clearly ancillary to his other rights and duties 
and an integral, albeit subsidiary, part of competent provincial legislation 
dealing with the administration of insurance industry in Quebec. 1°8  

On the other hand, in 1980 the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal held as 
unconstitutional certain judicial functions contemplated by section 96 and 
delegated by the Lands and Forests Act to a Commissioner empowered 
to settle disputes relating to property rights. According to Mr. Justice 
MacKeigan (per curiam), the Commissioner did not exercise any adminis-
trative responsibilities and his judicial role could not be integrated with 
other provisions of the Act: 

The Commissioner's function is purely judicial, unalloyed by any adminis-
trative duties, and separate from any broad legislative scheme.m9  

With reference to these examples from the case law, the fact that in declar-
ing that the Quebec Transport Tribunal, the Quebec Professions Tribunal 
and the Ontario Residential Tenancies Commission were unconstitutional, 
the Supreme Court of Canada scarcely considered the important contem-
porary legislation creating these bodies can be explained on the grounds 
that these institutions were called upon to exercise a role that was solely 
or principally judicial; the "institutional setting" rule, in the absence of 
administrative arguments, was of no help to them. This point was empha-
sized by Mr. Justice Dickson (per curiam) in the Residential Tenancies 
reference: 

It appears upon reading the Act as a whole that the central function of the 
Commission is that of resolving disputes [. . .1 Here the chief role of the Com-
mission is not to administer a policy or to carry out an administrative func-
tion. Its primary role is to adjudicate. The administrative features of the 
legislation can be characterized as ancillary to the main adjudicative 
function.” Ito 

If the foregoing analysis is an accurate reflection of a body of case law 
that has not always been well articulated," two important teachings 
result. 

On the one hand, considering that the legislatures will often assign a 
variety of responsibilities to a specific body, there will certainly be cases 
where it is difficult to determine if an institution is principally judicial 
with an ancillary administrative function, or principally administrative with 
an ancillary judicial function. 
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On the other hand, the courts of justice or comparable bodies cannot 
profit from the relaxation offered by the "institutional setting" rule.112  
There can be no metamorphosis of the judicial function protected by sec-
tion 96 because there is no administrative catalyst. The more a body exer-
cises administrative duties, the greater are the chances that legislatures will 
be justified in expecting courts to authorize one or more functions his-
torically protected by section 96 to be delegated to that body. It would 
seem easier for the provinces to delegate important judicial functions to 
members of the administration (e.g., a minister or a commission) than 
to judges (e.g., of the Quebec Provincial Court). This result hardly seems 
compatible with one of the raisons d'être of section 96: to ensure that 
judicial powers of a certain degree of importance are exercised by indi-
viduals whose independence and impartiality are guaranteed. 

At the very least, we can hope that the courts will welcome the words 
of Mr. Justice Estey who, in the Family Law reference, noted that there 
should be greater sensitivity to the fact that some judicial functions are 
better carried out by courts of summary jurisdiction.113  Once again, con-
siderations of public policy would bring a desirable flexibility to the case 
law while, unfortunately, adding to the existing confusion. 

The inability of the courts of justice to profit from the "institutional 
setting" rule may carry over to their auxiliaries. An article published in 
Quebec suggests that the special protonotary, one of the main auxiliaries 
of the Superior Court, is exercising several judicial duties illegally.114  

The Amendment to Section 96 
Currently Proposed by Federal 
and Provincial Authorities 

After a short examination of the objective and substance of the proposed 
amendment to the Constitution Act, 1867, which incidentally will be 
subject to the new rules for constitutional amendment in the Constitu-
tion, we shall see why the proposed text is unacceptable. 

The Objective and Substance of the Amendment 

The case law briefly described above shows that section 96 has engendered 
byzantine precedents allowing judges a large degree of discretion, not 
devoid of subjectivity, when they are called upon to decide whether a pro-
vincial statute violates this section of the Constitution Act, 1867. These 
decisions are usually made after the provincial legislation has come into 
force, and sometimes many years after the institution in question has been 
granted the impugned function. The administration of civil, criminal and 
administrative justice is inconsistent with such uncertainty concerning the 
devolution of so-called judicial responsibilities to courts of justice and to 
administrative bodies that are not made up of persons with the status of 
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judges who are appointed, named and recalled by federal authorities (sec-
tions 96 to 100). Particularly in Quebec, where there are no county or 
district courts, it is not appropriate that frequently overworked superior 
courts hold such a substantial historic monopoly on the exercise of several 
judicial functions. This is especially true since the Supreme Court ruled 
in Crevier that all so-called lower provincial courts and provincial adminis-
trative bodies are subjected by the Constitution, pursuant to section 96, 
to the supervision of superior courts empowered to intervene in cases of 
want or excess of jurisdiction. 

The political authorities have decided to make a constitutional correc-
tion to what Chief Justice Laskin called a "constitutional anomaly": 
whence the proposed amendment to section 96. The text of the amend-
ment was published in August 1983 in a "discussion paper" prepared by 
the federal Department of Justice.115  

The notes accompanying the proposed amendment, and its title, show 
that the object of this proposal, which has been submitted to the scrutiny 
of public opinion, is to give legislatures greater freedom of action in the 
organization of their administrative tribunals. I say "greater freedom" 
given that, as already pointed out, the "institutional setting" rule, although 
undoubtedly vague, already allows the provinces to endow administrative 
bodies with judicial functions protected by section 96. 

The following passage appears in the explanatory notes: 

Yet some provinces remain critical of Section 96 for a number of reasons. 
They are concerned about the uncertainty it creates concerning the ability 
of the provinces to confer effective powers upon provincially appointed 
tribunals. Some find it an annoying anachronism to use in any way the 
pre-1867 powers of the Section 96-type courts as a criterion for establishing 
a valid tribunal. Others would wish their legislatures to be completely free 
to determine the forum in which, and based on which, the decisions of their 
administrative tribunals will be reviewed.I16  

The proposed amendment reads as follows: 

96B. (1) Notwithstanding section 96, the Legislature of each Province may 
confer on any tribunal, board, commission or authority, other than a court, 
established pursuant to the laws of the Province, concurrent or exclusive 
jurisdiction in respect of any matter within the legislative authority of the 
Province. 

(2) Any decision of a tribunal, board, commission or authority on which 
any jurisdiction of a superior court is conferred under subsection (1) is sub-
ject to review by a superior court of the Province for want or excess of 
jurisdiction. 

96B. (1) Par derogation a l'article 96, la legislature d'une province peut, 
dans les domaines ressortissants a son pouvoir legislatif, attribuer competence 
concurrente ou exclusive a tout tribunal, organisme ou autre autorite non 
judiciaire constituee en vertu d'une loi de la province. 



(2) Les decisions des autorites a qui a ete attribuee competence de cour 
superieure en vertu du paragraphe (1) sont susceptibles de revision par une 
cour superieure de la province pour Want ou exces de pouvoir. 

There are several reasons why this proposed amendment should not be 
adopted.117  

Why the Amendment is Unacceptable 
THE IRRATIONAL EXCLUSION 
OF PROVINCIAL COURTS AS BENEFICIARIES 
OF THE INTENDED FLEXIBILITY 

By virtue of section 96B, the legislatures would be henceforth authorized 
to delegate directly a judicial function that has historically been protected 
by section 96 to administrative bodies that are "other than a court," in 
a field that falls within their legislative competence. The "institutional 
setting" rule would no longer have much practical importance, as appears 
to be the case, if it is true that it only benefits bodies with principally 
administrative duties. 

Nevertheless, the actual case law would continue to apply to judicial 
authorities ("courts") composed of provincially appointed judges; it 
remains the "status quo ante" as far as the latter are concerned. If sec-
tion 96B were adopted, it would be easier to assign important judicial func-
tions to administrative bodies, but it would still be illegal to assign a judicial 
function exercised in 1867 by a "section 96 court," or a function of the 
same type, to a provincially appointed judge. For example, it appears that 
the Quebec National Assembly could delegate to the minister of municipal 
affairs the power to quash municipal by-laws, which was withdrawn from 
Provincial Court judges following Seminaire de Chicoutimi;118  the ban 
would continue to apply to Provincial Court judges. The Ontario 
legislature would be empowered to delegate to its Residential Tenancies 
Commission the judicial functions ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme 
Court in 1981, after having ensured that the commission was distinct from 
a court of justice, for example by assigning to it — not necessarily in the 
public interest — a series of discretionary powers. The Ontario legislature 
would still be forbidden to have these judicial duties assumed by a court 
composed of judges appointed by the Lieutenant Governor. 

An unusual situation: it would be easier than it is today for the 
legislatures to delegate important judicial powers to provincial adminis-
trators than to provincial judges, who benefit from guarantees of inde-
pendence recognized either by provincial statutes or by tradition. 

Section 96B minimizes the importance of courts made up of provin-
cially appointed judges and for no reason, it widens the distinction between 
superior and inferior courts. 
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As "courts" would be unable to benefit from the official liberalization 
of the scope of section 96, the proposed amendment might make it impos-
sible to apply Mr. Justice Estey's opinion, in the Family Relations Act 
reference, favouring the granting of certain judicial functions contemplated 
by section 96 to the lower courts when the effective exercise of these func-
tions requires a summary procedure.119  Section 96B could thereby prevent 
courts consisting of provincially appointed judges from benefiting from 
this possible additional flexibility in the case law, which is based on con-
venience, logic or necessity. 

A PANDORA'S Box: THE CONCEPT OF 
"AUTHORITY OTHER THAN A COURT" 

The possible enactment of subsection 96B(1) would open a new front in 
our courtroom battles. Judges interpreting the Constitution would be 
required to define what is meant by "authority other than a court," 
because a judicial function protected by section 96 could not be assigned 
to a provincial "court." 

The legal concept of "court" is like a chameleon; a "court" is defined 
differently in different contexts. For example, in interpreting its own 
jurisdiction, the Supreme Court of Canada has considered itself without 
jurisdiction to hear appeals from decisions made by quasi-judicial bodies 
rather than by courts, because the Supreme Court Act authorizes appeals 
only from judgments of "courts" or their "judges."12° Yet this highest 
court held that the bilingualism rules provided for in section 133 of the 
Constitution Act, 1867 apply not only to Quebec "courts," as the text 
specifies, but also to "non-curial adjudicative agencies."121  Speculating 
on the meaning of "court," the judges of the House of Lords in 1980 
said that two questions must be asked: "When is a court a court?" and 
"When is a court not a court?" One of their Lordships noted without 
equivocation: 

At the end of the day it has unfortunately to be said that there emerges no 
sure guide, no unmistakable hallmark by which a "court" or "inferior court" 
may unerringly be identified. It is largely a matter of impression.122  

Of course in a future lawsuit or reference, the Supreme Court of Canada 
would ultimately settle, possibly with some imprecision, this problem of 
the interpretation of section 96B by adding in some way certain clarifi-
cations to the text. It might adopt the following line of thought: for the 
purposes of section 96B, those bodies having the status of a "court" pur-
suant to provincial legislation as well as any authority that solely or prin-
cipally exercises judicial functions would be qualified as a "court." The 
result is evident. It would no longer be necessary, as it is now, to apply 
the "institutional setting" theory in order to authorize delegation of 
judicial functions protected by section 96 to administrative bodies; but 
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to ensure that the body to which powers are delegated is not really a court 
disguised by some provincial legislative subterfuge, it would be necessary 
to check that the judicial functions are only ancillary to the performance 
of a task that is principally administrative. 

Whatever the case, the explanatory notes accompanying the draft sec-
tion 96B make a form of admission: 

The above draft of a proposed Section 96B assumes that our courts would 
be able to devise a useful distinction between "courts" and "tribunals."123  

THE POSSIBILITY OF INCREASING LIMITATIONS 
ON THE JURISDICTIONS OF PROVINCIAL COURTS 
AND THE PROBLEM OF BALANCE OF POWERS 

If the proposed amendment were adopted, the legislatures would be 
empowered to assign any judicial function, old or new, to an institution 
other than a "court" of justice. Especially, the provinces would be free 
to remove any part of the current jurisdiction from "section 96 courts" 
and a fortiori from other provincial courts; however, administrative bodies 
or inferior courts would still be subject to the supervisory power of the 
superior courts for want or excess of jurisdiction (infra). 

Therefore, under the Constitution the provinces would be completely 
free to increase the judicial role of their public administration (govern- 
ment, ministries, commissions, boards, municipal corporations, civil 
servants, judicial auxiliaries, etc.), although we should not forget that in 
the present state of the case law, the "institutional setting" theory already 
gives them considerable latitude. An increase in the judicial functions of 
the public administration often entails a reduction in the responsibilities 
of judges, who normally exercise "judicial power" within a state. Even 
though the administration of justice is a concern of the public as a whole, 
the public as a whole is not called upon to render justice. 

The proposed amendment to the Constitution leads to a major 
philosophical-political-legal debate, one that cannot be avoided simply by 
claiming that the legislatures would not make inordinate use of the freedom 
of action given them by section 96B or that judges could always correct 
any abuses by interpreting and reinterpreting the concept of "authority 
other than a court" with respect to the cases put before them. 

How is it possible to propose a constitutional amendment that would 
open the door officially, and perhaps quite wide, to the delegation of 
important judicial powers to provincial administrative bodies, without first 
considering carefully the various rationales for the devolution of judicial 
functions to institutions other than courts of justice? How can such a pro-
posal be made without a preliminary attempt to analyze the possible con-
sequences on the operation of the judicial (i.e., the provincial courts and 
Supreme Court of Canada) and the administrative branches? How can 
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a possible reduction in the responsibilities of "section 96 courts" be recon-
ciled with the two grounds invoked to justify the presence of sections 96 
to 100 in the Constitution Act, 1867: to guarantee the participation of 
the federal authorities in the organization and maintenance of provincial 
courts having important judicial responsibilities in federal and provincial 
matters, and to ensure that the principal judicial functions are exercised 
by judges with a minimum of functional constitutional independence? How 
can the delegation of important judicial functions to administrators be 
accepted when circumspection must be exercised in doing the same to lower 
court judges who, however, can offer certain guarantees of independence 
pursuant to provincial legislation and tradition? 

In fact, it appears that the authors of the draft section 96B understood 
that the proposed amendment was directly linked to the larger question 
of the administration of justice in Canada. The explanatory notes con- 
tain the following passage: 

Certain principles were suggested in the course of these discussions which 
appeared to command considerable provincial support. They were to the effect 
that the Constitution should: 

guarantee the existence of a superior court of general jurisdiction in each 
province; 
guarantee the independence of the judiciary; 
enable a province to establish bodies to administer the application of its 
laws; 
enshrine the power of judicial review in the superior court of general 
jurisdiction; and 
provide that there not be a dual system of courts.124  

In light of all of these goals, strict attention should be given to the amend-
ment of section 96, a provision that is part of a series of sections devoted 
to the Canadian judicature (96 to 101). 

The proposed amendment affords an excellent opportunity for greater 
reflection on two fundamental issues: the adequacy of our judicial system 
given the current needs of society; and the different facets of the 
phenomenon of "administrative justice." It is certainly appropriate to 
correct the worst of the problems caused by section 96, but only after 
reflecting seriously on the whole of the problem areas underlying this sec-
tion and the decisions based on it. Such reflection must precede any amend- 
ment, not follow it. 

THE AMBIGUITY INHERENT IN THE 
FORMAL RECOGNITION OF THE SUPERVISORY POWERS 
OF SUPERIOR COURTS 

Subsection 96B(2) serves to narrow the scope of the exception provided 
for in subsection 96B(1): the provincial superior courts will exercise their 
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supervisory jurisdiction in the event of want or excess of jurisdiction by 
the authorities covered by the exception in subsection 96B(1). 

This is neither the time nor the place to analyze the highly controver-
sial and complex object of the supervisory role of superior courts over 
lower courts and administrative bodies that is exercised pursuant to their 
traditional review power which, incidentally, should not be confused with 
their appellate jurisdiction. This object is referred to in a very general way 
by the expression "want or excess of jurisdiction" or by the concept of 
"jurisdictional error" and even that of "ultra vires." Nevertheless, the 
supervisory role of the superior courts may in exceptional cases extend 
to "intrajurisdictional errors of law" (sometimes simply referred to as 
"errors of law") unless the legislature has forbidden superior judges to 
intervene on these grounds, by enacting a "privative clause." An intra-
jurisdictional error, that is, one committed by a lower court judge or by 
an administrator within his jurisdiction, is not a case of want or excess 
of jurisdiction. Even if, in the absence of a privative clause, superior court 
judges are authorized to correct this type of error, they tend not to do 
so, especially if the intrajurisdictional error is made by a body specializing 
in that particular field of law.125  

As we have already seen, in provincial matters the right to exercise 
judicial review is already recognized to the superior courts by section 96. 
Let us not forget that in the important Crevier case, Chief Justice Laskin 
wrote (per curiam): 

It is true that this is the first time that this Court has declared unequivocally 
that a provincially-constituted statutory tribunal cannot constitutionally be 
immunized from review of decisions on questions of jurisdiction. In my 
opinion, this limitation, arising by virtue of s. 96, stands on the same footing 
as the well-accepted limitation on the power of provincial statutory tribunals 
to make unreviewable determinations of constitutionality. There may be dif-
ferences of opinion as to what are questions of jurisdiction but, in my lexicon, 
they rise above and are different from errors of law, whether involving 
statutory construction or evidentiary matters or other matters. It is now 
unquestioned that privative clauses may, when properly framed, effectively 
oust judicial review on questions of law and, indeed, on other issues not 
touching jurisdiction. However, given that s. 96 is in the British North America 
Act and that it would make a mockery of it to treat it in non-functional formal 
terms as a mere appointing power, I can think of nothing that is more the 
hallmark of a superior court than the vesting of power in a provincial statutory 
tribunal to determine the limits of its jurisdiction without appeal or other 
review.126  

That is the context within which the purpose of subsection 96B(2) must 
be examined. 

Subsection 96B(1), which declares an exception to the application of 
section 96, undoubtedly represents the intention to maintain constitu-
tionally the superior courts' right of control over those judicial functions 
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that historically were protected by section 96 and that would henceforth 
be delegated under subsection (1) to provincial bodies other than courts. 

However, the scope of subsection 96B(2) is not as broad as what was 
stated in Crevier, and its application might give rise to particular problems. 

First of all, simple intrajurisdictional errors are not subject to judicial 
review. This is probably because in Crevier Chief Justice Laskin recognized 
that the legislatures now have the ability to remove this type of error from 
the scope of judicial review by the superior courts. It is difficult to see 
how an amendment to section 96 alone could be used to increase the consti-
tutional guarantees pertaining to judicial review by adding to it a con-
troversial area while at the same time reducing the legislative competence 
that Crevier recognized to the provinces in this field. The notes accompa-
nying the draft amendment contain the following passage: 

E. . .1 the draft presently suggests that judicial review be granted on the basis 
of want or excess of jurisdiction. These grounds seem broad enough to ensure 
the observance of the rule of law as developed by the courts. The expres-
sions appear to allow some considerable scope for developing in order to 
meet changing circumstances.127  

Superior court judges would still have the power to define the scope of 
the expression "want or excess of jurisdiction" (or "jurisdictional error"), 
and history tells us that, when they consider it necessary, they are able 
to transform an error within jurisdiction into a case of want or excess of 
jurisdiction. 

Besides, subsection 96B(2) does not deal with the supervisory power of 
the superior courts as a whole, but only with respect to # 'a tribunal, board, 
commission or authority on which any jurisdiction of a superior court 
is conferred under subsection (1)." 

Subsection 96B(2) takes no account of the operation of judicial review 
over lower "courts" (which are not covered by the liberalization in subsec-
tion (1)) and administrative bodies when the latter exercise functions that 
are not within the jurisdiction "of a superior court conferred under subsec-
tion (1)." Under these circumstances, it would seem that the supervisory 
power will continue to be guaranteed constitutionally by virtue of section 
96 and Crevier and that, in principle, in the absence of a privative clause, 
it will apply to errors within jurisdiction. 

In order to decide if the exercise of the supervisory power would no 
longer be governed by Crevier but rather by subsection 96B(2), it is 
necessary to ask if the institution in question is "other than a court" (supra).  
and if the jurisdiction exercised is in fact a "jurisdiction of a superior" 
court." How can this second question be answered without once more 
adopting the reasoning formulated in the second section of this paper (The 
Scope of Section 96 in Provincial Matters), raising as an additional dif-
ficulty the need to distinguish historically between the activity of superior 
courts in 1867 (subsection 96B(2) applies) and the authority of county and 
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district courts (subsection (2) does not apply). County and district courts 
are not superior courts, as can be seen from sections 96 to 100 of the 
Constitution Act, 1867; section 99 deals only with superior court judges. 

It is possible that the authors of the draft amendment had the impres-
sion that "jurisdiction of a superior court" was in some way synonymous 
with "jurisdiction of a section 96 court." 

Whatever the case, it seems that in the absence of a privative clause 
in the provincial enactment, the supervisory power exercised pursuant to 
section 96B cannot in principle cover errors within jurisdiction, unlike the 
supervisory power guaranteed by section 96 and Crevier. The logic of this 
distinction is not clear. Why should the supervisory role of superior courts 
in provincial matters be guaranteed by two sections of the Constitution 
(96 and 96B), each contemplating different subjects and, in principle, hav-
ing a different field of action? 

THE AMENDMENT'S SILENCE 
ABOUT FEDERAL INSTITUTIONS 

The draft amendment to section 96 has been available for public criticism 
since August 1983. Probably the authors of the discussion paper published 
by the federal Department of Justice did not have time to change their 
explanatory notes and draft to take account of the very important opinion 
of the Supreme Court of Canada, in June of the same year, in McEvoy 
v. Attorney-General of New Brunswick.128  

In this reference, the Supreme Court surprised many observers by ruling 
that section 96 restricted the freedom of action of Parliament with respect 
to the devolution of judicial functions relating to subjects under its 
legislative competence; the following section of this paper will examine 
that question. 

It is already evident that, henceforth, any amendment to section 96 must 
take this new element into consideration in the process of interpreting the 
well-known section of the Constitution Act, 1867. It would be inap-
propriate to adapt section 96 to the needs of Parliament with another 
amendment; the process of constitutional amendment is too complicated. 
In addition, it is fitting that the powers of Parliament and the legislatures 
relative to the administration of justice be considered from a comparative 
point of view during debate on section 96B. 

For the above reasons, the draft constitutional amendment (s. 96B) is 
unacceptable in its present form; moreover, it has not been preceded by 
a detailed study of its administrative and judicial context. This is not a 
case of amending a regulation or even a statute, but rather the Canadian 
Constitution. The proposed amendment must be able to apply for many 
years in the future, and should not become an obstacle to the necessary 
transformations of the judicial or administrative systems. 
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Application of Section 96 to the Parliament of Canada 

After noting that before the summer of 1983 it was generally held that 
section 96 did not apply to the Parliament of Canada, I shall endeavour 
to draw certain conclusions from a recent opinion of the Supreme Court 
declaring the opposite to be the case, though in terms that leave many 
questions unanswered and which will certainly contribute to much 
litigation. 

A Generally Held Opinion: 
Section 96 Cannot Be Set Up Against 
Parliament's Legislative Activity 

It was generally held that section 96 — as well as sections 97 to 100 —
did not restrict Parliament's authority and discretion to delegate the 
responsibility for settling disputes that originated from the application of 
valid federal legislation; the legislator had the choice of a federal court 
(s. 101), a provincial superior court,129  a provincial inferior court, a 
federal or provincial administrative body, etc. "Section 96 does not inhibit 
the Federal Parliament," was the standard view, based especially on the 
opinion of Chief Justice Laskin.13° 

This reasoning was used to justify Parliament's assigning, pursuant to 
certain sections of the Criminal Code, important legal authority to pro-
vincially appointed judges. It also explains why the Supreme Court of 
Canada found no constitutional obstacle to Parliament's decision in 1970 
to withdraw from the provincial superior courts their traditional super-
visory power over federal administrative bodies and to give it to the Federal 
Court. Recently Mr. Justice Estey, with the agreement of his brethren of 
the Supreme Court of Canada, wrote: 

That the federal Parliament can direct the review of the actions of a federal 
board to the Federal Court is no longer in doubt in our law.131  

It also appears quite proper that Parliament considered it necessary to 
enact legislative measures dealing with the appointment, tenure, retire-
ment age, remuneration and pension of the justices of the Supreme Court 
of Canada and the Federal Court, because textually sections 96 to 100 
of the Constitution Act, 1867 only contemplate the provinces' courts and 
could not therefore apply to federal courts established pursuant to sec-
tion 101.132  

Some jurists, and in particular Professor Lederman, did not share this 
point of view, but their more qualified opinion did not appear to have 
been adopted by the courts.133  That explains why most observers were not 
in the least surprised when the New Brunswick Court of Appeal declared 
in 1981, in the reasons of Chief Justice Hughes: 
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In my view of the jurisprudence which has come to my attention, s. 96 of 
the B.N.A. Act, 1867 has been interpreted as a limiting provision respecting 
the legislative power of the Legislatures but provides no fetter upon 
Parliament.134  

In that case, the Court of Appeal was asked to rule on the constitutionality 
of a scheme proposing the creation in New Brunswick of a unified court 
of criminal jurisdiction, made up of judges appointed by the Lieutenant 
Governor in Council; this court would be called upon to hear cases deal-
ing with infractions of federal criminal law and provincial penal law; in 
provincial matters its jurisdiction would be created by a provincial enact-
ment, and in federal matters by federal legislation. The two governments 
concerned had apparently already agreed upon the proposal and both 
pleaded its constitutionality before the Court of Appeal. The questions 
presented to the Court dealt correctly not only with the jurisdiction of 
the Legislature to carry out its part of the scheme135  but also with that 
of Parliament to withdraw from the province's superior court of criminal 
jurisdiction all (or a large part — the project was not too specific on this 
point) of the powers it had exercised in 1867 in the field of criminal law. 
The Court of Appeal concluded that section 96 was no obstacle, because 
it did not restrict the freedom of action of Parliament in federal matters. 

In June 1983, the Supreme Court of Canada expressed a contrary 
view. 136  

A HORNET'S NEST: 
THE CONTRARY BUT IMPRECISE OPINION 
OF THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 

The Supreme Court's opinion is so brief, laconic and even obscure that 
it is impossible to grasp its exact scope.137  In the Court's defence, 
however, it should be noted that the proposed scheme contained very 
serious ambiguities, specifically on the question of whether the Superior 
Court would or would not continue to exercise its supervisory power over 
the new unified court; unfortunately, the proposal submitted for judicial 
examination did not take the form of a legislative text. Some general obser-
vations may, however, be drawn from the Supreme Court's opinion, 
though they may give rise to more questions than they answer. 

There can be no doubt that sections 96 to 100 restrict Parliament's 
freedom of action: 

The Judicature sections of the Constitution Act, 1867 [. . .1 apply to Parlia-
ment as well as to the provincial Legislatures.138  

Why? Because the purpose of these sections is to guarantee the inde-
pendence of superior court judges — the Supreme Court does not refer 
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to county or district court judges — a purpose that is not confined to the 
provinces.I39  However, the Court posits another ground: Parliament is 
not allowed to hamper the exercise of the power (and duty) of appoint-
ment expressly granted to the Governor General by the Constitution by 
substantially reducing the judicial responsibilities of the superior 
courts.I40  If Parliament limits the jurisdiction of the provincial superior 
courts in favour of judges appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Coun-
cil, the importance of the Governor General's power of appointment is 
accordingly reduced. 

Certain passages suggest that the restrictions upon the legislative power 
of Parliament in federal matters are identical to those imposed upon the 
provinces in provincial matters. As the Court stated: 

Section 96 bars Parliament from altering the constitutional scheme envisag-
ed by the judicature sections of the Constitution Act, 1867 just as it does 
the provinces from doing so.14 I 

Elsewhere in its opinion the Court also appears to hold the view that under 
the circumstances it is appropriate to apply the principles set forth in 
Residential Tenancies.142  

But other parts of the judgment suggest at least some hesitancy in 
applying the same ground rules. The Supreme Court points out that if 
the new unified court of criminal jurisdiction were not subject to the super-
visory power of the superior court of criminal jurisdiction, Crevier might 
apply.I43  The rationale for the opinion appears to be that the Supreme 
Court considers that section 96 would be violated because Parliament 
would effectively be withdrawing from the superior court virtually its entire 
jurisdiction in criminal matters, and not simply some of its responsibilities: 

What is being contemplated here is not one or a few transfers of criminal 
law power, such as has already been accomplished under the Criminal Code, 
but a complete obliteration of superior court criminal law jurisdiction [. . .] 
There is, in our view, a cardinal difference between mere alteration or diminu-
tion of criminal jurisdiction and complete exclusion of such jurisdiction.1" 

The same quantitative consideration does not apply when section 96 is 
being applied to provincial legislation. Perhaps the Supreme Court wishes 
to invite lawyers not to impugn legislative provisions currently included 
in the Criminal Code when they assign to provincial courts made up of 
judges appointed by the provinces (e.g., in Quebec, the Court of Sessions 
of the Peace) important jurisdiction in criminal matters.145  Hence, the 
Court seems to recognize a special status for Parliament, after stating that 
it is subject to section 96 as are the provinces. At no time does the Court 
examine whether the jurisdiction of county and district courts is also pro-
tected from federal initiatives. 

It is also important to note that nowhere does the Supreme Court of 
Canada refer to the decisions in which it has recognized that, without 
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violating the Constitution Act, 1867, Parliament has withdrawn the tradi-
tional power of supervision by provincial superior courts over federal 
administrative bodies and given it to the Federal Court.146  The unified 
court of criminal jurisdiction was to be created by the province of New 
Brunswick pursuant to section 92(14), and not by Parliament, possibly 
pursuant to section 101. Consequently in McEvoy the Supreme Court was 
not strictly required to, and indeed took considerable care not to, deal 
with the problem of the coexistence of sections 96 to 100 with section 101, 
which grants Parliament the power to create "additional courts" for the 
better administration of federal laws, and this "notwithstanding anything" 
in the 1867 Act. Although the Court maintained that sections 96 to 100 
limited Parliament's jurisdiction as much as that of the provinces, it did 
not also hold that these constitutional provisions applied to Parliament 
when it created additional federal "courts" and delegated judicial powers 
to them. It did not say a word about this important question, notwith-
standing . . . the generality of some of its affirmations. 

This is obviously a hornet's nest. Section 96 would not apply to Parlia-
ment in all circumstances; and when it could be invoked, there would be 
no guarantee of a complete application of the same "ground rules" as 
apply to provincial legislation. 

Up to a certain point section 96 would limit the freedom of action of 
Parliament in cases where it granted judicial functions to provincial insti-
tutions, be they courts of justice or administrative bodies. 

But it is still unclear whether section 96 applies to "courts" created pur-
suant to section 101 and if, therefore, a distinction should be drawn 
between courts presided over, on the one hand, by judges who, pursuant 
to federal legislation, have a status equivalent to that of "section 96 
judges," as is more or less the case with the Federal Court, and, on the 
other hand, those who do not (regarding appointment, tenure, etc.).147  

Section 96 would very probably render invalid any bestowal by Parlia-
ment of judicial functions historically protected by section 96 on federal 
bodies that are not "courts," subject perhaps to the liberalization that 
apparently results from McEvoy. These bodies cannot benefit from the 
protection of section 101, raising therefore the fundamental question asked 
in the preceding section of this paper: how can one determine whether 
or not a federal body is a court?148  

The grounds used to justify the presence of sections 96 to 100 in the 
1867 Act speak in favour of the application of these sections to the 
legislative jurisdiction of Parliament. For example, how can Parliament 
decree that a lower federal court or administrative body should not be 
subject to the traditional review by superior courts (i.e. for want or excess 
of jurisdiction)? It is apparent that because of the wording of sections 
96 to 101 and the Supreme Court decision in McEvoy, there is no easy 
way, given the current state of the law, to establish a balance between 
the limitations on provincial legislative jurisdiction and those that should 
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also be imposed upon the legislative powers of Parliament. Much litiga-
tion looms on the horizon. 

Conclusion 

The hundreds of decisions and references since 1867, including a dozen 
from the Supreme Court of Canada since 1975, are evidence that section 
96 is the source of serious restrictions on the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
legislatures from using their discretion in assigning judicial functions to 
their provincial institutions (i.e., courts of justice, administrative bodies) 
in order to apply legislation that they otherwise have the power to enact. 
Moreover, the Supreme Court of Canada has just opened a new front 
in the unending "battle of 96" that has raged for more than a century 
by ruling that the same section also restricts, though perhaps to a lesser 
degree, the discretion of Parliament to delegate judicial duties in federal 
matters to provincial institutions. This decision also appears to suggest 
that the freedom of Parliament would also be limited when it wishes to 
call upon the services of federal administrative bodies. Nevertheless, the 
same may not be the case when Parliament grants judicial functions to 
additional federal "courts" created under the "notwithstanding" power 
of section 101, although it is perhaps necessary here to make some distinc-
tions depending upon the legal status of those persons presiding over such 
courts: section 96 might perhaps be an obstacle to parliamentary 
sovereignty if the judges of these additional courts do not have a status 
comparable to that of judges of "section 96 courts." 

The law as defined in these cases permits the identification of the restric-
tions on provincial legislative jurisdiction, and gives judges who are respon-
sible for its application a considerable margin of interpretation from which 
para-legal considerations are not absent. This partially explains the 
divergent views expressed in many of the decisions. The legislatures are 
actually prevented from assigning to any person or body other than a "sec-
tion 96 judge" a judicial function that is part of a type of jurisdiction 
exercised exclusively in 1867 by the superior, district or county courts, 
unless the institutional setting in which this function is found serves as 
a catalyst and renders it ancillary to a broader administrative function. 
The future will tell if perhaps the ground rules of the interpretation of 
section 96 are different when Parliament is involved. Even with the 
explanation that judges have been drawn into defining the scope of sec-
tion 96 in a "functional" way, they have taken upon themselves an impos-
sible task: to establish relatively clear, manageable, and realistic criteria 
that would allow the identification of judicial functions that must be 
ascribed solely to "section 96 courts" in today's state with its all-
encompassing legislation. 

The problems raised by section 96 limit the freedom of the legislatures 
and Parliament to assign judicial functions to institutions that they believe 
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to be better equipped to exercise them (in 1984, and not in 1867), con-
sidering the specificity of the function, the nature of the particular insti-
tution chosen and, let it be hoped, the needs of the citizen as well as the 
administration of justice in general (e.g., overloading of various courts 
of justice). Even more, the "institutional setting" rule of interpretation, 
officially proclaimed by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1975 in order 
to avoid emasculating many provincial administrative tribunals, is a 
genuine invitation to delegate judicial functions to bodies distinct from 
courts (i.e., in their structure, procedures and discretionary powers) and 
to escape in that way from the grasp of section 96, even if such delegation 
is not always rational or in the best interests of the public. 

In Quebec, the rationalization of the judicial system has sometimes been 
considered by proposing the creation of a unified court of first instance, 
made up of judges whose status (i.e., appointment, remuneration, inde-
pendence, etc.) is already defined by an existing provincial statute. This 
court would be divided into specialized divisions (civil, family, criminal, 
administrative, etc.). Given the current state of the law, such a reform 
could only be partial, even assuming that Parliament does not attempt 
to obstruct matters by withdrawing from the new court its responsibilities 
in federal matters, because the National Assembly is not empowered to 
remove from Superior Court judges the numerous judicial functions that 
are historically protected by section 96. It is no secret that some judicial 
functions currently assigned to Quebec provincial institutions are very 
vulnerable to a section 96 challenge, and their transfer to the new unified 
court composed of provincially appointed judges would not remove this 
sword of Damocles. 

This situation is unacceptable, and one can only regret that judges are 
led to make observations, relevant as they may be, such as those made 
by Mr. Justice Dickson on behalf of the Supreme Court of Canada in 
the Residential Tenancies reference: 

I am neither unaware of, nor unsympathetic to, the arguments advanced in 
support of a view that s. 96 should not be interpreted so as to thwart or unduly 
restrict the future growth of provincial administrative tribunals. Yet, however 
worthy the policy objectives, it must be recognized that we, as a Court, are 
not given the freedom to choose whether the problem is such that provin-
cial, rather than federal, authority should deal with it. We must seek to give 
effect to the Constitution as we understand it and with due regard for the 
manner in which it has been judicially interpreted in the past. If the impugned 
power is violative of s. 96 it must be struck down.149  

The uncertainty created by the case law on section 96 is incompatible with 
the importance of the exercise of judicial functions in our society. It is 
unacceptable that the powers bestowed upon courts of justice and bodies 
not made up of "section 96 judges" can be so easily impugned, rightly 
or wrongly, by lawyers who often are simply seeking to paralyze an insti- 
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tution and buy time; the utility and effectiveness of the institutions in ques-
tion are sapped by these legal challenges, which are a goldmine for lawyers 
but which do nothing to enhance the reputation of our judicial system. 
It may be inevitable that the legislation dealing with social relations is com-
plex but it is unacceptable that citizens seeking a rapid and economical 
determination of their rights are exposed to the judicial jousting occasioned 
by the rules of interpretation of section 96, rules whose purpose is to allow 
judges to determine, often many years after enactment of a statute, if the 
authority chosen by the legislator to settle disputes is legally able to do 
so. What a bizarre spectacle the Supreme Court judges present us with 
when, mired in the shifting sands of section 96, they hold, for example, 
that a Quebec civil servant has jurisdiction to cancel a lease but an Ontario 
civil servant has not. As Professors Brun and Tremblay have pointed out: 

In the current state of affairs, there are almost as many"constitutional" cases 
dealing with jurisdictional squabbles between federal, superior and provin-
cial courts as there are substantive constitutional cases. This situation pro-
vokes a politico-judicial emulation that inhibits the effective independence 
of judges and tribunals.150 	 (translation) 

Is it necessary to pay such a high social price in order to preserve for federal 
authorities the power to appoint judges to the principal provincial courts 
("section 96 courts"), a power above and beyond that to appoint judges 
to the federal courts, and notably to the Supreme Court of Canada, and 
this at a time when the number of cases inspired by section 96 is likely 
to increase? Indeed, the governments are now trying to amend legislation 
in many traditional areas of law (including property law, contracts, civil 
liability, etc.) with a view to adapting them to new social requirements 
(environmental protection, protection of specific social groups like 
workers, etc.), and they regularly create specialized institutions to oversee 
the application of this new legislation. These reforms are often threatened 
by the spectre of section 96. 

At this stage of the discussion, other considerations come into play. 
Section 96 should not be viewed as a provision whose effect is simply 
to give the right to patronage to federal rather than provincial authorities. 
It is an integral part of a group of sections (96 to 101), that are grouped 
in the Constitution Act, 1867 as a chapter entitled "Judicature"; this 
chapter completes section 92(14), which accords the legislatures a broad 
jurisdiction in the area of the "administration of justice." 

Section 101, a colossal exception to section 92(14), gives federal 
authorities important and exclusive powers in the creation of federal courts, 
particularly with respect to organizing and circumscribing the respon-
sibilities of the Supreme Court of Canada; the exclusive nature of these 
powers is at the least annoying, given that sections 96 to 100 together with 
section 92(14) indicate that the organization and maintenance of the prin-
cipal provincial courts depend on the co-operation of both federal and 
provincial authorities. 
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Nevertheless, the chapter entitled "Judicature" is the institutional 
framework with which section 96 is interwoven. The Supreme Court of 
Canada has, indeed, declared that sections 96 to 100 appear in the 1867 
Act for the following reasons: to ensure federal participation in the 
organization and maintenance of the courts of justice that are called upon 
in principle to settle disputes arising from the application of both federal 
and provincial legislation; and to ensure the independence of judges of 
the provincial superior courts (it would be more correct to speak of a 
"minimum" of independence). In addition, the Supreme Court has 
recently discovered in section 96 a guarantee of the existence in provin-
cial matters of the traditional task of superior court judges, to review at 
the very least jurisdictional errors (i.e., want or excess of jurisdiction) com-
mitted by lower courts and administrative bodies. It is possible that this 
guarantee, which is in principle distinct from the earlier guarantee deal-
ing with the review of the constitutionality of legislation and executive 
action, may extend to federal matters; my hesitation on this subject is 
related to the new issue arising from questions about the scope of section 
96 in federal matters. 

From the moment that section 96 — combined with sections 97 to 100 
— is officially given such constitutional purposes by the Supreme Court 
of Canada, it can no longer be viewed in the same way by anyone who 
is legitimately disturbed by the numerous controversies and kaleidoscopic 
case law that it engenders, and it is easier to accept that the legislators 
cannot easily limit the judicial responsibilities of superior, district and 
county courts. One can no longer approach the issue of the possible repeal 
or amendment of section 96 from the same standpoint; fundamental issues 
are at stake in the current constitutional context. Section 101 is also a part 
of this key group of provisions because it deals, on the one hand, with 
the organization and the role of the court that heads the entire Canadian 
judicial system and, on the other hand, with the additional federal courts 
that Parliament may create in order to bestow upon them very limited 
responsibilities because one explanation for the existence of sections 96 
to 100 is that provincial courts ought, in principle, to be empowered to 
settle disputes arising from the application of federal statutes. One's view 
of the substance of section 101 and the use that has been made of it is 
closely linked to one's opinion of both the existence and the scope of sec-
tions 96 to 100. (For example, is the jurisdiction of the Federal Court too 
extensive?) 

It is impossible for this paper to deal satisfactorily (and briefly) with 
possible solutions to the very serious and therefore unacceptable difficulties 
engendered by the section 96 law. Any solution is in reality interwoven 
in a vast constitutional framework (sections 92(14), 96 to 101 and even 
91(27)), whose scope is not the purpose of this paper. Nor may such a 
solution be considered while ignoring another fundamental problem 
inherent in the issue of section 96: under what circumstances does the public 
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interest require that judicial functions be assigned to bodies that are not 
courts of justice, under what rules of procedure should these functions 
be exercised and to what degree of judicial review (and by which courts) 
and to which remedies available should these judicial functions be sub-
jected? And how can these issues be addressed acceptably without at the 
same time raising questions about the ability of our current judicial 
machinery to meet the needs it must satisfy? 

The extent of the difficulties raised by the necessity to amend section 
96 explains why I consider the amendment currently proposed by the 
federal and provincial authorities (section 96B) unacceptable. Its wording 
is technically deficient; in addition, it fails to consider the general legislative 
environment of section 96, and it is so casual as to suggest including within 
the chapter of the Constitution devoted to the "Judicature" a provision 
authorizing legislatures to delegate important judicial functions to members 
of the administration but not to provincially appointed judges. 

I can only subscribe to a recommendation of the Canadian Bar 
Association: 

Be it hereby resolved that the Canadian Bar Association recommend to the 
Minister of Justice and the Attorneys General of the provinces that the sug-
gested amendment to Section 96 of the Constitution Act, 1867, be deferred 
until a thorough study has been made of the need to reform all of the 
judicature provisions of the Constitution Act, 1867, including the jurisdic-
tion of the courts, tenure and appointment of judges, the independence of 
the judiciary and the constitution and appointment of members to the 
Supreme Court of Canada.151  

In this respect, the notes accompanying the draft section 96B already sug-
gest some of the possible guides for this fundamental reform. It is said 
therein that the provinces — the opinion of the federal authorities on this 
subject is not known — subscribe to the following goals: the Constitu-
tion should guarantee the existence of a superior court of general jurisdic-
tion in each province and should state that a dual system of provincial 
and federal courts has no place in Canada;152  the Constitution should 
also officially recognize that it is the responsibility of the superior courts 
to supervise the lower courts and administrative bodies; the independence 
of the judiciary must be guaranteed by the Constitution; the Constitution 
should not prevent the provinces from creating bodies with responsibility 
for applying their legislation. Of course these principles were adopted at 
a time when it was probably believed that sections 96 to 100 would not 
restrict the legislative jurisdiction of Parliament; but this new develop-
ment does not change the value of these goals which, nevertheless, in no 
way address the role and the composition of the Supreme Court of Canada. 

In light of the foregoing comments, it would be presumptuous to attempt 
to provide, in the conclusions of this paper, a definitive list of amend-
ments that should be made to the Constitution Act, 1867 to solve the prob- 
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lems raised by section 96, while at the same time taking into considera-
tion all constitutional provisions relating to the administration of justice. 
At best, we can outline some general approaches that have not yet been 
clarified by the detailed studies suggested above and which are inspired 
by the basic principles proposed by the provinces as a group — a con-
sensus that cannot be ignored.'53  

In the first place, the status of the Supreme Court of Canada must be 
settled. For example, it appears unthinkable that the provincial authorities 
should not at the very least participate in the appointment of members 
of this court, especially at a time when their politico-legal role continues 
to grow. The following remark applies to all members of the judiciary, 
but in particular to justices of Canada's highest court: 

All legislation has to be applied to specific situations, and such application 
requires interpretation. As Bishop Hoadley warned King George I, 
"Whosoever hath an absolute authority to interpret any written or spoken 
laws, it is he who is truly the Law-giver to all intents and purposes, and not 
the person who first wrote and spoke them."154 

The Constitution should also confirm the principle of unitary jurisdic-
tion that has applied to judicial organization in Canada since 1867, and 
by which it is normally the provincial courts that administer justice, subject 
ultimately to the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of Canada. 
This principle permits not only an explanation of the presence of sections 
96 to 100 but also justifies certain restrictions made by the Supreme Court, 
although a source of practical difficulties, to the jurisdiction of the Federal 
Court. The Fathers of Confederation were clearly in favour of the prin-
ciple of unitary jurisdiction. In 1867 it was the provincial courts that 
administered justice, both federal and provincial; section 129 of the Consti-
tution Act declares so specifically. If the authors of this statute had wished 
to establish a dualist system of federal and provincial courts, they would 
not have limited themselves, in section 101, to providing for possible addi-
tional federal courts; they would not have expressly refused, in two specific 
places (ss. 92(14) and 91(27)), to give Parliament the power to create courts 
of criminal jurisdiction; they would not have used the general expression 
"administration of justice" in section 92(14) alone. The judicial system 
of a country must endeavour to be as simple as possible, in the interest 
of the citizen, and the principle of unitary jurisdiction favours such an 
objective. What a medieval and discouraging spectacle to see a citizen 
searching for a judge legally empowered to hear his or her case. 

The existence of a provincial superior court and its basic jurisdiction 
should probably be guaranteed by the Constitution. This court should be 
called upon to settle all disputes not expressly assigned by the appropriate 
legislator to other federal or provincial institutions; the Constitution should 
specify that other institutions could be either courts or administrative 
bodies (or something else). Furthermore, such a court would have the 
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unquestionable right to exercise the traditional supervisory power over 
lower courts and administrative bodies on grounds that should be con-
sidered further but which would certainly include constitutional questions; 
even after reflection, it is conceivable that one might find no better expres-
sion than "want or excess of jurisdiction." If it appears necessary to give 
to a federal court — as is currently the case with the Federal Court —
certain powers of supervision in federal matters, the Constitution should 
so provide expressly because this is such an important exception to the 
principle of unified jurisdiction. 

The necessary independence of all judges of provincial and federal courts 
(including the Supreme Court) should be guaranteed by the Constitution. 
In this respect, there is no distinction between lower and superior courts: 
all are called upon to dispense justice. The guarantees could certainly go 
beyond the subjects actually mentioned in sections 97 to 100 of the Consti-
tution, dealing for example with the process of choosing judges, their 
immunities, their income guarantees, etc. The pertinent sections should 
be drafted so as to indicate clearly that they do not apply to members 
of the administrative bodies to whom the legislators might have delegated 
judicial functions. This does not exclude the possibility that elsewhere (e.g., 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, a federal or provincial 
statute or the common law) there might be certain provisions recognizing 
the rights of citizens when they are dealing with administrative bodies 
empowered to exercise judicial powers. The right to an apparently impar-
tial decision is an example of such a right. 

The existence of a provincial court of appeal would be provided for, 
but further questions would have to be asked about the responsibilities 
granted it by the Constitution. This issue is linked to the problem of 
defining the role of the Supreme Court of Canada. 

With the independence of the judiciary guaranteed, provincial authorities 
would appoint, remunerate and remove judges of the provincial courts, 
pursuant to provisions of the Constitution; the federal authorities would 
do likewise with federal court judges. The executive power to appoint 
judges would then lie, as is the general rule, with the authorities that have 
the legislative jurisdiction to create the courts and ensure their operation. 
Given that the judges of the superior courts and provincial appeal courts 
would have important responsibilities in both federal and provincial 
matters, their appointment would be subject to a mandatory process of 
consultation with the federal authorities. This is not a new suggestion; 
it appears for example in the report of the Task Force on Canadian Unity: 

The current practice under section 96 of the BNA Act whereby judges to 
higher provincial courts are appointed by the governor general on the advice 
of the central cabinet is a questionable remnant of federal centralization. We 
suggest that consideration be given to a procedure whereby all provincial 
judges would be appointed by the provincial governments, but in the case 
of higher court judges only after consultation with the central government, 
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since they interpret central laws as well. Federal Court judges would, of course, 
continue to be appointed by the central government.155  

This consultation procedure would best be modelled on the one that would 
likely be set up for the appointment of judges to the Supreme Court of 
Canada. The distribution of the appointing power among provincial 
authorities would probably facilitate the access by jurists from different 
milieux to the major provincial courts. 

If the more elaborate studies suggested above confirm the relevance of 
the preceding proposals, the legislatures would finally have the power to 
delegate judicial functions to any provincial institution of their choice: 
superior or lower courts of justice, administrative (or other) bodies. Parlia-
ment could do the same with respect to federal and provincial institutions. 
The choice of an administrative authority would be by legislation; the 
exercise of judicial powers by such an authority (or a lower court) would 
be undeniably subject to review by the superior courts if an aggrieved 
citizen so demanded; the same would apply, incidentally, to the non-
judicial functions of the authority. 

Thus, the legislatures would have the jurisdiction to create a modern 
system of courts of justice to which they themselves would name the 
members. It is possible that they would be less likely to delegate judicial 
responsibilities to institutions other than courts of law. A detailed study 
of the rationale for "administrative justice" would certainly help the 
governments make enlightened decisions on this subject. 

Notes 

This study is a translation of the original French-language text which was completed in July 
1984. 

For an example of a provincial statute providing for the establishment of a judicial 
system, see, in Quebec, the Courts of Justice Act, R.S.Q., c. T-16. 
"The Governor General shall appoint the judges of the Superior, District, and Coun-
ty Courts in each Province except those of the Courts of Probate in Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick." 
See particularly, A.L. Linden (ed.), The Canadian Judiciary, 1976. 
"The Salaries, Allowances, and Pensions of the Judges of the Superior, District, and 
County Courts (except the Courts of Probate in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick), 
and of the Admiralty Courts in Cases where the Judges thereof are for the Time being 
paid by Salary, shall be fixed and provided by the Parliament of Canada." On this 
subject, see the Judges Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. J-1. 
"(1) Subject to subsection two of this section, the Judges of the Superior Courts shall 
hold office during good behaviour, but shall be removable by the Governor General 
on Address of the Senate and House of Commons. 

"(2) A Judge of a Superior Court, whether appointed before or after the coming 
into force of this section, shall cease to hold office upon attaining the age of seventy-
five years, or upon the coming into force of this section if at that time he has already 
attained that age." 
See, however, infra, n. 10. The transitional provisions of section 129 of the Constitu-
tion Act, 1867 are not here taken into account. 
R. v. Thomas Fuller Construction Ltd., [1980] 1 S.C.R. 695, 706 (for the majority). 
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"The Parliament of Canada may, notwithstanding anything in this Act, from Time 
to Time provide for the Constitution, Maintenance, and Organization of a General 
Court of Appeal for Canada, and for the Establishment of any additional Courts for 
the better Administration of the Laws of Canada." 
It is not appropriate at this point to consider the special problem of including in the 
Constitution of Canada all sections (or a part) of the Supreme Court Act. On this issue, 
see: S.A. Scott, "Pussycat, Pussycat or Patriation and the New Constitutional Amend-
ment Processes" (1982), Univ. of Western Ont. L.R. 247, pp. 269-75; H. Brun and 
G. Tremblay, Droit constitutionnel, 1982, pp. 366-70. This inclusion has intentionally 
or unintentionally been accomplished by certain provisions of the Constitution Act, 
1982 relative to the amendment process (ss. 41 and 42). 
Supreme Court Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. S-19. Section 35 states: "The Supreme Court shall 
have, hold and exercise an appellate, civil and criminal jurisdiction within and throughout 
Canada." See also the Judges Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. J-1. Consult W.R. Lederman, "The 
Supreme Court of Canada and the Canadian Judicial System" (1975), 13 Transactions 
of the Royal Society of Canada 209. 
R. v. Thomas Fuller Construction Ltd., [1980] 1 S.C.R. 695. 
Federal Court Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (2nd Supp.). See also the Judges Act, R.S.C. 
1970, c. J-1. 
Quebec North Shore Paper Co. v. Canadian Pacific Ltd., [1977] 2 S.C.R. 1054. 
Supra, n. 12. 
P.W. Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, 1977, p. 125. 
On this subject see in particular J.M. Evans, "Federal Jurisdiction — A Lamentable 
Situation" (1981), 59 Can. Bar Rev. 124. 
Tomko v. Labour Relations Board (N.S.), [1977] 1 S.C.R. 112; Jones v. Edmonton 
Catholic School District no. 7, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 872; A.G. Quebec v. Farrah, [1978] 
2 S.C.R. 638; Corporation of the City of Mississauga v. Regional Municipality of Peel, 
[1979] 2 S.C.R. 244; Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. Quebec Police Commission, [1979] 
2 S.C.R. 618; Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714; Crevier v. A.G. 
Quebec, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220; Massey Ferguson Industries Ltd. v. Government of Saskat-
chewan, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 413; Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62; Capital 
Regional District v. Concerned Citizens of British Columbia, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 842; 
McEvoy v. A.G. of New Brunswick (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 25 (S.C.C.); Re Attorney-
General of Quebec and Grondin (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 605 (S.C.C.). See also Abel 
Skiver Farm v. Town of Sainte-Foy, [1983] 1 S.C.R. 403. 
Seminaire de Chicoutimi v. City of Chicoutimi, [1973] S.C.R. 681. 
Attorney General for Ontario v. Victoria Medical Building Ltd., [1960] S.C.R. 32. 
"Sir Lyman Duff and the Constitution" (1974), 12 Osgoode Hall L.J. 261, p. 325. 
See also P.S. Millar and C. Baar, Judicial Administration in Canada, 1981, pp. 75-106. 
McEvoy v. A.G. of New Brunswick (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 25, 38 (S.C.C.). 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 72. 
K.C. Wheare, Federal Government, 4th ed., 1963, p. 68; W.J. Wagner, Federal States 
and Their Judiciary, 1959, pp. 119 and 325. 
For the text of these resolutions, see Parliamentary Debates on the Confederation of 
British North American Provinces, 1865, p. 3. 
"It is not an unreasonable reading of the 'Judicature' sections of the B.N.A. Act that 
section 96 was far from being the pivotal provision to which the others were subor-
dinate. Rather it appears that section 96 was a projection of section 100 or, at least, 
to be read in conjunction with it. If the Parliament of Canada was to fix and provide 
the salaries of provincial judges, it might properly appoint them. [. . . ] The separa-
tion of the provisions for appointment and for payment as they appeared in the B.N.A. 
Act was, so far as there is any evidence at all, the draftman's work." "Municipal Tax 
Assessment and Section 96 of the British North American Act: The Olympia Bowling 
Alleys Case" (1955), 33 Can. Bar Rev. 993, pp. 997-98. 
Burwell, M.P. in Parliamentary Debates, supra, n. 24, pp. 580-81. 
Parliamentary Debates, supra, n. 24, p. 394. 
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Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 728. 
R. v. Thomas Fuller Construction Ltd., [1980] 1 S.C.R. 695, 713. On the jurisdiction 
of provincial courts in federal matters, see F. Chevrette and H. Marx, Droit constitu-
tionnel, 1982, pp. 833-40. Recently, in a unanimous decision of the Supreme Court 
of Canada, Mr. Justice Estey noted that, when in doubt, the jurisdiction of provincial 
courts in disputes arising from the application of federal statutes must be presumed: 
Northern Pipeline Agency v. Perehinec (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 1, 8. 
Valin v. Langlois (1879), 3 S.C.R. 1. Having noted that provincial courts had the duty 
to apply both federal and provincial statutes, Mr. Justice Fournier pointed out that 
this arrangement could undoubtedly explain the origin of ss. 96 to 100 and that if the 
courts "were to have been exclusively at the service of local governments then the latter 
would have been left to choose and remunerate the officers upon whom the federal 
government could impose no duties" (translation), p. 46. See also Mr. Justice Ritchie's 
opinion. 
Quebec North Shore Paper Co. v. Canadian Pacific Ltd., [1977] 2 S.C.R. 1054; 
McNamara Construction (Western) Ltd. v. The Queen, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 654; R. v. 
Thomas Fuller Construction Ltd., [1980] 1 S.C.R. 695. But the Supreme Court appears 
to be more indulgent toward the Federal Court; see Rhine v. The Queen, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 
442. For a criticism of the position that the Supreme Court has taken with respect to 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court, see J.M. Evans, supra, n. 16. In my view, the author 
does not accord sufficient importance to the constitutional aspect of this controversy. 
The Supreme Court has liberalized its position in recognizing a jurisdiction in consti-
tutional matters for the Federal Court: Northern Telecom Canada Ltd. v. Communica-
tions Workers of Canada (1983), 147 D.L.R. (3d) 1 (S.C.C.). 
Martineau and Sons Ltd. v. City of Montreal, [1932] A.C. 113, 121. 
Toronto Corporation v. York Corporation, [1938] A.C. 415, 426. 
In re Adoption Act, [1938] S.C.R. 398, 415 and 416. 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 93 and 94. 
McEvoy v. A.G. of New Brunswick (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 25 (S.C.C.). 
This justification is presented as "not compelling"; supra, n. 35. 
McEvoy v. A.G. of New Brunswick (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 25, 38 (S.C.C.). In Dupont 
v. Inglis, [1958] S.C.R. 535, which was not cited by the Court, Mr. Justice Rand stressed 
on behalf of the Supreme Court that sections 96ff. were "provisions vital to the 
Judicature of Canada" (p. 542). 
The Court has granted leave to appeal from two judgments where this question is raised: 
R. v. Valente (1983), 145 D.L.R. (3d) 452 (Ont. C.A.); Beauregard v. Government 
of Canada (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 205 (F.C.A.). In 1960, when section 99 of the Con-
stitution Act, 1867 was amended, with respect to the retirement age of judges, the federal 
government attempted within this section to put judges of county and district courts 
on the same footing as superior court judges; see G. Pepin, Les tribunaux adminis-
tratifs et la Constitution — Etudes des articles 96 a 101 de l'A.A.IV.B., 1969, pp. 125-29. 
The issue of independence of the Canadian judiciary is far from clear. On the one hand, 
the content of this notion is difficult to express with precision (appointment, remunera-
tion, tenure, immunity, extra-judicial work, obligation of reserve, etc.) and, on the 
other hand, it is often difficult to determine its origin, based on a plurality of founda-
tions that have not the same legal authority (constitution, statute, constitutional con-
vention, tradition, public opinion, etc.). See specifically on this subject: W.R. Lederman, 
"The Independence of the Judiciary" (1956), 34 Can. Bar Rev. 769 and 1139; S. Shetreet, 
Judges on Trial: A Study of the Appointment and Accountability of the English 
Judiciary, 1976; H. Brun and D. Lemieux, "Politisation du pouvoir judiciaire et 
judiciarisation du pouvoir politique: la separation traditionnelle des pouvoirs a-t-elle 
vecu?" (1977), 18 Cahiers de D. 265; Beauregard v. Government of Canada (1983), 
148 D.L.R. (3d) 205 (F.C.A.); R. v. Valente. 
See, in particular, G. Pepin, supra, n. 39; P.W. Hogg, supra, n. 15, pp. 115-21 and 
129-39; H. Marx and F. Chevrette, supra, n. 29, pp. 870 and 903-14; J.F. Jobin, 
L'article 96 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 1867 et les organismes inferieurs d'appel, 1984. 
[1981] 1 S.C.R. 714. 
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Di Orio v. The Warden of the Common Jail of the City of Montreal, [1978] 1 S.C.R. 152. 

See G. Pepin, supra, n. 39, pp. 93-104. 
Liquidators of Maritime Bank v. The Receiver General of New Brunswick, [1892] A.C. 
437. It was decided that the Lieutenant Governor was also a representative of the Queen 
and that he was enabled to exercise the royal prerogatives dealing with subjects under 
the legislative jurisdiction of the provinces. 
Rimmer v. Hannon (1921), 60 D.L.R. 637. 
Scott v. Attorney General of Canada (1923), 3 W.W.R. 929, 932 (Lord Atkinson). 
In re Adoption Act, [1938] S.C.R. 398, 404ff. 
[1938] A.C. 415. It was in this judgment that Lord Atkin advanced his theory of the 
"three principal pillars in the temple of justice." 
In re Adoption Act, [1938] S.C.R. 398, 409ff. (Chief Justice Duff, per curiam). 
Labour Relations Board of Saskatchewan v. John East Iron Works Ltd., [1949] A.C. 
134, 151-53. 
See specifically on this subject G. Pepin, supra, n. 39, pp. 213-31. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] S.C.R. 714, 728. See also pp. 729-30. 
[1978] 2 S.C.R. 638, 642 (Spence, Dickson and Estey, J.J., concurring). 
"Provincial Administrative Tribunals and Judicial Power — The Exaggeration of Sec-
tion 96 of the British North American Act" (1963), 41 Can. Bar Rev. 446, p. 446. 
Tomko v. Labour Relations Board (N.S.), [1977] 1 S.C.R. 112, 120. 
In Quebec it is necessary to add to the list in question the old "circuit courts" presided 
by a judge of the Superior Court: Seminaire de Chicoutimi v. City of Chicoutimi, [1973] 
S.C.R. 681, 689 (Fauteux, J., per curiam). 
For a rare example of application of the institutional method to a court of justice, 
see Renvoi touchant la constitutionnalite de la Loi concernant la juridiction de la Cour 
de magistrat, [1965] Que. Q.B. 1, reversed on technical grounds by the Supreme Court 
of Canada, [1965] S.C.R. 772. The Quebec Magistrate's Court is now called the 
Provincial Court. 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 72 (Ritchie, J., concurring). Along 
the same lines, see Chief Justice Laskin's comments, per curiam, in Crevier v. A.G. 
Quebec, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, 237. On this subject, consult P.W. Hogg, supra, n. 15, 
1977, pp. 130 and 131; N. Duple, "Nouvelles recentes de Particle 96" (1977), 18 Cahiers 
de D. 315. 
Note once again that this federal participation is nevertheless based on the assumption 
that Parliament will use its power to create additional federal courts (s. 101) with 
circumspection. 
Supra, n. 15, p. 131. 
The Constitution of Canada — A Suggested Amendment Relating to Provincial 
Administrative Tribunals, Discussion Paper, Federal Department of Justice, 1983. We 
will deal with this proposed amendment at length later in this paper. 
It appears that, without violating section 96, a legislature may withdraw certain func-
tions from superior court judges and give them to district or county court judges. The 
fact that all of these judges are within the ambit of sections 96 to 100 of the Constitu-
tion Act, 1867 might explain why the provinces have such legislative discretion; see 
Attorney-General of British Columbia v. McKenzie, [1965] S.C.R. 490; Reference 
Constitutional Validity of Section 11 of the Judicature Amendment Act, [1971] 2 O.R. 
521 (Ont. C.A.). Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that the status of these judges 
is not identical, because section 99 of the 1867 Act does not apply to members of county 
and district courts. On this subject and some other aspects of problems of interpreta-
tion of section 96 not dealt with in this study, see: Report on Administration of Ontario 
Courts, Ontario Law Reform Commission, 1973, vol. 1, pp. 69-88; P.W. Hogg, supra, 
n. 15, pp. 119 and 133-34. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 734-36 for the three-stage 
reasoning, and at p. 730 on the initial question of the judicial nature. Chief Justice 
Laskin has summarized, per curiam, the three-stage reasoning in Massey Ferguson Indus- 
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tries Ltd. v. Government of Saskatchewan, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 413, 429. Mr. Justice 
Chouinard repeated the summary, per curiam, in Re Attorney-General of Quebec and 
Grondin (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 605 (S.C.C.). 
See, in particular, Minister of National Revenue v. Coopers and Lybrand, [1979] 1 
S.C.R. 495. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 730, 735 and 743. 
Nevertheless, in A.G. of Quebec v. Blaikie, [1979] 2 S.C.R. 1016 the Supreme Court 
ruled that the linguistic guarantees of section 133 of the Constitution Act, 1867 con-
templated not only courts of justice but also "non curial adjudicative agencies." It 
will be interesting to see which interpretation this expression receives in this different 
but still constitutional context. See also section 19 of the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms, which partially repeats the text of section 133. 
Stelco Inc. v. Comas ission de la sante et de la securite au travail, Juris-Express 84-441 
(Que. S.C.). 
Re Attorney-General of Quebec and Grondin (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 605, 616 (S.C.C.). 
The two decisions cited by Mr. Justice Chouinard as authorities on this point do not 
offer any reasons. 
L'Atelier 7 Inc. v. Babin et le Procureur general du Quebec, [1982] Que. C.A. 325. 
See also Re S.B.I. Management Ltd. (1982), 128 D.L.R. (3d) 89 (Alta. C.A.), under 
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada; Re Aamco Automatic Transmission Inc. and 
Simpson (1981), 113 D.L.R. (3d) 650 (Ont. Div. Ct.). 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 730-34. 
Re Attorney-General of Quebec and Grondin (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 605 (S.C.C.). 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 110 (Martland, Beetz, McIntyre 
and Chouinard, J.J. concurring). See also p. 109 as well as Dupont v. Inglis, [1958] 
S.C.R. 535, 542; Canadian Broadcasting Corp. v. Quebec Police Commission, [1979] 
2 S.C.R. 618, 639-40; Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 738. 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 71 (Mr. Justice Ritchie, concurr-
ing). See also: Seminaire de Chicoutimi v. City of Chicoutimi, [1973] S.C.R. 681; 
Attorney General for Ontario v. Victoria Medical Building Ltd., [1960] S.C.R. 32; 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 745. Consult also McEvoy 
v. A.G. of New Brunswick (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 25, 38 (S.C.C.). 
Renvoi touchant la constitutionnalite de la Loi concernant la juridiction de la Cour 
de magistrat, [1965] Que. Q.B. 1 (Que. C.A.), reversed on technical grounds by the 
Supreme Court of Canada, [1965] S.C.R. 772. 
Reference m Proposed Legislation Concerning Leased Premises [. . .1 (1979), 89 D.L.R. 
(3d) 460, 466 (Alta. C.A.); Re Pepita and Doukas (1980), 101 D.L.R. (3d) 577, 585-87 
(B.C.C.A.). 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 72, 84-87, 104, 109-10. See also 
Stelco Inc. v. Commission de la sante et de la securite au travail, Juris-Express 84-441 
(Que. S.-C.). 
In Residential Tenancies, Mr. Justice Dickson noted, per curiam: "in the Adoption 
Reference, Duff C.J. looked to the historical practice in England and concluded that 
the jurisdiction conferred on magistrates under the legislation before the Court in the 
Reference was analogous to the jurisdiction under the English Poor Law, a jurisdic-
tion which had belonged to courts of summary nature rather than to Superior Courts. 
On this basis, the legislation was upheld." Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 
1 S.C.R. 714, 729-30. 
Re Attorney-General of Quebec and Grondin (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 605 (S.C.C.). We 
may ask also if the Supreme Court would have refused leave to appeal from a judg-
ment of the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal dealing with the unconstitutionality of cer-
tain judicial powers of the province's Residential Tenancies Board: Re Burke and Arab 
(1982), 130 D.L.R. (3d) 38 (N.S.C.A.) and Attorney-General of Nova Scotia v. Burke, 
[1983] 1 S.C.R. 55. On rentals commissions, see also Re Pepita and Doukas (1980), 
101 D.L.R. (3d) 577, 585-87 (B.C.C.A.). 
Re: B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62. 
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Crevier v. A.G. Quebec, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, 237. For the differences that existed 
previously both in case law and doctrine, see P.W. Hogg, "Is Judicial Review of 
Administrative Action Guaranteed by the British North America Act?" (1976), 54 Can. 
Bar Rev. 716. See also the very different opinion of Professor Bora Laskin: "Cer-
tiorari to Labour Board: The Apparent Futility of Privative Clauses" (1952), 30 Can. 
Bar Rev. 986, pp. 989-91. Refer also to: H. Arthurs, "Protection Against Judicial 
Review" (1983), 43 R. du B. 277; D.J. Mullan, "The Constitutional Position of Canada's 
Administrative Appeal Tribunals" (1982), 14 Ottawa L.R. 239; R. Dussault and M. 
Patenaude, "Le controle judiciaire de l'administration: vers une meilleure synthese 
des valeurs de liberte individuelle et de justice sociale" (1983), 43 R. du B. 163, 
pp. 174-80; R.A. Macdonald, "Constitutional Law — Validity of Legislation —
Privative Clause Ousting Judicial Review — Crevier v. Attorney General for Quebec" 
(1983), 17 U.B.C.L.R. 111; B.L. Strayer, The Canadian Constitution and the Courts, 
2nd ed., 1983, pp. 76-86. 
A privative clause that is not watertight is not unconstitutional: see Re Attorney-General 
of Quebec and Grondin (1984), 4 D.L.R. (4th) 605 (S.C.C.); Theroux v. Brosseau, 
[1983] Que. C.A. 350. See also Capital Regional District v. Concerned Citizens of British 
Columbia, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 842. In Crevier, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, Chief Justice Laskin 
recognized that a privative clause may prevent superior courts from exercising judicial 
review relative to errors committed by lower courts and administrative bodies within 
their jurisdiction, that is errors that do not go to the jurisdiction of the institution con-
templated by the privative clause. Nevertheless the Chief Justice candidly admitted that: 
"There may be differences of opinion as to what are questions of jurisdiction" (p. 236). 
See also Seminaire de Chicoutimi v. City of Chicoutimi, [1973] S.C.R. 681, and Attorney 
General for Ontario v. Victoria Medical Building Ltd., [1960] S.C.R. 32. 
Re Evans and Employment Standards Board (1983), 149 D.L.R. (3d) 1. 
Desmeules v. Le pret hypothecaire, [1983] Que. C.A. 43. Leave to appeal granted by 
the Supreme Court of Canada. 
The Quebec National Assembly has given a number of appellate jurisdictions to bodies 
other than "section 96 courts," for example, the Provincial Court, the Labour Court, 
the Social Affairs Commission, the Real Estate Evaluation Revision Board, the Pro-
fessions Tribunal, the Public Service Board, the Municipal Commission, the Police 
Commission, etc. 
Consult more particularly J.F. Jobin, supra, n. 41; D.J. Mullan, supra, n. 82. 
A.G. Quebec v. Farrah, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 638, 642-43 (Spence, Dickson and Estey, J.J. 
concurring). See also Dupont v. Inglis, [1958] S.C.R. 535, reversing (1957), 8 D.L.R. 
(2d) 26 (Ont. C.A.). 
Crevier v. A.G. Quebec, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, 230. 
Mullan, supra, n. 82, p. 259. 
[1982] 2 S.C.R. 842. 
On this subject, see certain passages from a decision of the Quebec Court of Appeal: 
Commission municipale du Quebec v. Ville de Levis, [1979] Que. C.A. 28, leave to 
appeal refused by the Supreme Court of Canada (see original French). In the judgment 
dealing with the constitutionality of the Quebec Transport Tribunal, Chief Justice Laskin 
quickly eliminated some appellate responsibilities of this tribunal in stating simply that: 
"Neither s. 58(b) nor s. 56 involves a function which can be designated as 'judicial' 
for the purposes of s. 96": A.G. Quebec v. Farrah, [1978] 2 S.C.R. 638, 644. See also 
Re Gray Line of Victoria and Chabot (1981), 125 D.L.R. (3d) 197 (B.C.S.C.). In Con-
cerned Citizens Chief Justice Laskin made the following laconic observation: "There 
are no express directions in s. 12(5) that compel the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 
to yield to a purely judicial assessment of an appeal [. . . ] Policy remains open to 
a body which is a policy-making tribunal." [1982] 2 S.C.R. 842, 851. 
The Quebec Court of Appeal has demonstrated a certain sensitivity to this type of preoc-
cupation in concluding, unlike the Supreme Court, that the Professions Tribunal does 
not violate section 96: Procureur general du Quebec v. Crevier, [1979] Que. C.A. 333. 
See also Re Evans and Employment Standards Board (1983), 149 D.L.R. (3d) 1. 
(B.C.C.A.). 
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Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 733. Chief Justice Laskin 
summarizes Farrah differently in Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 69. 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 106 and 107. Nevertheless, it should 
be added that this generous viewpoint hardly appears compatible with certain parts 
of Mr. Justice Dickson's opinion (per curiam) in Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, 
[1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 749. 
Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 72. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 735-36. 
See our observations on this subject in the section on the judicial nature of the func-
tion in question. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 745. 
Capital Regional District v. Concerned Citizens of British Columbia, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 
842, 851. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 733. 
Re: B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 68. 
Ibid., p. 106. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 732-33. 
Capital Regional District v. Concerned Citizens of British Columbia, [1982] 2 S.C.R. 
842, 851. See also p. 854. As we have already indicated, Chief Justice Laskin is open 
to criticism for not having gone into greater detail whether or not, under the cir-
cumstances, the appeal was effectively a devolution of judicial functions. 
Corporation of the City of Mississauga v. Regional Municipality of Peel, [1979] 2 S.C.R. 
244. 
Theroux v. Brosseau, [1983] Que. C.A. 350, 361-62. See also Re Inman and Ivor (1982), 
134 D.L.R. (3d) 717 (Ont. Div. Ct.). 
Re Attorney-General of Nova Scotia and Gillis (1980), 1 1 1 D.L.R. 349, 359. 
Re Residential Tenancies Act, 1979, [1981] 1 S.C.R. 714, 746-47. See also Chief Justice 
Laskin's notes in Crevier, [1981] 2 S.C.R. 220, 233-34. In McEvoy v. A.G. of New 
Brunswick the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the criminal court in question 
violated 96 in particular on the following grounds: "nor will the court exercise adminis-
trative powers to which its adjudicative functions are incidental" (1983), 148 D.L.R. 
(3d) 25, 36 (S.C.C.). 
See, for example, the application of the institutional setting theory in Re Scowby and 
Glendenning (1983), 148 D.L.R. (3d) 55 (Sask. C.A.). The question was whether the 
Human Rights Commission was contemplated by section 96. Leave to appeal granted 
by the Supreme Court of Canada. 
Contra: Re Murdy and City of Toronto (1981), 118 D.L.R. (3d) 304 (Ont. Div. Ct.). 
See Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 106-7. 
S. Bouchard, M.-M. Lavigne, and P. Renaud, "L'inconstitutionnalite des pouvoirs 
du protonotaire special" (1981), 22 Cahiers de D. 429. 
The Constitution of Canada, supra, n. 62. 
Ibid., p. 7. 
See also: Rapport du Comite conjoint de l'Association du Barreau canadien (Section 
Quebec) et du Barreau du Quebec sur l'avant-projet de modification relative aux 
tribunaux administratifs provinciaux, January 1984; Canadian Bar Association, A 
Response to the Minister of Justice and Attorney-General of Canada on the Discus-
sion Paper: The Constitution of Canada, A Suggested Amendment Relating to Pro-
vincial Administrative Tribunals, February 1984; Laval University, Colloque sur la 
reforme des institutions federales, March 1984, summary of communications presented 
on La reforme de Particle 96 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 1867. 
Seminaire de Chicoutimi v. City of Chicoutimi, [1973] S.C.R. 681. 
See Re B.C. Family Relations Act, [1982] 1 S.C.R. 62, 106-7. 
Theberge Limitee v. Le Syndicat national des employes de l'aluminium d'Arvida, [1966] 
S.C.R. 378. 
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A.G. Quebec v. Blaikie, [1979] 2 S.C.R. 1016. 
Attorney-General v. British Broadcasting Corporation, [1980] 3 All E.R. 161, 175 
(Lord Edmund-Davies). Also, for example, the Quebec Police Commission was con-
sidered as a "court" for the purposes of a particular statute: Snyder v. Montreal Gazette 
Ltd., [1978] Que. S.C. 32. 
Supra, n. 62, p. 12. 
Ibid., p. 8. 
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